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6.0 PROJECT SETTING 

6.16.16.16.1    GGGGEOPHYSICAL EOPHYSICAL EOPHYSICAL EOPHYSICAL EEEENVIRONMENT NVIRONMENT NVIRONMENT NVIRONMENT 1    

6.1.16.1.16.1.16.1.1    Physiography and TopographyPhysiography and TopographyPhysiography and TopographyPhysiography and Topography    

The section of the pipeline route between KP 0 and KP 42 (including the Methanex Lateral) is 
located in the Kitimat Ranges of the Coast Mountains in the Western System of the Canadian 
Cordillera (Holland 1976), at the head of the Kitimat Arm in Douglas Channel.  This is a broad, north-
south trending depression known as the Kitimat-Kitsumkalum Trough, ranging from 1 km to 15 km 
in width (Clague 1984).  Mountains rise abruptly on either side of the trough with peaks ranging from 
1,000 m to 1,500 m above sea level (asl) in elevation.  The elevation of the pipeline route varies 
from a few metres asl up to 200 m asl where it traverses a sand/gravel delta infilling the valley east 
of Mt. Gordon between KP 25 and KP 39. 
 
From approximately KP 42 to KP 74, the route trends eastward through the Kitimat Range of the 
Coast Mountains, climbing approximately 400 m.  The route follows the glaciated U-shaped valleys of 
the Kitimat River and Hoult Creek that are both flanked by steep, rocky slopes typical of Coast 
Mountain terrain.  At KP 74, the pipeline leaves the valley floor and proceeds to climb the rocky side-
slopes of Mt. Hoult to a ridgeline and drainage divide north of Mt. Nimbus at approximately 1,600 m 
asl.  The pipeline route then descends Mt. Nimbus to near the valley floor of the Clore River drainage.  
Once across the Clore River, the pipeline route proceeds through irregular ridges and troughs of the 
Bulkley Range within the Hazelton Mountain and then quickly descends to the Burnie River crossing 
at approximately 785 m asl.  After crossing the Burnie River and traversing through undulating 
bedrock-controlled terrain, the pipeline route leaves the Coast Mountains and enters the Interior 
Plateau at an elevation of approximately 800 m asl. 
 
The pipeline route begins a traverse of the low to moderate relief hills and plains of the Nechako 
Plateau near KP 113 upon entering the Gosnell Creek drainage.  This area is characterized by flat 
and gently rolling terrain varying from 800 m asl to 1,500 m asl.  Thick deposits of glacial soils 
mantle virtually the entire surface.  The route enters the Fraser Basin east of Fraser Lake at 
approximately KP 330 and traverses this physiographic section to KP 462.5.  This area is of lower 
elevation than the Nechako Plateau but is also characterized by mostly gently rolling terrain covered 
extensively by glacial soils with few bedrock exposures. 
 

                                                      
1  Please refer to “Physiography and Geological Processes Along the Proposed Kitimat – Summit Lake Natural 
Gas Pipeline Looping Project”, “Soils Assessment for Portions of the Proposed Kitimat – Summit Lake 
Natural Gas Pipeline Looping Project”, and “Acid Rock Drainage and Metal Leaching Assessment for the 
Proposed Kitimat – Summit Lake Natural Gas Pipeline Looping Project” contained in Volume II of this 
Application. 
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6.1.26.1.26.1.26.1.2    SoilsSoilsSoilsSoils    

A soil survey was conducted along those portions of the pipeline route where the route crosses land 
within the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) as well as within adjacent land that has potential for 
agricultural and grazing use. 
 
Surficial geologic materials from which the soils are derived consist mainly of till, glaciofluvial and 
glaciolacustrine deposits.  Till deposits occupy about 37% of the route.  Two types of till were 
identified.  One is gravelly sandy loam to loam textured and the other is loam to clay loam textured.  
The gravelly sandy loam to loam textured till is very stony to exceedingly stony and slightly to strongly 
acid while the loam to clay loam textured till is slightly to moderately stony and neutral to strongly 
acid.  Till deposits generally occur on undulating to moderately rolling landscapes. 
 
Stone-free to slightly stony glaciolacustrine deposits occupy about 42% of the areas surveyed.  Two 
types of glaciolacustrine deposits were identified.  One is silty clay to clay textured while the other is 
fine sandy loam, silt loam, or silty clay loam textured.  Both glaciolacustrine deposits are non-saline, 
non-sodic, neutral to mildly alkaline at depth and weakly calcareous.  Glaciolacustrine deposits 
usually occur on gently undulating to undulating landscapes. 
 
Glaciofluvial sands and gravels occupy about 15% of the areas investigated.  Very coarse textured 
loamy sands occupy about 2%, sandy loams about 2% and glaciofluvial gravels about 11%.  These 
coarse textured materials are strongly acid to neutral in soil reactions and usually occur on 
undulating to gently rolling landscapes. 
 
Well to moderately well drained, Orthic Gray Luvisols, with little or no topsoil (Ah, Ahe, Aep or Ap 
horizons) in forested areas and developed on glaciofluvial sandy loams, loam to clay loam textured 
till, glaciolacustrine loams, silt loams or sandy loams and glaciolacustrine clays are the dominant 
soils occupying about 70% of the route surveyed.  These soils are non-saline and non-sodic, 
sometimes weakly calcareous and strongly acid to neutral in soil reaction (pH).  Topsoil thickness in 
cleared and developed fields varies from 10 cm to 20 cm and is usually brown to dark brown in 
colour.  The topsoil horizon in cleared and developed fields consists mainly of Ae horizon material 
that has been slightly darkened with cultivation over the years (Aep horizon). 
 
Well to rapidly drained Eluviated Dystric Brunisols with no topsoil in forested areas and developed on 
coarse textured glaciofluvial deposits or till material occupy about 23% of the selected areas 
investigated along the proposed route.  These soils are non-saline, non-sodic, non-calcareous, and 
strongly acid to medium acid in soil reaction.  These soils have rarely been cleared and developed for 
agricultural purposes and are characterized by a thin duff layer (L-H or L-F horizon) overlying a thin, 
pale brown Ae horizon, a yellowish brown Bm horizon and a brown C horizon that usually occurs 
within 60 cm of the surface. 
 
Other soils, but of minor extent, include: Orthic Regosols developed on silt loam to gravelly sand 
textured recent fluvial material on the floodplains of the major creeks and rivers; very poorly drained 
Typic or Fibric Mesisols developed on moss peat greater than a metre thick; and rock outcrops which 
have less than 10 cm of weathered material at the surface. 
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The majority (approximately 87%) of the selected portions of the proposed route surveyed consists of 
bush land (B).  Some of the bush land has cleared pasture land within the bush land, which cannot 
be separated individually.  Such areas are delineated as bush-pasture areas (B-P) on the 
Environmental Work Sheets.  Bush-pasture areas are of minor extent occupying less than 1% of the 
route surveyed.  Pasture land (P) occupies about 5% of the route surveyed while hay fields (H) with a 
well developed sod layer occupy about 3%.  The remaining 5% consists of cultivated land (C). 
 

6.1.36.1.36.1.36.1.3    GeologyGeologyGeologyGeology    

Bedrock geology in the section of the pipeline route between KP 0 and KP 16 (including the 
Methanex Lateral) is generally comprised of calc-alkaline volcanic rocks of the Nicola Group (layered 
volcanic rocks and minor sedimentary rocks of Triassic time).  From KP 16 to KP 42, quartz diorite 
intrusive rocks occur that belong to the Coast Plutonic Complex (mostly homogenous igneous rocks 
with minor inclusions of volcanics and sediments).  It is noted that thick sequences of 
unconsolidated deposits (glacial and fluvial materials) blanket most of this area and it is likely that 
bedrock will be encountered only in the Iron Mountain section.  Acid Rock Drainage (ARD) and Metal 
Leaching (ML) potential is considered moderate for the Nicola Group rocks and low for the Coast 
Plutonic Complex. 
 
In the section of the pipeline route between KP 42 and KP 113, the route crosses a variety of rock 
types.  Calc-alkaline volcanics and quartz diorite and granodiorite rocks are prevalent up the Kitimat 
River Valley, the Hoult Creek Valley and over the divide into the Clore drainage.  The Burnie River 
Valley is underlain by a short section of sedimentary rocks.  High elevation peaks like Hope Mountain 
that are round-topped and dome-like, identifies them as being composed of quartz diorite and 
granodiorite.  ARD/ML potential is considered low for this section of the pipeline, although there may 
be very short sections of moderate potential near KP 75. 
 
Where the pipeline route crosses the Nechako Plateau and the Fraser Basin between KP 113 and its 
terminus at the Summit Lake Compressor Station, bedrock types are typified by flat to gently dipping 
Tertiary lava flows that in turn cover older volcanic, sedimentary and intrusive rocks.  The 
sedimentary rocks are dominantly chert, pebble conglomerate, shale and sandstone while the 
volcanic rocks are chiefly andesite, basalt and associated tuffs and breccias.  It is noted that 
bedrock exposures are rare due to the thick mantle of glacial deposits (till, lacustrine and glacio-
fluvial materials).  The potential for ARD/ML in this section of the pipeline route is mixed.  A 
moderate to high potential exists in the vicinity of the Equity Silver Mine (KP 150 to KP 250) with the 
remainder of the area rated as moderate with the exception of the last approximately 150 km of the 
route (KP 310 to KP 462), which is rated as having a low potential. 
 

6.1.46.1.46.1.46.1.4    Hydrogeology and GroundwaterHydrogeology and GroundwaterHydrogeology and GroundwaterHydrogeology and Groundwater    

In the Kitimat River Valley between approximately KP 0 and KP 17, the main landform is the Kitimat 
River estuary and floodplain, a broad low-relief plain within a few metres of sea level.  The Kitimat 
River occupies this valley as a meandering river that flows south to the ocean.  Main creeks entering 
from the west side of the valley include Little Wedeene River (proposed crossing at KP 13), Raley 
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Creek, and the Wedeene River (proposed crossing at KP 17).  Hicks Creek and Chist Creek (proposed 
crossing at KP 39) are located on the east side of the valley.  Upstream of the proposed crossings, 
Wedeene and Little Wedeene rivers are single-channel winding watercourses with occasional 
vegetated islands.  Downstream of the proposed crossings, both rivers exhibit meandering and 
anastomosing reaches, which are subject to channel shifting and avulsion.  The proposed crossing of 
Chist Creek is located along a single-channel reach.  Upstream and downstream of the proposed 
crossing, Chist Creek exhibits extensive anastomosing reaches.  In addition to these major crossings, 
the proposed right-of-way crosses many unnamed streams, most of which are single-channel winding 
creeks fed from headwaters in the surrounding benches and mountain slopes. 
 
Surficial geologic materials on the valley floor comprise mostly sand, gravel, and organics over lying 
glaciomarine clay.  Wetlands are common and soil drainage is moderate to poor due to the flat 
terrain and impermeable clay at depth.  The pipeline route has been selected to minimise exposure 
to these wetlands. 
 
The groundwater table is typically within 1 m or 2 m of the ground surface adjacent to a water body.  
Between waterbodies the groundwater table is expected to be two or more metres below the ground 
surface and typically mirrors the topography, although in a more subdued manner.  Local subsurface 
conditions, however, such as depth to bedrock, fracture characteristics in the bedrock, and grain 
size, porosity, permeability, thickness and lateral extents of the subsurface soils will affect this 
subdued pattern and, accordingly, estimates of groundwater table positioning in absence of 
subsurface drilling data, can vary considerably. 
 
Because this region is so close to sea level, drainage on the valley bottom is generally poor.  Many 
swamps and marshlands exist along the estuary and the occurrence of glaciomarine clays at surface 
or at depth contributes to the poor drainage in the area.  Springs and seepage zones are expected to 
be common, especially on the lower portions of the valley walls.  The slopes traversed by the pipeline 
route from the valley floor to the pro-glacial delta around KP 13 to KP 18 are expected to have 
springs in the lower half of the slope due to finer grained soils and are likely to be well drained with 
an absence of seepage zones in the upper 100 m of the slope due to a predominance of free 
draining sands and gravels. 
 
From KP 35 to KP 40, the pipeline route crosses on extensive, flat, pro-glacial sand and gravel delta.  
This delta was deposited during de-glaciation of the area and consists of greater than 100 m of 
sands and gravels overlying glaciomarine soils.  Borehole logs indicate that the groundwater table is 
likely 5 m to 10 m below the ground surface. 
 
From KP 42 to approximately KP 113, the pipeline route crosses relatively narrow river floodplains, 
alluvial fans, colluvial aprons, and benches of glacial till. 
 
East of about KP 45, steep, bedrock-controlled valley walls convey mountains, gullies, and avalanche 
tracks across the proposed right-of-way.  Narrow benches of glacial till deposits, up to tens of metres 
high, are also situated at the base of the valley slopes.  Soils are considerably thinner, discontinuous, 
or absent on valley walls and ridges above 900 m asl or on steep (> 30 degrees) slopes.  No 
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evidence of alpine permafrost impacting the pipeline route was observed in airphotos or during the 
helicopter reconnaissance. 
 
The groundwater table in this area of the pipeline is typically within 1 m or 2 m of the ground surface 
adjacent to a water body.  Between waterbodies the groundwater table is expected to be two or more 
metres below the ground surface and typically mirrors the topography, although in a more subdued 
manner.  Local subsurface conditions, however, such as depth to bedrock, fracture characteristics in 
the bedrock, and grain size, porosity, permeability, thickness and lateral extents of the subsurface 
soils will affect this subdued pattern and, accordingly, estimates of groundwater positioning in 
absence of drilling data, can vary considerably. 
 
From approximately KP 113 to the terminus of the pipeline route at KP 462, the route crosses the 
Nechako and Fraser Basin where the surficial materials are generally a sequence of glacial tills and 
glaciofluvial sands and gravels with lesser amounts of colluvium and organics (Struik et al. 1990).  
River valleys generally are broad and shallow with fluvial sands and gravels and some overbank 
deposits of silts and organics. 
 
Noticeable glacial features of the plateau surface include coarse grained eskers and meltwater 
channels, of which many of the latter are now dry (Holland 1976).  Glacial lakes formed in the 
localised valleys throughout this region and deposited fine grained and clay-rich soils. 
 
Two smaller regions within the Fraser Basin known as the Nechako Plains are located north of Prince 
George and west of Prince George in the Nechako River Valley (Holland 1976).  These regions were 
occupied by three glacial lakes centred on Prince George, Fort St. James, and Vanderhoof.  As glacial 
ice melted, pro-glacial drainage channels were blocked with glacial soils and ice.  Lakes with drumlin 
islands formed in the three basins depositing varved silts and clays in the lake bottoms below 800 m 
asl.  Glaciolacustrine sediments (comprising fine sand, silt and clay) have been mapped on surface 
by Tipper (1971) near KP 270 to KP 282, KP 312 to KP 351, KP 391 to KP 396, and KP 435 to 
KP 459.  They are, however, typically buried beneath younger soils, thus the clay-rich soils are most 
commonly encountered in river and stream valleys where the soil column is exposed.  The Stuart 
River at KP 387 and the three Salmon River crossings near KP 437, KP 448, and KP 455 are incised 
into these varved soils north of Prince George. 
 
The groundwater table in the area between KP 113 and KP 462.5 is typically within 1 m or 2 m of 
the ground surface adjacent to a water body.  Between waterbodies the groundwater table is 
expected to be two or more metres below the ground surface and typically mirrors the topography, 
although in a more subdued manner.  Local subsurface conditions, however, such as depth to 
bedrock, fracture characteristics in the bedrock, and grain size, porosity, permeability, thickness and 
lateral extents of the subsurface soils will affect this subdued pattern and, accordingly, estimates of 
groundwater positioning in absence of drilling data, can vary considerably. 
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6.1.56.1.56.1.56.1.5    Natural HazardsNatural HazardsNatural HazardsNatural Hazards    

Glaciomarine deposits in the Kitimat River Valley between KP 0 and KP 27 have contributed to large 
retrogressive flows slides on low slope angles (<10°) (Geertsema et al. 2006).  Since glacial 
recession, the ocean salt has leached from the soils leaving behind an unstable “card-house” soil 
structure, that when saturated, can fail after the soil has been disturbed from vibration or external 
loading.  Poor drainage in lowland areas, high pore pressures in fine sand strata and discontinuous 
lenses in between the clay layers, active down-cutting of stream channels through the clays 
(Geertsema 1998), and zones of groundwater discharge (upward hydraulic gradients) are the main 
contributing factors to slope failures in these soils.  Some failures occurred in clays blanketed with 
coarse sand and gravel alluvium and glaciofluvial gravels (Geertsema 1998).  Observed soil slides 
along the eastern edge of the Kitimat Valley are well vegetated and appear to have occurred more 
than 1,000 to 2,000 years ago during a cool wet climate and possibly coinciding with active stream 
down-cutting (Geertsema 1998 and Geertsema et al. 1997).  However a recent retrogressive soil 
slide, the 43 ha Mink Creek earthflow (Geertsema and Schwab 2006 and Geertsema et al. 2006) 
occurred 6 km southwest of the Terrace airport in December 1993.  This slide may have been 
triggered by natural high pore pressures resulting from a wet fall and winter.  This landslide is 
located less than 10 km northwest from two other large (26 ha and 63 ha) retrogressive earth flows 
that occurred in May 25 and June 19, 1962 on the eastern side of Lakelse Lake (Clague 1978, 
1984).  These two slides occurred during the construction of the Terrace-Kitimat highway, however 
the extent to which the construction activity is responsible is currently unknown (Evans 1982).  One 
of the failures may have been related to the placement of a spoil bank about 365 m long and 3 m 
high that added external loads to the clay, increased pore pressures, and resulted in a slope failure 
that created an 18 m high headscarp. 
 
Flowslides like the ones described above are not common but can have unpredictable consequences 
because of their potential lateral extents, speed, and depth at which they occur.  In addition to 
impacting construction spreads downslope of a given failure, due to the sensitive nature of the “card-
house” structure within the glaciomarine clay, these failures often expand upslope (retrogressing) 
creating a “second front” of impact. 
 
Airphoto observation, recent field reconnaissance, and historical records discussed above suggest 
that the region in the Kitimat Valley between Terrace and the proglacial delta (located at KP 32 to 
KP 39) is relatively more susceptible to these events than the terrain south of the delta that the 
pipeline is traversing.  Nevertheless significant efforts have been made during the pipeline routing 
phase to avoid all mapped surface exposures of the glaciomarine clay to minimize the exposure of 
the pipeline to these potentially problematic soils. 
 
Large soil slides in fine-grained glacial till are also possible in the area between KP 13 and KP 42.  
These slides typically can occur on slopes greater than 20 degrees in fine-grained glacial till and 
colluvium.  An example of the this type of slide occurred in December 1991 along the existing PNG 
pipeline 3 km south of where Highway 3 crosses the Kitimat River (Cavers 1992).  The slope failure 
may have been triggered by high pore pressures following an unusually wet winter.  Slow progressive 
slope movements buckled the pipeline and required PNG to relocate the pipeline in a bedrock trench 
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downslope in the highway ditch.  The proposed pipeline route does not traverse this location.  No 
significant slope failures impacting the pipeline right-of-way were observed in this area. 
 
At KP 49, KP 61, and KP 70 to KP 74, several mountain streams subject to debris flows cross the 
proposed ROW and have built colluvial cones onto the valley floor.  Recent (approximately within the 
last 5 years) debris flow activity was noted during helicopter reconnaissance at KP 73.  Debris flows 
and floods are described as being midway in the continuum from clearwater floods to debris slides.  
Debris flows often initiate on an open slope as a debris slide but are often channelised in an existing 
creek gully where they can entrain a significant amount of water.  They transport a considerable 
amount of bedload (> 80% soil, rock, and trees by weight) and travel at relatively high speeds 
(> 3 m/s).  Due to the high density of the debris, debris flows are capable of floating and transporting 
large boulders, concrete, and unsecured bridge abutments.  Debris flows, like floods, have 
considerable scour and degradation potential especially in the steeper section of the channel 
(transport zone).  Depending on the size and velocity of the debris flow, vertical scour/degradation 
can exceed 5 m.  Flows can travel many kilometres from their source before they drop their 
suspended loads in the lower gradient channels/fans (deposition zone).  The media and public often 
call debris flows “washouts” and “mudslides”. 
 
Next to watercourse crossings, debris flows are the most common geohazard that can affect a new 
pipeline.  Active and inactive debris flow sites are relatively easy to identify and relatively easy to 
design for.  Their frequency of activity and downslope impact are difficult to predict necessitating a 
conservative design.  Nevertheless, careful identification of these hazards prior to construction and 
effective design against their impact on the pipeline and the environment, can significantly reduce 
the impact of debris flows on pipeline operations. 
 
Rock slides are a mass wasting process evident in the more mountainous portions of the pipeline 
route between KP 69 and KP 95.  For example, the pipeline route has been routed around two large 
(> 500 m x > 500 m in area), dormant, rock slides in volcanic rocks within the Clore River Valley 
between KP 89 and KP 95.  Contributing factors to these rock slides are oversteepend slopes 
remaining from the last glaciation, unfavourably oriented bedrock structure, and in case of the 
volcanic rocks, relatively weak and weathered bedrock.  Regional groundwater flows may also 
contribute to the (re) activation of these large rock slides by elevating the pore pressures along the 
unfavourable bedrock structures.  Stabilisation of these large rock slides is not practical mainly due 
to excessive cost and challenging access.  Therefore avoiding the rock slides altogether and 
understanding their causes in order to avoid additional rock slide susceptible terrain are typically the 
best risk management techniques for pipeline routing. 
 
This area of the Coast Mountains (more specifically the Bulkley and Babine ranges of the Hazelton-
Skeena Mountains) have recently experienced three large rock avalanches (Schwab et al. 2003):  
Howson (September 11, 1999), Zymoetz (June 8, 2002), and Harold Price (June 22 or 23, 2002).  
The Howson rock avalanche severed the existing PNG pipeline in the Telkwa pass and the Zymoetz 
rock avalanche severed the PNG pipeline 22 km southeast of Terrace. 
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Although other large rock slides have occurred in the Coast Mountains, this recent cluster of activity 
suggests that these rock slides may be the result of other global factors such as climate change.  
Glaciers are melting and may be debutressing new slopes and creating unstable slope conditions.  
Degrading alpine permafrost and increased average precipitation may also be causal factors to 
these recent events.  As mentioned above, for a new pipeline, hazard avoidance at the routing stage, 
such as avoiding glacier margins, is the most practical risk management technique.  This technique 
has been adhered to in the routing of the KSL project. 
 
In the Nechako Plains section of the pipeline route (approximately KP 270 to KP 462) the occurrence 
of clayey (medium to high plastic) glaciolacustrine silts can be problematic for slope stability and a 
nuisance for construction.  These glaciolacustrine soils are typically 50% to 80% clay, 20% to 50% 
silt, and 55% to 10% fine sand (Lu et al. 1998).  The bedding planes within these soils have been 
pre-sheared by glacial activity and this can contribute to deep-seated earth slides.  Steep cut slopes, 
intense precipitation events, uncontrolled surface water, and groundwater seepage are other factors 
that can combine with these soils to trigger small to medium earth slides. 
 
Recent documented landslides in these glaciolacustrine soils include a highway cut-slope failure at 
the east boundary of Prince George and an earth slide on University Way leading to the University of 
Northern British Columbia.  Other deep seated slides are seen south of Prince George in the Fraser 
Valley near Hixon (Lu et al. 1998) and along the CN Rail mainline 22 km west of Prince George in the 
Nechako River Valley (Porter et al. 2000). 
 
Despite these unfavourable soils, the proposed right-of-way does not cross nor is it presently 
impacted by any identified active earth slides.  However, the following sections of the pipeline route 
may be susceptible to construction triggered erosion and earth slides because the pipeline traverses 
or is adjacent to steep natural slopes:  KP 343 to KP 351 (east of Fraser Lake, on left (north) bank of 
the Nechako River); KP 405 to KP 408 (east of the Stuart River Crossing around Chinohchey Creek); 
KP 436 to KP 438 (around the Salmon 1 crossing); KP 455 to KP 457 (around the Salmon 3 
crossing).  These identified sections will be examined by the appropriate technical expert doing 
detailed engineering, and appropriate measures will be developed to manage these conditions. 
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6.26.26.26.2    AAAATMOSPHERIC TMOSPHERIC TMOSPHERIC TMOSPHERIC EEEENVIRONMENT NVIRONMENT NVIRONMENT NVIRONMENT 2    

Regional climatic information, including temperature, rainfall, snowfall, and wind speed, and 
direction, was obtained from 20 stations in the vicinity of the Project operated by Environment 
Canada.  A description of the methodology, source data, and data summaries showing mean, 
average, and extreme conditions are included in Appendix B of the Air Quality Technical Report.  
 
Most of the air emissions from the KSL Project will occur during operation of the Compressor Station.  
Therefore, the Atmospheric Environment section provides quantitative baseline climate and ambient 
air quality data for the Air Quality Local Study Area (AQLSA), a 22 km by 22 km square area centred 
on the Compressor Station.  Wind, temperature, precipitation, and air quality data used for the 
dispersion modelling and analysis conducted in the AQLSA is described in this section.  For the 
remainder of the KSL Project, a qualitative overview of climate and air quality conditions is 
presented.   
 

6.2.16.2.16.2.16.2.1    ClimateClimateClimateClimate    

6.2.1.1 Overview of Prevailing Climate Conditions 

The KSL pipeline route will pass through three Ecoprovinces, or areas with consistent climate: the 
Coast and Mountains Ecoprovince (KP 0 to KP 93.5), the Central Interior Ecoprovince (KP 93.5 to 
KP 320), and the Sub Boreal Interior Ecoprovince (KP 320 to KP 462.2).  Ecoprovinces are part of 
the Ecoregion classification system, developed to provide a systematic view of small-scale ecological 
relationships in the province based on macroclimatic processes and physiography (Demarchi 1996). 
 
The climatic processes of the Coast and Mountains Ecoprovince are influenced by its adjacency to 
the Pacific Ocean.  Frontal systems arrive from the Pacific Ocean and move over the steep coastal 
mountains before reaching the central interior.  Winters in the Coast and Mountains Ecoprovince are 
characterized by oceanic low-pressure systems, producing wet conditions and moderate 
temperatures.  In the summer, high-pressure systems prevail and low-pressure systems are less 
frequent and tend to stay farther north.  Wind speeds and directions in the Coast and Mountains 
Ecoprovince vary depending on location and time of year.  In Kitimat, inshore winds (southerly) 
dominate during the summer months while offshore winds (northerly) are frequent in the winter.  
Similarly, the most frequent wind direction in Terrace through spring, summer, and fall is south and 
the most frequent wind direction in the winter is north.   
 
The Central Interior Ecoprovince lies east of the Coast and Mountain Ecoprovince and is 
characterized by a flat topography and distinct seasons.  Situated on the leeward side of the Coast 
Mountains, the climate is characterized by colder winters, warmer summers, and a rainy season 
during the late spring and early summer months.  Precipitation is reduced because of the Central 
Interior Ecoprovince location in the rainshadow of the Coast Mountains.  Arctic air moves into the 
Ecoprovince during the winter and often is trapped and stalls in the narrow valleys of the Central 

                                                      
2  Please refer to “Air Quality Assessment for the Proposed Kitimat – Summit Lake Natural Gas Pipeline 
Looping Project” contained in Volume II of this Application. 
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Interior.  Convective rain showers are common in the region during the summer.  Southeasterly 
winds dominate in Burns Lake throughout most of the year.  During the summer months, the area 
experiences winds from the west and northwest.   
The eastern end of the pipeline route is situated in the Sub Boreal Interior Ecoprovince.  This 
Ecoprovince is less influenced by moist Pacific Ocean air, and can be defined as having a continental 
climate.  The air passing over the Kitimat Ranges dries as it moves east across the Central Interior 
and arrives in the Sub Boreal Interior Ecoprovince with low moisture content.  Precipitation is steady, 
albeit relatively light, throughout the year, with convective storms bringing rain during the summer 
and the southwest flow bringing snow during winter storms.  The Sub Boreal Interior Ecoprovince 
experiences warm summers and cold winters.  Arctic air frequently dominates during the winter and 
early spring.  This cold air brings heavy snowfall to areas of high elevation.  Southerly winds dominate 
throughout the year in Prince George.  The strongest winds occur in November and the calmest 
winds are measured in August. 
 

6.2.1.2 Data Sources Used to Characterize Baseline Climate Conditions 

Baseline wind, precipitation, and temperature conditions in the AQLSA were characterized using data 
from several meteorological stations located in the vicinity of the Compressor Station.   
 
The meteorological stations used to characterize baseline wind conditions in the AQLSA included: 
Burns Lake Fire Centre, Augier Lake, Grassy Plains, East Ootsa, and Houston Firehall.  The locations 
of the meteorological stations in relation to the Compressor Station site and terrain in the region are 
shown in Figure 6.2-1.   
 
Precipitation and temperature data for the AQLSA were taken from the Burns Lake Fire Centre 
meteorological station, due to its close proximity to the Compressor Station. 
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Figure 6.2-1. Location of meteorological stations in the vicinity of the Compressor Station, used to 

characterize baseline wind conditions in the AQLSA.   

 
 
 
 
 

6.2.26.2.26.2.26.2.2    WindsWindsWindsWinds    

Wind speed and wind direction data were compiled from the five meteorological stations in the 
vicinity of the Compressor Station, described in Section 6.2.1.  Due to its close proximity to the  
Compressor Station, and the orientation of winds along an axis, the Burns Lake data set was 
selected for the dispersion modelling assessment.   
 
In Figure 6.2-2, wind distribution at the Burns Lake station is shown in a wind rose format.  The 
direction of the bar indicates the direction from which the wind is blowing, the colour indicates the 
wind speed class, and the length of the bar indicates the frequency of occurrence.  The wind rose 
shows a predominance of winds from the northwest and southeast, which closely matches the 
orientation of the valley in which the Burns Lake meteorological station is located.  A maximum wind 
speed of 11.5 m/s was recorded for the period observed.   
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Figure 6.2-2.  Burns Lake Windrose (March 2001 – February 2006) 

 
 
Wind roses for the other four meteorological stations are included in the Air Quality Technical Report.  
Winds observed at Augier Lake are predominantly from the west and west-southwest.  Although this 
station also shows an orientation of winds along an axis, this station is located further away from the 
Compressor Station and data capture is poor.  All other meteorological stations show a broader 
distribution of winds and therefore are considered to be less representative of winds at the 
Compressor Station.   
 

6.2.36.2.36.2.36.2.3    PrecipitationPrecipitationPrecipitationPrecipitation    

Due to its close proximity to the Compressor Station, the Burns Lake meteorological station was 
chosen to represent precipitation characteristics of the AQLSA.  Thirty years of precipitation and 
temperature data (1971-2000) are available for the station.  Table 6.2-1 shows the monthly and 
annual average precipitation and temperature observations over the thirty-year period.  The AQLSA is 
considered semi-arid, receiving an average rainfall of 291 mm annually.  On average, highest rainfall 
occurs between the months of June and September, with an extreme daily rainfall that ranges from 
24.4 to 43.6 mm in the same months.  The amount of snowfall is highest from November to January.  
Extreme daily snowfall is recorded in December with 26.4 cm of snow.  The average annual 
temperature in Burns Lake is 2.8˚ C.  The highest daily average temperature is recorded in July at 
14.3˚ C and the lowest daily average temperature is measured in January at -10.5˚ C.  The extreme 
minimum temperature is also recorded in January at -46.7˚ C. 
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Table 6.2-1 
Precipitation at the Burns Lake Meteorological Station, 1971 – 2000 

Monthly AverageMonthly AverageMonthly AverageMonthly Average    ComponentComponentComponentComponent    

JanJanJanJan    FebFebFebFeb    MarMarMarMar    AprAprAprApr    MayMayMayMay    JunJunJunJun    JulJulJulJul    AugAugAugAug    SepSepSepSep    OctOctOctOct    NovNovNovNov    DecDecDecDec    

AnnualAnnualAnnualAnnual    

AverageAverageAverageAverage    

Average 
Rainfall 
(mm) 

5.1 2.3 3.3 10.4 33.9 51.2 43.3 42.8 40.5 37.7 16.9 4.0 291.4 

Extreme 
Daily 

Rainfall 
(mm) 

13.5 6.1 6.8 23.0 21.2 43.6 29.0 30.8 24.4 19.8 23.4 7.4 n/a 

Average 
Snowfall 
(cm) 

42.3 29.0 23.2 6.0 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 7.2 34.4 45.8 189.8 

Extreme 
Daily 

Snowfall 
(cm) 

24.0 18.2 18.3 12.4 5.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.2 19.3 17.8 26.4 n/a 

Daily 
Average 

Temperature 
(˚C) 

-10.5 -7.4 -2.0 3.5 8.3 11.7 14.3 13.9 9.9 4.9 -3.2 -9.7 2.8 

Extreme 
Minimum 

Temperature 
(˚C) 

-46.7 -40.0 -40.0 -18.9 -7.0 -2.2 -0.6 -0.8 -8.9 -21.5 -37.3 -42.7 -22.2 

 

6.2.46.2.46.2.46.2.4    Air QualityAir QualityAir QualityAir Quality    

6.2.4.1 Overview of Air Quality Conditions 

Air quality is determined by the character and volume of emissions, regional topography, and the 
weather conditions in the area. 
 
The mountainous topography surrounding Kitimat and Terrace creates an airshed historically 
sensitive to air emissions generated by anthropogenic activities, including industrial processes.  The 
air emission contaminants of concern to human health in the Kitimat area are particulate matter 
(PM10 and PM2.5), nitrogen oxides (NO and NO2), sulphur dioxide (SO2), total reduced sulphur (TRS), 
hydrogen fluoride (HF), and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs).  Notable emissions are those 
associated with the aluminium smelter (Alcan Smelting and Chemicals Limited), the paper mill 
(Eurocan Pulp and Paper Company), and the methanol and ammonia plant (Methanex Corporation).  
These industries are located in the Town of Kitimat industrial centre at the southern end of the 
Kitimat River Valley.  In the summer, valley haze can occur and prevailing inflow (southerly) winds 
blow plumes from the industrial centre northwards towards Terrace (Johnson 1998). 
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The most common air pollutants in the Bulkley Valley-Lakes District (BVLD) airshed, which includes 
the communities of Smithers, Telkwa, Houston, and Burns Lake, are fine particulates (PM10 and 
PM2.5) (BVLD Airshed Management Society 2006).  The BVLD Airshed Management Plan identifies 
beehive burners, debris burning, residential and commercial space heating, and road dust as 
sources of fine particulates.  Springtime peaks in ambient particulate levels are common to each 
community in the BVLD airshed, possibly due to an increase in road dust as the streets thaw and 
sand is released from the ice and entrained into the atmosphere (Rigby 2002).  In addition, Telkwa 
experiences its highest concentrations in the fall with a smaller springtime elevation, possibly due to 
resource burning.  The village of Telkwa appears to be affected by smoke at that time of year to a 
greater extent than Burns Lake, Houston, and Smithers, which could be a result of smoke from fires 
burning up the Telkwa Valley.  The pipeline route will be located in a high smoke sensitivity area at 
the Highway 35 crossing (approximately KP 245), and along the 700 Road and Highway 16 
(approximately KP 250 to KP 275) (Nadina Forest District 2005).  High smoke sensitivity time 
periods identified for the area include: May, July, August, and September long weekends, Bluegrass 
Festival, Tweedsmuir Days, Pleasant Valley Days, and the Burns Lake Rodeo.   
 
In the Omineca Region, which includes Vanderhoof, Prince George, and Summit Lake, the most 
common air pollutants are fine particulates, total reduced sulphur (TRS), and sulphur dioxide (Fudge 
pers. comm.).  Road dust and industry, including sawmills, pulpmills, and beehive burners, are the 
main sources of fine particulates (Prince George Airshed Technical Management Committee 1998).  
In the communities without industry, woodstoves are the main sources of particulate emissions 
(Fudge pers. comm.).  The pulping process is a major source of TRS in the area (BC Ministry of 
Environment 2006).  Oil and gas refineries, sewage treatment facilities, and automobile catalytic 
converters also generate TRS.  Air quality tends to deteriorate through the winter when temperature 
inversions are stronger, there are more emission sources (i.e. wood stoves), and pollutants that are 
otherwise broken down by the longer hours of solar radiation during the rest of the year, persist 
through the shorter winter days.   
 

6.2.4.2 Air Quality Conditions in the AQLSA 

SSSSURROUNDING URROUNDING URROUNDING URROUNDING EEEENVIRONMENTNVIRONMENTNVIRONMENTNVIRONMENT    

The Compressor Station site is located in a rural area near KP 246.5.  The nearest community, Burns 
Lake, which has a population of approximately 2000 people, is located approximately 11 km north-
northwest of the Project.  There are a number of residences scattered throughout the AQLSA, with a 
higher concentration along the north shore of Francois Lake in the southwest quadrant of the AQLSA.  
 

GGGGREENHOUSE REENHOUSE REENHOUSE REENHOUSE GGGGASESASESASESASES    

Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions have a global effect that cannot easily be measured on a local or 
regional scale.  To assess GHG emissions in accordance with the CEA Agency document 
Incorporating Climate Change Considerations in Environmental Assessment: General Guidance for 

Practitioners, information was collected regarding provincial and national GHG inventories as well as 
the industry profile of emissions. 
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The Environment Canada Report on Canada’s Greenhouse Gas Inventory indicates that in 2004, 
Canada emitted about 758 million tonnes of GHGs3, while British Columbia generated 66.8 million 
tonnes of GHGs.  In Canada, emissions from the transportation and distribution of crude oil, natural 
gas, and other products are reported to be 8.52 million tonnes of GHGs in 2004.  In British 
Columbia, the same industry released 1.12 million tonnes of GHGs in 2004.   
 

CCCCRITERIRITERIRITERIRITERIA A A A AAAAIR IR IR IR CCCCONTAMINANTSONTAMINANTSONTAMINANTSONTAMINANTS    

Emission estimates of Criteria Air Contaminants (CACs) from point, area, and mobile sources in the 
AQLSA, shown in Table 6.2-2, were provided by the BC MOE.  Air issues such as smog and acid rain 
result from the presence of, and interactions between, CACs and some related pollutants.  Three 
point sources were identified in the AQLSA: Northwood Pulp and Timber, Francois Lake Woodworking 
Ltd., and Burns Lake Specialty Wood Ltd.  Road dust represents the largest source of TSP (total 
suspended particulate matter less than 40 µm in diameter), which includes PM10 (particulate matter 
less than 10 µm in diameter) and PM2.5 (particulate matter less than 2.5 µm in diameter).  Mobile 
sources represent the largest category of emission sources of carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides 
(NOx), sulphur oxides (SOx), and volatile organic compounds (VOC). 
 

                                                      
3  Greenhouse gases other than CO2 are generally quantified in terms of CO2 equivalence.  The equivalence 
factor has generally been agreed to be the relative global warming potential (GWP) of the gas as estimated 
by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the major international scientific body that is co-
ordinating research on the climate change issue.   
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Table 6.2-2 
Existing Emissions Estimates of Criteria Air Contaminants in the AQLSA 

Emissions (t/y)Emissions (t/y)Emissions (t/y)Emissions (t/y)    Source CategorySource CategorySource CategorySource Category    

COCOCOCO    NONONONOXXXX    SOSOSOSOXXXX    VOCVOCVOCVOC    TSPTSPTSPTSP    PMPMPMPM10101010    PMPMPMPM2.52.52.52.5    

Northwood Pulp 
and Timber 30.60 0.50 0.01 1.28 4.27 2.85 2.66 

Francois Lake 
Woodworking 
Ltd 12.22 0.20 0.01 0.51 1.70 1.13 1.06 

Point 
Sources 

Burns Lake 
Specialty Wood 
Ltd. 0.17 0.85 0.01 6.33 56.96 26.20 11.23 

Total Point SourcesTotal Point SourcesTotal Point SourcesTotal Point Sources    42.9942.9942.9942.99    1.551.551.551.55    0.020.020.020.02    8.128.128.128.12    62.9362.9362.9362.93    30.1830.1830.1830.18    14.9514.9514.9514.95    

Agriculture - - - 13.86 48.00 21.37 2.68 

Fuel Marketing - - - 5.71 - - - 

Landfill - - - 1.46 0.36 0.13 0.04 

Miscellaneous 0.09 - - 1.32 0.91 0.66 0.57 

Miscellaneous 
Burning 12.63 0.65 0.08 3.10 2.39 2.32 2.31 

Other - - - - 8.06 0.62 0.17 

Solvent 
Evaporation 

- - - 14.12 - - - 

Space Heating 125.56 5.34 1.06 28.68 22.09 20.86 20.81 

Area 
Sources 

Wildfires 9.71 0.18 0.01 0.40 1.86 1.43 1.28 

Total Area SourcesTotal Area SourcesTotal Area SourcesTotal Area Sources    147.99147.99147.99147.99    6.176.176.176.17    1.141.141.141.14    68.6668.6668.6668.66    83.6783.6783.6783.67    47.4047.4047.4047.40    27.8627.8627.8627.86    

Brake Lining - - - - 0.37 0.36 0.15 

Heavy-Duty 
Vehicles 26.97 78.51 1.45 4.41 2.70 2.70 2.48 

Light-Duty 
Vehicles 716.35 40.14 1.31 52.20 0.60 0.59 0.52 

Marine Vessels 16.07 0.73 0.02 5.57 0.29 0.29 0.26 

Off-Road 348.11 60.70 1.75 35.12 6.52 6.52 6.30 

Railways 14.24 74.56 0.92 3.76 1.77 1.77 1.63 

Mobile 
Sources 

Tire Wear - - - - 0.29 0.29 0.07 

Total Mobile SourcesTotal Mobile SourcesTotal Mobile SourcesTotal Mobile Sources    1,121.731,121.731,121.731,121.73    254.65254.65254.65254.65    5.465.465.465.46    101.07101.07101.07101.07    12.5312.5312.5312.53    12.5212.5212.5212.52    11.4211.4211.4211.42    

Road Dust - - - - 785.99 190.00 37.26 

Total for Area of InterestTotal for Area of InterestTotal for Area of InterestTotal for Area of Interest    1,312.711,312.711,312.711,312.71    262.38262.38262.38262.38    6.626.626.626.62    177.85177.85177.85177.85    945.13945.13945.13945.13    280.09280.09280.09280.09    91.5091.5091.5091.50    
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AAAAMBIENT MBIENT MBIENT MBIENT AAAAIR IR IR IR QQQQUALITYUALITYUALITYUALITY    

Ambient air quality in the AQLSA was assessed using historical measurements of PM10, PM2.5, CO, 
nitrogen dioxide (NO2), and sulphur dioxide (SO2) obtained from four monitoring stations maintained 
by the BC MOE.  Table 6.2-3 provides the station names and data ranges used for the analysis for 
each station.  Locations of the air quality monitoring stations in relation to the Compressor Station 
and terrain in the region are shown in Figure 6.2-3.  
 

Table 6.2-3 
Summary of the Monitoring Stations Selected to Represent Ambient Air Quality in the AQLSA 

PollutantPollutantPollutantPollutant    StationsStationsStationsStations    Range of data used for analysisRange of data used for analysisRange of data used for analysisRange of data used for analysis    

PM10 Burns Lake Fire Centre August 2001 to July 2006 

PM2.5 Houston Firehall  August 2001 to July 2006 

CO and NO2 Smithers St. Joseph August 2001 to July 2006 

SO2 Quick Mobile June 1997 to May 1998 
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Figure 6.2-3. Location of air quality monitoring stations in the vicinity of the Compressor Station, used to 

characterize ambient air quality conditions in the AQLSA. 
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Between August 2001 and July 2006, 24-hour PM10 concentrations exceeded the provincial 
objective of 50 µg/m3 4.6% of the time.  The highest concentrations were observed in spring, which 
is consistent with resuspension of winter traction materials on roadways.  The 98th percentile         
24-hour average PM2.5 concentrations met the Canada-wide standard of 30 µg/m3 for the five years 
of available data.  The highest concentrations were observed in winter. 
 
All observed NO2 concentrations were less than a quarter of the federal maximum acceptable 
objectives.  The highest concentrations were observed in winter and spring.  One year of SO2 
measurements are available, but the majority of the observed one-hour average SO2 concentrations 
were below detection limit.  The maximum observed concentration of 5.0 µg/m3, observed in spring, 
is considerably less than the BC Level A objective of 450 µg/m3.  All observed CO concentrations 
were well below the BC Level A objectives.  No discernible seasonal trend was observed for the five 
years of available data. 
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6.36.36.36.3    AAAAQUATIC QUATIC QUATIC QUATIC EEEENVIRONMENT NVIRONMENT NVIRONMENT NVIRONMENT 4    

6.3.16.3.16.3.16.3.1    Fish and Fish HabitatFish and Fish HabitatFish and Fish HabitatFish and Fish Habitat    

The KSL route crosses watercourses in four major watersheds: the Kitimat, Skeena, Fraser, and 
Peace.  A total of 589 potential watercourses were assessed, based on existing mapping or field 
inventory.  Of this total, 109 were found to be fish-bearing, and 39 require further assessment to 
determine fish-bearing or non-fish-bearing status.  Based on both existing information and 
inventories undertaken for this application a total of 37 fish species (and subspecies) are found in 
the KSL Project area.  There are six fish species on SARA, COSEWIC, and provincial lists: 

• bull trout,  

• Dolly Varden, 

• eulachon, 

• interior Fraser coho,  

• coastal cutthroat trout, and 

• white sturgeon. 
 
This section describes methods used to collect information on fisheries resources in the KSL Project 
area and the results from this effort. 
 

6.3.1.1 Methods 

EEEEXISTING INFORMATIONXISTING INFORMATIONXISTING INFORMATIONXISTING INFORMATION    

Existing information on fish and fish habitat in the study area was obtained from the provincial 
database (using BC MOE’s internet-based “Habitat Wizard”) and historical records from forestry, First 
Nations, and independent sources.  Data were summarized for each watercourse in the study area 
and presented in table form.  A detailed summary of existing fish and fish habitat data is presented 
in the Fish and Fish Habitat Investigations Report (AAR 2007). 
 

FFFFIELD WORKIELD WORKIELD WORKIELD WORK    

Methods for field work are described in detail in AAR (2007), and are briefly summarized here.   
 
Watercourses within the KSL Project area were identified on 1:20,000 TRIM maps and on 1:12,000 
and 1:10,000 PNG photomosaic alignment sheets.  Additional watercourses were identified in the 
field.  A zone of influence was defined as 100 m upstream of a crossing to 300 m downstream but 
was expanded on larger watercourses. 
 

                                                      
4  Please refer to “Fish and Fish Habitat Investigation for the Proposed Kitimat – Summit Lake Natural Gas 
Pipeline Looping Project” contained in Volume II of this Application. 
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Each crossing was visited at least once during 2005, 2006, or 2007 in the open water season to 
determine fish-bearing status, species composition, life stages present, relative abundance, and 
types of habitat present.  Based on results of field surveys, field crews and managers made 
recommendations for repeat visits to confirm fish-bearing or non-fish-bearing status.  Investigations 
of larger watercourses required use of a boat and other specialized equipment, and were completed 
at low flow in late summer 2006.  Crossings between KP 147.8 and KP 462.2 were also visited in 
winter 2006 to assess habitat conditions in winter, since this portion of the pipeline route has been 
proposed for winter construction. 
 
All fish sampling was conducted under collection permits issued by BC MOE and DFO.  Habitat 
surveys and fish sampling followed provincial Resources Information Standards Committee (RISC) 
standards, and field crews used provincial site cards and fish forms to record and organize data.  
Additional information about fish habitat potential and pipeline and vehicle crossing-related 
information was also recorded at each site.  Fisheries technicians from the Stellat’en (in conjunction 
with Carrier Sekani Tribal Council), Moricetown, Wet’suwet’en, and Kitselas First Nations assisted 
field crews. 
 
Electrofishing was the primary method of fish sampling.  If no fish were captured or observed with 
one sampling method, a second method (e.g. trapping, snorkelling, or angling) was used where 
feasible, as per RISC standards.  In instances where there was insufficient water for electrofishing or 
minnow traps yet some fish habitat potential existed, the watercourse was identified to be fished in 
an alternate season.  Electrofishing was not carried out at sites where spawning salmon were 
observed or in the vicinity of redds.  All fish captured were identified to species, where possible. 
 
In all cases, a minimum distance of 100 m (or 10 bankfull widths, which ever was greater) was 
fished.  Where the fish habitat potential was considered moderate to high, inventories were 
conducted over a distance of 400 m (100 m upstream and 300 m downstream from the crossing 
site).  Variations in the methods were developed on a stream-by-stream basis as needed.  For 
example, if less than 300 m existed between a site and its downstream parent stream, the entire 
channel was sampled and conditions at the confluence of the mainstem river were recorded and 
photographed.  In some cases, more than 400 m was surveyed (e.g. on the large rivers) because 
habitats were deemed sensitive, or there was appreciable variation in habitat types.  In other cases, 
the inventory effort was reduced to avoid excessive contact with sensitive species during sensitive 
life history stages (e.g. spawning salmon) or if both spring and fall spawning species had been 
sampled.  Deviations from the standard methodology were noted on the fisheries data summary 
sheets and site cards. 
 
Habitat parameters measured were those noted on BC MOE site cards, including channel bankfull 
and wetted widths, bank height and stability, flood signs, disturbance indicators, channel shape, 
pattern, morphology and confinement, residual pool depths, instream and overhead cover, riparian 
vegetation and canopy closure.  Water quality parameters, including conductivity, water temperature, 
and pH, were measured in situ.  Where water levels permitted, water velocity was measured with a 
Swoffer digital current metre and wading rod.  Discharge was then calculated using the velocity-area 
method summed across vertical stations.  Where water levels were either too low or too high to use a 
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digital current metre, a floating chip method was used.  Each site was photographed to provide a 
visual record. 
 

FFFFISHISHISHISH----BBBBEARING VSEARING VSEARING VSEARING VS. N. N. N. NONONONON----FFFFISHISHISHISH----BBBBEARING EARING EARING EARING CCCCLASSIFICATIONLASSIFICATIONLASSIFICATIONLASSIFICATION    

Fish-bearing status of each watercourse was determined based on existing inventory information or 
fish presence-absence sampling conducted over one or two seasons.  Sites where no fish were 
sampled or observed, but were considered to have habitat potential to support fish, were assessed a 
second time where possible.  Crossings where a second assessment was not possible (e.g. due to 
time limitations) have been defaulted to fish-bearing status until additional surveys are completed.  
These sites, along with several that could not be visited for an initial survey, will be treated as fish-
bearing pending additional assessment in 2007 that can confirm fish-bearing or non-fish-bearing 
status. 
 
Where conditions for fish sampling could not be met at the time of investigation (e.g. when ambient 
water temperature was < 4o C), sites were flagged for additional assessment.  Until these crossings 
can be assessed in the field, they have been defaulted to fish-bearing status.   
 
To classify a waterbody having moderate to high fish habitat potential as “non-fish-bearing” in British 
Columbia, it is necessary to visit and sample that waterbody in two different seasons.  Although 
protocols outlined in the British Columbia Fish-Stream Identification Guidebook allow sites with a 
gradient > 20% to be classified as non-fish-bearing, full assessments were still carried out on some 
sites with gradients approaching 25-30%.  Sites with fish habitat potential at the pipeline route but 
gradient barriers above and below were nevertheless investigated prior to classifying them as non-
fish-bearing, to confirm the absence of fish within that reach.  Criteria for the derivation of non-fish-
bearing streams provided by the former BC Ministry of Environment Lands and Parks was also used 
throughout the inventory program.  
 

FFFFISH AND ISH AND ISH AND ISH AND AAAAQUATIC QUATIC QUATIC QUATIC HHHHABITAT ABITAT ABITAT ABITAT SSSSENSITIVITY ENSITIVITY ENSITIVITY ENSITIVITY RRRRATINGATINGATINGATING    

All crossings, with the exception of NVCs (no visible channel), were given a sensitivity rating of Low, 
Moderate, or High.  Ratings were assigned based on: 
 

• fish presence or absence, 

• diversity of fish species and life stages present, 

• average habitat potential to support fish at the time of sampling, and 

• potential for habitat to support fish at other times (e.g. winter low-flow). 
 
Details of the rating scheme are provided in AAR (2007).  Watercourses with listed fish species were 
defaulted to High sensitivity.  Where salmon were observed spawning, or redds were visible at the 
crossing or within the reach being investigated, the watercourse was also assigned a High sensitivity.  
If multiple species or many different life history stages of a species were present (e.g. young-of-the-
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year, juveniles and adults) then the value and subsequent sensitivity of the watercourse was 
considered to be High.  Non-fish-bearing streams were rated as Low. 
 

IIIINSTREAM NSTREAM NSTREAM NSTREAM WWWWORK ORK ORK ORK WWWWINDINDINDINDOWSOWSOWSOWS    

Instream work windows are times of reduced risk to fish and fish habitat, and are based on detailed 
knowledge of fish life history and biological sensitivities.  Adherence to instream work windows is an 
important impact avoidance and mitigation measure.  Selection of construction timing on a project of 
this size is complicated and necessarily involves multiple considerations, including biological, 
physical, technical, and regulatory issues.   
 
As part of their respective roles and duties, DFO and BC MOE have developed general reduced risk 
timing windows for instream construction.  In some geographic regions DFO defers to advice 
supplied by BC MOE, and in other regions provides independent advice on instream work windows.  
Within the Omineca and Skeena Regions, development of instream work windows has been primarily 
directed at forest harvest practices, particularly road building and deactivation, or temporary stream 
crossings for transport of harvested logs. 
 
In general, instream work activities are allowed outside standard Regional work windows where the 
activities can be shown to result in low risk to fish and fish habitat.  Project-specific work windows 
have been developed based on planning principles described in a memo to DFO and BC MOE 
(Solander 2006) and detailed discussions with regulatory agencies.  The planning principles lay out a 
detailed method for determining windows.  Briefly, the method relies on developing biologically 
based windows and assessing these against engineering and construction constraints (e.g. 
streamflow patterns).  The biologically based windows were developed by considering fish-bearing 
status, species present, life stages present, life history timing, and habitat types within the zone of 
influence.  Where stream crossings are proposed for times outside biologically based work windows, 
mitigation and compensation options are described. 
 

PPPPIPELINE AND IPELINE AND IPELINE AND IPELINE AND VVVVEHICLE EHICLE EHICLE EHICLE CCCCROSSING ROSSING ROSSING ROSSING MMMMETHODSETHODSETHODSETHODS    

KSL Project engineers determined pipeline crossing methods with input from Project biologists.  
Decisions were based on technical considerations, physical feasibility, geotechnical data, and 
biological sensitivities.  The objective in all cases was selection of crossing methods that are low risk 
to project infrastructure and can be installed with low risk with respect to impacts to fish and fish 
habitat.  Selection of crossing methods also relies on proven techniques and technologies with 
appropriate contingency planning.  The selection of pipeline crossing methods was guided by the 
Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers (CAPP) Watercourse Crossing document (CAPP et al. 
2005) and input from regulators during project review meetings.  Selection of vehicle crossing 
methods was guided by DFO Operational Statements (clear span bridges and ice bridges) and by 
discussion of temporary winter crossings for vehicles as noted in “Reduced risk timing windows and 
measures for the conservation of fish and fish habitat for the Omineca Region, Effective May 3, 
2004, BC Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection, Prince George.” 
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6.3.1.2 Results 

Results from field surveys are presented separately in Fish-Bearing and Non-Fish-Bearing Atlas 

Reports (AAR 2007), and are briefly summarized here.  As a condition of collection permits, results 
are submitted to BC MOE and DFO for incorporation into fisheries databases.  Detailed information is 
also available on request. 
 
Results are summarized here in three tables.  Table 6.3-1 summarizes fish-bearing and non-fish-
bearing watercourses on the KSL pipeline route, and provides a tally for the number of streams 
within different classes of stream.  Table 6.3-2 summarizes the distribution of fish species on the 
KSL pipeline route, by major watershed.  Table 6.3-3 provides detail on species occurrences, habitat 
potential, pipeline and vehicle crossing methods, and instream construction windows for all 
watercourse crossings on the KSL pipeline route.   
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Table  6.3-1 
Summary of Watercourse Crossings along the KSL pipeline route  

ClassClassClassClass    TotalsTotalsTotalsTotals    

S1 (>20 m) watercourses 14 

S2 (>5 – 20 m) watercourses 34 

S3 (1.5 – 5 m) watercourses 50 

S4 (<1.5 m) watercourses 6 

Fish-bearing wetlands 5 

total fishtotal fishtotal fishtotal fish----bearingbearingbearingbearing    109109109109    

S5 (>3 m) watercourses  35 

S6 (<3 m) watercourses 146 

Non-Classified Drainages (NCDs) 150 

Non-fish-bearing wetlands 17 

total nontotal nontotal nontotal non----fishfishfishfish----bearibearibearibearingngngng    348348348348    

W1 wetlands 9 

W2 wetlands 11 

W3 wetlands 1 

W4 wetlands 2 

W5 wetlands 0 

total wetlands 23 

To-Be-Determined (TBD) -Requiring a second visit 29 

 -Have yet to be visited 10 

total to be determinedtotal to be determinedtotal to be determinedtotal to be determined    39393939    

Total potential watercourses investigated 589 

Potential watercourses with No-Visible-Channel (NVC) 92 

Total watercourses (less NVCs) 497 

High sensitivity watercourses 54 

Moderate sensitivity watercourses 42 

Low sensitivity watercourses 371 

Watercourses yet to have their sensitivity assigned 30 
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Table  6.3-2 
Fish Species in the KSL Project Area 

SpeciesSpeciesSpeciesSpecies    Scientific NameScientific NameScientific NameScientific Name    KitimatKitimatKitimatKitimat    SkeenaSkeenaSkeenaSkeena    FraserFraserFraserFraser    PeacePeacePeacePeace    

Brassy minnow Hybognathus hankinsoni   √ x √ x 

Bridgelip sucker Catostomus columbianus   √ √ 

Bull trout Salvelinus confluentus  √ √ √ 

Burbot Lota lota  √ √ x √ 

Chinook salmon Oncorhynchus tshawytscha √ x √ x √ x  

Chum salmon Oncorhynchus keta √ x √   

Coastal cutthroat trout Oncorhynchus clarkii clarkii √ x √ x   

Coastrange sculpin Cottus aleuticus √ x √ √  

Coho salmon Oncorhynchus kisutch √ x √ x √  

Dolly Varden Salvelinus malma √ x √ x √ √ 

Eulachon Thaleichthys pacificus √ √   

Kokanee Oncorhynchus nerka √ √ √  

Lake chub Couesius plumbeus  √ x √ x √ 

Lake trout Salvelinus namaycush   √ √ 

Lake whitefish Coregonus clupeaformis  √ √ √ 

Largescale sucker Catostomus macrocheilus  √ √ x √ 

Leopard dace Rhinichthys falcatus   √ x  

Longnose dace Rhinichthys cataractae  √ x √ x √ 

Longnose sucker Catostomus catostomus  √ √ x √ x 

Mountain whitefish Prosopium williamsoni  √ x √ x √ 

Northern pikeminnow Ptycheilus oregonensis  √ √ x √ x 

Pacific lamprey Lampetra tridentata √ √ x √  

Peamouth chub Mylocheilus caurinus  √ √ √ x 

Pink salmon Oncorhynchus gorbuscha √ x √ x √  

Prickly sculpin Cottus asper √ x √ x √ x √ 

Pygmy whitefish Prosopium coulterii  √ √ √ 

Rainbow trout Oncorhynchus mykiss √ x √ x √ x √ x 

Redside shiner Richardsonius balteatus  √ √ x √ 

River lamprey Lampetra ayresi  √   

Slimy sculpin Cottus cognatus  √ √ x √ 

Sockeye salmon Oncorhynchus nerka √ x √ √ x √ 

Steelhead Oncorhynchus mykiss √ x √ x   

Threespine stickleback Gasterosteus aculeatus √ x √   

Western brook lamprey Lampetra richardsoni  √   

Westslope cutthroat trout Oncorhynchus clarki lewisi   √  

White sturgeon Acipenser transmontanus   √  

White sucker Catostomus commersonii  √ √ x √ 

      Notes:  √ - present based on existing information, x - present based on KSL Project inventories 
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TTTTIMING OF IMING OF IMING OF IMING OF SSSSTREAM TREAM TREAM TREAM CCCCROSSINGS AND ROSSINGS AND ROSSINGS AND ROSSINGS AND IIIINSTREAM NSTREAM NSTREAM NSTREAM WWWWORK ORK ORK ORK WWWWINDOWSINDOWSINDOWSINDOWS    

Instream work windows are times of reduced risk to fish and fish habitat, and are based on detailed 
knowledge of fish life history events and biological sensitivities.  Proposed biologically-based work 
windows are listed in the crossing table, along with BC MOE and DFO standard work windows 
(Table 6.3-3).  The rationale for the proposed window is presented in Solander (2006), has been 
discussed in detail with regulators, and is also summarized in the crossing table. 
 
There are a number of short duration work windows, and it will be difficult to meet the demands of 
the construction schedule and the instream windows.  PTP is committed to deploying sufficient 
resources (e.g. specialized construction crews) to complete the great majority of fish-bearing 
crossings within the instream work windows.  However, some crossings may have to be completed 
outside the work windows if certain contingencies (e.g. especially wet weather, or unanticipated 
construction delays) slow the expected progress of construction crews.  In this situation, priorities 
have been assigned to fish-bearing crossings within each construction spread, and crossings will be 
completed in order of priority; these priorities are noted in Table 6.3-3.   
 

PPPPIPELINE AND IPELINE AND IPELINE AND IPELINE AND VVVVEHICLE EHICLE EHICLE EHICLE CCCCROSSING ROSSING ROSSING ROSSING MMMMETHODSETHODSETHODSETHODS    

KSL project engineers determined pipeline crossing methods with input from project biologists.  
Primary and contingency crossing methods are listed in the crossing table (Table 6.3-3). 
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Table 6.3-3 
Crossings for Watercourses on the Pipeline Route 

 
Insert 17 page 11 x 17 table located in a separate PDF file. 
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6.3.26.3.26.3.26.3.2    Surface HydrologySurface HydrologySurface HydrologySurface Hydrology    

The KSL pipeline will cross approximately 500 watercourses along its 463 km length.  The 
watercourses, ranging from minor unnamed streams to large rivers such as the Salmon, Stuart, 
Morice, and Endako, lie within three hydrologic sub-zones identified in the British Columbia 
Streamflow Inventory (BC Ministry of Environment Lands and Parks 1998).  The three hydrologic sub-
zones, shown on Figure 4.4-3, are identified as: 

• Central Coast Mountain Zone (10 v), 

• Southern Hazelton Mountain Zone (9 u), and 

• Nechako Plateau Zone (8 m). 
 
The Water Survey of Canada (WSC) maintains a hydrologic database for its hydrometric recording 
stations throughout the region.  WSC hydrometric data are available at 33 hydrometric stations in 
the hydrologic sub-zones along the KSL pipeline route, 23 in sub-zone 8 m, 4 in sub-zone 9 u, and 6 
in sub-zone 10 v.  The stations are identified in Figure 4.4-3 by hydrologic sub-zone along with their 
respective drainage areas, periods of record and location data.   
 
A surface water hydrologic baseline was prepared from the WSC data and consists of: 

• regional peak flows for the 100-year and 200-year return periods for each of the 
hydrologic sub-zones; 

• minimum, mean and maximum monthly flow equations for each of the three 
hydrologic sub-zones; and 

• flow-duration curves of daily flows at key WSC stations and for select months 
corresponding to the proposed construction window.  Monthly flow duration 
curves were also prepared for each of the hydrologic sub-zones. 

 

6.3.2.1 Peak Flows 

The magnitude and frequency of flooding at each crossing location was accomplished using a 
regional flood frequency analysis on instantaneous peak flows recorded at the selected hydrometric 
stations for each of the hydrologic sub-zones.  In some cases, instantaneous flow data was 
intermittently missing from the records.  Rather than omit the datasets with missing instantaneous 
peak records from the calculations, the instantaneous peak flows were estimated from the mean 
daily flow recorded on that day.  If mean daily flows also were not recorded, leaving a data gap for 
that year, the data were estimated through correlation with a nearby station.  Each daily event in the 
data series was considered to be independent. 

The design criteria for the pipeline and access road crossings stipulates design floods with return 
periods of either 1:100 or 1:200 years.  Instantaneous flood peaks with return periods of 100 years 
and 200 years were calculated for each station and relationships between peak flows and drainage 
areas were developed for each of the three hydrologic sub-zones, as shown in Figure 4.4-4.  
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6.3.2.2 Monthly Flows 

A second set of regression analyses was prepared to determine minimum, mean, and maximum 
monthly flows for each of the hydrologic sub-zones.  From the analyses, a series of power equations 
was derived for each of the hydrologic zones.  The general power equation and its associated 
parameters for the minimum, mean and maximum monthly flows in each of the hydrologic zones are 
presented in Table 6.3-4. 
 

6.3.2.3 Flow Duration 

Monthly flow duration curves were developed from daily flows at key WSC hydrometric stations 
including the Salmon River near Prince George (08KC001), the Stuart River near Fort St. James 
(08JE001), the Morice River near Houston (08ED002), and the Little Wedeene River below Bowbyes 
Creek (08FF003).  These stations were chosen because of data availability and the presence of a 
proposed crossing along the stream.  The monthly flow duration curves for the proposed construction 
months were then transposed to the crossing location on the gauged streams by scaling the flows 
based on drainage area.  The monthly flow duration curves for the construction months for the 
Salmon River Crossing #1 (KP 430.3), #2 (KP 441.2), and #3 (KP 449.2), the Stuart River crossing 
at KP 388.9, the crossing of the Morice River at KP 130.6 and the Little Wedeene River crossing at 
KP 12.9 are presented in Figure 6.3-1.  The months selected for the analysis were those that fall 
within the proposed construction window for flow isolation for the KSL pipeline as described in 
Section 4.4.8.   

Another set of monthly flow duration curves was created for each of the hydrologic sub-zones.  The 
curves are to be used for design and construction planning on streams where there is no 
hydrometric station.  The minimum monthly regional flows are shown on Figure 6.3-2A (January-June) 
and Figure 6.3-2B (July-December), the mean monthly flows on Figure 6.3-3A (January-June) and 
Figure 6.3-3B (July-December), and the maximum monthly flows on Figure 6.3-4A (January-June) and 
Figure 6.3-4B (July-December). 

Based on the regional analysis in the hydrologic sub-zones of 9 u and 10 v, the flow duration curves 
at the crossings of the Clore River (KP 88.5) and Chist Creek (KP 38.8) were derived and are shown 
in Figure 6.3-5.  
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Table 6.3-4 
Regional Monthly Flow Parameters 

 Parameters for Flow EquationParameters for Flow EquationParameters for Flow EquationParameters for Flow Equation    

 Minimum MonthlyMinimum MonthlyMinimum MonthlyMinimum Monthly    Mean MonthlyMean MonthlyMean MonthlyMean Monthly    Maximum MonthlyMaximum MonthlyMaximum MonthlyMaximum Monthly    

 

MonthMonthMonthMonth    

αααα    ββββ    RRRR2222    αααα    ββββ    RRRR2222    αααα    ββββ    RRRR2222    

Jan 0.0004 1.1021 0.8407 0.0018 1.0314 0.9423 0.0052 1.0099 0.9306 

Feb 0.0003 1.1317 0.8335 0.0014 1.0528 0.9437 0.0039 1.0110 0.9454 

Mar 0.0003 1.1613 0.9300 0.0021 1.0130 0.9478 0.0084 0.9691 0.9157 

Apr 0.0017 1.0322 0.9098 0.0119 0.9591 0.8936 0.0281 0.9676 0.9159 

May 0.0139 0.9771 0.8934 0.0359 0.9746 0.9219 0.0682 0.9795 0.9351 

Jun 0.0153 0.9036 0.7075 0.0334 0.9424 0.8284 0.0558 0.9738 0.8641 

Jul 0.0074 0.8905 0.6624 0.0259 0.8729 0.7934 0.0524 0.9017 0.8845 

Aug 0.0042 0.8768 0.6098 0.0136 0.8616 0.7776 0.0243 0.9256 0.8538 

Sep 0.0027 0.9126 0.7311 0.0139 0.8385 0.8175 0.0253 0.8909 0.8660 

Oct 0.0036 0.8961 0.8528 0.0148 0.8572 0.8608 0.0388 0.8530 0.8440 

Nov 0.0014 1.0069 0.8921 0.0079 0.9379 0.9286 0.0188 0.9691 0.9278 

Zo
n
e 
8
M

Zo
n
e 
8
M

Zo
n
e 
8
M

Zo
n
e 
8
M
    

Dec 0.0006 1.0560 0.8737 0.0033 0.9948 0.9393 0.0111 0.9761 0.9117 

Jan 0.0007 1.2812 0.7927 0.0005 1.4384 0.8554 0.0004 1.5816 0.8615 

Feb 0.0001 1.5024 0.8520 0.0003 1.4605 0.9097 0.0003 1.5841 0.8585 

Mar 0.0003 1.3800 0.8601 0.0009 1.3032 0.9618 0.0044 1.1850 0.7944 

Apr 0.0011 1.2017 0.9621 0.0509 0.7745 0.9672 0.0855 0.8225 0.7121 

May 0.3403 0.5988 0.9202 0.4522 0.6818 0.9173 0.6703 0.7066 0.9403 

Jun 0.1144 0.9256 0.9168 0.1238 0.9658 0.9139 0.1931 0.9827 0.9680 

Jul 0.0284 1.0472 0.5734 0.0452 1.0644 0.7607 0.1116 0.9963 0.6983 

Aug 0.0125 1.1228 0.6112 0.0215 1.0971 0.6122 0.0274 1.1424 0.5457 

Sep 0.0076 1.1271 0.5282 0.0201 1.0635 0.6998 0.0978 0.9001 0.6540 

Oct 0.0044 1.1899 0.9336 0.0144 1.1284 0.9005 0.0552 1.0635 0.7522 

Nov 0.0004 1.4598 0.9921 0.0024 1.3444 0.9049 0.0079 1.2930 0.8066 

Zo
n
e 
9
U

Zo
n
e 
9
U

Zo
n
e 
9
U

Zo
n
e 
9
U
    

Dec 0.0002 1.4673 0.9865 0.0005 1.4704 0.8836 0.0016 1.4399 0.8369 

Jan 0.0070 1.0000 0.9870 0.0339 1.0000 0.9755 0.0885 1.0000 0.9860 

Feb 0.0067 1.0000 0.9784 0.0302 1.0000 0.9813 0.0742 1.0000 0.9278 

Mar 0.0081 1.0000 0.9799 0.0299 1.0000 0.9843 0.0704 1.0000 0.9825 

Apr 0.0250 1.0000 0.9908 0.0532 1.0000 0.9833 0.0830 1.0000 0.9568 

May 0.0578 1.0000 0.9381 0.1019 1.0000 0.9730 0.1552 1.0000 0.9875 

Jun 0.0730 1.0000 0.9118 0.1274 1.0000 0.9587 0.2000 1.0000 0.9575 

Jul 0.0520 1.0000 0.8594 0.0955 1.0000 0.9058 0.1664 1.0000 0.9477 

Aug 0.0374 1.0000 0.7520 0.0665 1.0000 0.8385 0.1227 1.0000 0.9205 

Sep 0.0238 1.0000 0.5944 0.0707 1.0000 0.8710 0.1900 1.0000 0.9570 

Oct 0.0438 1.0000 0.9953 0.0928 1.0000 0.9568 0.1790 1.0000 0.8951 

Nov 0.0216 1.0000 0.9875 0.0693 1.0000 0.9877 0.1651 1.0000 0.9821 

Zo
n
e 
1
0
V

Zo
n
e 
1
0
V

Zo
n
e 
1
0
V

Zo
n
e 
1
0
V
    

Dec 0.0081 1.0000 0.9776 0.0420 1.0000 0.9802 0.1152 1.0000 0.9655 

Notes:  Q = Flow (m3/s), α and β = Correlation coefficients, DA = Drainage area (km2), R2 = Regression 
coefficient (goodness of fit indicator), Q = α ( DA)β 
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Figure 6.3-1.  Monthly Flow Duration Curves at Key Pipeline Crossing Locations. 

 
 
Insert 11 x 17 figure located in separate PDF file. 
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Figure 6.3-2a.  Minimum Monthly Flows by Hydrologic Sub-Zone. 

 
 
Insert 11 x 17 figure located in separate PDF file. 
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Figure 6.3-2b.  Minimum Monthly Flows by Hydrologic Sub-Zone. 

 
 
Insert 11 x 17 figure located in separate PDF file. 
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Figure 6.3-3a.  Mean Monthly Flows by Hydrologic Sub-Zone. 

 
 
 
Insert 11 x 17 figure located in separate PDF file. 
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Figure 6.3-3b.  Mean Monthly Flows by Hydrologic Sub-Zone. 

 
 
Insert 11 x 17 figure located in separate PDF file. 
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Figure 6.3-4a.  Maximum Monthly Flows by Hydrologic Sub-Zone. 

 
 
Insert 11 x 17 figure located in separate PDF file. 
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Figure 6.3-4b.  Maximum Monthly Flows by Hydrologic Sub-Zone. 

 
 
Insert 11 x 17 figure located in separate PDF file. 
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Figure 6.3-5.  Flow Duration Curves of Clore River and Chist Creek. 

 
 
Insert 11 x 17 figure located in separate PDF file. 
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6.3.36.3.36.3.36.3.3    Water QualityWater QualityWater QualityWater Quality    

6.3.3.1 Baseline Water Quality Conditions 

During fish and fish habitat field investigations, water quality parameters including conductivity 
(µS/cm), water temperature (°C), and pH were measured in situ at all watercourse crossings using 
MultiLine P4TM computerized water quality multi-meters.  A visual assessment of water clarity was 
also recorded.  The water quality measurements are presented in both the Fish-Bearing and the Non-

Fish-Bearing Atlases, included with the Fish and Fish Habitat Technical Report.  
 
A variety of natural and human factors can affect water quality within streams, lakes, and rivers.  One 
of the most important factors is land use within the watershed.  Pollution sources that affect surface 
water may be separated into two categories: point and nonpoint.  Point sources include discharge 
from sewage treatment plants, industrial discharges, or any other type of discharge from a specific 
location (commonly a pipe) into a waterbody.  By contrast, nonpoint sources—which include runoff 
from lawns, roads, fields and cleared land—are diffuse sources of contaminants that are not as 
easily identified or measured as point sources. 
 
Water quality deterioration resulting from previous land use activities in the LSA is difficult to 
determine, as there is insufficient baseline water quality data available to assess geographic or 
temporal trends.  It can be assumed that the quality of water in waterbodies downslope from 
agriculture, industry, forestry operations, settlements, and highways and roads may be affected by 
these land uses.  The greatest concentration of agricultural land in the LSA is located between 
KP 330 and KP 336.  The pipeline route crosses two properties identified as industrial lands, the 
Methanex Plant between KP 0 and KP 1.8 and the Kitimat Service Centre between KP 3.0 and 
KP 4.6.  The largest human settlement area crossed by the pipeline route is the Town of Kitimat.  
Forestry activities occur throughout the LSA and therefore are the greatest potential impact to water 
quality.  The pipeline route will cross five highways: Highway 37 (KP 37.0), Highway 35 (KP 244.5), 
Highway 27 (KP 355.3), and Highway 97 (KP 460.4), and Highway 16 (KP 298).  
 
The BC MOE Environmental Protection Program issues point source effluent permits under the 
authority of the Environmental Management Act.  Effluent permits authorize the discharge of 
municipal sewage and industrial liquid wastes.  Eurocan Pulp & Paper Co.    is authorized to discharge 
effluent to the Kitimat River from an unbleached kraft and chemi-mechanical pulp and paper mill 
complex located at Kitimat British Columbia.  The major contaminants in this discharge include BOD5 
(Biological Oxygen Demand over a 5-day period), colour, suspended solids, turbidity, resin acids, 
mercaptans, tannin and lignin, heat, acids, and alkalies.   
 
The District of Kitimat is authorized to discharge secondary treated effluent from a municipal sewage 
treatment plant located approximately 1 km east of KP 0.5.  This discharge is the source of minor 
amounts of BOD5, faecal contamination, ammonia, and phosphorus and dissolved solids (BC 
Ministry of Environment and Parks 1987a).  The Village of Vanderhoof discharges treated municipal 
wastewater (secondary treatment) into the Nechako River.  The discharge has at times increased 
values of faecal coliforms, ammonia, dissolved orthophosphorus, and total dissolved phosphorus in 
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the river (BC Ministry of Environment and Parks 1987b).  Treated sewage from the Fort Fraser 
community is also discharged into the Nechako River.   
 

6.3.3.2 Potential for Acid Rock Drainage of Metal Leaching 

Acid Rock Drainage (ARD) refers to the generation of acidity from the oxidation of iron-bearing 
sulphur minerals, such as pyrite (FeS2), pyrrhotite (Fe1-xS), and chalcopyrite (CuFeS2), when exposed 
to oxygen and water.  Metal leaching (ML) may occur as a result of sulphide oxidation and or the 
dissolution of associated minerals.  Often ML is greatest in acidic conditions due to typically higher 
metal solubility and sulphide weathering rates under low pH conditions; however, ML of particular 
metals can also occur at neutral pH drainage in sufficient quantities to cause adverse impacts on the 
receiving environment. 
 
A desktop study was conducted by BGC Engineering Inc. and MESH Environmental to determine 
ARD/ML potential adjacent to the pipeline route.  Publicly available mineralogical, geochemical, and 
geological information was compiled and evaluated to assess the presence and or absence of the 
ARD/ML minerals (in particular sulphides and carbonates) in a 4 km buffer centred on the pipeline 
route.  The study area was expanded to 10 km on each side of the KSL pipeline route in areas where 
major mineral occurrences (e.g. mine developments, producers, past producers) exist within 10 km 
of the pipeline route.   
 
Information sources included government geological maps, MINFILE, and ARIS reports, and selected 
information from the federal and provincial regional geochemical survey (RGS) stream, sediment, 
and water data.  MINFILE is a provincial inventory containing geological, location, and economic 
information on over 12,300 metallic, industrial mineral and coalmines, deposits, and occurrences in 
British Columbia.  ARIS is the Assessment Report Indexing System of the British Columbia Geological 
Survey in which mineral exploration assessment reports are filed and available for public access.   
 
The following qualitative ranking system was used to provide a relative basis for comparison of rock 
units along the pipeline route:  

• High – pipeline route passes through a rock unit with nearby known mineralization consistent 
with acid generating sulphides and minerals of high metal leaching and metal mobility potential 
as indicated by MINFILE and ARIS; 

• Moderate – pipeline route intersects a rock unit with indicated potential for elevated 
mineralization (e.g. gold, silver, copper, zinc) or localized levels of mineralization in close 
proximity to the corridor; and 

• Low – pipeline route intersects a rock unit with good buffering capacity (limestone) or regionally 
low mineralization. 

 
High zones exist from KP 185 to KP 250 and moderate zones from KP 0 to KP 20, KP 75 to KP 76, 
KP 150 to KP 185, and KP 280 to KP 310.  The remainder of the pipeline route passes through low 
zones.   
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The area between KP 0 and KP 20, defined by the Hazelton Group rocks, is considered to have 
moderate potential for ARD/ML.  The area has been explored for vein type mineralization with some 
indications of anomalous copper levels and exposure of sulphides in close proximity to the pipeline 
route.  Regional mineralization in this area is well documented, but sulphide exposures appear to be 
localized in relatively small vein systems, either structurally controlled by faults or adjacent to 
contacts with the intrusive complex.  Potential metals of concern identified are copper, iron, lead, 
and zinc.  Metal leaching, should it occur, would be quite localized and at relatively low levels due to 
the low carbonates and vein-type sulphide occurrences typical of this area. 
 
The area around Hoult Claims (near KP 75) is considered to have moderate potential for ARD/ML in 
exposures of the Hazelton Group rocks.  At this location there are anomalous molybdenum 
concentrations based on the RGS maps.  Slightly elevated levels of copper and zinc is also suggested 
by the RGS data; however generally not at levels substantially greater than background levels within 
the same zones either northwest or southeast of the corridor.   
 
The area around, and to the west of, the Equity Silver mine is considered to have moderate (KP 150 
to KP 185) to high (KP 185 to KP 250) potential for ARD/ML.  Mineral commodities of interest in this 
region typically include silver, copper, lead, and zinc.  Common sulphides include pyrite (FeS2), 
chalcopyrite (CuFeS2), galena (PbS), and sphalerite (ZnS), with minor occurrences of pyrrhotite (Fe1-
xS), tetrahedrite (Cu12Sb4S13), and arsenopyrite (FeAsS).   
 
Concentrated exploration activity lies within the Endako Batholith area (KP 280 to KP 310).  
Exploration here has generally targeted molybdenum and copper porphyry systems.  Most abundant 
sulphides reported include pyrite and molybdenite with lesser occurrences of chalcopyrite.  
Indications of past, localized oxidation in the form of hematite in fractures suggests that some 
degree of in situ sulphide oxidation has occurred in the area.  Generally however, sulphide contents 
are reported to be low at Endako, and no ARD has been identified.  Therefore, while sulphide 
contents are expected to be low and relatively localized, the presence of anomalous levels of 
molybdenum, which is a highly mobile parameter in the anticipated alkaline conditions, and the 
occurrence of pyrite in association with mineralization in the intrusive suite suggests that this area 
might have a moderate ARD/ML potential, primarily for ML concerns.   
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6.46.46.46.4    TTTTERRESTRIAL ERRESTRIAL ERRESTRIAL ERRESTRIAL EEEENVIRONMENTNVIRONMENTNVIRONMENTNVIRONMENT: W: W: W: WILDLIFE AND ILDLIFE AND ILDLIFE AND ILDLIFE AND WWWWILDLIFE ILDLIFE ILDLIFE ILDLIFE HHHHABITATABITATABITATABITAT; ; ; ; 
VVVVEGETATION EGETATION EGETATION EGETATION 5    

The KSL pipeline route crosses three ecoprovinces, including the Coast and Mountains Ecoprovince 
to the west (KP 0 to KP 93.5), the Central Interior Ecoprovince (KP 93.5 to KP 320) and the Sub-
boreal Interior Ecoprovince (KP 320 to KP 462.2) to the east.  
 
The western end of the pipeline route is characterized by a diversity of landforms and habitat types.  
These range from low elevation, valley bottom habitats with wetland complexes, through mid-
elevation montane, forested habitats, to high elevation subalpine and alpine habitats.  The moist 
mountain valleys of the Coast Range tend to be steeply sloped and narrow.  
 
The terrain crossed by the pipeline route at the centre and eastern end of the route is comparatively 
subdued and the habitat diversity for much of this Interior Plateau area is relatively low.  The rolling 
terrain of the Interior Plateau is forested with extensive stands dominated by lodgepole pine, white 
spruce and subalpine fir.  Stands of trembling aspen are found scattered throughout the area.  There 
are numerous large river and lake systems in the area, some of which have extensive wetland 
complexes associated with them.  
 
Much of the project area has been previous disturbed, primarily through forestry activities.  Logging 
in the upper and lower Kitimat Valley is extensive.  In the central and eastern sections of the study 
area, the current mountain pine beetle (MPB) epidemic has resulted in a large increase in logging in 
an effort to salvage trees that have been affected by the beetle.  The mountain crossings in the 
western section take the route through previously undisturbed habitats, ranging from mature 
forested habitats to alpine wetlands. 
 
The Project Route crosses six ecosections 6.  These are: 
 

• The Kitimat RangesThe Kitimat RangesThe Kitimat RangesThe Kitimat Ranges (KP(KP(KP(KP    0 to KP0 to KP0 to KP0 to KP    13.5):13.5):13.5):13.5): This ecosection has subdued mountainous terrain.  The 
Kitimat to Lakelse Lake area is characterized by a large, open glacial outwash plain.  Forests in 
this area are temperate rainforests that have been extensively logged.  Past logging has altered 
the seral (age class) distribution from mature and old growth forests to immature (<30 year old) 
stands.  As such, much of the structural complexity that creates good wildlife habitat has also 
been lost.  Associated with the extensive logging are the vast networks of existing, overgrown, 
and deactivated forestry roads and trails.  The Kitimat Ranges section of the pipeline route 
occurs in the Coastal Western Hemlock (CWH) biogeoclimatic zone.  This route section occurs at 
the lowest elevations, and has the highest annual precipitation compared to other route sections 
to the east.    

                                                      
5  Please refer to “Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat Technical Rep;ort for the Proposed Kitimat – Summit Lake 
Natural Gas Pipeline Looping Project”, “Vegetation Technical Report for the Proposed Kitimat – Summit Lake 
Natural Gas Pipeline Looping Project”, and “Terrestrial Ecosystem Inventory Compilation and Mapping for the 
Proposed Kitimat – Summit Lake Natural Gas Pipeline Looping Project” contained in Volume II of this 
Application. 

6  Ecoprovinces and Ecosections are ecological classification units used in British Columbia to describe areas 
of similar climate, physiographic, vegetation and wildlife potential.  
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• The Nass MountainsThe Nass MountainsThe Nass MountainsThe Nass Mountains (KP(KP(KP(KP    13.5 to KP13.5 to KP13.5 to KP13.5 to KP    93939393.5): .5): .5): .5): This ecosection has a transitional climate being 
influenced by warm, wet, coastal and dry, cold, interior weather systems.  Ecosystems in the 
Nass Mountains include rich old growth forests and riparian habitats, as well as deciduous 
forests on south-facing slopes, which support a diverse assemblage of flora and fauna.  This 
portion of the route has high habitat diversity, and crosses four different biogeoclimatic zones, 
including CWH, Mountain Hemlock (MH), Alpine Tundra (AT), and Engelmann Spruce and 
Subalpine Fir (ESSF) biogeoclimatic zones.    

• The Bulkley RangesThe Bulkley RangesThe Bulkley RangesThe Bulkley Ranges (KP(KP(KP(KP    93.5 to KP93.5 to KP93.5 to KP93.5 to KP    142):142):142):142): This    ecosection comprises the leeward portion of the 
Bulkley Mountain Ranges, and has numerous rugged and steep mountains and flaring, U-shaped 
valleys.  Upland plateaus of alpine tundra, moist subalpine fir forest and extensive fens and wet 
meadows characterize the Bulkley Ranges ecosection.  This portion of the route occurs in the 
ESSF, and the Sub-boreal Spruce (SBS) biogeoclimatic zones.     

• The Nechako Upland (KPThe Nechako Upland (KPThe Nechako Upland (KPThe Nechako Upland (KP    142 to KP142 to KP142 to KP142 to KP    153): 153): 153): 153): To the east, this ecosection has more subdued, rolling 
terrain, extensive sub-boreal forest with a few isolated peaks.  The climate becomes drier than 
further west, as the mountains to the west provide a weak rain-shadow effect.  Long, linear lakes 
are characteristic, along with extensive river floodplains, and localized small wetlands.  
Lodgepole pine and spruce forests dominate lower elevations.  This part of the pipeline route 
occurs in the SBS biogeoclimatic zone.    

• The Bulkley Basin (KPThe Bulkley Basin (KPThe Bulkley Basin (KPThe Bulkley Basin (KP    153 to KP153 to KP153 to KP153 to KP    333320):20):20):20): This ecosection is a broad and gently rolling lowland of 
the Fraser Plateau.  This area experiences a continental climate, with rain shadow effects from 
the Coast Mountains.  The most common forested habitats of the Bulkley Basin include forests 
dominated by hybrid white spruce, lodgepole pine and trembling aspen, though the outbreak of 
mountain pine beetle has led to a notable decline in lodgepole pine and a high amount of 
salvage logging of affected trees.  This part of the pipeline route occurs in the SBS biogeoclimatic 
zone.    

• The Nechako Lowland (KPThe Nechako Lowland (KPThe Nechako Lowland (KPThe Nechako Lowland (KP    320 to KP320 to KP320 to KP320 to KP    462.5): 462.5): 462.5): 462.5): This ecosection is a broad, flat lowland that is 
dissected by the Fraser and Nechako Rivers.  This ecosection has the mildest climate of the sub-
boreal Interior Ecoprovince, having cold winters and warm summers.  Most of the valley bottoms 
in the area have been cleared for agriculture and rural settlement.  In the eastern end of the 
Project area, cleared areas are surrounded by extensive trembling aspen stands interspersed 
with black spruce bogs.  To the west, and at slightly higher elevations, dense forests of hybrid 
white spruce, subalpine fir, and lodgepole pine are common.  The mountain pine beetle 
infestation is widespread in the area and salvage logging is extensive.  This part of the pipeline 
route occurs in the SBS biogeoclimatic zone.     

 
This report section presents ecological setting information on the following five topics: 

• Wetlands, 

• Vegetation, 

• Forest Health,  

• Invasive Plant Species, and 
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• Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat. 
 
Each topic is discussed in greater detail in the subsequent sections, with an emphasis on the 
elements that potentially interact with the KSL Project.  For more detailed information about these 
elements, or elements in the LSA or RSA that were not found to interact with the Project, please refer 
to the Vegetation, or Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat Technical Reports.  
 

6.4.16.4.16.4.16.4.1    WetlandsWetlandsWetlandsWetlands    

Wetlands crossed by the Project Footprint of the KSL Project were identified on maps and air photos.  
All identified wetlands were classified using the Canadian Wetland Classification System (CWCS), 
developed by the National Wetland Working Group (NWWG).  
 
The Project Footprint crosses a total of 97 wetlands and wetland complexes representing 
approximately 22 km (4.7%) of the pipeline route length.  Sixty-seven of the identified wetlands have 
been previously disturbed by human activities, such as roads, linear rights-of-way, agricultural 
activity, or logging.  
 
Wetland field surveys were conducted in August and September 2006 by Westland biologists.  A total 
of 34 wetland sites identified along the Project Footprint were visited in the field.  Field investigations 
focussed on defining the wetland location and identifying wetland types.  Information about 
vegetative composition, wildlife habitat potential, and previous disturbance to the wetlands was 
collected.  
 
Table 6.4-1 lists the wetlands found in the Project Footprint, including the wetland location, length of 
pipeline influence on the wetland, size of the wetland, its classification using the CWCS system, and 
whether it has been previously disturbed.  
 

Table 6.4-1 
Wetlands Within the KSL Project Footprint 

WetlandWetlandWetlandWetland    

IDIDIDID    

KPKPKPKP    

StartStartStartStart    

KP EndKP EndKP EndKP End    Length of Length of Length of Length of 
Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
Influence Influence Influence Influence 

(m)(m)(m)(m)    

Wetland Wetland Wetland Wetland 
size (msize (msize (msize (m2222))))    

CWCS CWCS CWCS CWCS 
Wetland Wetland Wetland Wetland 
ClassClassClassClass    

Previous Previous Previous Previous 
DisturbanceDisturbanceDisturbanceDisturbance    

CommentsCommentsCommentsComments    

W001 4.6 4.75 110 410249 Swamp Yes Intersected by road.  
Industrial activity 
nearby.  Logged. 

W002 12.17 12.25 75 77841 Fen Yes Intersected by road.  
Logging. 

W003 16.6 16.7 70 3986 Fen Yes Logging. 

W004 27.25 27.3 50 667 Fen Yes Logging. 

Wc005 28.2 28.5 320 327921 Swamp Yes Roads and logging. 

W006 38.45 38.6 100 15311 Swamp  Yes Roads and logging 
within 200 m. 
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WetlandWetlandWetlandWetland    

IDIDIDID    

KPKPKPKP    

StartStartStartStart    

KP EndKP EndKP EndKP End    Length of Length of Length of Length of 
Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
Influence Influence Influence Influence 

(m)(m)(m)(m)    

Wetland Wetland Wetland Wetland 
size (msize (msize (msize (m2222))))    

CWCS CWCS CWCS CWCS 
Wetland Wetland Wetland Wetland 
ClassClassClassClass    

Previous Previous Previous Previous 
DisturbanceDisturbanceDisturbanceDisturbance    

CommentsCommentsCommentsComments    

W007 56.75 57.15 400 224829 Swamp Yes 100 m down slope 
from logging and 
road. 

W008 61.35 61.95 700 88021 Swamp Yes Within 50 m of 
logging road. 

W009 80.2 80.3 80 1311 Fen No  

W009b 91.1 91.4 250 34586 Swamp No   

W010 92.35 92.45 80 8456 Fen No   

W011 92.75 92.85 65 888 Fen No   

W012 93.95 94 50 307 Fen No   

W013 94.2 94.25 40 534 Fen No   

Wc014 95.15 96.6 1460 605301 Fen No   

W015 96.95 97.05 60 8509 Fen No   

W016 98.6 98.7 70 5316 Fen No   

W017 101.7 101.9 140 14318 Fen No   

W018 102.15 102.35 200 13185 Fen No   

Wc019 111.35 112.3 970 2883456 Fen Yes No direct 
disturbance, but 
roads and logging 
within 100 m of 
edge.  P/L to dissect 
at the driest point 
(crosses where the 
trees are biggest). 

W020 125.1 125.3 200 6483 Fen No Road and logging 
disturbance more 
than 100 m upslope 
of wetland. 

W021 125.3 125.4 70 2785 Fen Yes Within 100 m of 
logging road 
(wetland is down 
slope from logging 
road). 

W022 125.4 125.5 100 3238 Fen No More than 100 m 
down slope from 
logging road. 

W023 125.55 125.8 250 12744 Fen Yes Less than 100 m 
down slope from 
logging road and 
cutblock. 
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WetlandWetlandWetlandWetland    

IDIDIDID    

KPKPKPKP    

StartStartStartStart    

KP EndKP EndKP EndKP End    Length of Length of Length of Length of 
Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
Influence Influence Influence Influence 

(m)(m)(m)(m)    

Wetland Wetland Wetland Wetland 
size (msize (msize (msize (m2222))))    

CWCS CWCS CWCS CWCS 
Wetland Wetland Wetland Wetland 
ClassClassClassClass    

Previous Previous Previous Previous 
DisturbanceDisturbanceDisturbanceDisturbance    

CommentsCommentsCommentsComments    

W024 126.15 126.7 500 31764 Fen Yes Less than 100 m 
down slope from 
logging road and 
cutblock. 

W025 129.2 129.35 140 6725 Fen No   

Wc026 144 146.85 2850 2016937 Swamp Yes Dissected by road.  
Large cottonwood 
dominated wetland.  
Pipeline is 
associated with the 
road dissecting it.  
Dry. 

W027 152.5 152.8 260 50262 Fen Yes Logging on 2 sides of 
the wetland - directly 
adjacent to wetland 
edge. 

W028 153.4 453.5 100 3885 Fen No   

W029 153.8 154 200 14657 Swamp No   

W030 155.15 155.3 150 10383 Fen Yes Cutblocks within 
100 m of wetland. 

W031 157 157.2 200 22724 Swamp No   

W032 160.9 161.4 500 66925 Fen Yes Numerous cutblocks 
and roads in close 
proximity. 

Wc033 165.1 165.5 500 214492 Swamp Yes Wetland associated 
with Owen Creek.  
Adjacent to 
numerous logging 
roads.  Road crosses 
creek before 
confluence of Owen 
Creek with Morice 
River.   

W034 177.1 177.25 150 13224 Fen Yes In middle of 
cutblock, adjacent to 
road. 

W035 178.75 179 250 29698 Fen Yes Associated with 
Parrot Creek, 
surrounded by clear-
cut. 

W036 192.7 192.85 150 190196 Bog Yes  Adjacent to logging 
and roads. 
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WetlandWetlandWetlandWetland    

IDIDIDID    

KPKPKPKP    

StartStartStartStart    

KP EndKP EndKP EndKP End    Length of Length of Length of Length of 
Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
Influence Influence Influence Influence 

(m)(m)(m)(m)    

Wetland Wetland Wetland Wetland 
size (msize (msize (msize (m2222))))    

CWCS CWCS CWCS CWCS 
Wetland Wetland Wetland Wetland 
ClassClassClassClass    

Previous Previous Previous Previous 
DisturbanceDisturbanceDisturbanceDisturbance    

CommentsCommentsCommentsComments    

W037 212.8 213.15 320 22016 Swamp Yes Adjacent to logging 
and roads. 

Wc038 214.9 215.1 200 156245 Swamp/ 
fen 

Yes Adjacent to logging 
and roads. 

Wc039 215.8 215.95 120 56059 Swamp/ 
fen 

Yes Surrounded by 
logging. 

W040 225.1 225.2 180 3225 Swamp No   

W041 225.45 225.55 80 7524 Swamp No   

W042 226.45 226.7 200 48707 Bog No   

W043 233 233.3 250 6082 Bog Yes Within 100 m of 
road. 

W044 232.7 232.8 100 11061 Bog No   

W045 233.15 233.35 180 7012 Bog No   

W046 239.5 239.7 150 8019 Swamp No   

W047 239.7 239.85 100 3875 Swamp No   

W048 240.2 240.35 120 5385 Swamp No   

W049 243.4 243.5 80 3557 Bog Yes Near rural 
development. 

W050 245.8 246.1 300 21323 Swamp Yes Within 100 m of 
road. 

W051 247.9 248.1 200 64185 Swamp Yes Next to a road. 

W052 249.85 250 150 39023 Fen No   

W053 252 252.25 250 32195 Bog Yes Next to road. 

Wc054 268.8 269.35 10 402958 Swamp/ 
Bog 

Yes Not within 50 m 
buffer - but close by.  
Roads within 100 m. 

W055 270.55 270.7 120 25818 Swamp Yes Within 100 m of 
road. 

Wc056 278.8 278.9 100 165374 Swamp/ 
bog 

Yes Agriculture and 
powerline nearby. 

W057 290.6 290.7 100 5924 Bog Yes Sits within a 
powerline ROW. 

Wc058 291.05 291.7 650 150117 Swamp/ 
bog 

Yes Powerline ROW 
crosses wetland 
complex. 

W059 295.15 295.3 150 11282 Fen Yes Sits along powerline 
ROS. 

W060 297.8 297.9 100 10153 Fen Yes Sits in middle of 
hayfield. 

W061 306.05 306.25 200 52817 Fen Yes Next to logging road. 
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WetlandWetlandWetlandWetland    

IDIDIDID    

KPKPKPKP    

StartStartStartStart    

KP EndKP EndKP EndKP End    Length of Length of Length of Length of 
Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
Influence Influence Influence Influence 

(m)(m)(m)(m)    

Wetland Wetland Wetland Wetland 
size (msize (msize (msize (m2222))))    

CWCS CWCS CWCS CWCS 
Wetland Wetland Wetland Wetland 
ClassClassClassClass    

Previous Previous Previous Previous 
DisturbanceDisturbanceDisturbanceDisturbance    

CommentsCommentsCommentsComments    

Wc062 313.5 314 10 55443 Fen/ 
swamp 

Yes An existing ROW 
crosses it. 

W063 314.9 315 80 18430 Swamp Yes Pipeline ROW runs 
adjacent. 

W064 324.6 324.75 100 27477 Fen Yes Next to road. 

W065 331.4 331.5 80 6870 Swamp Yes Next to powerline 
and agricultural 
disturbances. 

W066 330.55 330.7 100 23225 Swamp Yes Agriculture in 
surrounding area. 

Wc067 346.55 347.35 780 168935 Swamp Yes Agricultural activity 
has caused size and 
shape change. 

W068 356.85 356.95 100 38817 Fen Yes Road at edge of 
wetland. 

W069 356.95 357.05 100 8186 Swamp Yes Roads at edge. 

Wc070 364.3 364.45 120 68720 Fen Yes Pipeline ROW runs 
adjacent. 

Wc071 370.7 370.8 100 332175 Swamp Yes Pipeline ROW runs 
adjacent. 

W072 372.4 372.55 150 6038 Fen Yes Next to logging. 

W073 374.2 374.3 80 15841 Fen Yes Pipeline ROW runs 
adjacent. 

W074 375.8 375.9 80 20460 Swamp Yes Pipeline ROW runs 
adjacent. 

W075 378.75 379.05 10 111633 Fen Yes 250 m long adjacent 
to top of buffer.  
Logging adjacent. 

W076a 384.25 384.45 160 2819 Swamp No   

W076b 384.75 384.9 150 4557 Swamp Yes Logging surrounding. 

W077 386.65 387 350 38333 Fen No   

W078 392.55 392.75 200 36394 Bog Yes Logging, agriculture. 

W079 393.4 393.5 100 2970 Bog Yes Pipeline ROW runs 
adjacent. 

W080 395 395.1 70 4879 Fen Yes Pipeline ROW runs 
adjacent. 

W081 398.9 399.1 200 6527 Bog Yes In middle of 
cutblock. 

W082 412.8 413 200 31159 Fen Yes Next to existing 
pipeline ROW. 
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WetlandWetlandWetlandWetland    

IDIDIDID    

KPKPKPKP    

StartStartStartStart    

KP EndKP EndKP EndKP End    Length of Length of Length of Length of 
Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
Influence Influence Influence Influence 

(m)(m)(m)(m)    

Wetland Wetland Wetland Wetland 
size (msize (msize (msize (m2222))))    

CWCS CWCS CWCS CWCS 
Wetland Wetland Wetland Wetland 
ClassClassClassClass    

Previous Previous Previous Previous 
DisturbanceDisturbanceDisturbanceDisturbance    

CommentsCommentsCommentsComments    

W083 416 416.2 200 14710 Shallow 
water 

Yes Next to existing 
pipeline ROW. 

W084 416.7 416.8 100 172315 Fen  Yes Adjacent to logging 
and pipeline ROW. 

Wc085 417.05 417.9 850 326460 Fen/ 
shallow 
water 

Yes Adjacent to existing 
pipeline ROW. 

W086 427.35 427.45 80 9791 Fen Yes Road adjacent to 
wetland. 

W087 434.05 434.15 80 64506 Bog Yes Dissected by existing 
pipeline ROW. 

W088 437.3 437.6 300 47477 Fen Yes Dissected by existing 
pipeline ROW. 

W089 437.35 437.5 150 30978 Fen No   

W090 441.75 441.85 100 5438 Fen Yes Next to road. 

W091 447.1 447.3 200 213979 Fen Yes Adjacent to road. 

W092 450.7 450.8 100 193257 Fen No   

W093 452.4 452.5 60 5610 Swamp Yes Adjacent to existing 
P/L ROW. 

W094 458.6 458.7 100 16596 Swamp Yes Adjacent to existing 
P/L ROW. 

W095 459.2 459.3 100 17461 Swamp Yes Adjacent to existing 
P/L ROW. 

6.4.26.4.26.4.26.4.2    VegetationVegetationVegetationVegetation    

Vegetation VECs were selected based on input from the KSL Project Working Group, input from 
knowledgeable residents and First Nations, and a review of recent literature relevant to the study 
area, particularly the Kalum, Lakes District (Lakes), Morice, Vanderhoof, and Prince George LRMPs.  
 
The following vegetation community types were identified as Vegetation VECs: 

• Wetlands; 

• Mature and old Douglas-fir dominated forest; 

• Mature and old Aspen dominated forest; 

• Mature and old Riparian and Floodplain forest; 

• Mature and old Coniferous forest; 

• Subalpine and alpine plant communities; and  

• Grasslands.  
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Plants and Plant Communities of special management concern are also considered a Vegetation 
VEC, and they are discussed in greater detail in the Species and Ecosystems at Risk section of this 
report (Section 6.5.2).  
 
Vegetation VECs were identified along the Project Footprint during field surveys and from various 
data sources, including Terrestrial Ecosystem Mapping (TEM), prepared specifically for the KSL 
Project, and previously existing BC Ministry of Forests Forest Cover data.  
 
Field surveys were conducted to collect site and vegetation community data, according to Resources 
Information Standards Committee (RISC) standards, as outlined in the Field Manual for Describing 
Terrestrial Ecosystems (1998).  Background information on each vegetation VEC crossed by the 
pipeline route in the Project Footprint is presented in the following sections.  
 

6.4.2.1 Wetland habitat 

For locations of wetlands in the Project Footprint, refer to the wetland section (Section 6.4.1).  
Wetlands occur throughout the entire length of the Project Footprint, in the Coastal, Mountain, and 
Interior regions.  
 
Coastal wetlands occur in low-lying areas associated with floodplains, wetland margins, or receiving 
sites at the toe of slopes.  Many of the wetlands encountered in the Coastal Region are swamps.  
Swamp forests are dominated by western redcedar and western hemlock.  Dominant shrubs include 
Alaska blueberry, oval leaved blueberry, salal, salmonberry, and red-osier dogwood.  The trees and 
shrubs are restricted to mounded or elevated sites within the swamp.  The herbaceous layer is 
generally lush and often contains skunk cabbage and lady fern. 
 
Mountain wetland habitats in the Project Footprint occur in the subalpine elevations of the 
Engelmann Spruce Subalpine Fir (ESSF) and Mountain Hemlock (MH) biogeoclimatic zones.  In the 
MH zone, common wetland species include small yellow cedar, Sitka alder, willows, Alaskan and oval 
leaved blueberry, copperbush, pink and white mountain-heather, deer cabbage, marsh marigold, 
sedges, tufted clubrush, bog laurel, and sphagnum mosses.  Wetlands in the ESSF have a dominant 
cover of beaked sedge, along with numerous other shrubby and herbaceous species.  
 
Interior wetland habitats occur in riparian areas and other low-lying areas in the LSA.  Small fens are 
the most common wetland type in the Interior Region.  Tree cover in fens is generally very low and 
dominated by black spruce where it does occur.  Shrubs are common and include scrub birch, bog 
willow, Labrador tea, and bog cranberry.  The herb layer contains sedges, common horsetail, and 
marsh cinquefoil.  
 

6.4.2.2 Douglas-fir Forest 

The KSL Project LSA occurs at the northern extent of the Interior Douglas-fir range, and all Douglas-fir 
leading stands are considered to be VECs by Regional BC MOE staff (B. Arthur, pers. comm.).  Mature 
and old Douglas-fir forest often has important wildlife habitats, including nesting, roosting, and 
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thermal habitats.  Mature and old Douglas-fir forests are structurally complex, having canopy gaps 
containing multi-storied vegetation layers, and a large number of standing dead trees and downed 
woody debris.  
 
There are 11 mature or old Douglas-fir stands in the Project Footprint, found between: 

• KP 307.1 and KP 312.8, 

• KP 320.4 and KP 325.5, and 

• KP 336.2 and KP 336.5.  
 
Additional information on mature and old Douglas-fir dominated stands occurring in the Project 
Footprint are summarized in Table 6.4-2.  

 

Table 6.4-2 
Douglas-fir Dominated Forest in the KSL Project Footprint 

DouglasDouglasDouglasDouglas----fir fir fir fir 
Community Community Community Community 

IDIDIDID    

KP StartKP StartKP StartKP Start    KP StopKP StopKP StopKP Stop    Length Length Length Length 
of of of of 

Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
Influence Influence Influence Influence 

(m)(m)(m)(m)    

Forest Forest Forest Forest 
CompositionCompositionCompositionComposition    

Average Average Average Average 
age of age of age of age of 
standsstandsstandsstands    

NotesNotesNotesNotes    

Fd01 307.1 307.8 700 Douglas-fir, 
hybrid white 
spruce, 
lodgepole pine  

141 to 
250  

Proposed route is not 
adjacent to existing PNG 
right-of-way 

Fd02 308.5 308.7 200 Douglas-fir, 
lodgepole pine, 
hybrid white 
spruce 

141 to 
250 

Proposed route is not 
adjacent to existing PNG 
right-of-way 

Fd03 308.7 309.6 900 Douglas-fir, 
lodgepole pine, 
hybrid white 
spruce 

101 to 
140 

Douglas-fir leading or co-
dominant throughout   

Proposed route is not 
adjacent to existing PNG 
right-of-way 

Fd04 310.5 310.6 100 Douglas-fir, 
lodgepole pine, 
hybrid white 
spruce 

121 to 
140 

KP 311.3 to KP 312 has 
been harvested 

Fd05 312 312.8 800 Douglas-fir, 
lodgepole pine, 
hybrid white 
spruce 

121 to 
140 

- -  
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DouglasDouglasDouglasDouglas----fir fir fir fir 
Community Community Community Community 

IDIDIDID    

KP StartKP StartKP StartKP Start    KP StopKP StopKP StopKP Stop    Length Length Length Length 
of of of of 

Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
Influence Influence Influence Influence 

(m)(m)(m)(m)    

Forest Forest Forest Forest 
CompositionCompositionCompositionComposition    

Average Average Average Average 
age of age of age of age of 
standsstandsstandsstands    

NotesNotesNotesNotes    

Fd06 319.9 321 1100 Douglas-fir, 
Lodgepole pine, 
Hybrid white 
spruce 

101 to 
140 

- -  

Fd07 321.1 321.6 500 Douglas-fir, 
Lodgepole pine 

81 to 
140 

- -  

Fd08 322.1 323 900 Douglas-fir, 
Lodgepole pine, 
Hybrid white 
spruce 

81 to 
100 

KP 323 to KP 323.2 has 
been harvested 

Fd09 323.2 325.5 2300 Douglas-fir, 
Hybrid white 
spruce, 
Lodgepole pine 

81 to 
140 

Douglas-fir is the leading or 
co-dominant species 
throughout.  KP 323.2 to 
KP 323.6 younger Douglas-
fir leading stand (81 to 
100).  All other stands are 
121 to 140 years. 

Fd10 336.2 336.5 300 Douglas-fir, 
lodgepole pine, 
hybrid white 
spruce 

81 to 
140 

Douglas-fir leading stand is 
81 to 100 years.  A spruce 
leading stand with co-
dominant Douglas-fir is 
adjacent to the younger 
Douglas-fir stand.  Spruce 
leading stand is 121 to 
140 years. 

Proposed route is not 
adjacent to existing PNG 
right-of-way. 

Fd11 394.2 394.4 200 Douglas-fir, 
trembling aspen 

121 to 
140 

- -  

 

6.4.2.3  Aspen Forest 

Aspen stands are common throughout the Project Footprint, but mature stands are rare, and of high 
value.  These stands provide valuable wildlife habitat, and are important components of the 
landscape biodiversity.  Mature and old aspen stands are characteristically open-canopied, shrub-
dominated woodlands, with a high amount of biomass.  Although there are 56 stands with trembling 
aspen as the dominant or co-dominant species in the Project Footprint, there are only four stands 
that are old and have not been previously disturbed.  The remaining stands are either younger, or 
immediately adjacent to existing rights-of-way or road corridors.  
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Aspen stands, and individual aspen trees within conifer stands are of particular importance in the 
Nadina Forest District (KP 95.9 to KP 288.1), which is experiencing an unprecedented mountain 
pine beetle (MPB) epidemic.  In MPB areas, aspen is essential for retaining structural attributes 
across otherwise forested landscapes.  
 
The four old aspen stands that are not previously disturbed by right-of-way or road corridors, occur at 
the following locations along the Project Footprint: 

• KP 149.9 to KP 150, 

• KP 263.1 to KP 264.1, 

• KP 264.4 to KP 264.7, and 

• KP 297.2 to KP 297.4. 
 
Table 6.4-3 lists locations of all aspen dominated forests in the KSL Project Footprint and provides 
descriptions of the tree composition in these forest stands, their age, and other relevant information.  
 

Table 6.4-3 
Aspen Dominated Forest in the KSL Project Footprint 

Aspen Aspen Aspen Aspen 
CommCommCommCommunity unity unity unity 

IDIDIDID    

KP StartKP StartKP StartKP Start    KP StopKP StopKP StopKP Stop    Length Length Length Length 
of of of of 

Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
Influence Influence Influence Influence 

(m)(m)(m)(m)    

Dominant and Dominant and Dominant and Dominant and 
CoCoCoCo----dominant dominant dominant dominant 
tree speciestree speciestree speciestree species    

Average Average Average Average 
age of age of age of age of 
standsstandsstandsstands    

CommentsCommentsCommentsComments    

At01 149.9 150 100 Trembling 
aspen, white 
spruce  

141 to 
250 

- - 

At02 233.9 234.8 900 Trembling 
aspen 

101 to 
120 

- - 

At03 238.8 239.2 400 Trembling 
aspen 

81 to 140 - - 

At04 242.5 243.8 1300 Trembling 
aspen, slender 
wheatgrass 
grassland 

121 to 
140 

- - 

At05 263.1 264.1 1000 Trembling 
aspen 

141 to 
250 

- - 

At06 264.4 264.7 300 Trembling 
aspen 

141 to 
250 

- - 

At07 270.8 271.6 800 Trembling 
aspen, hybrid 
white spruce 

81 to 100 - - 

At08 274.5 277.1 2600 Trembling 
aspen, 
lodgepole pine 

101 to 
120 

- - 
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Aspen Aspen Aspen Aspen 
CommCommCommCommunity unity unity unity 

IDIDIDID    

KP StartKP StartKP StartKP Start    KP StopKP StopKP StopKP Stop    Length Length Length Length 
of of of of 

Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
Influence Influence Influence Influence 

(m)(m)(m)(m)    

Dominant and Dominant and Dominant and Dominant and 
CoCoCoCo----dominant dominant dominant dominant 
tree speciestree speciestree speciestree species    

Average Average Average Average 
age of age of age of age of 
standsstandsstandsstands    

CommentsCommentsCommentsComments    

At09 279.5 279.8 300 Trembling 
aspen 

121 to 
140 

- - 

At10 280.5 280.6 100 Trembling 
aspen 

101 to 
120 

- - 

At11 280.7 280.8 100 Trembling 
aspen 

101 to 
120 

- - 

At12 281.6 282.8 1200 Trembling 
aspen, 
lodgepole pine 

41 to 80 KP 282.8 to KP 283.7:  
Mature aspen, hybrid 
white spruce, lodgepole 
between 141 and 250 
years 

At13 282.8 283.8 1000 Trembling 
aspen 

141 to 
250 

- - 

At14 284.2 284.4 200 Trembling 
aspen 

101 to 
120 

- - 

At15 285.2 285.4 200 Aspen, 
lodgepole pine 

61 to 80 - - 

At16 286 286.2 200 Trembling 
aspen, black 
cottonwood  

101 to 
250 

- - 

At17 286.2 286.4 200 Trembling 
aspen, 
lodgepole pine 

141 to 
250 

- - 

At18 286.6 287.5 900 Aspen, 
lodgepole pine, 
white spruce 

81 to 100 KP 286:  Mature aspen, 
black cottonwood, white 
spruce between 101 and 
120 

At19 288.3 289.2 900 Lodgepole pine, 
Trembling 
aspen 

81 to 100 - - 

At20 291.6 293.7 2100 Trembling 
aspen 

121 to 
140 

- - 

At21 294.1 294.4 300 Trembling 
aspen 

141 to 
250 

- - 

At22 294.9 295.7 800 Trembling 
aspen 

121 to 
140 

- - 

At23 295.8 296.3 500 Trembling 
aspen 

41 to 60 - - 

At24 296.5 297.2 700 Trembling 
aspen 

121 to 
140 

- - 
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Aspen Aspen Aspen Aspen 
CommCommCommCommunity unity unity unity 

IDIDIDID    

KP StartKP StartKP StartKP Start    KP StopKP StopKP StopKP Stop    Length Length Length Length 
of of of of 

Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
Influence Influence Influence Influence 

(m)(m)(m)(m)    

Dominant and Dominant and Dominant and Dominant and 
CoCoCoCo----dominant dominant dominant dominant 
tree speciestree speciestree speciestree species    

Average Average Average Average 
age of age of age of age of 
standsstandsstandsstands    

CommentsCommentsCommentsComments    

At25 297.2 297.4 200 Trembling 
aspen 

141 to 
250 

- - 

At26 297.4 297.5 100 Trembling 
aspen 

101-120 - - 

At27 298 299 1000 Trembling 
aspen 

81 to 120 - - 

At28 299.4 300 600 Trembling 
aspen, hybrid 
white spruce 

81 to 100 - - 

At29 300.3 300.4 100 Trembling 
aspen, hybrid 
white spruce 

81 to 100 - - 

At30 316.5 316.7 200 Trembling 
aspen, 
Lodgepole pine 

61 to 80 - - 

At31 316.7 317.1 400 Lodgepole pine, 
trembling aspen 

121 to 
140 

- - 

At32 326.1 326.3 200 Trembling 
aspen, Douglas-
fir 

121 to 
140 

- - 

At33 326.9 327 100 Trembling 
aspen, hybrid 
white spruce 

121 to 
140 

- - 

At34 336 336.2 200 Black 
cottonwood, 
trembling aspen 

101 to 
140 

- - 

At35 336.5 337 500 Trembling 
aspen, 
Lodgepole pine, 
hybrid white 
spruce 

41 to 60 - - 

At36 337.5 338.4 900 Trembling 
aspen, hybrid 
white spruce 

41 to 60 - - 

At37 339.8 340.8 1000 Trembling 
aspen, hybrid 
white spruce 

101 to 
140 

- - 

At38 341 341.4 400 Trembling 
aspen, hybrid 
white spruce 

121 to 
140 

- - 
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Aspen Aspen Aspen Aspen 
CommCommCommCommunity unity unity unity 

IDIDIDID    

KP StartKP StartKP StartKP Start    KP StopKP StopKP StopKP Stop    Length Length Length Length 
of of of of 

Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
Influence Influence Influence Influence 

(m)(m)(m)(m)    

Dominant and Dominant and Dominant and Dominant and 
CoCoCoCo----dominant dominant dominant dominant 
tree speciestree speciestree speciestree species    

Average Average Average Average 
age of age of age of age of 
standsstandsstandsstands    

CommentsCommentsCommentsComments    

At39 347.7 350.8 3100 Trembling 
aspen, hybrid 
white spruce, 
black 
cottonwood 

121 to 
140 

KP 347.7 to KP 349.5 
crosses 
agricultural/grazing land 
with tree patches 

At40 389 390.4 1400 Aspen, hybrid 
white spruce 

121 to 
140 

Associated with Stuart 
River crossing 

At41 394 394.2 200 Trembling 
aspen, 
Lodgepole pine 

61 to 80 - - 

At42 394.2 394.4 200 Douglas-fir, 
Trembling 
aspen 

121 to 
140 

- - 

At43 394.4 394.5 100 Trembling 
aspen, white 
spruce 

81 to 100 - - 

At44 400.4 400.6 200 Trembling 
aspen 

121 to 
140 

KP 397 to KP 400.4 early 
seral (1 to 40) blocks with 
an aspen component 

At45 400.6 402.3 1700 Trembling 
aspen, 
Lodgepole pine, 
Paper birch 

81 to 100 - - 

At46 404.8 406.9 2100 Trembling 
aspen, Paper 
birch 

81 to 100 At leading or co-dominant 
throughout 

At47 407.4 407.7 300 Trembling 
aspen 

81 to 100 - - 

At48 408 408.7 700 Trembling 
aspen, Paper 
birch, White 
spruce 

81 to 100 - - 

At49 410.4 410.5 100 Trembling 
aspen, 
Lodgepole pine 

101 to 
120 

- - 

At50 412.8 414.5 1700 Trembling 
aspen, 
Lodgepole pine, 
White spruce 

81 to 100 At leading or co-dominant 
throughout 

At51 414.5 414.7 200 Trembling 
aspen, black 
cottonwood 

81 to 100 - - 
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Aspen Aspen Aspen Aspen 
CommCommCommCommunity unity unity unity 

IDIDIDID    

KP StartKP StartKP StartKP Start    KP StopKP StopKP StopKP Stop    Length Length Length Length 
of of of of 

Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
Influence Influence Influence Influence 

(m)(m)(m)(m)    

Dominant and Dominant and Dominant and Dominant and 
CoCoCoCo----dominant dominant dominant dominant 
tree speciestree speciestree speciestree species    

Average Average Average Average 
age of age of age of age of 
standsstandsstandsstands    

CommentsCommentsCommentsComments    

cottonwood 

At52 415.9 416 100 Trembling 
aspen, White 
spruce 

101 to 
120 

- - 

At53 416.1 416.3 200 Lodgepole pine, 
trembling aspen 

81 to 100 At is co-dominant 

At54 420.4 420.8 400 Trembling 
aspen 

61 to 80 - - 

At55 421.3 423 1700 Trembling 
aspen, 
Lodgepole pine 

61 to 80 At leading or co-dominant 
throughout 

At56 423.3 423.9 600 Trembling 
aspen, 
Lodgepole pine, 
White spruce 

41 to 100 At leading or co-dominant 
throughout 

 

6.4.2.4 Riparian and Floodplain Forest 

The protection of riparian floodplain forests is a topic of concern for First Nations, residents, and 
regulatory agency staff.  A total of twenty-four stream crossings are located in mature and old 
riparian and riparian floodplain forests representing approximately 11.3 km of the route.  Table 6.4-4 
lists the locations of Riparian and Floodplain Forests in the KSL Project Footprint, and describes the 
tree composition and average age of the stands.  
 
Riparian and floodplain forests are typically mixed deciduous and coniferous forest in moist and wet 
soils.  These habitats usually have extremely high productivity and the increased plant biomass has a 
complex form and structure that ameliorates climatic conditions and provides food, cover, and 
nesting habitat for both terrestrial and aquatic wildlife.  
 
Riparian and floodplain forests in the LSA differ by geographic area.  In the Coastal Region riparian 
zones are typically floodplain sites and range from low-bench plant communities dominated by 
willows to middle-bench areas of black cottonwood, red alder, and dense shrub understories and 
high-bench communities dominated by conifers.  The majority of the riparian areas in the Coastal 
Region have been harvested and are young.   
 
Riparian areas in the Mountain Region are productive forests adjacent to small streams or low-
productivity forests that occur on seepage slopes, at slope-toes or surrounding fens.  Mountain 
riparian areas typically have a coniferous tree cover and variable shrub and herb cover.   
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The Interior Region riparian areas are moist to wet forests in low-lying areas, at slope-toes or 
bordering waterways.  Many of the riparian forests in the Interior Region have been converted to 
agricultural use.  Natural Interior Region riparian areas have a mixed tree cover and the shrub and 
herb layers vary from sparse to very dense.  Floodplain forests, with low, middle and upper-bench 
communities are also found adjacent to the large interior rivers, such as the Stuart and Salmon 
rivers. 
 

Table 6.4-4 
Mature and Old Riparian and Floodplain Forests in the KSL Project Footprint  

Riparian Riparian Riparian Riparian 
Community Community Community Community 

IDIDIDID    

KKKKP StartP StartP StartP Start    KP StopKP StopKP StopKP Stop    Length Length Length Length 
of of of of 

Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
Influence Influence Influence Influence 

(m)(m)(m)(m)    

Dominant and CoDominant and CoDominant and CoDominant and Co----
dominant trees in dominant trees in dominant trees in dominant trees in 

forest standforest standforest standforest stand    

Average Average Average Average 
age of age of age of age of 
standsstandsstandsstands    

NotesNotesNotesNotes    

RP01 17 17.3 300 Western hemlock, 
Sitka Spruce, 
Amabilis fir, 

> 250 Old riparian forest in 
Project Footprint on north 
side of Big Wedeene River 
is dominated by western 
hemlock.  Red-listed Sitka 
spruce – Salmonberry 
community occurs to the 
west of the footprint.  
Plant community on south 
side of river is < 40 

RP02 38.6 38.8 200 Black cottonwood, 
Western hemlock, 
Red Alder 

> 250 Old riparian forest on the 
west side of Chist Creek 
and young red alder forest 
on the east side of the 
creek 

RP03 60.6 62.4 1800 Western hemlock. 
Western redcedar, 
Amabilis fir, Sitka 
Spruce 

> 250 Associated with the 
confluence of the Kitimat 
River and Hunter Creek 

RP04 62.4 62.7 300 Western hemlock. 
Western redcedar, 
Amabilis fir, Sitka 
Spruce 

141 to 
250 

Associated with the 
confluence of the Kitimat 
River and Hunter Creek 

RP05 63.3 63.5 200 Western hemlock, 
Amabilis fir, Sitka 
Spruce, 

> 250 Hunter Creek 

RP06 98 99.1 1100 Subalpine fir, 
Hybrid white 
spruce, Amabilis fir, 
Whitebark pine 

> 250 Riparian communities on 
seepage slope between 
KP 98 and KP 99.0 a 
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Riparian Riparian Riparian Riparian 
Community Community Community Community 

IDIDIDID    

KKKKP StartP StartP StartP Start    KP StopKP StopKP StopKP Stop    Length Length Length Length 
of of of of 

Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
Influence Influence Influence Influence 

(m)(m)(m)(m)    

Dominant and CoDominant and CoDominant and CoDominant and Co----
dominant trees in dominant trees in dominant trees in dominant trees in 

forest standforest standforest standforest stand    

Average Average Average Average 
age of age of age of age of 
standsstandsstandsstands    

NotesNotesNotesNotes    

RP07 99.2 100 800 Subalpine fir, 
Hybrid white 
spruce, Amabilis fir 

> 250 Riparian community along 
the Burnie River between 
KP 99.2 and KP 100. 

RP08 124 124.6 600 White spruce, Black 
cottonwood 

141 to 
250 

- - 

RP09 155.1 155.4 300 Hybrid spruce, 
Lodgepole pine 

141 to 
250 

- - 

RP10 157 157.3 300 Hybrid spruce, 
Lodgepole pine 

141 to 
250 

- - 

RP11 198.3 198.6 300 Hybrid white 
spruce, Lodgepole 
pine 

141 to 
250 

- - 

RP12 211.5 212.1 600 Subalpine fir, hybrid 
white spruce 

> 250 - - 

RP13 214.4 214.6 200 Hybrid white 
spruce, Lodgepole 
pine 

141 to 
250 

- - 

RP14 217.3 217.4 100 Hybrid white 
spruce, Subalpine 
fir, 

141 to 
250 

- - 

RP15 240.3 240.5 200 White spruce, 
subalpine fir, Black 
cottonwood 

141 to 
250 

- - 

RP16 264.5 264.7 200 Trembling aspen, 
Lodgepole pine, 
White spruce 

141 to 
250 

- - 

RP17 314.9 315 100 Lodgepole pine, 
Hybrid white 
spruce, Trembling 
aspen 

121 to 
140 

- - 

RP18 388.9 390.2 1300 Black cottonwood, 
Trembling aspen, 
Hybrid white 
spruce, 

121 to 
140 

Stuart River 

RP19 409.8 409.9 100 Lodgepole pine, 
Trembling Aspen, 
Hybrid white spruce 

121 to 
140 

- - 

RP20 425.4 425.6 200 Lodgepole pine, 
Trembling Aspen, 
Hybrid white spruce 

121 to 
140 

- - 

RP21 441 441.2 200 Black cottonwood, 
Hybrid white spruce 

141 to 
250 

- - 
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Riparian Riparian Riparian Riparian 
Community Community Community Community 

IDIDIDID    

KKKKP StartP StartP StartP Start    KP StopKP StopKP StopKP Stop    Length Length Length Length 
of of of of 

Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
Influence Influence Influence Influence 

(m)(m)(m)(m)    

Dominant and CoDominant and CoDominant and CoDominant and Co----
dominant trees in dominant trees in dominant trees in dominant trees in 

forest standforest standforest standforest stand    

Average Average Average Average 
age of age of age of age of 
standsstandsstandsstands    

NotesNotesNotesNotes    

Hybrid white spruce 250 

RP22 449.3 450.3 1000 Black cottonwood, 
Hybrid white spruce 

141 to 
250 

Salmon River 

RP23 460.5 460.8 300 Hybrid white 
spruce, Douglas-fir, 
Subalpine fir 

141 to 
250 

- - 

RP24 461.2 461.8 600 Hybrid white 
spruce, Subalpine 
fir, Paper birch 

101 to 
120 

- - 

6.4.2.5 Mature and Old Coniferous Forest 

Mature and old coniferous forests dominated by western hemlock, mountain hemlock, subalpine fir, 
white bark pine, lodgepole pine, black spruce, Engelmann spruce, hybrid spruce, and white spruce 
occur in approximately 150 km of the KSL Project Footprint.  There are approximately 13 km of 
mature and old coniferous forest in the Coast Region, 23 km in the Mountain Region, and 114 km in 
the Interior Region, though a large part of the mature and old forest in the Interior Region has been 
attacked by the mountain pine beetle and forest harvesting is occurring or planned for many of the 
affected areas.  Table 6.4-5 lists the locations of mature and old coniferous forests in the KSL 
Project Footprint and describes the tree composition and age of the occurrences. 
 
Mature and old forests contain long-lived (i.e. greater than 100 years old), shade-tolerant tree 
species that are uneven or multi-aged.  The mature and old forests are characterized by a long 
natural rotation between stand-replacing events and minimal evidence of human disturbance.  
Dominant trees in the stand are approaching half the maximum longevity for the species and 
individual trees that are close to their maximum longevity are scattered throughout the forest.  
Standing dead and dying trees in various states of decay are present in mature forests and common 
in old forests.  Fallen trees, of various sizes and also in different states of decay, are prevalent on the 
forest floor. 
 
Fifty-five percent of the mature and old forest in the Project Footprint is adjacent to existing roads or 
rights-of-way.  The majority of the undisturbed mature and old forest crossed by the pipeline route is 
in the subalpine forests of the Mountain Region, between KP 74.9 and KP 112. 
 
Mature and old forests in the LSA are scattered in the Coast Region, common in the Mountain 
Region and prevalent but rapidly disappearing in the Interior Region.  Only small fragments of mature 
and old forest remain in the Coastal Region.  These generally occur along creeks and rivers and 
between harvested areas.  Western hemlock, western redcedar, and Sitka spruce are the climax 
trees in older forests in the Coastal Region.   
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The Mountain Region has mature and old coniferous forests that are over 250 years old and are 
dominated by mountain hemlock and subalpine fir.   
 
The Interior Region contains a high proportion of mature forests that are rapidly being depleted by 
salvage logging of the MPB damaged stands.  Hybrid white spruce and subalpine fir are the typical 
climax species in the Interior Region, but Lodgepole pine is common in mature forests and the target 
of the MPB. 

Table 6.4-5 
Mature and Old Coniferous Forests in the KSL Project Footprint 

Mature and Mature and Mature and Mature and 
Old Forest Old Forest Old Forest Old Forest 
Community Community Community Community 

IDIDIDID    KP KP KP KP 
StartStartStartStart    

KP KP KP KP 
StopStopStopStop    

Length Length Length Length 
of of of of 

Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
Influence Influence Influence Influence 

(m)(m)(m)(m)    

Dominant and CoDominant and CoDominant and CoDominant and Co----
dominant trees in dominant trees in dominant trees in dominant trees in 

forest standforest standforest standforest stand    
Average age Average age Average age Average age 
of standsof standsof standsof stands    NotesNotesNotesNotes    

Coast RegionCoast RegionCoast RegionCoast Region    

MF01 22.7 22.8 100 Western hemlock > 250  

MF02 43.5 43.8 300 Western hemlock 121 to 140  

MF03 45.7 47 1300 Western hemlock 121 to 140  

MF04 48.3 48.6 300 Western hemlock 141 to 250  

MF05 50.7 51 300 Western hemlock > 250  

MF06 52.8 53.2 400 Western hemlock > 250  

MF07 55.7 55.9 200 Western hemlock > 250  

MF08 57 57.2 200 Western hemlock > 250  

MF09 59.7 59.8 100 Western hemlock > 250  

MF10 64.9 65.1 200 Western hemlock > 250  

MF11 67.2 67.8 600 Western hemlock > 250  

MF12 68.8 69 200 Western hemlock > 250  

MF13 70.5 71.2 700 Western hemlock > 250  

MF14 71.7 72.1 400 Western hemlock > 250  

MF15 72.4 72.8 400 Western hemlock > 250  

MF16 74.1 74.4 300 Western hemlock > 250  

MF17 74.4 74.9 500 Western hemlock 141 to 250  

MF21 81.5 83.2 1700 Western hemlock > 250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF22 83.5 84.5 1000 Western hemlock > 250  

MF23 85.4 86.3 900 Western hemlock > 250  

MF24 87.5 88.2 700 Western hemlock > 250  

MF25 88.4 90.5 2100 Western hemlock > 250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

Mountain RegionMountain RegionMountain RegionMountain Region    
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Mature and Mature and Mature and Mature and 
Old Forest Old Forest Old Forest Old Forest 
Community Community Community Community 

IDIDIDID    KP KP KP KP 
StartStartStartStart    

KP KP KP KP 
StopStopStopStop    

Length Length Length Length 
of of of of 

Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
Influence Influence Influence Influence 

(m)(m)(m)(m)    

Dominant and CoDominant and CoDominant and CoDominant and Co----
dominant trees in dominant trees in dominant trees in dominant trees in 

forest standforest standforest standforest stand    
Average age Average age Average age Average age 
of standsof standsof standsof stands    NotesNotesNotesNotes    

MF18 74.9 75.2 300 Mountain hemlock 141 to 250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF19 75.2 76.5 1300 Mountain hemlock > 250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF20 80.3 81.5 1200 Mountain hemlock > 250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF26 90.5 93.6 3100 Mountain hemlock > 250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF27 93.6 95.6 2000 Subalpine fir, 
Whitebark pine 

> 250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF28 96 98 2000 Subalpine fir > 250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF29 99.1 99.2 100 Whitebark pine, 
Subalpine fir 

> 250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF30 100 105 5000 Subalpine fir >250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF31 105 108 3000 Subalpine fir > 250  

MF32 109.1 109.9 800 Lodgepole pine, 
black spruce 

141 to 250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF33 109.9 110.3 400 Lodgepole pine, 
Spruce 

141 to 250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF34 110.4 110.6 200 Subalpine fir, 
Spruce 

141 to 250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF35 111.2 111.4 200 Subalpine fir, 
Spruce 

141 to 250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF36 111.4 112 600 Lodgepole pine, 
Spruce 

141 to 250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 
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Mature and Mature and Mature and Mature and 
Old Forest Old Forest Old Forest Old Forest 
Community Community Community Community 

IDIDIDID    KP KP KP KP 
StartStartStartStart    

KP KP KP KP 
StopStopStopStop    

Length Length Length Length 
of of of of 

Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
Influence Influence Influence Influence 

(m)(m)(m)(m)    

Dominant and CoDominant and CoDominant and CoDominant and Co----
dominant trees in dominant trees in dominant trees in dominant trees in 

forest standforest standforest standforest stand    
Average age Average age Average age Average age 
of standsof standsof standsof stands    NotesNotesNotesNotes    

MF37 112.3 113.8 1500 Subalpine fir, 
Spruce 

141 to 250  

MF38 114.8 116.2 1400 Subalpine fir, 
Spruce 

 

 

 

141 to 250  

Interior RegionInterior RegionInterior RegionInterior Region    

MF39 116.2 117.3 1100 Mature spruce 
scrub forest  

141 to 250  

MF40 118.6 120 1400 Subalpine fir, white 
spruce forest 

> 250  

MF41 120.7 121.7 1000 Subalpine fir, 
Spruce 

>250  

MF42 122.3 128.4 6100 Subalpine fir, 
Lodgepole pine 

121 to > 250  

MF43 128.4 132.1 3700 Subalpine fir, 
hybrid white 
spruce, Lodgepole 
pine 

141 to 250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF44 133.1 134.4 1300 White spruce, 
lodgepole pine, 
subalpine fir 

101 to 250  

MF45 137.5 137.8 300 Subalpine fir, 
spruce 

> 250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF46 139 140 1000 Subalpine fir, 
spruce 

141 to 250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF47 140.4 141.1 700 Subalpine fir, 
spruce 

141 to 250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF48 143.9 144.1 200 Spruce, Lodgepole 
pine 

141 to 250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF49 148.6 149.9 1300 Lodgepole pine 121 to 140 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF50 150.4 151 600 Lodgepole pine, 
White spruce 

121 to 140 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 
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Mature and Mature and Mature and Mature and 
Old Forest Old Forest Old Forest Old Forest 
Community Community Community Community 

IDIDIDID    KP KP KP KP 
StartStartStartStart    

KP KP KP KP 
StopStopStopStop    

Length Length Length Length 
of of of of 

Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
Influence Influence Influence Influence 

(m)(m)(m)(m)    

Dominant and CoDominant and CoDominant and CoDominant and Co----
dominant trees in dominant trees in dominant trees in dominant trees in 

forest standforest standforest standforest stand    
Average age Average age Average age Average age 
of standsof standsof standsof stands    NotesNotesNotesNotes    

MF51 151.9 152.3 400 Lodgepole pine, 
White spruce 

121 to 140  

MF52 153 154.1 1100 Hybrid spruce and 
Lodgepole pine 

121 to 140 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF53 154.9 155.1 200 Lodgepole pine, 
Subalpine fir 

141 to 250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF54 156.9 157 100 Hybrid spruce and 
Lodgepole pine, 
Subalpine fir 

141 to 250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF55 159.2 159.9 700 Lodgepole pine, 
Spruce 

101 to 120  

MF56 162 162.8 800 Hybrid spruce and 
Lodgepole pine, 
Subalpine fir 

121 to 140  

MF57 162.8 165.9 3100 Hybrid spruce and 
Lodgepole pine, 
Trembling aspen 

101 to 120 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF58 189.8 192 2200 Lodgepole pine, 
Hybrid white spruce 

141 to 250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF59 193 194 1000 Hybrid white 
spruce, lodgepole 
pine 

141 to 250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF60 194 197 3000 Hybrid white 
spruce, lodgepole 
pine 

141 to 250  

MF61 197.9 198.3 400 Hybrid white 
spruce, lodgepole 
pine 

141 to 250  

MF62 199.2 201.8 2600 Lodgepole pine 141 to 250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF63 206.4 207.7 1300 Hybrid white 
spruce, lodgepole 
pine 

141 to 250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF64 207.7 209 1300 Hybrid white 
spruce, lodgepole 
pine, Subalpine fir 

141 to 250  
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Mature and Mature and Mature and Mature and 
Old Forest Old Forest Old Forest Old Forest 
Community Community Community Community 

IDIDIDID    KP KP KP KP 
StartStartStartStart    

KP KP KP KP 
StopStopStopStop    

Length Length Length Length 
of of of of 

Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
Influence Influence Influence Influence 

(m)(m)(m)(m)    

Dominant and CoDominant and CoDominant and CoDominant and Co----
dominant trees in dominant trees in dominant trees in dominant trees in 

forest standforest standforest standforest stand    
Average age Average age Average age Average age 
of standsof standsof standsof stands    NotesNotesNotesNotes    

MF65 209.4 210.5 1100 White spruce, 
Subalpine fir 

> 250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF66 211.2 211.5 300 Hybrid white 
spruce, subalpine 
fir 

> 250  

MF67 212.1 212.8 700 Hybrid white 
spruce, subalpine 
fir 

>250  

MF68 212.8 213 200 Hybrid white 
spruce, black 
spruce scrub  

141 to 250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF69 214.6 215.4 800 Lodgepole pine, 
hybrid white spruce 

141 to 250  

MF70 216.7 217.3 600 Hybrid white 
spruce, Lodgepole 
pine, Subalpine fir 

101 to 250  

MF71 217.4 220.4 3000 Hybrid white 
spruce, Lodgepole 
pine, Subalpine fir 

101 to 250  

MF72 223.6 223.8 200 Hybrid white 
spruce, Lodgepole 
pine, Subalpine fir 

141 to 250  

MF73 226.8 227 200 Lodgepole pine 101 to 120 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF74 228.5 229.5 1000 White spruce and 
lodgepole pine  

141 to 250  

MF75 230 230.5 500 Lodgepole pine 141 to 250  

MF76 231.1 231.6 500 Lodgepole pine 141 to 250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF77 232.2 233.9 1700 Lodgepole pine, 
Hybrid white 
spruce, Trembling 
aspen 

101 to 120  

MF78 234.8 235.3 500 Lodgepole pine, 
Hybrid white 
spruce, Trembling 
aspen 

101 to 120  
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Mature and Mature and Mature and Mature and 
Old Forest Old Forest Old Forest Old Forest 
Community Community Community Community 

IDIDIDID    KP KP KP KP 
StartStartStartStart    

KP KP KP KP 
StopStopStopStop    

Length Length Length Length 
of of of of 

Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
Influence Influence Influence Influence 

(m)(m)(m)(m)    

Dominant and CoDominant and CoDominant and CoDominant and Co----
dominant trees in dominant trees in dominant trees in dominant trees in 

forest standforest standforest standforest stand    
Average age Average age Average age Average age 
of standsof standsof standsof stands    NotesNotesNotesNotes    

MF79 239.8 240.3 500 Hybrid white 
spruce, black 
cottonwood  

141 to 250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF80 240.5 240.8 300 Hybrid white 
spruce, black 
cottonwood  

141 to 250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF81 245.7 247 1300 Lodgepole pine, 
White spruce and 
Aspen  

101 to 250  

MF82 249.5 250.5 1000 Lodgepole pine and 
White spruce 

141 to 250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF83 250.5 250.9 400 Lodgepole pine and 
White spruce 

141 to 250  

MF84 251.6 252.9 1300 Lodgepole pine, 
white spruce, 
subalpine fir 

141 to 250  

MF85 253.9 255.1 1200 Lodgepole pine, 
white spruce, 
subalpine fir 

141 to 250  

MF86 256.9 257.1 200 Lodgepole pine, 
White Spruce 

141 to 250  

MF87 257.7 259.2 1500 Lodgepole pine, 
white spruce, 
subalpine fir 

141 to 250   

MF88 260.5 261.6 1100 Lodgepole pine, 
white spruce, 
trembling aspen 

101 to 120  

MF89 265.5 266 500 Lodgepole pine 141 to 250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF90 267 267.3 300 White spruce, 
lodgepole pine, and 
aspen. 

141 to 250  

MF91 268.8 269.9 1100 Lodgepole pine and 
hybrid white spruce 

121 to 140  

MF92 271.6 272.2 600 White spruce, 
Trembling aspen 

141 to 250  

MF93 279.8 280.2 400 Lodgepole pine, 
hybrid white spruce 

141 to 250  
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Mature and Mature and Mature and Mature and 
Old Forest Old Forest Old Forest Old Forest 
Community Community Community Community 

IDIDIDID    KP KP KP KP 
StartStartStartStart    

KP KP KP KP 
StopStopStopStop    

Length Length Length Length 
of of of of 

Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
Influence Influence Influence Influence 

(m)(m)(m)(m)    

Dominant and CoDominant and CoDominant and CoDominant and Co----
dominant trees in dominant trees in dominant trees in dominant trees in 

forest standforest standforest standforest stand    
Average age Average age Average age Average age 
of standsof standsof standsof stands    NotesNotesNotesNotes    

MF94 283.9 284.2 300 Lodgepole pine, 
hybrid white spruce 

101 to 140  

MF95 289.2 289.9 700 Lodgepole pine, 
hybrid white spruce 

141 to 250  

MF96 301 302.3 1300 Lodgepole pine, 
hybrid white spruce 

121 to 140  

MF97 304.5 305 500 Lodgepole pine, 
hybrid white spruce 

121 to 140  

MF98 306.6 307.1 500 Lodgepole pine, 
Trembling aspen, 
Hybrid white spruce 

101 to 120 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF99 310.6 311.2 600 Douglas-fir, 
lodgepole pine, 
hybrid white spruce 

121 to 140  

MF100 312.8 313.3 500 Lodgepole pine, 
hybrid white 
spruce, Douglas-fir 

121 to 140  

MF101 313.3 314.9 1600 Lodgepole pine, 
Douglas-fir, 
Trembling aspen 

121 to 140 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF102 315 315.6 600 Lodgepole pine, 
Douglas-fir, 
Trembling aspen 

122 to 140 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF103 325.5 326.1 600 Lodgepole pine, 
hybrid white 
spruce, Douglas-fir 

121 to 140  

MF104 326.3 326.9 600 Lodgepole pine, 
hybrid white 
spruce, Douglas-fir 

101 to 140  

MF105 327 329.5 2500 Lodgepole pine, 
hybrid white 
spruce, Douglas-fir 

101 to 140  

MF106 338.4 339.8 1400 Lodgepole pine, 
Hybrid spruce 

101 to 140  

MF107 350.8 352.5 1700 Lodgepole pine, 
hybrid spruce 

121 to 140  

MF108 353.6 354 400 Lodgepole pine, 
hybrid white 
spruce, subalpine 
fir 

141 to 250  
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Mature and Mature and Mature and Mature and 
Old Forest Old Forest Old Forest Old Forest 
Community Community Community Community 

IDIDIDID    KP KP KP KP 
StartStartStartStart    

KP KP KP KP 
StopStopStopStop    

Length Length Length Length 
of of of of 

Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
Influence Influence Influence Influence 

(m)(m)(m)(m)    

Dominant and CoDominant and CoDominant and CoDominant and Co----
dominant trees in dominant trees in dominant trees in dominant trees in 

forest standforest standforest standforest stand    
Average age Average age Average age Average age 
of standsof standsof standsof stands    NotesNotesNotesNotes    

MF109 356.1 356.8 700 Lodgepole pine, 
hybrid white spruce 

141 to 250  

MF110 358.5 359.8 1300 Lodgepole pine 101 to 120  

MF111 362.8 376 13200 Lodgepole pine, 
hybrid white spruce 

101 to 250  

MF112 376 377.5 1500 Lodgepole pine, 
hybrid white 
spruce, aspen 

101 to 140 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF113 378.5 381 2500 Lodgepole pine, 
hybrid white spruce 

101 to 140 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF114 381 381.9 900 Lodgepole pine 121 to 140  

MF115 383.8 384.5 700 Lodgepole pine 101 to 120  

MF116 385.5 387 1500 Lodgepole pine, 
hybrid white 
spruce, aspen  

101 to 250  

MF117 387 388 1000 Lodgepole pine, 
hybrid white 
spruce, aspen  

101 to 140 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF118 392.9 393.8 900 Lodgepole pine, 
hybrid white 
spruce, aspen 

101 to 140  

MF119 394.5 397 2500 Lodgepole pine, 
hybrid white 
spruce, aspen 

101 to 140  

MF120 402.3 403.1 800 Lodgepole pine, 
white spruce 

121 to 250 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF121 404 404.8 800 Lodgepole pine, 
White spruce 

120 to 140  

MF122 408.7 409 300 Lodgepole pine, 
white spruce, 
trembling aspen 

101 to 120  

MF123 409.9 410.4 500 Lodgepole pine, 
white spruce, 
trembling aspen 

101 to 120  

MF124 410.5 411.1 600 Lodgepole pine, 
white spruce 

101 to 120  

MF125 416.3 419.2 2900 Lodgepole pine, 
White spruce 

101 to 120  
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Mature and Mature and Mature and Mature and 
Old Forest Old Forest Old Forest Old Forest 
Community Community Community Community 

IDIDIDID    KP KP KP KP 
StartStartStartStart    
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StopStopStopStop    

Length Length Length Length 
of of of of 

Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
Influence Influence Influence Influence 
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Average age Average age Average age Average age 
of standsof standsof standsof stands    NotesNotesNotesNotes    

MF126 427.4 428.2 800 Lodgepole pine, 
white spruce, black 
spruce 

101 to 140  

MF127 428.2 430.1 1900 Lodgepole pine, 
White spruce 

120 to 140 Proposed route is not 
adjacent to an existing right-
of-way or road 

MF128 440.9 441 100 Hybrid white 
spruce, cottonwood 
and hybrid white 
spruce  

101 to 250  

MF129 441.2 442.8 1600 Hybrid white 
spruce, cottonwood 
and hybrid white 
spruce  

101 to 250  

MF130 452 455.2 3200 Hybrid white 
spruce, Douglas-fir, 
Paper birch 

141 to 250  

MF131 461.8 462 200 Subalpine fir, 
Hybrid white spruce 

141 to 250  

 

6.4.2.6 Subalpine and Alpine Plant Communities 

There are approximately 4.2 km of subalpine and alpine plant communities in the KSL Project 
Footprint.  The high elevation heath lands are located between KP 74.9 and KP 116.2.  These areas 
are currently pristine and are not adjacent to other disturbances such as logging or other rights-of-
way.  
 
Alpine areas are shrub dominated at higher elevations, and primarily rock and ice at extreme 
elevations exposed to wind.  Plant species and distribution vary with topographic exposure, wind, 
solar radiation, soil temperature, and snow distribution and melt, and small geographic areas often 
contain a variety of habitat islands that differ in general appearance and vegetative complexity.  
 
All subalpine and alpine plants are slow to establish and grow and very susceptible to disturbance.  
To date, forest and industrial development is limited in the high elevation subalpine and alpine plant 
communities.  
 
Subalpine and alpine plant communities occur in two areas of the KSL Project Footprint: 

• KPKPKPKP    76.5 to KP76.5 to KP76.5 to KP76.5 to KP    80.3 80.3 80.3 80.3 (3,800 m of pipeline influence), mountain heathers; and 
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• KPKPKPKP    95.6 to KP95.6 to KP95.6 to KP95.6 to KP    96.0 96.0 96.0 96.0 (400 m of pipeline influence), Krummholz subalpine fir and 
mountain heathers.   

 

6.4.2.7 Grasslands 

The pipeline route crosses a single grassland between KP 242.5 and KP 243.5.  This vegetation type 
is recognized as the Saskatoon – Slender wheatgrass (SBSdk/81) (red-list, S2) ecological 
community.  The ecological integrity of this area has been compromised by past and current 
agricultural practices (i.e. the area has been seeded with agronomic grasses and the site is grazed 
by livestock).   
 
Interior Region grasslands are uncommon in the project area.  If present, they are typically found on 
steep, dry, south, or west-facing rocky slopes.  Natural interior grasslands are dominated by 
bunchgrasses with shrub thickets and isolated stands of trembling aspen.  These areas remain 
relatively snow free and the early spring growth is valuable forage for a number of ungulate species. 
 

6.4.36.4.36.4.36.4.3    Forest HealthForest HealthForest HealthForest Health    

The KSL pipeline route crosses forests that have been affected by mountain pine beetle, Spruce 
Beetle, and Tomentosus root rot.  
 
British Columbia is experiencing the largest mountain pine beetle (MPB) outbreak in the province’s 
recorded history.  An estimated 80% of the province’s inventory of merchantable lodgepole pine is 
predicted to be dead by 2013.  The Interior Region along the KSL pipeline route is one of the 
hardest-hit areas of the MPB infestation.  MPB has either attacked or killed the mature pine 
component in the majority of remaining forest stands.  To salvage wood from the dead pine, the 
Chief Forester of British Columbia has authorized an increased Annual Allowable Cut, and expedited 
harvest of lodgepole pine.  The KSL pipeline route is in areas affected by MPB between KP 100 and 
KP 462.2. 
 
The spruce bark beetle is a pest of mature spruce trees.  This forest pest is present along the entire 
KSL pipeline route.  Because of the current MPB outbreak, spruce trees will become the dominant 
species in the Interior Region of the LSA.  There is concern that spruce bark beetle will become 
established at higher concentrations in the LSA after the MPB outbreak declines.  
 
Tomentosus root rot is a root-infecting fungus found most frequently in spruce and pine stands of 
the central and northern interior of British Columbia.  This root rot can be found along the entire 
length of the pipeline route.  Tomentosus root rot spreads primarily through root contact and can 
survive in infected large stumps for decades.  Tomentosus root rot occurs mostly in second-growth 
stands, where the previously infected trees inoculate juvenile trees, and ultimately kills young and 
maturing trees. 
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6.4.46.4.46.4.46.4.4    Invasive Plant SpecieInvasive Plant SpecieInvasive Plant SpecieInvasive Plant Speciessss    

Invasive plants (weeds) are non-native plants that have been introduced to British Columbia.  Certain 
invasive plants are legally designated as noxious by the BC Ministry of Agriculture and Lands Weed 

Control Act (1996).  Invasive and noxious weeds are highly competitive and difficult to control 
because the plants have few plant pathogens or insect predators to keep their numbers in check.  
Noxious and invasive plants impact land based activities, such as agriculture, recreation, forestry, 
and livestock forage production. 
 
Weeds typically become established on disturbed ground and in high traffic areas, such as urban 
and rural developments, industrial land, and transportation and utility corridors.  Management 
actions that will reduce weed establishment and spread include pre-disturbance control of existing 
weeds, minimizing soil disturbance, seeding bare soils, controlling the spread of new weeds, and 
maintaining healthy plant communities. 
 
Noxious weeds and invasive plant species in the KSL Project LSA are regulated by the Weed Control 

Act (1996), the Forest and Range Practices Act (2002), and the Integrated Pest Management Act 

(2004).  Weeds on pipeline corridors are also regulated by the Pipeline Act (1996).  The Weed 

Control Act prohibits the sale or movement of designated noxious species and requires the control of 
noxious weeds on all private and public land in British Columbia.  To date, the Act is enforced by 
municipalities or regional districts that have received complaints from area residents.  Part 5, 
Section 47 of the Forest and Range Practices Act requires users of provincial forest land to “prevent 
the introduction or spread of prescribed species of invasive plants”.  Prescribed species are defined 
by Forest Region, usually in conjunction with Regional Invasive Plant Committees.  The Integrated 
Pest Management Act (2004) applies to all land in British Columbia and regulates weed control 
actions, specifically the use and sale of pesticides.  Section 32-2 (a) of the Pipeline Act (1996) 
requires all companies to “root out and destroy each year, before they have matured to seed, thistles 
and noxious weeds growing on its land adjacent to its pipelines”.  Weed control is typically a 
component of pipeline operations. 
 
The North West Invasive Plant Council (NWIPC) is the regional weed committee in the Northern 
Interior Forest Region and the KSL project area.  The NWIPC is a cooperative of agencies, 
organizations, and private citizens in north and central British Columbia and they identify weed 
species of concern, define treatment options, and provide support for and coordination of weed 
control activities in their operating area.  The council would like to be informed of all weed control 
activities in the Northern Interior Forest Region (Drinkwater pers. comm.). 
 
The NWIPC determines weed site treatment options based on: 

• invasiveness of the plant species, 

• known effective treatment methods, 

• priority of the infested site, and 

• priority of land adjacent to the infested site. 
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Site priorities are defined in Table 6.4-6. 
 

Weed species of concern in the KSL Project LSA are NWIPC Category 1, Extremely Invasive, and 
Category 2, Very Invasive plant species (Drinkwater pers. comm.).  Category 1 invasive plants are 
extremely invasive because they will invade and dominate undisturbed habitats.  Category 2 invasive 
plants will invade undisturbed habitats but they will not dominate the entire site. 
 
There are 25 noxious and invasive plant species in the NWIPC Category 1 and Category 2 weed list.  
A preliminary weed survey was conducted at selected sites along the pipeline route in 2006.  The 
most prevalent species found were common tansy (Tanacetum vulgare) and Canada thistle (Cirsium 

arvense) in the Coast Region and yellow hawkweeds (Hieracium spp.), orange hawkeed (Hieracium 

aurantiacum) and ox-eye daisy (Chrysanthemum leucanthemum) throughout the Interior Region.  
Most of the Mountain Region is un-roaded and invasive plant species were not found.  Weeds 
identified in 2006 are included in “known locations” in Table 6.4-7.  In the surveyed areas, weeds 
were restricted to the sides of highways and other access roads and the existing PNG right-of-way. 
 
There is a field scabious (Knautia arvensis) and leafy spurge (Euphorbia esula) weed site on Buck 
Flats Road, Houston, and it is of particular concern because it is adjacent to a major KSL Project 
access road.  A provincial containment boundary has been established in this area that is 9.0 km 
long and between 1 km and 2 km wide.  The containment boundary starts 10.3 km from the 
Highway 16 and Buck Flats Road junction.   
 

Table 6.4-6 
Determining Treatment Priority of Weed Infested Sites 

PriorityPriorityPriorityPriority    Purpose or IntentPurpose or IntentPurpose or IntentPurpose or Intent    

Priority 1: 

Extremely High Risk 

To stop the spread of invasive plants threatening currently uninfested, highly 
susceptible areas.  These sites are less than or equal to 0.25 ha and there is a 
good expectation of control.  This priority also includes sites that are threatening a 
large neighbouring economic base, for example, seed, and other high value crops. 

Priority 2: 

High Risk 

To stop the enlargement of sites in highly susceptible areas.  These sites are less 
than or equal to 0.5 ha.  Must have a reasonably good expectation of control. 

Priority 3: 

Moderate Risk 

To stop the enlargement of sites greater than or equal to 0.5 ha in highly 
susceptible areas, or less than or equal to 0.5 ha in moderately susceptible areas. 

Priority 4 To stop the enlargement/contain sites greater than 0.5 ha in moderately 
susceptible areas. 

SourceSourceSourceSource:  NWIPC 2006 
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Table 6.4-7 
Invasive and Noxious Weeds of Concern in the KSL Project Area 

Common Common Common Common 
NameNameNameName    

Scientific NameScientific NameScientific NameScientific Name    NWIPCNWIPCNWIPCNWIPC    

CategoryCategoryCategoryCategory    

Noxious StatusNoxious StatusNoxious StatusNoxious Status    Known Locations in the Known Locations in the Known Locations in the Known Locations in the 
Project AreaProject AreaProject AreaProject Area    

Recommended Recommended Recommended Recommended 
TreatmentTreatmentTreatmentTreatment    

Black 
Knapweed 

Centaurea nigra 1  700 Forest Service Road, 
east of Burns Lake 

Control all 

Blueweed Echium vulgare 2  Currently not in project 
area 

Control all 

Broom Cytisus 

scoparius 

1  Currently not in project 
area 

Control all 

Brown 
Knapweed 

Centaurea jacea 1  Chist Creek Control all 

Canada 
Thistle 

Cirsium arvense 2 Provincial 
Noxious 

Abundant throughout 
region 

Spectra Energy 
Substation – Summit 
Lake 

Control on 
Priority 1 sites 

Common 
Burdock 

Arctium minus 2 Regional:  
Bulkley – 
Nechako; 
Kitimat – 
Stikine; Fraser 
– Fort George 

Scattered throughout Contain 
existing 
infestations 

Control new 
infestations 

Common 
Tansy 

Tanacetum 

vulgare 

1 Regional – 
Bulkley -
Nechako;  

Highway 37:  Kitimat 
River bridge to Kitimat 

Control all  

Dalmatian 
Toadflax 

Linaria 

genistifolia sp. 

dalmatica 

1 Provincial 
Noxious 

Scattered patches 
throughout region 

Control small 
infestations 

Diffuse 
Knapweed 

Centaurea 

diffusa 

2 Provincial 
Noxious 

Gilligan pit between 
Francois and Burns Lake 

Control all 

Field 
Scabious 

Knautia 

arvensis 

1 Regional:  
Bulkley - 
Nechako 

Buck Flats Forest Service 
Road;  

Contain at 
Buck Flats 
Control all 
other sites 

Gorse Ulex europaeus 1 Provincial 
Noxious 

Currently not in project 
area 

Control all  

Greater 
Knapweed 

Centaurea 

scabiosa 

1  East of Burns Lake Control all 

Hounds 
tongue 

Cynoglossum 

officinale 

2 Provincial 
Noxious 

Currently not in project 
area 

Control all 

Iris, yellow 
flag 

Iris pseudacorus 1  Currently not in project 
area 

Control all  

Knotweeds Polygonum ssp. 1  Currently not in project 
area 

Control all 
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Common Common Common Common 
NameNameNameName    

Scientific NameScientific NameScientific NameScientific Name    NWIPCNWIPCNWIPCNWIPC    

CategoryCategoryCategoryCategory    

Noxious StatusNoxious StatusNoxious StatusNoxious Status    Known Locations in the Known Locations in the Known Locations in the Known Locations in the 
Project AreaProject AreaProject AreaProject Area    

Recommended Recommended Recommended Recommended 
TreatmentTreatmentTreatmentTreatment    

Leafy 
Spurge 

Euphorbia esula 1 Provincial 
Noxious 

Buck Flats Forest Service 
Road;  

Contain at 
Buck Flats 
Control all 
other sites 

Loosestrife Lythrum spp. 2  Canfor Sawmill in 
Houston 

Control all 

Marsh 
Plume 
Thistle 

Cirsium palustre 1 Regional:  
Bulkley – 
Nechako; 
Fraser – Fort 
George 

10 km east of Prince 
George along the railway 
at Shelley; Prince George 
Forest District;  

Control small 
and new 
infestations 

Contain 
existing large 
infestations. 

Orange 
Hawkweed 

Hieracium 

aurantiacum 

1 Regional:  
Bulkley – 
Nechako 

Scattered patches 
throughout region 

700 FS Rd  

Cougar FS Rd 

Maxan FS Rd 

Spectra Energy 
Substation – Summit 
Lake 

PNG ROW, Salmon River 
(KP 450) 

PNG ROW, Chief Lk Rd 
(KP 443.9) 

KayKay FS Rd 

PNG ROW KP 316.4 

Control sites 
that are 
threatening 
priority 1 sites 

Oxeye daisy Chrysanthemum 

Leucanthemum 

2  Abundant throughout 

700 FS Rd  

Spectra Energy 
Substation – Summit 
Lake 

PNG ROW, Salmon River 
(KP 450) 

PNG ROW, Chief Lk Rd 
(KP 443.9) 

KayKay FS Rd 

Morice West FS Rd 

Hwy 16 crossing at 
Endako 

Sutherland FS Rd 

Stella Rd – Fraser Lake 

PNG ROW KP 316.4 

Control on 
priority 1 sites 

Ragwort, 
tansy 

Senecio 

jacobeae 

2 Provincial 
Noxious 

Currently not in project 
area 

Control all 
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Common Common Common Common 
NameNameNameName    

Scientific NameScientific NameScientific NameScientific Name    NWIPCNWIPCNWIPCNWIPC    

CategoryCategoryCategoryCategory    

Noxious StatusNoxious StatusNoxious StatusNoxious Status    Known Locations in the Known Locations in the Known Locations in the Known Locations in the 
Project AreaProject AreaProject AreaProject Area    

Recommended Recommended Recommended Recommended 
TreatmentTreatmentTreatmentTreatment    

Scentless 
chamomile 

Matricaria 

maritime 

2 Provincial 
Noxious 

Fairly wide distribution 
throughout region 

Control small 
infestations 

Spotted 
Knapweed 

Centaurea 

biebersteinii 
1 Provincial 

Noxious 
West of Terrace 
(Lakelse); others 
scattered to Prince 
George;  

Control all 

Thistle, 
plumeless 

Carduus 

acanthoides 

2  Currently not in project 
area 

Control all 

Yellow 
Hawkweeds 

Hieracium spp 1  Extensive throughout the 
region 

Cougar FS Rd 

Maxan FS Rd 

Spectra Energy 
Substation – Summit 
Lake 

PNG ROW, Salmon River 
(KP 450) 

PNG ROW, Chief Lk Rd 
(KP 443.9) 

KayKay FS Rd 

Goosly Lake FS Rd 

Morice West FS Rd 

Hwy 16 crossing at 
Endako 

PNG ROW KP 316.4 

Control all 
infestations 
threatening 
priority 1 sites 

 

6.4.56.4.56.4.56.4.5    WildlifeWildlifeWildlifeWildlife    

The KSL Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat Program focussed on a series of VEC species.  Wildlife VECs 
were identified through a logical process of reduction.  The initial list of VEC species was large, in 
order to allow consideration of all wildlife species that may occur in the study area, and may be of 
concern to different regulators or stakeholders of the KSL Project. 
 
The initial list of wildlife and wildlife habitat VEC species were selected using the following criteria: 

1.0 Status.  Status.  Status.  Status.  The species occurs locally in the study area, and is considered at risk 
provincially, by the BC Conservation Data Centre, or federally, by the Committee on the 
Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) and/or the Species at Risk Act 

(SARA). 

2.0 Management ConcManagement ConcManagement ConcManagement Concern.  ern.  ern.  ern.  The species or wildlife habitat occurs locally in the study area 
and is considered as being of management concern.  Species chosen as being of 
management concern are considered in the applicable LRMP and may have special 
Resource Management Zones (RMZ) associated with them.  
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3.0 Ecological Role.Ecological Role.Ecological Role.Ecological Role.  The species occurs locally in the study area and is considered to play 
an important ecological role (i.e. keystone or umbrella species, important predator or 
prey), or is considered particularly sensitive to habitat change.  

4.0 Traditional and Commercial Value.  Traditional and Commercial Value.  Traditional and Commercial Value.  Traditional and Commercial Value.  The species occurs locally in the study area, and is 
hunted or trapped by aboriginal communities, or is considered of commercial value in 
the tourism, trapping and hunting industries.  

5.0 Legal Protection.Legal Protection.Legal Protection.Legal Protection.  The species occurs locally in the study area, and it and/or its habitat 
is protected by legislation such as the BC Wildlife Act, the Migratory Birds Convention 

Act, or the Species at Risk Act. 

 
Table 6.4-8 is the initial list of wildlife and wildlife habitat VECs for the KSL Project, and the reason 
for their selection.  Federal and provincial regulatory agencies, First Nations, and all KSL Working 
Group members were actively engaged in the selection of these VECs, and the list presented in 
Table 6.4-8 represents the wildlife VEC list contained in the ATOR.  

 

Table 6.4-8 
Initial List of Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat VECs for the KSL Project 

SpeciesSpeciesSpeciesSpecies    Reason for SelectionReason for SelectionReason for SelectionReason for Selection    

MammalsMammalsMammalsMammals 

Grizzly Bear 
COSEWIC-SC, SARA, BC – Blue (S3), IWMS  

Prince George, Vanderhoof, Lakes, Morice and Kalum LRMPs 

Black Bear Kalum LRMP (Kermode) 

Grey Wolf Omineca Region; trapped traditionally and commercially. 

Red fox Trapped traditionally and commercially 

Lynx Trapped traditionally and commercially 

Cougar Trapped traditionally and commercially 

Wolverine, luscus subspecies COSWIC – SC, BC – Blue (S3), IWMS, BC Wildlife Act 

Fisher 
BC-Blue (S2S3), Kalum, Morice LRMPs, Omineca Region, BC Wildlife 
Act 

Northern river otter Trapped traditionally and commercially 

Marten Prince George, Vanderhoof LRMPs, Omenica and Skeena Regions 

Ermine Trapped traditionally and commercially 

Woodland caribou COSEWIC – T, SARA, BC Blue (S3S4), Morice LRMP, Skeena Region 

Moose Prince George, Vanderhoof, Morice, Kalum LRMPs, Omineca Region 

Elk Prince George, Vanderhoof LRMPs, Omineca Region 

Deer (mule and white-tailed) Prince George, Vanderhoof, Morice LRMPs 

Mountain Goat Morice, Kalum LRMPs, ungulate winter ranges 

Beaver BC Wildlife Act 

Muskrat BC Wildlife Act 
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SpeciesSpeciesSpeciesSpecies    Reason for SelectionReason for SelectionReason for SelectionReason for Selection    

Snowshoe hare Trapped traditionally and commercially; important prey species. 

Bats Skeena Region 

BirdsBirdsBirdsBirds    

Breeding Birds Migratory Birds Convention Act, Canadian Wildlife Service 

Migratory Birds  Migratory Birds Convention Act 

Trumpeter Swan Prince George, Vanderhoof LRMP 

Harlequin Duck Skeena Region 

Wood Duck Skeena Region 

Sandhill Crane BC-Blue (S3S4B), Vanderhoof LRMP 

Great Blue Heron  
Coastal subspecies: COSEWIC – SC, SARA, BC-Blue (S3BS4N), IWMS 

Interior subspecies: Vanderhoof LRMP 

Northern Goshawk 
Coastal subspecies: COSEWIC – T, SARA, BC-Red 

Interior subspecies: Morice LRMP, Skeena Region 

Bald Eagle BC Wildlife Act 

Golden Eagle BC Wildlife Act 

Osprey BC Wildlife Act 

Grouse Species of traditional interest 

Caspian Tern BC-Blue (S3B) 

Marbled Murrelet COSEWIC – T, SARA, BC-Red (S2BS4N), IWMS 

Brown Creeper Skeena Region 

AmphibiansAmphibiansAmphibiansAmphibians    

Coastal Tailed Frog COSEWIC – SC, SARA, BC-Blue (S3S4), IWMS, Kalum LRMP 

NoteNoteNoteNote: IWMS refers to the Identified Wildlife Management Strategy. 
 
Details about the life history and habitat requirements of each of these species are presented in the 
Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat Technical Report.  
 
Based on baseline information, provided in the Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat Technical Report, 
informed decisions about the interaction of project-related activities and the life histories or habitats 
of these species could be made.  
 
The following sections summarize the wildlife species that may be affected by the KSL Project, and 
provide setting information about the locations of important habitats and sensitive life cycle periods 
that could be affected by the KSL Project.  
 
Wildlife species or species groups that have important habitats supporting key parts of their life 
history in the LSA include the following:  
 

• migratory birds, 

• breeding birds, 

• marbled murrelet, 

• moose, 
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• northern goshawk (coastal 
and interior subspecies), 

• wood duck, 

• sandhill crane, 

• mountain goat, 

• grizzly bear, and 

• coastal tailed frog. 

 
The following report sections contain information about on the wildlife habitats in the LSA, and 
habitat use information on the species listed above, as it pertains to the KSL Project.  
 

6.4.5.1 Wildlife Habitats 

Wildlife habitat categories of the LSA are based on the Terrestrial Ecosystem Mapping completed for 
the Project.  These categories were developed by grouping site series within and across 
biogeoclimatic variants.  Categories have similar soil moisture regimes and species composition.  
Categories are based on three geographical regions in the LSA: Coastal Region, Mountain Region, 
and Interior Region.  
 
Habitats of the Coastal Region contain the site series found in the Coastal Western Hemlock (CWH) 
biogeoclimatic zone sections of the LSA.  The Mountain Region is characterized by site series found 
in the Engelmann Spruce and Subalpine fir (ESSF), Mountain Hemlock (MH), and Alpine (BAFAunp 
and CMAunp) biogeoclimatic zones.  The Interior Region comprises the site series of the Sub-boreal 
Spruce (SBS) biogeoclimatic zone.  
 
Table 6.4-9 lists the Wildlife Habitat Categories that occur in the LSA and the Biogeoclimatic zone 
Ecosystem Classification (BEC) variants and site series comprising them.
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Table 6.4-9 
Wildlife Habitat Categories of the LSA 

COASTALCOASTALCOASTALCOASTAL    MOUNTAINMOUNTAINMOUNTAINMOUNTAIN    INTERIORINTERIORINTERIORINTERIOR    

Wildlife Habitat Wildlife Habitat Wildlife Habitat Wildlife Habitat 
CategoryCategoryCategoryCategory    

BEC VariantBEC VariantBEC VariantBEC Variant    Site SeriesSite SeriesSite SeriesSite Series    Wildlife Habitat Wildlife Habitat Wildlife Habitat Wildlife Habitat 
CategoryCategoryCategoryCategory    

BEC VariantBEC VariantBEC VariantBEC Variant    Site SeriesSite SeriesSite SeriesSite Series    Wildlife HabWildlife HabWildlife HabWildlife Habitat itat itat itat 
CategoryCategoryCategoryCategory    

BEC BEC BEC BEC 
VariantVariantVariantVariant    

Site SeriesSite SeriesSite SeriesSite Series    

CWHvm1  14, 31, 32 BAFAunp CM SBSdk 10, 31, 32 

CWHws1  31, 32, 11 CMAunp CM SBSdw3 10, 31 

Coastal Wetland 

CWHws2  31, 32, 11 ESSFmc 31, SE SBSmc2 FS, WS 

Coastal Riparian  CWHvm1 7 ESSFmcp 31 

Interior Wetland 

SBSmk1 31, 32 

CWHvm1 09, 10, 11 ESSFmk 31 SBSdk 7 

CWHws1 07, 08, 09 ESSFmkp 31 SBSdw3 9 

Coastal Floodplain 
Forest 

CWHws2  07, 08, 09 

Mountain Wetland 

MHmm2 31, OS SBSmc2 10, 11 

CWHvm1 02, 03, 04 ESSFmc 09, 10 

Interior Riparian 

SBSmk1 09a 

CWHws1 02, 03 ESSFmk 06, 07 SBSdk 8 

Coastal Open Forest  

CWHws2  02, 03 

Mountain Riparian 

ESSFmkp 06, 07 SBSdw3 Fl 

CWHvm1 01, 05, 06, 08 ESSFmc 02, 03 

Interior Floodplain 
Forest 

SBSmk1 Fl, Fm 

CWHws1 01, 04, 05, 06 ESSFmk 02, 03 SBSdk 02, 03, 04 

Coastal Closed Forest  

CWHws2  01, 04, 05, 06 MHmm2 01, 02 SBSdw3 02, 03 

CWHvm1 12, 13 

Mountain Open 
Forest  

ESSFmkp 02, 03 SBSmc2 2 

CWHws1  10 BAFAunp MT, MD 

Interior Open Forest 

SBSmk1 02, 03 

Coastal Scrub Forest 

CWHws2 10 CMAunp MB, MD SBSdk 01, 05, 06 

   ESSFmc 01, 04, 05, 06, 07 SBSdw3 01, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08 

   ESSFmk 01, 04, 05 SBSmc2 01, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08, 09 

   ESSFmkp 01, 04, 05 

Interior Closed 
Forest  

SBSmk1 01, 04, 05, 07, 08 

   

Mountain Closed 
Forest  

 

 

MHmm2 03, 04, 05 SBSdk 09, AD 

   BAFAunp MR, AK, PL, MP, CP SBSmc2 03, 12, AF, BB 

   CMAunp MR, AK, PL, MP, CP 

Interior Shrub/ 
Scrub Dominated 

SBSmk1 09b, 10 

   

Mountain 
Shrub/Scrub 
Dominated  

MHmm2 06, 07, 08, 09 SBSdk 81, 82, YS 

   BAFAunp WN, AM 

Interior Grassland 

SBSmc2 SW 

   CMAunp WM, AM    

   ESSFmc 8    

   ESSFmk ME    

   

Mountain 
Grassland/Meadow  

MHmm2 SM    
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CCCCOASTAL OASTAL OASTAL OASTAL WWWWILDLIFE ILDLIFE ILDLIFE ILDLIFE HHHHABITATSABITATSABITATSABITATS    

Coastal wildlife habitats occur in the valley bottom between KP 0.0 and KP 74.9 and KP 81.5 and 
KP 90.5.  The coastal region accounts for approximately 18% of the local study area and is contained 
within three Coastal Western Hemlock (CWH) subzone variants (Table 6.4-9):  

• Submontane Very Wet Maritime (CWHvm1), 

• Submontane Wet Submaritime (CWHws1), and  

• Montane Wet Submaritime (CWHws2).    
 
The coastal plant communities in the LSA are closed forests (87%), floodplain forests (11%), scrub 
forests (1.0%), and wetlands (0.5%).   
 
Extensive forest harvesting has occurred in the Coast Region study area and few mature (101 to 250 
years) and old (greater than 250 years) patches remain.  Existing old forest patches are scattered 
and typically buffer large creeks and rivers or separate recent cutblocks. 
 
The Coastal Wildlife Habitats host the highest density of Grizzly Bear in the LSA.  Within the LSA, 
coastal tailed frogs only occur in the Coastal Region of the LSA.  The Coastal Region also supports 
the coastal subspecies of northern goshawk. 
 
There are five types of Wildlife Habitats that dominate the Project Footprint in the Coastal Region.  
These are:  
 

• Coastal Closed Forest.Coastal Closed Forest.Coastal Closed Forest.Coastal Closed Forest.  Coastal Closed Forest Wildlife Habitats occur both on 
slopes and in valley bottoms.  Dominant tree species are western hemlock, 
amabilis fir, and some western redcedar.  Sitka spruce, red alder and shore pine 
may also occur.  The shrub layer is often dense and differs with soil moisture.  
Numerous berry-producing shrubs are found in Coastal Closed Forest.  
Structurally, mature and old forests tend to have a moderate to high tree cover, a 
well-developed shrub and moss layer, and a variable herb cover.  Coastal Closed 
Forest is the most common habitat type in the Coastal Sections of the LSA, and is 
used by a wide variety of wildlife species.  

• Coastal Floodplain Forest.Coastal Floodplain Forest.Coastal Floodplain Forest.Coastal Floodplain Forest.  Coastal Floodplain Forest Wildlife Habitats occur on 
low-, mid-, and high-bench positions, slightly upslope of open water.  Dominant 
tree species include black cottonwood and red alder.  Sitka spruce and western 
redcedar may be present in low densities on the middle-bench positions.  High-
bench floodplain forests contain more coniferous species, such as Sitka spruce, 
western hemlock and amabilis fir, and smaller deciduous component including 
black cottonwood.  Typical shrub species include salmonberry, red-osier 
dogwood, devil’s club, red elderberry, and thimbleberry.  Most of the floodplain 
forests in the Project Footprint area are young.  The canopy of Floodplain Forests 
tends to be moderately closed (average 60% tree cover).  The association with 
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water, its valley bottom location and generally high productivity makes Coastal 
Floodplain Forests attractive to diverse wildlife communities. 

• Coastal Scrub Forest.Coastal Scrub Forest.Coastal Scrub Forest.Coastal Scrub Forest.  Coastal Scrub Forests are boggy forests found on wet and 
nutrient poor soils.  Coastal Scrub Forest occurs on lower slopes and in 
depressions where soils are typically organic and saturated.  Tree growth is 
stunted and generally composed of western redcedar, western hemlock, yellow 
cedar, and occasionally Sitka spruce.  A dense shrub layer is dominated by 
regenerating western hemlock and Alaska blueberry.  Coastal scrub forests in the 
Project Footprint are at an early seral stage, and are dominated by red alder.  The 
comparatively lower productivity of Coastal Scrub Forest coupled with the early 
seral stage of this habitat in the Project Footprint may account for lower use by 
wildlife compared to other habitats crossed by the KSL pipeline route. 

• Coastal Wetlands.Coastal Wetlands.Coastal Wetlands.Coastal Wetlands.  Coastal Wetlands occur in low-lying areas associated with 
floodplains, wetland margins or receiving sites at the toe of slopes.  Many of the 
wetlands encountered in the Coastal Region are swamps.  Swamp forests are 
dominated by western redcedar, and western hemlock.  Trees and shrubs are 
restricted to mounded or elevated sites with improved drainage.  Dominant 
shrubs include Alaska blueberry, oval leaved blueberry, salal, salmonberry, and 
red-osier dogwood.  Coastal Wetlands provide very valuable wildlife habitats.  
They are often very productive ecosystems. 

• Coastal Avalanche Tracks.  Coastal Avalanche Tracks.  Coastal Avalanche Tracks.  Coastal Avalanche Tracks.  Two avalanche tracks occur in the Project Footprint 
(KP 70.4 to KP 71.2 and KP 72.2 to KP 72.5).  Vegetation on the Avalanche 
Tracks is dense and diverse.  Dominant species include Sitka alder, red-osier 
dogwood, salmonberry, devil’s club, lady fern, and oak fern.  Avalanche tracks 
provide valuable habitat to grizzly bears, which feed on the lush vegetation. 

 

MMMMOUNTAIN OUNTAIN OUNTAIN OUNTAIN WWWWILDLIFE ILDLIFE ILDLIFE ILDLIFE HHHHABITATSABITATSABITATSABITATS    

Plant communities of the Mountain Region occur on high elevation slopes and peaks between 
KP 74.9 and KP 81.5 and KP 90.5 and KP 116.2.  The Mountain Region accounts for approximately 
7% of the LSA and are located in the following BEC units:   

• Mountain Hemlock: Leeward Moist Maritime variant (MHmm2); 

• Undifferentiated Boreal Altai Fescue Alpine (BAFAun); 

• Undifferentiated and Parkland Coastal Mountain Heather Alpine (CMAunp); and   

• Engelmann Spruce Subalpine fir: Moist Cold variant (ESSFmc) and Moist Cool 
variant (ESSFmk). 

 
A total of seven Mountain Wildlife Habitat types were identified in the Project Footprint.  These are: 

• Mountain Wetland.Mountain Wetland.Mountain Wetland.Mountain Wetland.  Mountain wetland habitats in the Project Footprint occur in 
the subalpine elevations of the ESSF and MH biogeoclimatic zones.  In the MH 
zone, common wetland species include small yellow cedar, Sitka alder, willows, 
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Alaskan and oval leaved blueberry, copperbush, and pink and white mountain-
heather.  Wetlands in the ESSF have a dominant cover of beaked sedge, along 
with numerous other shrubby and herbaceous species.  The abundant sedges 
provide an important food source to grizzly bears during the early summer.  When 
the snowline recedes, young sedges are a good protein source for the bears.  
Other mammals using the Mountain Wetland habitats include muskrat, beaver, 
moose, and mink.  Birds using Mountain Wetland habitats include red-tailed 
hawk, golden eagle, and MacGillivray’s warbler. 

• Mountain RMountain RMountain RMountain Riparian Forest.  iparian Forest.  iparian Forest.  iparian Forest.  The KSL pipeline route crosses Mountain Riparian 
Habitat between KP 98 and KP 100, near numerous creek drainages and the 
Burnie River.  Dominant tree species include subalpine fir, amabilis fir, and hybrid 
white spruce.  Common shrubs include Sitka alder, devil’s club, oval leaved 
blueberry, and false azalea.  Mammals using Mountain Riparian Forest may 
include northern flying squirrel, black bear, wolverine, marten, fisher, and short-
tailed weasel.  Bird communities in Mountain Riparian Forests can be relatively 
diverse, compared to other mountain habitat types.  Typical species include 
brown creeper, golden-crowned kinglet, hermit thrush, and boreal owl. 

• Mountain Open Forest.  Mountain Open Forest.  Mountain Open Forest.  Mountain Open Forest.  Mountain Open Forests occur in the Project Footprint in 
the MH and ESSF biogeoclimatic zones.  The dominant tree species of Mountain 
Open Forests in the ESSF zone include whitebark pine, mountain hemlock, and 
subalpine fir.  In the MH biogeoclimatic zone, mountain hemlock is the dominant 
tree species.  The shrub and herb layers are not well developed in the Mountain 
Open Forest.  Whitebark pine stands may receive some incidental caribou use in 
the LSA, due to the abundant lichen availability and open sightlines for predator 
avoidance.  Open Forests also receive use by mountain goats and grizzly bear.  
Clark’s nutcrackers are specialists of Mountain Open Forest habitat type, feeding 
on whitebark pine seeds.  

• Mountain Closed Forest.  Mountain Closed Forest.  Mountain Closed Forest.  Mountain Closed Forest.  Mountain Closed Forest Wildlife Habitat occurs in the 
MH and ESSF biogeoclimatic zones.  In the MH zone, the canopy is dominated by 
mountain hemlock, with smaller components of amabilis fir, western hemlock, 
and subalpine fir.  The shrub layer is well developed and contains numerous 
berry-producing shrubs including black huckleberry, Alaska blueberry, and oval 
leaved blueberry.  In the ESSF zone, the canopy is dominated by subalpine fir, in 
combination with hybrid spruce, amabalis fir and mountain hemlock, depending 
on the slope and the moisture regime.  Typical berry producing shrubs include 
black huckleberry and oval-leaved huckleberry.  Mountain Closed forests provide 
cover, and are used by a variety of wildlife species including marten, short-tailed 
weasel, black bear, and grizzly bear.  Bohemian waxwing, common ravens, and 
varied thrushes are often found in this habitat type.   

• Mountain Scrub Forest.  Mountain Scrub Forest.  Mountain Scrub Forest.  Mountain Scrub Forest.  Mountain Scrub Forest Wildlife Habitat occurs in the 
Project Footprint in the MH zone (at subalpine elevations) and in the BAFA and 
CMA zones (at alpine elevations).  Scrub forests have low productivity and are 
founding depressions and on seepage slopes.  Tree growth is severely stunted.  
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Krummholz may be present at alpine elevations.  Scrubby tree growth in the LSA 
is dominated by mountain hemlock, and also includes yellow cedar, subalpine fir, 
and whitebark pine.  These scrubby, high elevation habitats may receive use by 
grizzly bear, wolverine, and mountain goat.  Moose may use these high elevation 
habitats as part of their summer range.  Birds using high elevation Mountain 
Scrub habitat include Blue Grouse and Rock Ptarmigan. 

• Mountain Avalanche Track.Mountain Avalanche Track.Mountain Avalanche Track.Mountain Avalanche Track.  The pipeline crosses two Mountain Avalanche Tracks 
between KP 70.4 to KP 71.2, and KP 72.2 to KP 72.5.  The vegetation cover is 
very lush and includes Sitka alder, willow, salmonberry, oak fern, lady fern, Indian 
hellebore, and Sitka valerian.  Mammal species using Mountain Avalanche 
Tracks include grizzly bear, grey wolf, wolverine, black bear, mountain goat, 
moose, and mule deer.  Birds using Avalanche Tracks may include Wilson’s 
warbler, MacGillivray’s warbler, dark-eyed junco, and song sparrow. 

• Mountain Meadows.Mountain Meadows.Mountain Meadows.Mountain Meadows.  Two Mountain Meadows were identified in the LSA.  Typical 
dominant species of Mountain Meadows include dwarf willows, mountain-
heathers, grasses, broad-leaved herbs, sedges, and lichens.  These communities 
are suitable for mammals such as grizzly bear, black bear, and mule deer.  Birds 
using Mountain Meadow habitats may include Savannah sparrow, Fox sparrow, 
and pine siskin. 

 

IIIINTERIOR NTERIOR NTERIOR NTERIOR WWWWILDLIFE ILDLIFE ILDLIFE ILDLIFE HHHHABITATSABITATSABITATSABITATS    

The Interior Region occupies the valley bottom and lower slopes from the western extent of the 
Morice River drainage, near Gosnell Creek, to the PNG substation north of Prince George on the Hart 
Highway (KP 116.6 and KP 462.2).  It is the most extensive region in the KSL Project area, 
accounting for approximately 75% of the local study area.  The Interior Region contains four subzone 
variants of the Sub-Boreal Spruce biogeoclimatic zone:  

• Babine Moist, Cold Sub-Boreal Spruce (SBSmc2); 

• Dry, Cool Sub-Boreal Spruce (SBSdk); 

• Stuart Dry, Warm Sub-Boreal Spruce (SBSdw3); and 

• Mossvale Moist Cool Sub-Boreal Spruce (SBSmk1). 
 
There are six types of Interior Wildlife Habitats that occur in the Project Footprint.  These are:  

• Interior Wetland.  Interior Wetland.  Interior Wetland.  Interior Wetland.  Interior Wetland Habitats occur in nutrient poor to rich 
depressions or low-lying areas in the LSA.  They come about in the SBSmc2, 
SBSdk, SBSdw3, and SBSmk1 biogeoclimatic variants of the LSA.  Small fens are 
most common.  Tree cover is generally very low to non-existing and dominated by 
black spruce where it does occur.  Ground cover includes shrubby species such 
as scrub birch, bog willow, Labrador tea, and bog cranberry, and the herb layer 
contains sedges, common horsetail, and marsh cinquefoil. 
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• Interior Riparian Forest.  Interior Riparian Forest.  Interior Riparian Forest.  Interior Riparian Forest.  Interior Riparian Forest Habitats occur in the SBSdk, 
SBSdw3, and SBSmk1 biogeoclimatic variants of the LSA.  These forests typically 
occur adjacent to open water and have productive and moderately high-density 
tree covers and moderate shrub cover.  Hybrid white spruce is the dominant tree 
species and occurs with other species including trembling aspen, black 
cottonwood, lodgepole pine, and subalpine fir.  Common shrub species include 
black twinberry, highbush cranberry, and red osier dogwood.  These habitats 
typically are in linear strips along watercourses, and are thus often part of a 
movement corridor for wildlife.  Their lush vegetation is attractive to a diverse 
array of wildlife species. 

• Interior Closed Forest.  Interior Closed Forest.  Interior Closed Forest.  Interior Closed Forest.  Interior Closed Forest Habitats are the most extensive 
habitat type in the Interior Region and in the LSA as a whole.  It occurs in the 
SBSmc2, SBSdk, SBSdw3, and SBSmk1 biogeoclimatic variants.  In mature 
closed forests, the canopy is dominated by hybrid white spruce and lodgepole 
pine, with lesser amounts of trembling aspen and subalpine fir.  Douglas-fir is 
dominant in some stands in the SBSdw3 variant and occurs as subdominant tree 
species in the SBSmk1. Mountain pine beetle has attacked many of the Interior 
Closed Forest stands in the LSA.  The canopy has become more open in MPB-
affected stands and a denser shrub cover has resulted in response to the 
increased light penetration. 

• Interior Open Forest.Interior Open Forest.Interior Open Forest.Interior Open Forest.  Interior Open Forests occur in the SBSmc2, SBSdk, 
SBSdw3, and SBSmk1 biogeoclimatic variants.  The canopy tends to be 
dominated by lodgepole pine with lesser amounts of hybrid white spruce and 
Douglas-fir than in the Closed Forest Habitat.  This habitat type tends to occur on 
well-draining soils.  The tree canopy and shrub layers have less ground cover than 
in the Interior Closed Forest, and the herbaceous plant layer becomes more 
established as a result.  In drier areas, ground lichens become prevalent.  Shrub 
species that occur in this habitat type include black huckleberry, soopolallie, 
kinnikinnick, prickly rose, birch-leaved spirea, and velvet-leaved blueberry. 

• Interior Scrub Forest.  Interior Scrub Forest.  Interior Scrub Forest.  Interior Scrub Forest.  Interior Scrub occurs in the SBSmc2, SBSdk, and SBSmk1 
biogeoclimatic variants in the LSA.  Interior Scrub is a low productivity forest of 
black spruce and hybrid white spruce with lesser amounts of lodgepole pine and 
subalpine fir.  Typical shrub species in more nutrient poor areas include Labrador 
tea and black huckleberry, while highbush cranberry and willows occur in the 
wetter and more nutrient rich areas.  Common herbaceous species in the wetter 
areas include sedges and common horsetail. 

• Interior Grassland.  Interior Grassland.  Interior Grassland.  Interior Grassland.  The Interior Grassland Habitat only occurs in the SBSdk 
biogeoclimatic variant of the LSA between KP 242.5 and KP 243.5, south of 
Burns Lake.  It occurs on a south-facing slow and has no tree cover.  The 
moderate shrub layer includes Saskatoon berry, common snowberry, prickly rose, 
and choke cherry.  The herb layer is dominated by slender wheatgrass, but also 
contains timothy, northern bedstraw, and purple peavine. 
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6.4.5.2 Migratory Birds 

Migratory birds were selected as a VEC because they are subject to provisions of the Migratory Birds 

Convention Act.   
 
There are two Important Bird Areas (IBAs) within the Regional Study Area.  IBAs are identified by 
BirdLife International, in cooperation with Bird Studies Canada.  These areas provide essential 
habitat for one or more species of breeding or non-breeding birds.  IBAs may contain threatened 
species, endemic species, and species representative of particular habitat types or highly 
exceptional concentrations of birds.  
 
The two IBAs that occur in the RSA are: 

• Fraser Lake (IBA BC221):Fraser Lake (IBA BC221):Fraser Lake (IBA BC221):Fraser Lake (IBA BC221): Fraser Lake is deemed to be a globally significant 
wintering site for Trumpeter Swans, with numbers of approximately 1000 during 
the activity peak in November.  It is also a continentally important site for 
migrating waterfowl in fall, and a nationally significant site for fall migrating 
American wigeon.  

• Stuart River (IBA BC223):Stuart River (IBA BC223):Stuart River (IBA BC223):Stuart River (IBA BC223): The Stuart River, in combination with the Tachie and 
Middle Rivers to the north, supports globally significant numbers of wintering 
Trumpeter Swans.  Collectively, the three sections of river host approximately 
2.5% of the global Trumpeter swan population during the winter.  

 
Migratory bird use of wetlands, lakes, watercourses, and staging areas was documented in the 
spring and fall of 2006.  Objectives of the field investigations included: 

• Identifying migratory bird species use of lakes and wetlands within the LSA;  

• Identifying areas of importance to staging migratory birds in the LSA; and 

• Recording incidental sightings of wetland wildlife in the spring and fall.  
 
Project biologists surveyed lakes, ponds, and wetland areas of the LSA to determine wildlife use of 
these landscape features.  Spring migratory bird surveys were conducted during June and fall 
migratory bird surveys during late August and early September.  In total, 78 wetlands and 
waterbodies were surveyed. 
 
Table 6.4-10 summarizes the migratory bird species recorded by project biologists at wetlands, 
lakes, and ponds in the LSA during the spring and fall migration periods in 2006.  Some wetlands 
and lakes in the LSA were found to be important as waterfowl staging areas during spring and fall 
migration.  
 
Three areas in the LSA noted as having particularly high densities of migratory birds, or having 
unique species are: 

• Deserter Lake (near KPDeserter Lake (near KPDeserter Lake (near KPDeserter Lake (near KP    304.8)304.8)304.8)304.8) - important because of the high numbers of 
staging migratory birds; 
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• Simon Bay (near KPSimon Bay (near KPSimon Bay (near KPSimon Bay (near KP    309)309)309)309) - important because of the high numbers of staging 
migratory birds; and 

• Bridalbane Lake (near KPBridalbane Lake (near KPBridalbane Lake (near KPBridalbane Lake (near KP    376)376)376)376) - important for Trumpeter Swans. 
 
Wetlands, lakes, and ponds of importance to migratory birds in the Project Footprint are: 

• W036 (KP 192.7 to KP 192.85), 

• W077 (KP 386.65 to KP 387.0), 

• Stuart River (KP 388.8), and 

• W082 (KP 412.9). 
 

Table 6.4-10 
Migratory Bird Species Recorded During Spring and Fall Migration Surveys  

at Wetlands in the LSA 

Wetland or Wetland or Wetland or Wetland or 
Pond IDPond IDPond IDPond ID    

KPKPKPKP    Birds Observed in the LSA During Birds Observed in the LSA During Birds Observed in the LSA During Birds Observed in the LSA During 
Spring SurveySpring SurveySpring SurveySpring Survey    

Birds Observed in the LSA During Fall Birds Observed in the LSA During Fall Birds Observed in the LSA During Fall Birds Observed in the LSA During Fall 
SurveySurveySurveySurvey    

W001 4.6 to 4.75 - -  Varied thrush, red-tailed hawk, 
American robin 

W002 12.17 to 12.25 - - Song sparrow, Stellar’s jay, hermit 
thrush, red crossbill 

W006 38.45 to 38.6 - - American robin, winter wren, red 
crossbill, dark eyed junco, common 
yellowthroat, rusty blackbird, Vaux’s 
swifts 

W008 61.35 to 61.95 - - Bald eagle, winter wren 

W017 101.7 to 101.9 - - winter wren, pine grosbeak, dark 
eyed junco, Stellar’s jay, American 
robin 

Wc019  Unidentified ducks - - 

Pond Near 127.5 Ring-necked duck - - 

Wc026 144 to 146.85 - - Black-capped chickadee, golden 
crowned kinglet, Cassin’s vireo, hairy 
woodpecker, cedar waxwing, three-
toed woodpecker 

W032 160.9 to 161.4 - - Northern flicker, pine siskin, golden 
crowned kinglet, yellow rumped 
warbler, dark eyed junco, three-toed 
woodpecker 

Pond Near 168.3 - - - - 

W034 177.1 to 177.25 - - Northern flicker 

W035 178.75 to 179 - - American robin 
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Wetland or Wetland or Wetland or Wetland or 
Pond IDPond IDPond IDPond ID    

KPKPKPKP    Birds Observed in the LSA During Birds Observed in the LSA During Birds Observed in the LSA During Birds Observed in the LSA During 
Spring SurveySpring SurveySpring SurveySpring Survey    

Birds Observed in the LSA During Fall Birds Observed in the LSA During Fall Birds Observed in the LSA During Fall Birds Observed in the LSA During Fall 
SurveySurveySurveySurvey    

W036 192.7 to 192.85 Barrow’s goldeneye, Bonaparte’s 
gull, lesser yellowlegs, spotted 
sandpiper 

Gray jay, yellow rumped warbler, 
three-toed woodpecker 

Sam Lake 198.5 Common loon - - 

Goosley 
Lake 

200.5 Common loon, unidentified 
ducks, osprey 

Unidentified ducks 

Pond Near 209.3 Mallard, blue-winged teal, ring-
necked duck 

Unidentified ducks 

Pond Near 210.5 Common loon, lesser yellowlegs - - 

W037 212.8 to 213.15 - - Ruby-crowned kinglet, golden-
crowned kinglet, yellow-rumped 
warbler, red breasted sapsucker, 
three-toed woodpecker, red-breasted 
nuthatch, common raven 

Pond Near 214 Barrow’s goldeneye - - 

Wc038 214.9 to 215.1 - - Pine siskin, three-toed woodpecker, 
red-tailed hawk, gray jay 

Wc039 215.8 to 215.95 Spotted sandpiper Pine grosbeak, black-capped 
chickadee, yellow-rumped warbler, 
pine siskin, ruby-crowned kinglet, 
red-breasted nuthatch 

Pond Near 224 Barrow’s goldeneye, bald eagle Diving ducks 

W043 233 to 233.3 - - Downy woodpecker 

Anders 
Lake 

Near 234.2 Common loon, mallard, 
unidentified waterbirds, osprey 

Unidentified waterbirds 

Pond Near 235 Barrow’s goldeneye, Bonaparte’s 
gull, lesser yellowlegs, spotted 
sandpiper, belted kingfisher 

- - 

Pond Near 238 Common loon, spotted sandpiper Unidentified dabbler, diving ducks 
(50) 

W048 240.2 to 240.35 - - Common yellowthroad, song 
sparrow, unknown woodpecker 

Pond Near 242 Common loon, Barrow’s 
goldeneye, bufflehead, Wilson’s 
snipe 

- - 

Pond Near 244.5 Unidentified Ducks - - 

W050 245.8 to 246.1 - - Golden-crowned kinglet, common 
loon, song sparrow, ruby-crowned 
kinglet, common yellowthroat, black-
capped chickadee, red-breasted 
nuthatch, pine siskin, dark-eyed 
junco, Cassin’s vireo 
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Wetland or Wetland or Wetland or Wetland or 
Pond IDPond IDPond IDPond ID    

KPKPKPKP    Birds Observed in the LSA During Birds Observed in the LSA During Birds Observed in the LSA During Birds Observed in the LSA During 
Spring SurveySpring SurveySpring SurveySpring Survey    

Birds Observed in the LSA During Fall Birds Observed in the LSA During Fall Birds Observed in the LSA During Fall Birds Observed in the LSA During Fall 
SurveySurveySurveySurvey    

W051 247.9 to 248.1 - - Yellow-rumped warbler, common 
yellowthroat, ruby crowned kinglet, 
golden crowned kinglet, song 
sparrow, unidentified shorebird. 

Pond Near 263.5 Common loon, lesser yellowlegs, 
Wilson’s snipe 

- - 

Pond Near 365.5 Common loon Unidentified scaup 

W055 270.55 to 270.7 - - Bald eagle, orange crowned warbler, 
dark-eyed junco, pine siskin 

Wc056 278.8 to 278.9 - - Canada goose, yellow-rumped 
warbler, belted kingfisher, black-
capped chickadee, downy 
woodpecker, dark-eyed Junco, 
American robin, white crowned 
sparrow 

Ross 
Creek 
Marsh 

Near 280.9 - - Canada goose 

Pond Near 288 Mallard, American wigeon, 
unidentified scaup, unidentified 
ducks 

- - 

Pond Near 288.3 Ring-necked duck - - 

W057 290.6 to 290.7 - - Northern flicker, pine siskin, northern 
harrier, black-capped chickadee, 
song sparrow, white-crowned 
sparrow, ruby-crowned kinglet, red-
breasted nuthatch, white-throated 
sparrow 

Wc058 291.05 to 291.7 - - Golden crowned kinglet, song 
sparrow, black-capped chickadee, 
yellow rumped warbler 

Pond Near 292.5 Mallard, unidentified teal, 
Barrow’s goldeneye, ring-necked 
duck 

American wigeon, unidentified teal 

Pond Near 302 Unidentified teal, bufflehead - - 

Deserter 
Lake 

Near 304.8 Unidentified teal, bald eagle, 
gulls, spotted sandpiper.  Note: 
high number of birds 

Common loon, Canada goose, 
unidentified dabbler, unidentified 
scaup (75), unidentified ducks.  Note: 
high number of birds.   

W061 306.05 to 
306.25 

- - Common raven, Cedar waxwing, 
White-crowned sparrow, Yellow 
rumped warbler.   
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Wetland or Wetland or Wetland or Wetland or 
Pond IDPond IDPond IDPond ID    

KPKPKPKP    Birds Observed in the LSA During Birds Observed in the LSA During Birds Observed in the LSA During Birds Observed in the LSA During 
Spring SurveySpring SurveySpring SurveySpring Survey    

Birds Observed in the LSA During Fall Birds Observed in the LSA During Fall Birds Observed in the LSA During Fall Birds Observed in the LSA During Fall 
SurveySurveySurveySurvey    

Simon Bay 
(Fraser 
Lake) 

Near 309 Gulls Canada Goose (100), unidentified 
teal, ducks (50), bald eagle.  Note: 
high number of birds. 

Wc067 347 Mallard, unidentified ducks, 
Wilson’s snipe 

- - 

W068 356.85 to 
356.95 

- - Magnolia warbler, northern flicker, 
ruby crowned kinglet, Pileated 
woodpecker, common yellowthroat, 
sharp shinned hawk, sandhill crane 

W069 356.95 to 
357.05 

- - Ruby-crowned kinglet, dark-eyed 
junco, golden-crowned kinglet, 
yellow-rumped warbler, common 
raven, song sparrow 

Pond Near 367.5 American wigeon, lesser 
yellowlegs 

- - 

Pond Near 371.5 Canada goose, mallard, American 
wigeon, winged teal, unidentified 
ducks 

- - 

W072 372.4 to 372.55 - - Winter wren, northern goshawk  

Wc071  Mallard, unidentified ducks, 
Wilson’s snipe 

- - 

W074 375.8 to 375.9 Unidentified shorebird - - 

Bridalbane 
Lake 

Near 376 Trumpeter swan Green-winged teal, bufflehead 

W076b 384.75 to 384.9 - - Dark-eyed junco 

W077 386.65 to 387 Barrow’s goldeneye, unidentified 
ducks 

- - 

Stuart 
River 

Near 388.8 Bald eagle, belted kingfisher - - 

Pond Near 400 Canada goose, bufflehead, 
common merganser, lesser 
yellowlegs 

- - 

Pond Near 407 Ring-necked duck, diving ducks - - 

W082 412.9 Green winged teal - - 

W084 416.7 to 416.8 - - Song sparrow, black-backed 
woodpecker, common yellowthroat 

Wc085 417.05 to 417.9 Common loon, mallard Wilson’s warbler, common raven 

Clover 
Lake 

419 Unidentified dabbler, lesser 
scaup, lesser yellowlegs 

Unidentified raptor 

East end of 
Chaumichil 
Lake 

Near 420 Common loon - - 
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Wetland or Wetland or Wetland or Wetland or 
Pond IDPond IDPond IDPond ID    

KPKPKPKP    Birds Observed in the LSA During Birds Observed in the LSA During Birds Observed in the LSA During Birds Observed in the LSA During 
Spring SurveySpring SurveySpring SurveySpring Survey    

Birds Observed in the LSA During Fall Birds Observed in the LSA During Fall Birds Observed in the LSA During Fall Birds Observed in the LSA During Fall 
SurveySurveySurveySurvey    

Pond Near 423 Canada goose, red-tailed hawk, 
osprey, spotted sandpiper 

Diving ducks 

W086 427.35 to 
427.45 

- - Common raven, common 
yellowthroat 

Pond Near 427.5 - - Unidentified ducks 

Salmon 
River 

Near 430 Common merganser, lesser 
yellowlegs, spotted sandpiper 

 

W087 434.05 to 
434.15 

- - Ruffed grouse 

Salmon 
River 

Near 441 Canada goose, spotted sandpiper Red-breasted merganser 

W090 441.75to 441.85 - - Red-breasted nuthatch, ruffed 
grouse, American robin, dark eyed 
junco 

Pond Near 446.5 Northern goshawk, lesser 
yellowlegs, spotted sandpiper 

- - 

W091 447 Northern goshawk, lesser 
yellowlegs, spotted sandpiper 

- - 

W092 450.7 to 450.8 - - Gray jay, American robin, 
woodpecker 

W093 452.4 to 452.5 - - Red-breasted nuthatch, golden 
crowned kinglet, dark eyed junco, 
unidentified dabblers, three toed 
woodpecker 

Pond  Near 454 Unidentified ducks, unidentified 
shorebirds 

- - 

W094 458.6 to 458.7 - - Song sparrow, red-breasted 
nuthatch, Pileated woodpecker, 
common yellowthroat, golden 
crowned kinglet 

W095 459.2 to 459.3 - - Ruby-crowned kinglet, dark eyed 
junco, golden crowned kinglet, black 
capped chickadee, Stellar’s jay, red-
breasted nuthatch, yellow rumped 
warbler, winter wren, three-toed 
woodpecker 

 

6.4.5.3 Breeding Birds 

Breeding birds were selected as a VEC for this project because they are of management interest 
locally, provincially, and federally through the Canadian Wildlife Service and the Migratory Birds 

Convention Act. 
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Songbirds and other bird species that actively call during the spring breeding season were detected 
during surveys of representative habitat types found in the study area.  Surveys were conducted in 
June 2006, during the peak of the breeding bird season.  Objectives of the breeding bird surveys 
were to: 

• identify species of breeding birds in all habitat types crossed by the pipeline 
route, and 

• identify important breeding bird habitats in the LSA. 
 
Most of the species recorded during the breeding bird surveys are considered common for the RSA 
and typical of the habitats of the north-coastal and central interior habitats of British Columbia.  The 
diverse assemblage of avifauna in the LSA is composed of species generalists and species that 
select and reside in specific habitat types.  
 
Table 6.4-11 lists 176 species that are known or expected to occur in the RSA and LSA. 

 

Table 6.4-11 
List of Bird Species That May Occur in the RSA, Their Preferred Habitats Within the LSA, and Their Record of Detection 

in the LSA  

    Coastal Region Mountain Region Interior Region  
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Red-throated loon                   

Pacific loon           X      X  

Common loon Yes                  

Yellow-billed loon                   

Pied-billed grebe                   

Horned grebe                   

Red-necked grebe                   

Eared grebe     X            X  

Clark’s grebe     X              

Western grebe     X            X  

American bittern     X            X X 

Great blue heron   X  X    X  X    X  X X 

Trumpeter swan Yes X X X X  X     X    X X X 

Canada goose Yes    X    X  X      X X 

Wood duck   X                
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    Coastal Region Mountain Region Interior Region  
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Green winged teal Yes    X            X X 

Mallard Yes    X    X  X      X X 

Northern pintail  X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

Blue-winged teal Yes X X X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X 

Cinnamon teal     X            X X 

Northern shoveler     X    X  X      X X 

Gadwall     X            X X 

American wigeon Yes    X            X X 

Canvasback     X            X X 

Redhead     X            X X 

Ring-necked duck Yes    X    X  X      X  

Lesser scaup Yes    X    X  X      X X 

Harlequin duck         X      X    

Black scoter                 X  

Surf scoter                 X  

White-winged scoter         X        X  

Common goldeneye  X X X X X   X  X X   X X X  

Barrow’s goldeneye Yes X X X X X  X X  X  X X X X X X 

Bufflehead Yes X X X X X   X  X  X X X X X X 

Hooded merganser Yes X X X X      X  X X X X X X 

Common merganser Yes  X  X          X  X  

Red-breasted merganser Yes    X            X  

Ruddy duck     X            X  

Turkey vulture  X X X              X 

Osprey Yes X X X        X  X X X X  

Bald eagle Yes X X X X X   X X X X  X X X X X 

Northern harrier Yes            X   X X  

Sharp-shinned hawk  X   X X   X  X X     X  

Cooper’s hawk            X  X X X   

Northern goshawk Yes X X X  X X X X X X X  X X X  X 

Red-tailed hawk Yes X X X  X X X X X X X  X X X X X 

Golden eagle  X X X X  X  X X  X  X X X X X 

American kestrel  X X X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X 
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    Coastal Region Mountain Region Interior Region  
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Merlin  X X X X  X X   X X  X X X X X 

Spruce grouse  X X X        X  X X X   

Blue grouse Yes X X X  X X X X X  X X X X X  X 

Ruffed grouse Yes X X X X       X  X X X  X 

Rock ptarmigan          X         

Sora                 X  

American coot     X      X      X  

Sandhill crane Yes    X        X    X X 

Semipalmated plover                 X  

Killdeer     X        X     X 

Greater yellowlegs Yes    X      X      X  

Lesser yellowlegs Yes   X X   X   X   X   X  

Solitary sandpiper                X X  

Spotted sandpiper Yes  X  X    X X X    X X X  

Least sandpiper     X      X      X X 

Baird’s sandpiper                   

Wilson’s snipe Yes    X      X  X    X  

Wilson’s phalarope                 X  

Bonaparte’s gull Yes        X X X    X  X  

Mew gull   X       X X     X X  

Ring-billed gull7                  X 

Herring gull                 X  

Caspian tern1                   

Black tern                 X  

Marbled murrelet  X X                

Rock pigeon Yes                 X 

Band-tailed pigeon Yes X X X        X  X X X  X 

Great horned owl Yes X X X X X X  X X X X  X X X X X 

Northern hawk owl  X X X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X 

Northern pygmy owl  X X X X X   X   X  X X   X 

Barred owl Yes X X X X X X X X X  X  X X X X X 

                                                      
7 Breed on Ellis Island on Fraser Lake 
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    Coastal Region Mountain Region Interior Region  
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Great gray owl      X X X X X X   X  X X  

Long-eared owl                X X  

Short-eared owl     X        X    X X 

Boreal owl      X  X X X X        

Northern saw-whet owl  X X X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X 

Common nighthawk       X   X X  X   X X X 

Black swift8                   

Vaux’s swift Yes X X X X X      X  X X X X X 

Calliope hummingbird Yes             X  X X  

Rufous hummingbird Yes X X X  X   X X X X   X X X X 

Belted kingfisher Yes  X      X      X    

Yellow-bellied sapsucker Yes           X  X X X   

Red-breasted sapsucker Yes X X   X  X X   X  X X   X 

Downy woodpecker Yes           X  X X    

Hairy woodpecker Yes X X X  X  X X X  X  X X    

Three-toed woodpecker Yes X X X  X  X X X  X  X X X   

Northern flicker Yes X X X  X  X X X  X  X X X  X 

Pileated woodpecker Yes X X X  X   X X  X  X X X   

Olive-sided flycatcher Yes           X  X X    

Western wood-pewee Yes             X X  X X 

Alder flycatcher Yes              X X X  

Least flycatcher Yes             X X X   

Hammond’s flycatcher Yes           X  X X X   

Dusky flycatcher Yes    X          X  X   

Pacific slope flycatcher Yes           X  X X X  X 

Eastern kingbird               X  X X 

Horned lark      X       X      

Tree swallow Yes  X  X         X  X X X 

Violet-green swallow              X    X 

Northern rough-winged 
swallow 

Yes              X  X X 

Cliff swallow               X  X X 

                                                      
8 Require canyon-like walls for nesting 
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Barn swallow Yes    X           X X X 

Gray jay Yes       X X X    X X X   

Steller’s jay Yes X X X  X   X   X  X X X  X 

Clark’s nutcracker        X           

American crow Yes     X  X X X X X  X X X X X 

Northwestern crow Yes  X X X              

Common raven Yes X X   X   X   X  X X   X 

Black-capped chickadee Yes X X X  X  X X X  X  X X X   

Mountain chickadee            X  X X X   

Boreal chickadee Yes           X  X X    

Chestnut backed 
chickadee 

Yes X X X               

Red-breasted nuthatch Yes X X   X  X X   X  X X    

Brown creeper Yes X X   X   X   X   X    

Winter wren Yes X X   X   X   X   X    

Marsh wren                 X  

American dipper Yes  X      X      X    

Golden-crowned kinglet Yes X X   X   X   X   X    

Ruby-crowned kinglet Yes X X   X   X   X  X X    

Mountain bluebird       X      X     X 

Swainson’s thrush Yes X X X X    X   X  X X    

Hermit thrush Yes X X     X X X  X  X X X   

American robin Yes X X X X X  X X X X X  X X X X X 

Varied thrush Yes X X X    X X   X  X X    

American pipit        X X    X     X 

Bohemian waxwing      X  X X   X   X    

Cedar waxwing Yes              X   X 

European starling                  X 

Cassin’s vireo Yes   X X    X     X X X  X 

Warbling vireo Yes X X X    X      X X    

Red-eyed vireo Yes  X  X    X     X X   X 

Orange-crowned Warbler Yes   X X    X     X X    

Yellow warbler Yes X  X X X   X  X X  X X  X X 

Magnolia warbler Yes        X   X  X X    
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    Coastal Region Mountain Region Interior Region  
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Yellow-rumped warbler Yes X X X X  X X  X  X  X X X   

Townsend’s warbler Yes X X    X   X  X   X    

Blackpoll warbler Yes           X   X  X  

American redstart Yes  X  X    X  X    X  X  

Northern waterthrush Yes  X X X    X X X    X  X  

MacGillvray’s warbler Yes     X   X  X X  X X  X X 

Common yellowthroat Yes    X      X      X  

Wilson’s warbler Yes X X X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X 

Western tananger Yes           X   X    

Chipping sparrow Yes   X X  X X  X X  X X X X X X 

Clay-coloured sparrow              X  X X X 

Vesper sparrow             X     X 

Savannah sparrow Yes      X      X     X 

Fox sparrow Yes  X X   X  X X         

Song sparrow Yes   X X   X X X X   X X X X  

Lincoln’s sparrow Yes       X  X X    X  X  

White-throated sparrow Yes             X X    

White-crowned sparrow               X    

Golden crowned sparrow        X  X         

Dark-eyed junco Yes X X X X X  X X X X X  X X X X X 

Red-winged blackbird Yes    X      X      X X 

Western meadowlark             X     X 

Yellow-headed blackbird     X        X    X X 

Rusty blackbird Yes    X      X      X  

Brewer’s blackbird Yes   X X           X X X 

Brown-headed cowbird    X X     X X    X X X X 

Pine grosbeak Yes        X X X        

Purple finch   X X    X  X    X X    

Red crossbill Yes X          X       

Pine siskin Yes    X  X  X      X X   

Evening grosbeak            X  X X    

Rose breasted grosbeak Yes                  

House sparrow Yes                 X 
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Both bird diversity and abundance is greater in the Interior Habitats of the LSA.  Interior habitats 
crossed by the pipeline route support 84% of species present in the RSA.  The bird diversity is lowest 
in the higher elevation Mountain Habitats, which supports only 53% of the species found in the RSA.  
The Coastal Habitats on the western end of the study area have moderate bird diversity, supporting 
60% of the species found in the RSA.  
 
Figure 6.4-1 shows differences in diversity of bird species that may occur in the wildlife habitats of 
the LSA. 
 

Figure 6.4-1.  Relative bird species diversity in the Wildlife Habitat Types of the LSA 
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All habitats in the LSA support breeding birds.  However, habitats supporting the greatest numbers 
and diversity of birds tend to be associated with wetlands or rivers (Floodplains and/or Riparian 
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Forests).  As such, the following wildlife habitat types are thought to support the highest abundance 
and diversity of birds in the LSA: 

• Coastal Floodplain, 

• Coastal Wetlands, 

• Mountain Riparian Forests, 

• Interior Riparian Forests, and  

• Interior Wetlands. 
 

6.4.5.4 Northern Goshawk 

The northern goshawk (Accipiter gentilis) is the largest of the three forest hawks (Accipiter spp.) in 
British Columbia.  There may be two subspecies of the goshawk in the LSA (A. g. laingi on the coast; 
A.g. atricapillus east of the coast mountains; BCSEE 2006).  The coastal subspecies of northern 
goshawk was selected as a VEC because it is provincially red-listed, COSEWIC-Threatened, and is 
included in Schedule 1 of SARA.  The interior subspecies of northern goshawk was selected as a VEC 
because it is deemed as being of management interest by the Skeena Region, and its management 
is addressed in the Morice LRMP. 
 
A model of habitat suitability for northern goshawk nesting in the LSA was developed, based on 
existing models for both the coastal and interior northern goshawk subspecies.  The models were 
developed using forest cover data and were applied to the LSA with the purpose of identifying areas 
with high nesting suitability.  
 
The following parameters were included in the models: 

• Stand age and tree height.Stand age and tree height.Stand age and tree height.Stand age and tree height.        Individual trees must have large enough branches to 
support the nest structure.  On the coast, optimal trees are at least 120 years old 
and 25 m tall.  The best nest trees in the interior are between 120 and 250 years 
old and 20 m tall.  

• Forest composition.Forest composition.Forest composition.Forest composition.  The tree species composition also defines the suitability for 
nesting habitat.  In the interior, pine and Douglas-fir tend to be preferred because 
they form even-aged stands with closed canopies and open understories.  Other 
species, such as spruce or subalpine fir tend to have more broken canopies, less 
open understories, and poorer branch structures for nests, which are less 
suitable for nesting.  In coastal areas, the highest nesting suitability is found in 
western hemlock- and western hemlock/subalpine fir-dominated stands; 
conversely, yellow cedar and lodgepole pine stands have low suitability because 
they have a multi-storied canopy and low canopy closure.  

• Canopy closure.Canopy closure.Canopy closure.Canopy closure.  Optimal canopy closure for nesting areas is between 45-75% 
crown closure.  Higher canopy closure is slightly less optimal, while canopy 
closure less than 45% is incrementally lower.  
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• Mountain Pine Beetle Disturbance Correction.Mountain Pine Beetle Disturbance Correction.Mountain Pine Beetle Disturbance Correction.Mountain Pine Beetle Disturbance Correction.  In the interior segment of the KSL 
pipeline route, many of the pine-leading stands have been killed by mountain 
pine beetle (MPB), and as a result the current canopy closure is lower than 
suggested by Forest Cover data.  An initial habitat suitability model run was 
completed using the parameters listed above.  The model was adjusted using a 
MPB dataset, comprised of all pine-leading stands older than 40 years.  This 
assumes that crown closure has already declined or will decline by the time KSL 
Project clearing activities would begin, as a result of mountain pine beetle 
infestation.  Habitat ratings (see Table 6.4-12) were reduced by one class for 
areas identified as being attacked by mountain pine beetle.  For example, areas 
identified as having “High” suitability for goshawk nesting that occur in MPB 
affected stands, have been corrected to “Moderate”.  

 
The habitat suitability model combines these variables and calculates a Habitat Score.  The scores 
represent four suitability ratings: nil, low, moderate, and high (see Table 6.4-12).  

 

Table 6.4-12 
Suitability Ratings for Northern Goshawk Nesting Habitat 

RatingRatingRatingRating    InterpretationInterpretationInterpretationInterpretation    

Nil Unsuitable.  Habitat fails to provide minimum requirements. 

Low Suitability Unknown.  Habitat provides theoretical minimum requirements for supporting a 
nest, but use by goshawks is rarely observed.  Suitability of two or more habitat variables is 
suboptimal, substantially reducing the overall suitability of the stand.  Goshawks are not 
normally expected to use Low class habitats, but may do so if that is all that available. 

Moderate Suitable.  Suitability of one or two habitat variables is slightly lower than optimal conditions 
but minimum requirements still exceeded.  Minority of nest sites expected to occur in 
Moderate class habitat.   

High Suitable.  All habitat variables meet optimal conditions.  Majority of nest sites are expected 
to occur in High class habitat. 

 
 
Goshawks occur throughout the LSA except in sections where the pipeline route crosses higher sub-
alpine and alpine habitats.  Extensive forest harvesting in the region appears to have currently 
removed the goshawk from large portions of the LSA, particularly on the Pacific slope of the coast 
range where mature forest habitat is uncommon.  Goshawks are most abundant throughout the LSA 
between the Coast Mountains and Summit Lake (KP 100 to KP 462), wherever large tracts of 
mature mixed forest exist. 
 
Goshawks are not considered to be migratory.  Home range size varies depending on their sex, 
subspecies, and the time of year.  In the Coast Region, breeding home ranges extend from 700 ha to 
over 19,000 ha, while goshawks in the Interior Region have smaller breeding home ranges ranging 
from 95 ha to 3,500 ha in size.  In the non-breeding season, core activity areas increase, up to three 
times larger for males and four times for females.  Females show less fidelity to their breeding home 
range than males in the non-breeding season. 
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The pipeline route crosses the range of the coastal subspecies of northern goshawk between KP 0.0 
and KP 95.6.  There are no known coastal northern goshawk territories in the Project Footprint.  
Analysis revealed sections of the pipeline route that cross habitats rated as high for coastal northern 
goshawk.  The following sections of the route cross northern goshawk habitats rated as high, that are 
part of a large contiguous patch of suitable nesting habitat, and thus could contain nesting territory: 

• KP 74.0 to KP 75.8, 

• KP 81.5 to KP 83.2, 

• KP 83.5 to KP 84.5, and 

• KP 88.4 to KP 93.5. 
 
Between KP 95.6 and KP 462.2, the pipeline route crosses the range of the interior subspecies of 
northern goshawk.  There is one known interior northern goshawk nest territory in the LSA, located 
within 100 m of KP 217.  There are two nests in that territory.  
 

6.4.5.5 Wood Duck 

The wood duck (Aix sponsa) is a cavity nesting species.  Wood ducks species were chosen as a VEC 
because they are deemed to be of management interest by the Skeena Region. 
 
Wood ducks occur in small numbers in the western portion of the LSA.  Wood ducks could potentially 
occur throughout much of the LSA where appropriate habitats exist.  Wood ducks are most likely to 
be found on small sheltered ponds, sloughs, slow moving rivers, and lakes surrounded by dense 
mature deciduous vegetation. 
 
Of the wetlands in the footprint, swamps tend to have the most appropriate habitat features for 
Wood Ducks.  Wetlands with potentially suitable swamp habitat for Wood Duck nesting in the Project 
Footprint include: 
 

• W001 (KP 4.6 to KP 7.75) • W055 (KP 270.55 to KP 270.7) 

• Wc005 (KP 28.2 to KP 28.5) • W063 (KP 314.9 to KP 315.0) 

• Wc006 (KP 38.45 to KP 38.6) • W065 (KP 331.4 to KP 331.5) 

• Wc026 (KP 144 to KP 146.85) • W066 (KP 330.55 to KP 330.7) 

• W029 (KP 153.8 to KP 154.0 • W067 (KP 346.55 to KP 347.35) 

• W031 (KP 157 to KP 157.2) • W069 (KP 356.95 to KP 357.35) 

• Wc033 (KP 165.1 to KP 165.5) • Wc071 (KP 370.7 to KP 370.8) 

• W037 (KP 212.8 to KP 213.15) • W074 (KP 375.8 to KP 375.9) 

• W046 (KP 239.5 to KP 239.7) • W093 (KP 452.4 to KP 452.5) 

• W048 (KP 240.2 to KP 240.35) • W094 (KP 458.6 to KP 458.7) 
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• W050 (KP 245.8 to KP 246.1) • W095 (KP 459.2 to KP 459.3) 

• W051 (KP 247.9 to KP 248.1)  
 
Wood ducks do not appear to have fixed home ranges and their movements are highly variable.  
Wood ducks are uncommon to rare summer migrants to the LSA, arriving to their breeding grounds 
in mid-to late April, and departing south around October. 
 
The availability of appropriate breeding habitats with nest cavities, is generally thought to be the 
current factor limiting population growth, but predation may also be an important limiting factor.  
Wood ducks are sensitive to human disturbance when foraging and around their nest cavities. 
 

6.4.5.6 Sandhill Crane 

Three subspecies of sandhill crane (Grus canadensis) occur in British Columbia.  Of these, only the 
lesser sandhill crane (G. c. canadensis) breeds in the LSA.  Sandhill cranes were chosen as a VEC 
because they are blue-listed in British Columbia (S3S4B) and their management is addressed locally 
by the Vanderhoof LRMP. 
 
In the LSA, sandhill cranes occur east of the Coast Mountains on the Interior Plateau, in isolated wet 
openings in the forest or in agricultural fields.  In the LSA, sandhill cranes are most likely to occur in 
large open wetlands, grasslands or agricultural areas between Fraser Lake (KP 325) and the 
Vanderhoof area (KP 365).  A pair of Sandhill Cranes was observed during fall surveys at wetland 
W068 (KP 356.85 to KP 356.95). 
 
Nesting generally takes place in secluded wetlands surrounded by mature forest, including bogs, 
fens, marshes, swamps, and wet meadows, with shallow freshwater and emergent vegetation.        
Breeding territories of sandhill cranes range from about 10-85 ha.  Sandhill cranes are long distant 
migrants and are only present in the LSA during the breeding season or during migration.  Migration 
to their breeding grounds begins in late April to mid-May.  Fall migration occurs from August through 
October.  During migration, stop over/staging areas include open meadows or agricultural fields. 
 
Sandhill cranes have low reproductive rates.  They give bi-parental care of their young.  Incubation of 
1-3 eggs typically begins in early May and lasts about 30 days.  Young birds require brooding for 
several weeks.  Usually only one nestling survives due to sibling competition.  Juveniles can fly when 
about 70 days old, and become independent when 9-10 months old.  Independent young are 
expected to live about 7 years, but it may take between 2 and 7 years to first reproduce. 
 

6.4.5.7 Marbled Murrelet 

The marbled murrelet (Brachyrhamphus marmoratus) was selected as a VEC because they are listed 
federally by COSEWIC (Threatened) and SARA, and provincially (Red, S2BS4N).  They are included in 
the provincial Identified Wildlife Management Strategy. 
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Marbled murrelets are found only in the Pacific Coast Region of the RSA.  They are dependent on old 
growth forests with large moss covered platform branches used for nesting.  Appropriate habitats 
within the LSA are found on the upper Kitimat River where large patches of valley-bottom old growth 
remain (west or upstream of Highway 37).  Most nests are found within 30 km of the ocean. 
 
Marbled murrelets use old growth inland nest sites and make long flights to the ocean for foraging.  
Terrestrial habitats used by marbled murrelets on the LSA will be used only for nesting.  They are 
known to be highly dependent on coastal old growth forests with heavy arboreal moss growth for 
nesting purposes.  Nesting may be semi-colonial, and densities of nesting marbled murrelets could 
be high in suitable forest types along the LSA.  Outside of the breeding season, marbled murrelets do 
not use inland terrestrial habitats. 
 
Marbled murrelets nest from late March to late September.  One egg is laid per year.  Males and 
females alternate incubation shifts for about one month.  Nestlings fledge 27-40 days after hatching. 
 
Marbled murrelets are red-listed in British Columbia.  Population size is estimated to be about 
55,000 to 77,000 birds.  Population trends are poorly understood, but this species is assumed to be 
declining as a result of habitat loss. 
 
In the LSA, marbled murrelets are thought to occur in suitable habitats in the Coastal section of the 
pipeline route.  Old Coastal Closed Forest and Coastal Floodplain Forest Habitats in the LSA may 
have appropriate habitat for marbled murrelets.  
 
Specific features most often associated with marbled murrelet nesting habitat in the RSA include:  

• 0.5 to 30 km distance from salt water, 

• Elevation below 600 m, 

• Stand age over 250 years, 

• Tree heights greater than 28.5 m, 

• Moderate canopy closure, and 

• Moderate to high vertical canopy complexity.  
 
Along the Project Footprint, appropriate habitat for nesting by marbled murrelets can be found at 
KP 16.9 to KP 17.2.  
 

6.4.5.8 Moose 

Moose (Alces alces) are the largest members of the deer family (Cervidae).  They are yellow-listed in 
British Columbia.  Moose were selected as a wildlife VEC for this project because they are hunted 
traditionally and commercially and are important for wildlife viewing and tourism.  They are 
considered a management concern as described in the Prince George, Vanderhoof, Morice, and 
Kalum LRMPs, and they are of management interest in the Omineca Region. 
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Moose are typically associated with northern coniferous forests but they tend to prefer a mosaic of 
habitat types including early-successional forests, swamps, lakes, and wetlands.  In general, moose 
avoid areas used by wolf packs and by doing so, they often become concentrated in areas with deep 
snow.  In winter, moose use hardwood-conifer forests for cover and in some areas, moose depend on 
old growth forests where snow levels are low.  In summer, moose select wetland areas for foraging 
and use these areas also to avoid hot summer conditions.  Moose can also range well up into the 
subalpine or tundra areas during summer periods.  Mineral licks are an important sodium source 
and they are used in early summer in some regions.  Like other members of the deer family, moose 
make temporary daytime beds in sheltered areas.  Young are born in protective areas of dense 
riparian or wetland areas.  
 
Moose occur in habitats throughout the LSA, but especially in Wetlands, Riparian Floodplain habitats 
for the Coastal, Mountain, and Interior sections of the LSA.  Habitats in the Mountain Region of the 
pipeline route receive more use during summer, while the valley bottoms of the Coastal (lower 
Kitimat River Valley, KP 0 to KP 30), and Interior regions of the LSA are used by moose during the 
winter months. 
 
The KSL Project Footprint runs adjacent to an area identified as moose winter habitat in the Lakes 

LRMP between KP 280 and KP 288.  The same LRMP identifies three moose winter ranges that 
occur in the Project Footprint.  These are at the following locations along the KSL pipeline route:  

• KP 239 to KP 245, 

• KP 261.5 to KP 264, and 

• KP 275 to KP 280.  
 

6.4.5.9 Mountain Goat 

Mountain goats (Oreamnos americanus) are medium sized members of the family Bovidae, and are 
highly adapted to steep, rocky terrain and severe winter conditions.  Mountain goats were selected 
as a VEC because they are of local management interest, as addressed by the Kalum and Morice 

LRMPS and they are a focal species for identifying “Ungulate Winter Ranges” under the Forest and 

Range Practices Act. 
 
Mountain goat habitat areas were delineated between KP 96 and KP 288 based on a habitat 
suitability model from the BC MOFR, Nadina Forest District.  The model was applied to the entire 
range of mountain goats in the LSA (KP 0 to KP 288) to identify areas along the pipeline route with 
high mountain goat habitat suitability.   
 
As in the previous baseline inventories of the Nadina District, a three-step approach was used to 
identify mountain goat habitat: 
 

1. A GIS-analysis using digital elevation models, orthophotos, forest cover information and 
TRIM to develop a preliminary habitat suitability rating based on presence of mountain 
goat escape terrain;  
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2. An overflight assessment of each habitat area to verify extent and quality of the habitat 
area (based primarily on escape terrain); and 

3. Ground-truthing selected habitat areas to confirm use by mountain goats and the 
presence of suitable habitat. 

 
Two overflights of potential mountain goat habitat along the KSL pipeline route were conducted.  A 
preliminary assessment was completed in August 2006, prior to the delineation of specific habitat 
areas using GIS.  A second flight was conducted in November 2006 to field check the size and 
quality of the mapped mountain goat habitat areas and to collect information about mountain goat 
early-winter use of these areas.  
 
Field data were interpreted and suitability ratings were assigned to potential mountain goat habitat 
areas.  A four-level rating approach was used to categorize habitats as having Nil, Low, Moderate or 
High value to mountain goats.  Table 6.4-13 explains the differences between these four ratings.  
 

Table 6.4-13 
Summary of the Criteria Used For Rating Mountain Goat Habitat Features 

Goat Habitat Goat Habitat Goat Habitat Goat Habitat 
RatingRatingRatingRating    

DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription    

Nil Value Potential sites considered to have little or no value for mountain goats; gently to 
moderately sloped hill features mostly covered by vegetation.  These features may 
have limited areas with talus, but do not offer any security habitat such as cliff of rock 
outcrops.   

Low Value Sites offer some limited security habitat with adjacent feeding habitat, or extensive 
security habitat, but little feeding habitat.  Small areas of discontinuous cliff and rock 
outcrop are present with heights ranging from 5 to 20 m and lengths of 25 to 150 m. 
Limited feeding habitat is found adjacent to these small areas of escape terrain.   

Moderate Value Sites that offer both security and feeding habitat but are generally physically smaller 
features.  These features can support a small number of goats for intermittent periods.  
Escape terrain typically ranges from 20 to 75 m in height, and 200 to 800 m in length. 

High Value Sites that contain extensive regions of security habitat, including cliff and rock 
outcrops, with feeding habitat in close proximity.  These features may contain a mosaic 
of rock and cliff, small herbaceous meadows, scrub forest, and steep talus lower 
slopes.  Summer thermal cover is available through nearby forest and cliff shading.  
Winter thermal cover is provided by nearby forest, or the site may have a southerly 
aspect.  Areas are typically large enough to support year round occupation by goats 
and/or they may fulfill an important habitat function, such as a mineral lick or a 
kidding area.  Escape terrain typically exceeds 50 m in height and 500 m in length.   

 
 
A total of 39 mountain goat habitat areas were identified within the western half of the LSA.  Most of 
the newly delineated habitat areas through the Coast Mountains were similar to those in the interior 
in that they were relatively small, discreet areas below treeline.  The one exception to this was the 
high elevation ridge northwest of Nimbus Mountain (hereafter Nimbus Pass).  This area is a broad, 
sparsely vegetated alpine ridge linking Nimbus Mountain to Mount Hoult.  It appears to be a 
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movement corridor for goats travelling through the area.  Table 6.4-14 summarizes the mountain 
goat habitat areas in the LSA. 
 
Mountain goat use was confirmed at 13 of the 39 potential habitat areas, based on the November 
flight and historic information.  
 
Four areas rated to have High Suitability occur along the pipeline route.  Two of these occur in 
Nimbus Pass near KP 76.5 and KP 78.1.  Another is Habitat Area 31, which occurs along the east 
side of the Clore River near KP 86.5.  The fourth High suitability area is the Clore Canyon (KP 89.5), 
which extends downstream approximately 8 km from the confluence of the Burnie and Clore Rivers, 
and which offers escape terrain along the canyon walls ranging from 100-300 m high over most of 
its length.  Mountain goats were detected at all four Habitat Areas rated as high. 
 
Mahon et al. (2003) identified eight High rated mountain goat areas in the RSA.  These areas may 
play a major role in regulating the goat population of the region.  However, none of these areas occur 
within the LSA.   
 
The KSL pipeline route intersects two habitat areas with Moderate value (Figure 6.4-2a,b), Habitat 
Area 32 (approximately KP 76.5 to KP 80.6), and Habitat Area 29 (approximately KP 99). 
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Table 6.4-14 
Mountain goat habitat areas in the LSA  

Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
KPKPKPKP    

Habitat Habitat Habitat Habitat 
Area Area Area Area 
IDIDIDID    

Distance Distance Distance Distance 
from from from from 

Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
(m)(m)(m)(m)    

Size Size Size Size 
(ha)(ha)(ha)(ha)    

Suitability Suitability Suitability Suitability 
RatingRatingRatingRating    DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription    CommentsCommentsCommentsComments    

Goats Goats Goats Goats 
DetectedDetectedDetectedDetected1111    

40 39 20 75.5 L 

Steep forested (old 
burn) slope with 
several bluffs and 
cliffs 

Wasp hillside 
above Chist Cr; 
sparsely forested 
old burn; limited 
potential for goats N 

45 38 180 64.8 L 

Steep forested 
rocky slope with 
small bluffs; south-
facing. 

L-N; limited escape 
terrain; limited 
potential for winter 
range N 

48 37 460 315.6 L 

Steep forested 
rocky slope with 
small bluffs; south-
facing 

L overall, patches 
of M; 2 sets of 
tracks; steep 
forested rocky 
slope; many small 
bluffs Y 

60 36 680 58.2 M 

20 m cliffs along 
long avalanche gully 

20-40 m cliffs 
along gully wall; 2 
tracks Y 

61 35 170 18.4 L 

Several small bluffs 
on forested slope; 
limited escape 
terrain; south-
facing. 

Forested steep 
rocky slope; 
limited escape 
terrain 

N 

63.5 34 510 72.8 M 

Steep forested 
rocky slopes; south-
facing. 

Steep forested 
rocky slope; above 
clearcut; many 
goat tracks; good 
winter range Y 

70 33 40 295 M 

Steep forested, 
south asp rocky 
slope; small bluffs 
throughout; cliffs 
along avalanche 
tracks 

Identified as 
potential goat 
UWR in Vanderstar 
and Keim 2004; 
best suitability is 
higher up and 
adjacent to 
avalanche gullies Y 

76.5 32d 325 179.2 H 

Mountain peak and 
upper slopes above 
ridge 

Best escape 
terrain is SW asp 
cliff just above 
treeline Y 
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Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
KPKPKPKP    

Habitat Habitat Habitat Habitat 
Area Area Area Area 
IDIDIDID    

Distance Distance Distance Distance 
from from from from 

Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
(m)(m)(m)(m)    

Size Size Size Size 
(ha)(ha)(ha)(ha)    

Suitability Suitability Suitability Suitability 
RatingRatingRatingRating    DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription    CommentsCommentsCommentsComments    

Goats Goats Goats Goats 
DetectedDetectedDetectedDetected1111    

78 32 0 876.1 M 

Rock ridge linking 
Nimbus Mt to Mount 
Hoult 

Probably important 
travel corridor; 
limited escape 
terrain; areas of 
escape terrain 
mapped as nested 
polygons; KP 75.4 
to KP 80.6; some 
wind blown areas 
offer winter forage Y 

78.1 32c 285 66.9 H 

Mountain peak and 
upper slopes above 
ridge 

 Mount Hoult 
Ridgeline 

Y 

80 32b 20 55.9 M 

Escape terrain 
within larger ridge 

Cliff on north side 
of high rock ridge 
linking Nimbus Mt 
to Mount Hoult Y 

81.1 32a 160 17.1 M 

Series of small cliffs 
on E side of Nimbus 
Pass 

Cliff on east side of 
high rock ridge 
linking Nimbus Mt 
to Mount Hoult Y 

86.5 31 220 189 H 

Complex of steep 
forested slopes and 
cliffs 

Excellent winter 
range; 6 goats 
seen (incl. 2 kids); 
many tracks in 
places Y 

89.5 30 140 653.4 H 

Clore Canyon; large 
canyon with 
extensive escape 
terrain with forest 
above 

Large polygon over 
Clore Canyon; 
within ~200 of CL 
from KP 89 to 
KP 90.2, otherwise 
mostly >800 m 
away Y 

99 29 0 76.8 M 

Rock cliff/forest 
complex - south-
facing; some High 
value habitat. 

Connected to Clore 
Canyon with 
known goat use 

N 

99.9 28 180 17.5 L 

Series of small 
bluffs along Burnie 
River 

Low-nil suitability 

N 

100 27 75 22.4 M 

Mod-large cliff along 
Burnie River 

Downgraded and 
remapped from 
Turney et al. N 
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Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
KPKPKPKP    

Habitat Habitat Habitat Habitat 
Area Area Area Area 
IDIDIDID    

Distance Distance Distance Distance 
from from from from 

Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
(m)(m)(m)(m)    

Size Size Size Size 
(ha)(ha)(ha)(ha)    

Suitability Suitability Suitability Suitability 
RatingRatingRatingRating    DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription    CommentsCommentsCommentsComments    

Goats Goats Goats Goats 
DetectedDetectedDetectedDetected1111    

105.8 25 228 31.7 L 

Discovered during 
aerial flight; small 
cliffs – 20 h x 200l 

Long ridge; limited 
escape terrain 

N 

107.7 24 74 19.2 L 

Rock bluff/forest 
complex; some low 
cliffs 

Long ridge; S part 
of polygon could 
be pulled N 100-
200 m N 

108.5 23 746 62.1 L 

Rock 
bluffs/forest/AV 
complex some cliffs; 
south-facing. 

Mostly forest; 
bluffs and cliffs 
mostly associated 
with gullies N 

109 22 170 1.9 L 

Rounded 
forest/rock knob; 
limited escape 
terrain 

Small bluffs above 
recent clearcut; 
grizzly tracks in 
snow - possible 
den site N 

109.3 21 301 1.9 L 

Rocky forested bluff 
with limited escape 
terrain 

Low elevation, just 
above Gosnell 
Creek N 

115.6 19 853 15 L 

Steep rock sidewall 
extending from mid-
elevation gully to 
alpine ridge; limited 
escape terrain 

Some wind swept 
habitat on ridge at 
upper elevations 

N 

116.5 17 725 8.4 L 

Rock knob complex 
in forest; some 
small cliffs 

  

N 

136 13 763 32.6 L 

Small rock/forest 
knob complex; 
some cliff 

Several tracks, 
trails and beds 
observed on lower 
cliffs/bluffs Y 

154 12 876 8.1 L 

Small rock knob; 
some escape terrain 

Good escape 
terrain on N asp – 
30 h x 150l; 2 
moose seen N 

164.4 10 577 22 L 

Owen Hill (NE), 
rounded bluff/forest 
complex; most 
bluffs <12 m high 

  

N 
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Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
KPKPKPKP    

Habitat Habitat Habitat Habitat 
Area Area Area Area 
IDIDIDID    

Distance Distance Distance Distance 
from from from from 

Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
(m)(m)(m)(m)    

Size Size Size Size 
(ha)(ha)(ha)(ha)    

Suitability Suitability Suitability Suitability 
RatingRatingRatingRating    DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription    CommentsCommentsCommentsComments    

Goats Goats Goats Goats 
DetectedDetectedDetectedDetected1111    

172.5 8 641 47.1 M 

Lower elevation, 
moderate sized 
bluff; 20-30 m high 
x 250 m long 

Last of a series of 
large bluffs coming 
off of S end of 
Morice Mountain; 2 
goats and tracks 
seen on bluff 
500 m north N 

183 7 461 24.7 M 
Steep, rocky 
gully/canyon 

  
NS 

184 6 852 1.8 L 

Rounded rock knob; 
limited escape 
terrain 

  

NS 

218 5 212 185.4 L 

Series of small 
bluffs along creek 

Small, isolated 
bluffs along 5 km 
section of Allin Cr; 
several goats 
observed over last 
8 years; ground 
survey in 2006-
pellets, beds, hair, 
tracks Y 

267.6 3 684 23.9 L 
Small bluffs East of current 

known range. NS 

286 1 64 9.6 L 
Small, low elevation 
canyon 

East of current 
known range. NS 

1111Note:Note:Note:Note: Primary source was aerial survey on November 28, 2006.  NS=not surveyed, Y=goats or goat tracks 
observed, N=not detected. 
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Figure 6.4-2a.  Goat Habitat Map. 

 
 
Insert 11 x 17 figure located in separate PDF file. 
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Figure 6.4-2b.  Goat Habitat Map. 

 
 
Insert 11 x 17 figure located in separate PDF file. 
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6.4.5.10 Grizzly Bear 

Grizzly Bears (Ursus arctos) are large members of the bear family (Ursidae).  Grizzly bears were 
selected as a VEC because they are listed federally and provincially and they are of management 
concern in the RSA, as addressed by the Kalum, Morice, Lakes, Vanderhoof, and Prince George 

LRMPs. Federally, grizzly bears are listed as being of Special Concern by COSEWIC and are included 
in Schedule 1 of SARA.  Provincially, grizzly bears are blue-listed and are an identified species under 
the Identified Wildlife Management Strategy. 
 
The seasonal availability and distribution of food dictate grizzly bear movements and habitat use.  
Food availability and thus seasonal habitat use differs between coastal and interior grizzly bears.  In 
mountainous landscapes, avalanche chutes and unforested alpine habitats are important.  Fish-
bearing watercourses and riparian habitats are important to coastal grizzly bears.  Grizzly bears are 
found in a variety of landscapes containing productive mature-to-old forest stands and more open 
habitats.  Forested habitats may provide opportunities for thermal regulation and security, while 
open habitat gaps provide herbaceous forage.  Open habitats are often created by fire and grizzly 
bears feed on the productive berry crops these habitats.   
 
Optimal spring, summer, and fall grizzly bear habitats generally are unroaded areas with a mosaic of 
early seral-staged forests and natural openings in proximity to secure mature forest stands providing 
movement corridors, food resources, and security.  Winter den sites in mountainous terrain are 
generally in remote subalpine and alpine areas.     
 
Behaviours and habitat use differ in coastal and interior grizzly bears.  In the spring, grizzly bears in 
the Coastal Region of the LSA feed on early green vegetation located in the estuaries and seepage 
sites that become snow-free first.  As the season advances, the bears follow the receding snow up 
the avalanche chutes feeding on emerging vegetation and roots.  Ripe berries once again attract the 
grizzlies to lower elevations onto the floodplain and lower slope habitats.  Grizzly bears begin to feed 
on salmon as they become available in the spawning channels and continue to do so until late fall, 
feeding on live and spawned out salmon.  Once salmon supplies dwindle, grizzly bears return to 
feeding on vegetation.  Grizzly bears on the coast will feed on insects and other invertebrates, 
including intertidal species such as molluscs.  
 
Interior grizzly bears typically eat meat whenever it is available.  Grizzly bears hunt ungulates 
opportunistically, pursuing deer, young moose, and elk, as well as weakened of dying adults.  During 
spring, grizzly bears in the Interior Region of the LSA are often observed grazing on emerging 
vegetation.  Interior grizzly bears feed heavily on berry crops in the summer and fall.  In spring and 
early summer, grizzly bears feed on overwintering berries, such as kinnikinnick.  In early summer, the 
bears often move to south-facing slopes and microsites that promote berry growth.  Cutblocks and 
other early seral stands often develop berries earlier than surrounding forested areas.  The 
movements and habitat use of the interior grizzly bears are generally dictated by the availability of 
food and security cover.   
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Denning habitats tend to be at high elevations and occur on slopes with dry and stable soil 
conditions that remain frozen during winter.  Dens are usually on steep, north-facing slopes with well 
draining soils that are suitable for digging.  In the Coastal Region, dens may be located under large, 
old trees, or in very large tree cavities. 
 
The primary population threat to grizzly bears is hunting, followed by loss of habitat due to 
conversion to agriculture and human settlement, accidental death, and habitat fragmentation as a 
result of roads.  The conversion of natural habitat to agricultural lands and human settlement does 
not seem to be a limiting factor to the grizzly bear populations.  However, human disturbance at key 
life cycle stages is known to alter grizzly bear habitat use and may reduce local bear populations. 
 
Roads and access to remote areas associated with forestry, mining, recreation, and oil and gas 
development are known to affect grizzly bears.  The threats caused by roads include direct mortality 
through collisions and hunting, displacement due to increased human activity, increased 
human/bear conflicts, and fragmentation of habitat.  Non-motorized and non-hunting-related 
recreation has been documented to affect grizzly bear habitat use.    
 
Grizzly bear populations in the RSA are thought to be stable.  The KSL pipeline route crosses five 
Grizzly Bear Population Units (GBPU), as defined by the 2004 British Columbia Grizzly Bear 
Population Estimate (Table 6.4-15).  Based on estimated densities, and habitat effectiveness in each 
of the GBPUs, the RSA supports approximately 600 grizzly bears.  Currently, there are thought to be 
approximately 17,000 grizzly bears in British Columbia.  
 

Table 6.4-15 
Grizzly Bear Population Units in the LSA and Estimated Densities 

Grizzly Bear Population UnitGrizzly Bear Population UnitGrizzly Bear Population UnitGrizzly Bear Population Unit    KPKPKPKP    Bear density (bBear density (bBear density (bBear density (bears per 100ears per 100ears per 100ears per 100    kmkmkmkm2222))))1111    

North Coast 0 to 37; 40 

Bulkley-Lakes 37 to 245 23 

Francois 245 to 302 20 

Nulki 302 to 423  

441 to 450 

22 

Nation 423 to 441 

450 to 462.2 

28 

Note:Note:Note:Note: 1 based on habitat capability 
 
 
The western and eastern extents of the KSL Project area have the densest grizzly bear populations.  
The North Coast GBPU has the highest estimated density of grizzly bears, but grizzly bears occur 
throughout the RSA.  The BC MOE is currently preparing a grizzly bear habitat suitability model for the 
Skeena Region (R. Heinrichs pers. comm.). 
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In the LSA, grizzly bear habitat use varies throughout the year and between years, depending on food 
availability (salmon runs, berry crops).  Table 6.4-16 lists habitats in the LSA that are potentially 
important to grizzly bears and the estimated seasonality of this habitat use.  

 

Table 6.4-16 
Important Grizzly Bear Habitats Crossed by the KSL Pipeline Route 

KPKPKPKP    Habitat CategoryHabitat CategoryHabitat CategoryHabitat Category    Habitat Features/DescriptionHabitat Features/DescriptionHabitat Features/DescriptionHabitat Features/Description    Season of UseSeason of UseSeason of UseSeason of Use    

25 Coastal Closed 
Forest 

Wedeene to Cecil Creek Movement 
Corridor 

Spring to Fall 

30 to 32 Coastal Closed 
Forest 

Lakelese to Hirsch Creek Movement 
Corridor to access breeding area 

Spring to Summer 

39 Coastal Closed 
Forest, Coastal 
Floodplain Forest 

Chist to Cecil Creek Movement Corridor  Spring to Summer 

58 to 68 Coastal Wetland Grizzly bear feeding on salmon in Kitimat 
River and Davies Creek.   

Spring (late April to early 
May) 

Summer (June and July) 

Fall depending on 
salmon runs and berry 
crops 

65 to 85 Mountain Closed 
Forest, Mountain 
Open Forest 

Grizzly bear denning areas Late fall to spring 

85 Coastal Closed 
Forest 

Clore to Zymoetz River Movement 
Corridor 

Spring, Fall 

88.5 to 108 Variable Grizzly bear denning areas Late fall to spring 

100 Mountain Closed 
Forest 

Burnie to Atna Movement Corridor Spring, Fall 

110 to 113 Mountain Closed 
Forest, 

Mountain Wetland 

Grizzly bear feeding areas Early spring to fall 

112 Mountain Wetland, 
Mountain Closed 
Forest 

Gosnell to Holland Lakes Movement 
Corridor 

Spring to fall 

130 to 165 Interior Closed 
Forest, Interior 
Riparian Forest, 
Interior Wetland 

Bulkley to Morice River Movement 
Corridor and seasonal feeding area 

Spring to late fall 

168 Interior Open Forest Francois Lake to Morice River Movement 
Corridor 

Spring, Fall 

180 to 190 Interior Closed 
Forest 

Seasonal feeding areas Late spring, summer, fall 

185 Interior Closed 
Forest 

Parrot Lakes to Buck Creek Movement 
Corridor 

Spring, fall 
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KPKPKPKP    Habitat CategoryHabitat CategoryHabitat CategoryHabitat Category    Habitat Features/DescriptionHabitat Features/DescriptionHabitat Features/DescriptionHabitat Features/Description    Season of UseSeason of UseSeason of UseSeason of Use    

200 Interior Closed 
Forest 

Goosley Lake to Buck Creek Movement 
Corridor 

Spring, fall 

202 to 208 Interior Closed 
Forest 

Seasonal feeding areas Late spring, summer, fall 

265 to 305 Variable Tchesinkut to Fraser Lake Movement 
Corridor 

Spring, fall 

325 to 345 Interior Closed 
Forest, Interior 
Riparian Forest, 
Agricultural Areas 

Nautley to Nechako River Movement 
Corridor 

Spring, fall 

388 to 393 Interior Riparian 
Forest, Interior 
Closed Forest 

Seasonal feeding areas and movements 
along Stuart River 

Early spring to fall 

390 Interior Riparian 
Forest, Interior 
Closed Forest 

Stuart to Nechako River Movement 
Corridor 

Spring, fall 

423 to 431 Variable Seasonal feeding areas, security habitat 
and movements along Salmon River 

Early spring to fall 

430, 440, 
and 450 

Interior Riparian 
Forest 

Salmon to Fraser River Movement 
Corridor 

Spring to fall 

438 to 
441.5 

Interior Scrub Forest, 
Interior Riparian 
Forest, Interior 
Closed Forest 

Seasonal feeding areas and movements 
along Salmon River 

Early spring to fall 

449 to 
450.5 

Interior Riparian 
Forest 

 Seasonal feeding areas and movements 
along Salmon River 

Early spring to fall 

460 Interior Closed 
Forest 

Summit Lake to Crooked River 
Movement Corridor 

Spring, fall 

 

6.4.5.11 Coastal Tailed Frog 

Coastal tailed frogs (Ascaphus truei) are one of two species within British Columbia belonging to the 
Tailed Frog family (Ascaphidae).  Coastal tailed frogs were selected as a VEC because they are listed 
federally (COSEWIC – Special Concern) and provincially (Blue, S3S4).  Federally, they are included in 
Schedule 1 of the Species at Risk Act, and provincially, they are included in the Identified Wildlife 

Management Strategy.  Their management is also addressed locally in the Kalum LRMP and the 
Kalum South SRMP. 
 
The habitat requirements of coastal tailed frogs are unique, as they are the only species in North 
America to breed in streams instead of breeding in bodies of standing water (e.g. ponds, wetlands, 
lakes).  Coastal tailed frogs are found from sea level to 2140 m, in small, fast flowing mountain 
creeks.  They have numerous adaptations that allow them to survive in this unique environment, 
including the male’s ‘tail’ to ensure successful internal fertilization and the suction-cup mount of the 
tadpoles that helps them adhere to rocks and boulders to avoid being swept downstream.  The range 
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of coastal tailed frogs is restricted to the western end of the study area.  The pipeline route crosses 
the range of coastal tailed frogs between KP 0 and KP 79. 
 
Streams suitable for coastal tailed frogs typically occur in smaller basins (between 10-50 km2 in 
size).  Stream channels with coastal tailed frogs tend to have the following characteristics: 

• low channel disturbance, 

• stream surrounded by mature or old forest with 20-70% forest cover over the 
creek, 

• low to moderately steep (3-40%) channel gradient, 

• low (8-12°C) stream temperatures, 

• low substrate embeddedness (i.e. >50% of cobble diameter is exposed), and 

• streams are permanent and well oxygenated. 
 
Coastal tailed frogs are physiologically limited to moist environments, and as a result, the majority of 
individuals remain close to streams (within 5-30 m).  They exhibit strong site fidelity.  Their entire life 
history is thus linked to the stream they live in.  
 
Breeding occurs in late summer and early fall (September-October).  Tailed frogs are among the few 
frog species worldwide with internal fertilization.  The sperm then stays viable in the female’s 
oviducts until egg laying.  Female coastal tailed frogs lay their eggs under cobbles and boulders 
within the stream the following spring (late June).  Females produce a double strand of 44-85 
colourless, pea-sized eggs.  Embryos emerge approximately 6 weeks later (mid-August), feeding on a 
yolk sac throughout the winter.  Once their sectional mouth becomes fully developed, tadpole tailed 
frogs become more mobile.  The tadpole stage lasts for 2-4 years, until metamorphosis.  Tailed frogs 
do not reach sexual maturity until they are 8 or 9 years old.  They are amongst the longest living frog 
species, with life expectancies of 15-20 years (Mallory 2004). 
  
Coastal tailed frogs are habitat specialists, occurring only in suitable headwater mountain streams.  
Due to their specific habitat requirements, coastal tailed frogs are very vulnerable to habitat loss and 
alteration associated with logging.  Clearing of forests near suitable streams often changes the 
stream conditions, such that streams become less suitable for coastal tailed frogs.  Because coastal 
tailed frogs do not move far from their streams, they likely have low probabilities of recolonizing at 
creeks they have become locally extirpated from. 
 
Coastal Tailed Frog use of stream habitats was recorded as part of the KSL Fish and Fish Habitat 
Program.  Field crews surveyed permanent streams along the pipeline route during the summer of 
2006 and recorded information about coastal tailed frog presence and stream habitat features.  
Stream habitat information and records of coastal tailed frog collected previously (Dupuis and Friele 
2003) and the survey data obtained during the Fish and Fish Habitat surveys were used to assess 
streams for Tailed Frog habitat suitability.  Watercourses crossed by the pipeline were ranked as 
having a low, medium, or high potential of coastal tailed frog use based on suitable habitat 
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characteristics.  Table 6.4-17 lists the variables used for assessing the stream suitability for coastal 
tailed frogs.  
 
Objectives of the coastal tailed frog investigation were to: 

• review the distribution records and accounts of Coastal Tailed Frog within the LSA from 
field studies conducted along the pipeline route (Fish and Fish Habitat surveys) and 
studies/surveys conducted by others in the area (e.g. published literature, government 
reports, consultations, etc.); and 

• identify important habitats for coastal tailed frogs that might be affected by the Project 
Footprint.  

Table 6.4-17 
Assessment Criteria Used to Rank Creeks as Potentially Containing Suitable  

Coastal Tailed Frog Habitat 

Variable Variable Variable Variable     Species Associations Species Associations Species Associations Species Associations     

Size (channel width and 
class)  

Small streams (e.g. < 1 m- 5 m) and tributaries versus main stems - S3-6); 
but occasionally found in larger streams/rivers as well  

Water Flow  Perennial or intermittent flow (tadpoles require water year round as they 
take at least 2 years to metamorphose)  

Water Temperature  Thermal tolerance of eggs = 5-18 ºC (highest abundance in Skeena at 8-
12 ºC; Dupuis and Friele 2003)  

Gradient  Low to medium (highest abundance in Skeena at 3-40%; Dupuis and 
Friele 2003)  

Fish presence  Absent (species may co-occur, but not preferred)  

Substrate  Coarse substrates (pebbles and cobbles, little to no fines; highest 
abundance in Skeena at low embeddedness, > 50% cobble diameter 
exposed; Dupuis and Friele 2003). 

 

 
Table 6.4-18 includes stream crossings in the Coastal Region of the Project Footprint, the streams’ 
suitability for coastal tailed frogs, and whether coastal tailed frogs were detected.  Refer to the Fish 

and Fish Habitat Technical Report for details about each stream crossing.  In total, the habitat 
suitability of 168 streams and rivers was assessed.  Thirteen of the streams have confirmed use by 
coastal tailed frogs.  Habitat conditions were rated as medium, medium-high, or high at 40 of the 
168 streams and rivers crossed in the Coastal Region between KP 0 and KP 79. 
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Table 6.4-18 
Suitability of Coastal Streams for Coastal Tailed Frogs 

KP KP KP KP     
AAR ID AAR ID AAR ID AAR ID 
No.No.No.No.    RankRankRankRank    

Confirmed Confirmed Confirmed Confirmed 
PresencePresencePresencePresence    

    
KP KP KP KP     AAR ID No.AAR ID No.AAR ID No.AAR ID No.    RanRanRanRankkkk    

Confirmed Confirmed Confirmed Confirmed 
PresencePresencePresencePresence    

- 457 Low -  52 359 Medium-High - 

- 456a Low -  52.3 358 Medium-High - 

0.25 427 Low -  52.6 357 Medium-High - 

1.25 426A Low - 
 52.8

5 356W Medium - 

1.3 426 Medium -  52.9 356E Medium-High - 

1.3 425 Medium -  53 355 Low - 

3.4 424 Low -  53.1 354 Low - 

4.75 423 Low -  53.2 353 Low - 

5.4 422A Low -  53.3 352 High Breeding 

5.5 422 Low - 
 53.7

5 351 Low - 

5.8 421 Low -  53.8 350Z Medium-High - 

6.95 420 Low -  54.1 350 Medium-High - 

9.1 419 Low - 
 54.2

5 349 Low - 

9.75 418 Low-Medium - 
 54.4

5 348Z Low - 

10.1 417 Low-Medium -  54.5 348 Medium-High - 

10.4 416A Low -  19.1 RA 408 NEI - 

10.45 416 Low -  19.9 RA 407 NEI - 

11.75 415B NEI1 -  21.3 RA 406 NEI - 

11.8 415A High Present 
 21.5

5 RA 405 NEI - 

12.1 415 Low - 
 22.7

5 RA 404 NEI - 

12.9 414 Low -  22.8 RA 403 NEI - 

14.6 413 Low - 
 23.2

5 RA 402 NEI - 

- 380-412 Low-Medium Breeding  24.6 RA 401 NEI - 

- RA412A Low -  25.4 RA 400 Low - 

15.75 RA412A NEI -  25.6 RA 399 Low - 

16.75 RA411 Low - 
 28.2

5 RA 398 NEI - 

46.99 RA410 NEI -  30.1 RA 397 Low - 

18.25 RA409 NEI -  30.2 RA 396 Low - 

48.3 372 Low -  38.8 379 Low - 
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KP KP KP KP     
AAR ID AAR ID AAR ID AAR ID 
No.No.No.No.    RankRankRankRank    

Confirmed Confirmed Confirmed Confirmed 
PresencePresencePresencePresence    

    
KP KP KP KP     AAR ID No.AAR ID No.AAR ID No.AAR ID No.    RanRanRanRankkkk    

Confirmed Confirmed Confirmed Confirmed 
PresencePresencePresencePresence    

48.95 371 Medium-High -  39.4 378A Low-Medium - 

49.6 370 High Breeding  39.8 378 Low-Medium - 

49.95 369 Low -  39.9 377Z Low - 

50 368 Low -  40.5 377Y Low - 

50.1 367Z Low -  40.6 377X Low - 

50.3 367 High Breeding 
 40.9

5 377W Low - 

50.7 366 Low -  41.6 377V Low - 

50.85 365Z Low -  41.7 377U Low - 

51.1 365 Low -  41.9 377T Low - 

51.15 364 Low -  42 377S Low - 

51.2 363Z Low -  43.8 377R High Breeding 

51.25 363 Low -  44.1 377Q Low - 

51.45 362 Medium-High -  44.5 377P Low - 

51.5 361 Low -  44.6 377 Low - 

51.9 360 Medium-High -  44.7 376Z Low - 

44.95 376Y Low -  68 312 Low-Medium - 

45.05 376X Medium -  68 311Z Medium - 

45.7 376 Low -  68 311Y Low - 

46.45 375 High Breeding  68 311 High - 

47.45 374 Low -  68.3 310Z Low - 

47.9 373 High - 
 68.4

5 310Y Low - 

54.7 347 Low -  38.9 310 Low - 

54.95 346 Low - 
 69.0

5 309 Low - 

55.25 345 Low -  69.5 308 Low - 

55.75 344 Low -  69.6 307 Low - 

55.95 343 Low -  69.7 306 Low - 

56.1 342 Low -  69.7 305 Low - 

56.4 341 Medium - 
 69.7

5 304Z Low - 

56.6 340 Low -  69.8 304 Low - 

56.8 339 Low -  79.1 303 Low - 

57.1 338 Medium -  70.2 302 Low - 

57.45 337 Low -  70.3 301 Low - 

57.5 336 Medium-High -  70.6 300 Low - 

57.75 335 Medium-High -  70.8 299 Low - 
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KP KP KP KP     
AAR ID AAR ID AAR ID AAR ID 
No.No.No.No.    RankRankRankRank    

Confirmed Confirmed Confirmed Confirmed 
PresencePresencePresencePresence    

    
KP KP KP KP     AAR ID No.AAR ID No.AAR ID No.AAR ID No.    RanRanRanRankkkk    

Confirmed Confirmed Confirmed Confirmed 
PresencePresencePresencePresence    

58.05 334 Low -  71.1 298 Low - 

58.1 333 Low - 
 71.2

5 297 Low - 

58.5 332 Low -  71.9 296 Low - 

58.8 331 Low - 
 72.2

5 295 Low-Medium - 

59.5 330 Low -  72.3 294Z High - 

59.5 329Z High Breeding  72.6 294Y Low - 

59.6 329 Low -  73.1 294 High Breeding 

59.75 328 Low-Medium - 
 73.1

5 293Z Low-Medium - 

59.9 327 Low -  73.5 293 Low - 

60.4 326 High Present  73.7 292 Low - 

60.8 325 Low - 
 74.0

5 291 High - 

60.8 324Z Medium-High -  74.1 290 High Breeding 

41.4 324 Low-Medium - 
 74.2

5 289 Low-Medium - 

41.5 323Z High -  75.7 288 NEI - 

41.7 323Y Medium-High -      

41.95 323X High Breeding      

62.1 323 Low -      

62.9 322 Low -      

62.95 321Z High -      

63.3 321 Low -      

63.75 320 Low -      

65.5 319 Low -      

66.1 318 Low -      

66.3 317 High Present      

67.05 316 Low -      

67.4 315Z High -      

67.6 314 Low -      

67.7 313 Low-Medium -  1 NEI: Not enough information 
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6.56.56.56.5    SSSSPECIES AND PECIES AND PECIES AND PECIES AND EEEECOSYSTEMS COSYSTEMS COSYSTEMS COSYSTEMS AAAAT T T T RRRRISK ISK ISK ISK 9    

 
Species and Ecosystems discussed in this section have been designated by federal or provincial 
regulations or legislation as being threatened, endangered or extirpated.  At risk fish, plants, plant 
communities, and wildlife have been examined.   
 
Federally, the Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) identifies 
species of conservation interest.  COSEWIC is an independent body of experts responsible for 
determining species considered to be at risk based on the best available scientific data, community 
knowledge, and Traditional Environmental Knowledge (TEK).  For the KSL Project, species occurring 
in the RSA that have been designated as being of Special Concern, Threatened, Endangered, or 
Extirpated by COSEWIC were considered.  
 
In 2003, the federal Species at Risk Act (SARA) was proclaimed.  Under SARA, species that have 
been assessed by COSEWIC as being in a risk category of Special Concern, or more severe, are 
considered for legal designation.  The KSL Project takes into account species that occur in the RSA 
and that are included in Schedule 1 of SARA.  
 
Provincially, the Conservation Data Centre (CDC) works in cooperation with scientists and experts 
throughout the province to identify British Columbia’s most vulnerable vertebrate animals, vascular 
plants and ecosystems.  Species are listed as red, blue, or yellow.  Red-listed species are designated 
as endangered, threatened, or extirpated.  The Blue List includes species that are not immediately 
threatened, but are of concern because they are sensitive to human activities or natural events.  The 
ATOR for the Project requires that potential effects of the Project on red- and blue-listed species and 
ecosystems found in the Project Footprint, LSA, and RSA will be assessed. 
 
Through the Wildlife Act and the Forest and Range Practices Act two categories of species at risk 
have been provincially designated, for species at risk, and regionally important wildlife.  These two 
categories comprise ‘Identified Wildlife’, as defined by the Identified Wildlife Management Strategy 
(IWMS).  This strategy provides direction, policy, procedures, and guidelines for managing Identified 
Wildlife to minimize effects of resource extraction activities on Crown lands.  
 
Table 6.5-1 lists species and ecosystems at risk under consideration in the assessment of the KSL 
Project.  Information about each of these species in relation to the KSL Project area is provided in 
the following sections on Aquatic, Plant and Plant Communities, and Wildlife species at risk.  

                                                      
9  Please refer to Sections 6.3 and 6.4 of this Application. 
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Table 6.5-1 
Species and Ecosystems at Risk in the RSA 

Species Common NameSpecies Common NameSpecies Common NameSpecies Common Name    Scientific NameScientific NameScientific NameScientific Name    COSEWIC COSEWIC COSEWIC COSEWIC 
ListingListingListingListing    

SARASARASARASARA    BC CDCBC CDCBC CDCBC CDC    IWMSIWMSIWMSIWMS    

FISHFISHFISHFISH    

White Sturgeon Acipenser transmontanus 

pop. 3   

Endangered Schedule 1 Red No 

Interior Fraser Coho 
Salmon 

Oncorhynchus mykiss Endangered No Not 
assessed 

No 

Eulachon Thaleichthys pacificus Not 
assessed 

No Blue No 

Dolly Varden Salvelinus malma Not 
assessed 

No Blue No 

Bull Trout Salvelinus confluentus Not 
assessed 

No Blue No 

Coastal Cutthroat Trout Oncorhynchus clarki clarki Not 
assessed 

No Blue No 

PLANTS AND PLANT COMMUNITIESPLANTS AND PLANT COMMUNITIESPLANTS AND PLANT COMMUNITIESPLANTS AND PLANT COMMUNITIES    

Sitka Spruce-Salmonberry Picea sitchensis / Rubus 

spectabilis 
Not 
assessed 

No Red No 

Old growth Whitebark Pine Pinus albicaulis / Cladonia 

spp. - Dicranum fuscescens 
Not 
assessed 

No Blue No 

Saskatoon-Slender 
wheatgrass 

Amelanchier alnifolia – 

Elymus  

Not 
assessed 

No Red No 

Hybrid white 
spruce/Ostrich-fern 

Picea engelmannii x glauca / 

Matteuccia struthiopteris 
Not 
assessed 

No Red Yes 

WILDLIFEWILDLIFEWILDLIFEWILDLIFE    

Woodland caribou Rangifer tarandus caribou Threatened Yes Blue Yes 

Wolverine Gulo gulo Special 
Concern 

No Blue Yes 

Grizzly Bear Ursus arctos Special 
Concern 

Yes Blue Yes 

Fisher Martes pennanti Not 
assessed 

No Blue Yes 

Coastal Northern Goshawk Accipiter gentilis ssp. laingi  Threatened Yes Red Yes 

Marbled Murrelet Brachyramphus marmoratus Threatened Yes Red Yes 

Great Blue Heron Ardea herodias fannini 

Ardea herodias herodias 

Special 
Concern 

Yes Blue Yes 

Sandhill Crane Grus canadensis Not at Risk  No Blue Yes 

Coastal Tailed Frog Ascaphus truei Special 
Concern 

Yes Blue Yes 
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6.5.16.5.16.5.16.5.1    Aquatic Aquatic Aquatic Aquatic     

Within the RSA there is one SARA-listed fish species, white sturgeon.  Interior Fraser coho are listed 
by COSEWIC as endangered, but for socioeconomic reasons the species was not listed under SARA.  
Eulachon are on the COSEWIC high priority candidate list for evaluation, but a status report has not 
been prepared and the species has not been assessed by the committee at this time.  A COSEWIC 
status report for bull trout is due in November 2008, after which the committee will assess its status.  
White sturgeon is on the provincial Red List; bull trout, eulachon, coastal cutthroat trout, and Dolly 
Varden are provincially blue-listed. 
 

6.5.1.1 White sturgeon 

Within Canada, white sturgeon (Acipenser transmontanus) occur only in British Columbia.  A total of 
six populations, based on geography and genetics, occur in British Columbia.  They are the lower, 
mid, and upper Fraser River, Nechako River, Columbia River, and Kootenay River.  All populations are 
listed as endangered by COSEWIC, but only the latter four are listed under SARA.   
 
The Nechako population occurs in the LSA.  The Recovery Plan for Nechako White Sturgeon was 
completed in 2004 to address conservation needs for Nechako sturgeon (NWSRI 2004).  A recovery 
strategy is currently being developed for all listed populations (National Recovery Team for White 
Sturgeon 2007).  The strategy reviews the most current biological information for the species, sets 
recovery goals, and lays out the necessary steps for recovery. 
 
White sturgeon in the RSA can be found from the confluence of the Nechako River with the Fraser 
River, upstream to Cheslatta Falls, as well as through much of the Stuart River.  Age class 
distribution of Nechako white sturgeon is highly skewed to older individuals.  This indicates that little 
or no recruitment to the population has occurred since 1967 (McAdam et al. 2005).  Korman and 
Walters (2001) modeled the population and estimated that there were only about 150 mature 
females in the Nechako and that this number is expected to decline to about 25 by 2025.  Total 
abundance of mature white sturgeon in the Nechako system is estimated to be 286 in 2006 
(National Recovery Team for White Sturgeon 2007).  Due to late maturation of this species, 
immediate recovery of juvenile recruitment would not improve spawner abundance for at least 25 
years.  Conservation aquaculture began in summer 2006 in an effort to prevent extirpation of this 
population. 
 
White sturgeon were not captured during the KSL Fisheries Sampling Program.  However, they are 
known to occur in the Stuart River.  
 

6.5.1.2 Interior Fraser coho 

Interior Fraser coho (Oncorhynchus mykiss) are genetically distinct from all other coho salmon, 
including those found in the lower Fraser River system.  Interior Fraser coho are separated into five 
populations based on genetic studies: three within the Thompson River system (North Thompson, 
South Thompson, and Lower Thompson/Nicola regions), and two within the Fraser River system 
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(Fraser Canyon to the Thompson-Fraser confluence and the Fraser River and tributaries above the 
Thompson-Fraser confluence).  All populations are listed together as endangered by COSEWIC, but 
are not listed under SARA.  All Interior Fraser coho in the RSA are part of the upper Fraser River 
population (i.e. tributaries above the Thompson-Fraser confluence).   
 
Interior Fraser coho spawner returns declined sharply in the early 1990s and continued to decline 
through the late 1990s, when they reached critically low levels (Irvine 2002).  Exploitation rates have 
been reduced from 45% to 85% in the 1980s to mid-1990s, to present levels of approximately 13%.  
An increase in escapements has occurred in recent years, but population levels remain well below 
historic levels (DFO 2005). 
 
Climate changes have also exerted considerable influence on survival of coho salmon and other 
species of salmon in the marine environment (Beamish et al. 1999b).  Climate changes have caused 
a shift to a lower productivity regime in 1989-1990, coincident with substantial reductions in the 
marine survival of coho salmon (Noakes et al. 2000). 
 
Interior Fraser coho were not specifically targeted by the KSL fisheries sampling program, but would 
have been susceptible to the sampling techniques used.  Coho were sampled in abundance in 
coastal areas (e.g. the Morice and Kitimat watersheds), but were not found within the presumed 
range of interior Fraser coho.  Interior Fraser coho are assumed to be absent from streams on the 
KSL pipeline route or present in very low numbers. 
 

6.5.1.3 Eulachon 

Eulachon (Thaleichthys pacificus) are members of the smelt family and spawn in a limited number of 
coastal rivers from northern California to Alaska.  Since the 1920s, the only commercial fishery in 
British Columbia has been on the Fraser River.  Relatively little is known about this species 
compared to other commercial fish species.  Eulachon are highly valued by many First Nations in 
British Columbia. 
 
Nearly all eulachon spawning runs have declined in the last 20 years, especially since the mid-1990s 
(Hay and McCarter 2000).  Eulachon runs have always been somewhat unpredictable, but recent 
declines are more widespread and sustained, indicating a potential decline throughout their range 
(Lewis 2001, Pickard and Marmorek 2007).  Reasons for the decline are unclear, but possible 
factors include climate change, over harvesting, and habitat degradation (Pickard and Marmorek 
2007).  COSEWIC has not determined the status of eulachon, but has listed the species as a high 
priority for future consideration.  The species is on the provincial Blue List. 
 
Eulachon spawning areas are limited to tidally-influenced reaches of rivers (Lewis et al. 2002), but 
some fish may ascend higher in low gradient systems.  Prior to the 1980s, eulachon were captured 
regularly at the Haisla Bridge, located approximately 8.5 river kilometres from the mouth of the 
Kitimat River.  Since 1991, the majority of eulachon spawning has been downstream of the Eurocan 
effluent discharge, about 5 km from the mouth of the river.  Approximately 80% to 90% of eulachon 
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spawning typically occurs in areas adjacent to the Haisla Reserve, just upstream of the mouth 
(Pedersen 1995, A. Lewis pers. comm.).  
 
Eulachon were not captured during the KSL fisheries sampling program.  Known eulachon spawning 
areas occur only in the lower Kitimat River and are not crossed or in close proximity to the pipeline 
route. 
 

6.5.1.4 Dolly Varden 

Dolly Varden (Salvelinus malma) are blue-listed, which means that this species is considered 
vulnerable in British Columbia.  Many populations of Dolly Varden in British Columbia have declined 
as a result of urbanization, dam construction and river regulation, industrial activity, road building, or 
over-fishing. 
 
Dolly Varden were found in moderate abundance at a number of locations in the western portion of 
the LSA.  Both historic records and KSL Project sampling results are presented in Volume II of this 
application (AAR atlas).  Dolly Varden were not found in the eastern portion of the pipeline route (i.e. 
east of the Morice River watershed). 
 

6.5.1.5 Bull Trout 

Bull Trout (Salvelinus confluentus) are blue-listed, which means that this species is considered 
vulnerable in British Columbia.  The species has not yet been assessed by COSEWIC or for listing 
under SARA.  Human activities such as dams, logging, linear developments, over fishing, and 
introduction of non-native species have played roles in affecting bull trout habitat and reducing 
abundance of this species. 
 
Bull trout are difficult to distinguish from Dolly Varden particularly as juveniles.  Neither species was 
captured east of the Morice drainage, and individuals caught in the Morice watershed are assumed 
to be Dolly Varden.  If this assumption is correct, then bull trout were not captured as part of the KSL 
fisheries surveys. 
 

6.5.1.6 Coastal Cutthroat Trout 

Coastal cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus clarki clarki) are blue-listed in British Columbia.  The species 
has not been evaluated by COSEWIC or for listing under SARA.  Abundance has declined drastically 
in many areas because of environmental alterations (Behnke 1992).  Dependence on small streams 
for spawning and rearing makes this species vulnerable because habitats in such systems are easily 
altered by human activities.  Coastal cutthroat were caught in many systems within the Kitimat 
watershed, and in a few systems within the Morice watershed. 
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6.5.26.5.26.5.26.5.2    Plants and Plant CommunitiesPlants and Plant CommunitiesPlants and Plant CommunitiesPlants and Plant Communities    

A literature review was conducted to identify rare plant species and rare plant communities that may 
occur in the KSL Project area.  Eighteen potential plant species at risk (Red, Blue, COSEWIC, SARA 
schedule 3) and 27 potential plant communities at risk (Red, Blue-list) are associated with the BEC 
subzones within the KSL LSA.   
 
There are occurrence records for two plant species at risk in the LSA, Regal’s rush, and bald sedge, 
but these were not found during field surveys of the area.  Rare plant surveys were conducted within 
the Project Footprint at the record locations as well as in suitable habitats during July and August 
2006.   
 
Prior to the field survey, there were no occurrence records for plant communities at risk in the KSL 
LSA.  Terrestrial Ecosystem mapping (TEM) completed for the KSL Project was reviewed to identify 
BEC site series in the Project Footprint that may contain rare plant communities.  Rare plant 
community surveys were conducted during July, August, and October 2006, at 20 potential sites.  
Red-listed plant communities are protected in all seral stages (young to old forest), and blue-listed 
plant communities are protected in the mature and old forest stage.  
 
Two plant communities at risk were found during the vegetation field survey work in July and August 
2006 and five plant communities at risk were found in the Project Footprint or LSA during the 
October surveys.  One community in the Project Footprint is also an ‘Identified Wildlife’ ecological 
community.   
 
Five Plant Communities at Risk (i.e. rare plant communities) were identified in the LSA.  These are: 

• Sitka Spruce / Salmonberry (two locations); 

• Amabilis fir – Western Redcedar / Devil’s Club (one location); 

• Whitebark Pine / Clad Lichens – Curly Heron’s Bill Moss (three locations); 

• Saskatoon – Slender Wheatgrass (one location); and 

• Hybrid White Spruce / Ostrich Fern (one location). 
 

6.5.2.1 Sitka Spruce / Salmonberry 

The Sitka Spruce / Salmonberry (Picea sitchensis / Rubus spectabilis) rare plant community occurs 
in the CWHws1/07 biogeoclimatic unit.  This plant community is a high-bench floodplain forest 
dominated by Sitka spruce and a shrub layer dominated by devil’s club and salmonberry.  Dominant 
species in the herbaceous layer include oak fern, spiny wood fern, and lady fern.  
 
The Sitka Spruce / Salmonberry community is red-listed by the BC CDC.  It has a restricted range and 
appears to be declining in the LSA due to forest harvesting and flood control measures.  
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There are two occurrences of the Sitka Spruce / Salmonberry community adjacent to the KSL Project 
Footprint.  These occurrences are:  

• KP 16.9 to KP 17.1: Community is adjacent to the Project Footprint between the 
Big Wedeene River and the railway tracks.  

• KP 55.0 to KP 56.2: Community is adjacent to the Project Footprint, between the 
Kitimat River and the forest service road.  

 

6.5.2.2 Amabilis fir – Western Redcedar / Devil’s Club 

The Amabilis fir - Western Redcedar / Devil’s Club rare plant community occurs in the CWHws1/06 
biogeoclimatic unit.  This plant community is very productive and supports stands with well-spaced 
western hemlock, western redcedar, and Sitka spruce trees.  The shrub layer is generally dense and 
is dominated by devil’s club and salmonberry.  Lady fern, oak fern, spiny wood fern, and foamflower 
are characteristic herbaceous species.  
 
The Amabilis fir – Western Redcedar / Devil’s Club community is blue-listed by the BC CDC.  
 
There is a single occurrence of the Amabilis fir – Western Redcedar / Devil’s Club community 
adjacent to the Project Footprint between KP 52.8 and KP 53.1.  The site occurs between the 
Kitimat River and the Forest Service Road.  
 

6.5.2.3 Whitebark Pine / Clad Lichens – Curly Heron’s Bill Moss 

The Whitebark Pine / Clad Lichens – Curly Heron’s Bill Moss rare plant community occurs in the 
ESSFmk/02 and ESSFmk/03 biogeoclimatic units.  These dry sites have a forest canopy dominated 
by whitebark pine, subalpine fir, and mountain hemlock.  The shrub layer is generally composed of 
black huckleberry and regenerating tree species.  Traces of mountain-heather and crowberry may 
occur in the herb layer, but the dominant ground covers are ground lichens and mosses.  
 
The Whitebark Pine / Clad Lichens – Curly Heron’s Bill Moss community is blue-listed by the BC CDC.  
 
There are three occurrences of the Whitebark Pine / Clad Lichens – Curly Heron’s Bill Moss 
community in the Project Footprint or adjacent to it.  These are:  

• KP 95.0 to KP 97.2 - The community is adjacent to the Project Footprint; 

• KP 99.1 to KP 99.2 - This community occurs in the Project Footprint; the canopy 
is dominated by whitebark pine; and 

• KP 100.5 to KP 102.2 - The community occurs in the Project Footprint; whitebark 
pine is a small component of the stand.  
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6.5.2.4 Saskatoon / Slender Wheatgrass 

The Saskatoon / Slender Wheatgrass rare plant community is a complex of shrub and grassland 
patches.  Common shrub species include Saskatoon berry, common snowberry, prickly rose, and 
choke cherry.  The forb layer is diverse and well-developed in this community.  This layer is 
characterized by slender wheatgrass, interior bluegrass, spreading needlegrass, purple peavine, and 
northern bedstraw.  
 
The Saskatoon / Slender Wheatgrass community is red-listed by the BC CDC.  Occurrences tend to 
be small, and occur as uncommon patches throughout its range.  Factors threatening this 
community include fire suppression, encroachment of aspen, grazing, urban development, 
recreational use, road and quarry development, and invasion of non-native plants.  
 
There is a single occurrence of this community in the Project Footprint, at KP 242.5 to KP 243.5.  
The plant community occurs on private land, is currently grazed, and contains non-native plants.  
 

6.5.2.5 Hybrid White Spruce / Ostrich Fern 

The Hybrid White Spruce / Ostrich Fern rare plant community occurs in the SBSmh/08 
biogeoclimatic unit.  This floodplain community has a canopy dominated by large, often widely-
spaced, hybrid white spruce, subalpine fir, and black cottonwood trees.  The shrub layer generally 
contains tall shrubs, including mountain alder.  The herbaceous cover is dense, and dominated by 
ostrich fern, stinging nettle, and enchanter’s nightshade.  Stands are mostly small, but very 
productive.  
 
The Hybrid White Spruce / Ostrich Fern community is red-listed by the BC CDC.  Occurrences are 
uncommon.  The community in the LSA appears to be declining due to continued harvesting 
pressures.  
 
There is a single occurrence of the Hybrid White Spruce / Ostrich Fern rare plant community in the 
Project Footprint between KP 449.5 and KP 450.0.  Protection of this site under the Identified 

Wildlife Management Strategy is being considered by BC MOE. 
 

6.5.36.5.36.5.36.5.3    Wildlife Wildlife Wildlife Wildlife     

Nine wildlife species at risk have ranges occurring in the RSA.  These are:  

• woodland caribou, 

• wolverine, 

• grizzly bear, 

• fisher, 

• coastal tailed frog. 

• coastal northern goshawk, 

• marbled murrelet, 

• great blue heron, 

• sandhill crane, and 
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The following sections provide summary information on important habitats for these wildlife species 
at risk and the locations of these habitats in relation to the KSL pipeline route.  
 

6.5.3.1 Woodland caribou 

Woodland caribou (Rangifer tarandus caribou) are one of seven extant subspecies of caribou.  There 
are three recognized ecotypes of woodland caribou in British Columbia: mountain caribou, northern 
caribou, and woodland caribou.  Caribou in the RSA belong to the northern ecotype.  Two herds of 
northern caribou are found regionally.  The Telkwa herd is north of the LSA and the Tweedsmuir herd 
is at the southern extent of the RSA.  As the Telkwa herd is closest to the pipeline route, the following 
information pertains to that herd. 
 
Woodland caribou (northern ecotype) were selected as a VEC for the Project because they are a 
species at risk (SARA Schedule 1, COSEWIC - Threatened) and listed by the BC CDC as being of 
special concern (Blue, S3S4).  Locally, they are also considered as a management concern.  Caribou 
also have traditional and potential commercial value (i.e. wildlife viewing). 
 
The range of the Telkwa caribou herd is found south of the towns of Smithers, Telkwa, and Houston, 
in the Telkwa Mountains.  This herd ranges as far south as the Morice River.  Caribou historically had 
a distribution throughout the mountainous areas surrounding the Bulkley Valley (Hatter and Post 
2002), and likely connected to the Tweedsmuir herd to the south (Spalding 2000).  The pipeline 
route does not cross any known important winter range habitats.  However, some animals from the 
Telkwa caribou herd cross the pipeline route between KP 95 and KP 131.  This area is thought to 
receive only incidental caribou use during summer (George Schultze, pers. comm.).  It is possible 
that Telkwa herd caribou may use the undisturbed mountain regions to the south of the herd’s core 
range in response to habitat alteration north of their core range (Rick Keim, pers. comm.).  Between 
KP 131 and KP 165, the LSA is south of the Telkwa caribou habitat management area and the 
known range of the Telkwa caribou herd. 
 
The size of the Telkwa caribou herd has fluctuated greatly since monitoring began.  Although caribou 
used to be widespread through the region, hunting was initially the greatest threat to the herd, until 
1973, when a complete closure on hunting caribou was brought into effect.  The herd size continued 
depleting to an estimated low-count of approximately six individuals in 1997.  Since then, the Telkwa 
Caribou Herd Recovery Plan was put into effect and the population has slowly been increasing.  
Management actions were implemented as part of the recovery plan, including population 
augmentation by translocating caribou in the Telkwa herd’s range, habitat protection measures, 
access management, and public consultation.  By 2002, the Telkwa herd had recovered to 
approximately 55 animals and has continued growing to a currently estimated herd size of 100 
animals (R. Keim pers. comm.).  The ultimate goal of the Telkwa Mountains Caribou Herd Recovery 
Plan is to “ensure the long-term sustainability of a genetically viable population of about 300 caribou 
in the Telkwa Mountains” (Telkwa Caribou Recovery Team 1997).  
 
The initial causes of decline, and continued threats to caribou populations are numerous and 
complex.  Threats to the Telkwa herd caribou are related to predation, illegal hunting, access, 
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industrial logging, habitat change, aerial harassment, and an overall low number of animals in the 
herd. 
 
The threats to caribou listed above are addressed in the Telkwa Caribou Recovery Plan.  The pipeline 
route does not cross any caribou ranges that are addressed in this recovery plan. 
 

6.5.3.2 Wolverine 

The wolverine (Gulo gulo luscus) is the largest member of the weasel family (Mustelidae).  Two 
subspecies of wolverine have been described:  Gulo gulo luscus (Western Canada population) and 
Gulo gulo vancouverensis (Vancouver Island population).  The western Canada population is blue-
listed in British Columbia and has legal protection under the BC Wildlife Act.  Under COSEWIC, this 
population is identified as Special Concern.  Gulo gulo lucus were selected as a wildlife VEC because 
this population is designated special concern both provincially and nationally, and it is also trapped 
traditionally and commercially.  Wolverines are also of ecological interest and value because they are 
a wide-ranging predator capable of making extremely long movements across the landscape. 
 
Wolverines use a variety of habitats at different times of the year.  Typically, they occupy high 
elevation sites (subalpine and alpine) in summer and mid-to low-elevation sites (e.g. montane and 
riparian) in winter.  Stream channels are used largely as transportation corridors.  Wolverines tend to 
avoid areas associated with human activities, such as highways and developed sites.  Females have 
very specific denning requirements and will construct and use multiple natal and maternal den sites.  
Snow depth ranging from 1 to 5 m is required throughout the denning period to provide thermal 
cover for adults and kits in the den.  Dens are usually located in areas where snow can accumulate, 
such as ravines, boulder talus slopes, snow-covered fallen trees, and taiga peat bogs with adequate 
cover such as boulders or fallen trees.  Dens have been observed in low elevation sites on rare 
occasions (e.g. abandoned beaver lodge). 
 
Wolverines are a nonmigratory and solitary species.  Males typically have significantly larger home 
ranges than females (1,005 km2 vs. 311 km2), which overlap with other male and female ranges.  
Female home ranges, however, are exclusive and non-overlapping with other females.   
 
Wolverines are opportunistic scavengers and predators, and their diet varies annually and seasonally 
in response to changes in food availability.  Wolverines commonly cache large amounts of food, 
which is common for animals that face unpredictable food resources.  Wolverines can be found at 
lower elevations in winter, at which time they rely heavily on the carrion of large ungulates (e.g. 
moose, elk, caribou and deer) that have been killed by other predators or has died of disease or 
starvation.  In coastal areas, wolverines also eat decaying salmon.  During the summer months, 
wolverines are found in the Mountains section of the LSA, and can be expected to feed principally on 
marmots, ground squirrels, other small mammals, and birds. 
 
The main natural predators of wolverines are wolves and cougars.  Non-natural sources of mortality 
include trapping and road and rail kills.  Habitat fragmentation due to human settlement, logging and 
development, plus increased human access may also have an effect on wolverine distribution. 
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In the LSA, wolverines may be found in low densities in a variety of forested habitats, including 
Coastal Riparian Forest, Coastal Floodplain Forest, Coastal Closed Forest, Mountain Riparian Forest, 
Mountain Open Forest, Mountain Closed Forest, Mountain shrub/scrub, Mountain Grassland habitat, 
Interior Riparian Forest, Interior Floodplain Forest, Interior Open Forest, and Interior Closed Forest. 
 
Wolverines have been detected in the Project Footprint at the following locations: 

• KP 72.5, 

• KP 113.5, and 

• KP 130.0. 
 

6.5.3.3  Grizzly Bear 

Grizzly Bears (Ursus arctos) are large members of the bear family (Ursidae).  Grizzly bears were 
selected as a VEC because they are listed federally and provincially, and they are of management 
concern in the RSA, as addressed by the Kalum, Morice, Lakes, Vanderhoof, and Prince George 

LRMPs. Federally, grizzly bears are listed as being of Special Concern by COSEWIC, and are included 
in Schedule 1 of SARA.  Provincially, grizzly bears are blue-listed and are an identified species under 
the Identified Wildlife Management Strategy. 
 
The seasonal availability and distribution of food dictate grizzly bear movements and habitat use.  
Food availability and thus seasonal habitat use differs between coastal and interior grizzly bears.  In 
mountainous landscapes, avalanche chutes and unforested alpine habitats are important.  Fish-
bearing watercourses and riparian habitats are important to coastal grizzly bears.  Grizzly bears are 
found in a variety of landscapes containing productive mature-to-old forest stands and more open 
habitats.  Forested habitats may provide opportunities for thermal regulation and security, while 
open habitat gaps provide herbaceous forage.  Open habitats are often created by fire and grizzly 
bears feed on the productive berry crops in these habitats.   
 
Optimal spring, summer, and fall grizzly bear habitats generally are unroaded areas with a mosaic of 
early seral-staged forests and natural openings in proximity to secure mature forest stands, providing 
movement corridors, food resources, and security.  Winter den sites in mountainous terrain are 
generally in remote subalpine and alpine areas.     
 
Behaviours and habitat use differ for coastal and interior grizzly bears.  In the spring, grizzly bears in 
the Coastal Region of the LSA feed on early green vegetation located in the estuaries and seepage 
sites that become snow-free first.  As the season advances, the bears follow the receding snow up 
the avalanche chutes, feeding on emerging vegetation and roots.  Ripe berries once again attract the 
grizzlies to lower elevations onto the floodplain and lower slope habitats.  Grizzly bears begin to feed 
on salmon as they become available in the spawning channels and continue to do so until late fall, 
feeding on live and spawned out salmon.  Once salmon supplies dwindle, grizzly bears return to 
feeding on vegetation.  Grizzly bears on the coast will feed on insects and other invertebrates, 
including intertidal species such as molluscs.  
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Interior grizzly bears typically eat meat whenever it is available.  Grizzly bears hunt ungulates 
opportunistically, pursuing deer, young moose, and elk, as well as weakened or dying adults.  During 
spring, grizzly bears in the Interior Region of the LSA are often observed grazing on emerging 
vegetation.  Interior grizzly bears feed heavily on berry crops in the summer and fall.  In spring and 
early summer, grizzly bears feed on overwintering berries, such as kinnikinnick.  In early summer, the 
bears often move to south-facing slopes and microsites that promote berry growth.  Cutblocks and 
other early seral stands often develop berries earlier than surrounding forested areas.  The 
movements and habitat use of the interior grizzly bears are generally dictated by the availability of 
food and security cover.   
 
Denning habitats tend to be at high elevations and occur on slopes with dry and stable soil 
conditions that remain frozen during winter.  Dens are usually on steep, north-facing slopes with well-
drained soils that are suitable for digging.  In the Coastal Region, dens may be located under large, 
old trees or in very large tree cavities. 
 
The primary population threat to grizzly bears is hunting, followed by loss of habitat due to 
conversion to agriculture and human settlement, accidental death, and habitat fragmentation as a 
result of roads.  The conversion of natural habitat to agricultural lands and human settlement does 
not seem to be a limiting factor to the grizzly bear populations.  However, human disturbance at key 
life cycle stages is known to alter grizzly bear habitat use and may reduce local bear populations.   
  
Roads and access to remote areas associated with forestry, mining, recreation, and oil and gas 
development are known to affect grizzly bears.  The threats caused by roads include direct mortality 
through collisions and hunting, displacement due to increased human activity, increased 
human/bear conflicts, and fragmentation of habitat.  Non-motorized and non-hunting-related 
recreation has been documented to affect grizzly bear habitat use.    
 
The KSL pipeline route crosses five Grizzly Bear Population Units (GBPU), as defined by the 2004 
British Columbia Grizzly Bear Population Estimate.  Based on estimated densities, and habitat 
effectiveness in each of the GBPUs, the RSA supports approximately 600 grizzly bears.  Currently, 
there are thought to be approximately 17,000 grizzly bears in British Columbia.  
 

 
The western and eastern extents of the KSL Project area have the densest grizzly bear populations.  
The North Coast GBPU has the highest estimated density of grizzly bears, but grizzly bears occur 
throughout the RSA.  Grizzly bear populations in the RSA are reported to be stable.  The BC MOE is 
currently preparing a grizzly bear habitat suitability model for the Skeena Region (R. Heinrichs pers. 
comm.) 
 
In the LSA, grizzly bear habitat use varies throughout the year and between years, depending on food 
availability (salmon runs, berry crops).  Table 6.5-2 lists habitats in the LSA that are potentially 
important to grizzly bears and the estimated seasonality of this habitat use.  
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Table 6.5-2 
Important Grizzly Bear Habitats Crossed by the KSL Pipeline Route 

KPKPKPKP    Habitat CategoryHabitat CategoryHabitat CategoryHabitat Category    Habitat Features/DescriptionHabitat Features/DescriptionHabitat Features/DescriptionHabitat Features/Description    Season of UseSeason of UseSeason of UseSeason of Use    

25 Coastal Closed 
Forest 

Wedeene to Cecil Creek Movement 
Corridor 

Spring to Fall 

30 to 32 Coastal Closed 
Forest 

Lakelese to Hirsch Creek Movement 
Corridor to access breeding area 

Spring to Summer 

39 Coastal Closed 
Forest, Coastal 
Floodplain Forest 

Chist to Cecil Creek Movement Corridor  Spring to Summer 

58 to 68 Coastal Wetland Grizzly bear feeding on salmon in Kitimat 
River and Davies Creek.   

Spring (late April to early 
May) 

Summer (June and July) 

Fall depending on 
salmon runs and berry 
crops 

65 to 85 Mountain Closed 
Forest, Mountain 
Open Forest 

Grizzly bear denning areas Late fall to spring 

85 Coastal Closed 
Forest 

Clore to Zymoetz River Movement 
Corridor 

Spring, Fall 

88.5 to 108 Variable Grizzly bear denning areas Late fall to spring 

100 Mountain Closed 
Forest 

Burnie to Atna Movement Corridor Spring, Fall 

110 to 113 Mountain Closed 
Forest, 

Mountain Wetland 

Grizzly bear feeding areas Early spring to fall 

112 Mountain Wetland, 
Mountain Closed 
Forest 

Gosnell to Holland Lakes Movement 
Corridor 

Spring to fall 

130 to 165 Interior Closed 
Forest, Interior 
Riparian Forest, 
Interior Wetland 

Bulkley to Morice River Movement 
Corridor and seasonal feeding area 

Spring to late fall 

168 Interior Open Forest Francois Lake to Morice River Movement 
Corridor 

Spring, Fall 

180 to 190 Interior Closed 
Forest 

Seasonal feeding areas Late spring, summer, fall 

185 Interior Closed 
Forest 

Parrot Lakes to Buck Creek Movement 
Corridor 

Spring, fall 

200 Interior Closed 
Forest 

Goosley Lake to Buck Creek Movement 
Corridor 

Spring, fall 

202 to 208 Interior Closed 
Forest 

Seasonal feeding areas Late spring, summer, fall 
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KPKPKPKP    Habitat CategoryHabitat CategoryHabitat CategoryHabitat Category    Habitat Features/DescriptionHabitat Features/DescriptionHabitat Features/DescriptionHabitat Features/Description    Season of UseSeason of UseSeason of UseSeason of Use    

265 to 305 Variable Tchesinkut to Fraser Lake Movement 
Corridor 

Spring, fall 

325 to 345 Interior Closed 
Forest, Interior 
Riparian Forest, 
Agricultural Areas 

Nautley to Nechako River Movement 
Corridor 

Spring, fall 

388 to 393 Interior Riparian 
Forest, Interior 
Closed Forest 

Seasonal feeding areas and movements 
along Stuart River 

Early spring to fall 

390 Interior Riparian 
Forest, Interior 
Closed Forest 

Stuart to Nechako River Movement 
Corridor 

Spring, fall 

423 to 431 Variable Seasonal feeding areas, security habitat 
and movements along Salmon River 

Early spring to fall 

430, 440, 
and 450 

Interior Riparian 
Forest 

Salmon to Fraser River Movement 
Corridor 

Spring to fall 

438 to 
441.5 

Interior Scrub Forest, 
Interior Riparian 
Forest, Interior 
Closed Forest 

Seasonal feeding areas and movements 
along Salmon River 

Early spring to fall 

449 to 
450.5 

Interior Riparian 
Forest 

 Seasonal feeding areas and movements 
along Salmon River 

Early spring to fall 

460 Interior Closed 
Forest 

Summit Lake to Crooked River 
Movement Corridor 

Spring, fall 

 

6.5.3.4 Fisher 

Fishers (Martes pennanti) are medium-sized, terrestrial carnivores of the weasel family (Mustelidae).  
They are blue-listed in British Columbia and have legal protection under the BC Wildlife Act.  They 
were selected as a wildlife VEC for this project because they are a species of special concern in 
British Columbia (blue-listed) and are trapped traditionally and commercially.  Fishers are considered 
a management concern as described in the Prince George, Vanderhoof, and Morice LRMPs. 
 
Although fishers can occupy a wide range of environments, they typically select closed-canopy 
forested habitats, which are found in late-successional forests, such as late-seral coniferous and 
mixed-conifer-deciduous forests.  Continuous canopy cover not only provides protection from 
predators, but the snow pack within these regions is typically denser, which presumably facilitates 
more efficient locomotion.  Fishers are also found in early successional forests with dense overhead 
cover.  Because fishers are relatively inefficient at catching prey beneath the snow, dense snow 
packs are also important because they allow for fishers to forage on the snow surface. 
 
Females have very specific denning habitat requirements.  They will use the cavities of large-
diameter, decomposing, deciduous trees such as black cottonwood to give birth and rear their 
young.  These large-diameter tree species tend to be found in riparian areas because of the 
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increased moisture and the lower likelihood that trees will burn in forest fires.  Like most mustelids, 
fishers will also use resting sites to seek refuge from predators and unfavourable weather to 
regulate body temperatures.  Fishers use primarily tree branches (black cottonwood and spruce sp.), 
tree cavities (black cottonwood, trembling aspen and Douglas-fir), coarse woody debris, and rock 
piles or burrows in the soil for resting. 
 
Fishers are non-migratory animals.  They do, however, make large movements throughout their 
range.  In British Columbia, the mean home range size is 137 km2 and 35 km2 for males and 
females, respectively.  Individuals of the same sex maintain exclusive home ranges and are typically 
solitary animals.  Fishers typically interact only when defending their territories, and  for mating 
during the breeding season. 
 
Fishers are opportunistic predators.  In British Columbia, fishers most commonly eat snowshoe 
hares, but red squirrels, southern red-backed voles, and porcupines also constitute an important 
part of their diet.  Other prey may include deer, birds, berries, and other vegetation. 
 
The status of fishers across their range has fluctuated since the mid-1900s, particularly because of 
over-harvesting, forest fires, and predator control programs.  Any resource extraction activity that 
threatens large stands of mature forest and snags, hollow live trees, logs, rock piles, and other 
structures for denning or resting can affect fisher distribution.   
 
In the LSA, fishers may occur in suitable habitats along the entire length of the LSA.  Fisher denning 
habitats may be found in Coastal Riparian Forest, Coastal Floodplain Forest, and Interior Riparian 
Forest Habitats, particularly in areas where there are large diameter black cottonwood trees.  Fishers 
also occupy Coastal Closed Forest, Mountain Closed Forest, and Interior Closed Forest habitats. 
 
Fishers have been detected in the Project Footprint at the following locations:  

• KP 163.0, 

• KP 163.15, 

• KP 163.9, and 

• KP 262.6. 
 

6.5.3.5 Coastal Northern Goshawk 

The northern goshawk (Accipiter gentilis) is the largest of the three forest hawks (Accipiter spp) in 
British Columbia.  There may be two subspecies of the goshawk in the LSA (A. g. laingi on the coast; 
A.g. atricapillus east of the coast mountains; BCSEE 2006).  The coastal subspecies of northern 
goshawk was selected as a VEC because it is provincially red-listed, COSEWIC-Threatened, and is 
included in Schedule 1 of SARA.  
 
A model of habitat suitability for northern goshawk nesting in the LSA was developed based on 
existing models for both the coastal and interior northern goshawk subspecies.  The models were 
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developed using forest cover data and were applied to the LSA with the purpose of identifying areas 
with high nesting suitability.  
 
The following parameters were included in the models: 

• Stand age and tree height.Stand age and tree height.Stand age and tree height.Stand age and tree height.        Individual trees must have large enough branches to 
support the nest structure.  On the coast, optimal trees are at least 120 years old 
and 25 m tall.  The best nest trees in the interior are between 120 and 250 years 
old and 20 m tall.  

• Forest composition.Forest composition.Forest composition.Forest composition.  The tree species composition also defines the suitability for 
nesting habitat.  In the interior, pine and Douglas-fir tend to be preferred because 
they form even-aged stands with closed canopies and open understories.  Other 
species, such as spruce or subalpine fir, tend to have more broken canopies, less 
open understories, and poorer branch structures for nests, which are less 
suitable for nesting.  In coastal areas, the highest nesting suitability is found in 
western hemlock- and western hemlock/subalpine fir-dominated stands; 
conversely, yellow cedar and lodgepole pine stands have low suitability because 
they have a multi-storied canopy and low canopy closure.  

• Canopy closure.Canopy closure.Canopy closure.Canopy closure.  Optimal canopy closure for nesting areas is between 45-75% 
crown closure.  Higher canopy closure is slightly less optimal, while canopy 
closure less than 45% is incrementally lower.  

• Mountain Pine Beetle Disturbance Correction.Mountain Pine Beetle Disturbance Correction.Mountain Pine Beetle Disturbance Correction.Mountain Pine Beetle Disturbance Correction.  In the interior Segment of the KSL 
pipeline route, many of the pine-leading stands have been killed by mountain 
pine beetle (MPB), and as a result the current canopy closure is lower than 
suggested by Forest Cover data.  An initial habitat suitability model run was 
completed using the parameters listed above.  The model was adjusted using a 
MPB dataset, comprised of all pine-leading stands older than 40 years.  This 
assumes that crown closure has already declined, or will decline by the time KSL 
Project clearing activities would begin, as a result of mountain pine beetle 
infestation.  Habitat ratings (see Table 6.5-3) were reduced by one class for areas 
identified as being attacked by mountain pine beetle.  For example, areas 
identified as having “High” suitability for goshawk nesting that occur in MPB 
affected stands, have been corrected to “Moderate”.    

 
The habitat suitability model combines these variables and calculates a Habitat Score.  The scores 
represent four suitability ratings: nil, low, moderate, and high (see Table 6.5-3).  
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Table 6.5-3 
Suitability Ratings for Northern Goshawk Nesting Habitat 

RatingRatingRatingRating    InterpretationInterpretationInterpretationInterpretation    

Nil Unsuitable.  Habitat fails to provide minimum requirements. 

Low Suitability Unknown.  Habitat provides theoretical minimum requirements for supporting a 
nest, but use by goshawks is rarely observed.  Suitability of two or more habitat variables is 
suboptimal, substantially reducing the overall suitability of the stand.  Goshawks are not 
normally expected to use Low class habitats, but may do so if that is all that is available. 

Moderate Suitable.  Suitability of one or two habitat variables is slightly lower than optimal conditions but 
minimum requirements still exceeded.  Minority of nest sites expected to occur in Moderate 
class habitat.   

High Suitable.  All habitat variables meet optimal conditions.  Majority of nest sites are expected to 
occur in High class habitat. 

 
 
Goshawks are not considered to be migratory.  Home range size varies depending on their sex, 
subspecies, and the time of year.  In the Coast Region, breeding home ranges extend from 700 ha to 
over 19,000 ha.  In the non-breeding season, core activity areas increase, up to 3 times larger for 
males and 4 times for females.  Females show less fidelity to their breeding home range than males 
in the non-breeding season. 
 
The pipeline route crosses the range of the coastal subspecies of northern goshawk between KP 0.0 
and KP 95.6.  There are no known coastal northern goshawk territories in the Project Footprint.  
Analysis revealed sections of the pipeline route that cross habitats rated as high for coastal northern 
goshawk.  The following sections of the route cross northern goshawk habitats rated as high that are 
part of a large contiguous patch of suitable nesting habitat and thus could contain nesting territory: 

• KP 74.0 to KP 75.8, 

• KP 81.5 to KP 83.2, 

• KP 83.5 to KP 84.5, and 

• KP 88.4 to KP 93.5. 
 

6.5.3.6 Marbled Murrelet 

The marbled murrelet (Brachyrhamphus marmoratus) was selected as a VEC because they are listed 
federally by COSEWIC (Threatened) and SARA, and provincially (Red, S2BS4N).  They are included in 
the provincial Identified Wildlife Management Strategy. 
 
Marbled murrelets are found only in the Pacific Coast Region of the RSA.  They are dependent on old-
growth forests with large moss-covered platform branches used for nesting.  Appropriate habitats 
within the LSA are found on the upper Kitimat River where large patches of valley-bottom old growth 
remain (west, or upstream of Highway 37).  Most nests are found within 30 km of the ocean. 
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Marbled murrelets use old-growth inland nest sites and make long flights to the ocean for foraging.  
Terrestrial habitats used by marbled murrelets on the LSA will be used only for nesting.  They are 
known to be highly dependent on coastal old-growth forests with heavy arboreal moss growth for 
nesting purposes.  Nesting may be semi-colonial, and densities of nesting marbled murrelets could 
be high in suitable forest types along the LSA.  Outside of the breeding season, marbled murrelets do 
not use inland terrestrial habitats. 
 
Marbled murrelets nest from late March to late September.  One egg is laid per year.  Males and 
females alternate incubation shifts for about one month.  Nestlings fledge 27-40 days after hatching. 
 
Marbled murrelets are red-listed in British Columbia.  Population size is estimated to be about 
55,000 to 77,000 birds.  Population trends are poorly understood, but this species is assumed to be 
declining as a result of habitat loss. 
 
In the LSA, marbled murrelets are thought to occur in suitable habitats in the Coastal section of the 
pipeline route.  Old Coastal Closed Forest and Coastal Floodplain Forest Habitats in the LSA may 
have appropriate habitat for marbled murrelets.  
 
Specific features most often associated with marbled murrelet nesting habitat in the RSA include:  

• 0.5 to 30 km distance from salt water, 

• elevation below 600 m, 

• stand age over 250 years,  

• tree heights greater than 28.5 m, 

• moderate canopy closure, and 

• moderate to high vertical canopy complexity.  
 
Along the Project Footprint, appropriate habitat for nesting by marbled murrelets can be found at 
KP 16.9 to KP 17.2.  
 

6.5.3.7 Great Blue Heron 

There are two subspecies of the great blue heron (Ardea herodias) in British Columbia:  A. h. fannini 
breeds in the Coastal Region and A. h. herodias breeds in the Interior Region (Campbell et al. 1990a, 
Gebauer and Moul 2001).  Great blue herons were selected as a VEC because the fannini 

subspecies is listed by federally by COSEWIC (Special Concern) and SARA, and provincially (Blue, 
S3BS4N).  The management of the Coastal sub-species is addressed provincially by the Identified 

Wildlife Management Strategy.  The management of A.h. herodias (Interior subspecies) is addressed 
in the Vanderhoof LRMP. 
 
Great blue herons utilize freshwater, ponds, lakes, estuaries, other wetlands, fields, and meadows, 
where they forage for vertebrate prey.  This species may be found throughout the LSA in appropriate 
habitats; however, non-breeding or transient individuals would account for most records in the LSA.  
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The majority of historic British Columbia breeding records come from south of the LSA, but it is 
possible that breeding occurs locally in the vicinity of Kitimat.  It is unlikely that great blue herons 
breed anywhere else in the LSA. 
 
On the coast, great blue herons may be found near the LSA year-round.  Northern interior 
‘populations’ are transient/migratory and are forced to move south as water bodies freeze during the 
winter months. 
 
Great blue herons are monogamous and the young receive bi-parental care.  Large stick nests are 
built high in deciduous or coniferous trees.  Nests are reused year after year as long as the 
supporting structure for the nest is undisturbed.  North coastal herons are more likely to have 
solitary nests than southern populations, where large nesting colonies are the norm.  Typical 
clutches range from 3-5 eggs.  Eggs are laid in early- to mid-April and are incubated for between 25 
and 29 days.  Most nests end up with 2-3 young.  Young fledge when approximately 60 days old.  
About 30% of the herons born live longer than 1 year. 
 
Populations are thought to be limited by the availability and quality of foraging habitat.  On the coast, 
predation by bald eagles is a growing concern as the eagle populations expand.  Great blue herons 
are sensitive to human disturbance, especially early in the nesting phase. 
 
Both subspecies are blue-listed in British Columbia.  Interior populations (A. h. herodias) are thought 
to be increasing.  Coastal populations (A. h. fannini) are either stable or decreasing, possibly as a 
result of bald eagle predation at nesting colonies and due to human development. 
 
No great blue heron nest sites were identified within the LSA. 
 
Specific habitat variables that may determine the presence of the species on the footprint include 
wetlands, ponds, and lakes. 
 

6.5.3.8 Sandhill Crane 

Three subspecies of sandhill crane (Grus canadensis) occur in British Columbia.  Of these, only the 
lesser sandhill crane (G. c. canadensis) breeds in the LSA.  Sandhill cranes were chosen as a VEC 
because they are blue-listed in British Columbia (S3S4B) and their management is addressed locally 
by the Vanderhoof LRMP. 
 
In the LSA, sandhill cranes occur east of the Coast Mountains on the Interior Plateau, in isolated wet 
openings in the forest or in agricultural fields.  In the LSA, sandhill cranes are most likely to occur in 
large open wetlands, grasslands or agricultural areas between Fraser Lake (KP 325) and the 
Vanderhoof area (KP 365).  A pair of Sandhill Cranes was observed during fall surveys at wetland 
W068 (KP 356.85 to KP 356.95). 
 
Nesting generally takes place in secluded wetlands surrounded by mature forest, including bogs, 
fens, marshes, swamps, and wet meadows with shallow freshwater and emergent vegetation.        
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Breeding territories of sandhill cranes range from about 10-85 ha.  Sandhill cranes are long-distant 
migrants and are only present in the LSA during the breeding season, or during migration.  Migration 
to their breeding grounds begins in late April to mid-May.  Fall migration occurs from August through 
October.  During migration, stop over/staging areas include open meadows or agricultural fields. 
 
Sandhill cranes have low reproductive rates.  They give bi-parental care to their young.  Incubation of 
1-3 eggs typically begins in early May and lasts about 30 days.  Young birds require brooding for 
several weeks.  Usually only one nestling survives due to sibling competition.  Juveniles can fly when 
about 70 days old and become independent when 9-10 months old.  Independent young are 
expected to live about 7 years, but it may take between 2 and 7 years to first reproduce. 
 

6.5.3.9 Coastal Tailed Frog 

Coastal tailed frogs (Ascaphus truei) are one of two species within British Columbia belonging to the 
Tailed Frog family (Ascaphidae).  Coastal tailed frogs were selected as a VEC because they are listed 
federally (COSEWIC – Special Concern) and provincially (Blue, S3S4).  Federally, they are included in 
Schedule 1 of the Species at Risk Act, and provincially, they are included in the Identified Wildlife 

Management Strategy.  Their management is also addressed locally in the Kalum LRMP and the 
Kalum South SRMP. 
 
The habitat requirements of coastal tailed frogs are unique, as they are the only species in North 
America to breed in streams instead of breeding in bodies of standing water (e.g. ponds, wetlands, 
lakes).  Coastal tailed frogs are found from sea level to 2140 m, in small, fast flowing mountain 
creeks.  They have numerous adaptations that allow them to survive in this unique environment, 
including the male’s ‘tail’ to ensure successful internal fertilization and the suction-cup mount of the 
tadpoles that helps them adhere to rocks and boulders to avoid being swept downstream.  The range 
of coastal tailed frogs is restricted to the western end of the study area.  The pipeline route crosses 
the range of coastal tailed frogs between KP 0 to KP 79. 
 
Streams suitable for coastal tailed frogs typically occur in smaller basins (between 10-50 km2 in 
size).  Stream channels with coastal tailed frogs tend to have the following characteristics: 

• low channel disturbance; 

• stream surrounded by mature or old forest with 20-70% forest cover over the 
creek; 

• low (3-40%) channel gradient; 

• low (8-12°C) stream temperatures; 

• low substrate embeddedness (i.e. >50% of cobble diameter is exposed); and 

• streams are permanent and well oxygenated. 
 
Coastal tailed frogs are physiologically limited to moist environments throughout their life cycle and 
as a result, the majority of individuals remain close to streams (within 5-30 m).  They exhibit strong 
site fidelity.  
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Breeding occurs in late summer and early fall (September-October).  Tailed frogs are among the few 
frog species worldwide with internal fertilization.  The sperm then stays viable in the female’s 
oviducts until egg laying.  Female coastal tailed frogs lay their eggs under cobbles and boulders 
within the stream the following spring (late June).  Females produce a double strand of 44-85 
colourless, pea-sized eggs.  Embryos emerge approximately 6 weeks later (mid-August), feeding on a 
yolk sac throughout the winter.  Once their sectional mouth becomes fully developed, tadpole tailed 
frogs become more mobile.  The tadpole stage lasts for 2-4 years, until metamorphosis.  Tailed frogs 
do not reach sexual maturity until they are 8 or 9 years old.  They are amongst the longest living frog 
species, with life expectancies of 15-20 years (Mallory 2004).  
 
Coastal tailed frogs are habitat specialists, occurring only in suitable headwater mountain streams.  
Due to their specific habitat requirements, coastal tailed frogs are very vulnerable to habitat loss and 
alteration associated with logging.  Clearing of forests near suitable streams often changes the 
stream conditions, such that streams become less suitable for coastal tailed frogs.  Because coastal 
tailed frogs do not move far from their streams, they likely have low probabilities of recolonizing at 
creeks that they have become locally extirpated from. 
 
Coastal Tailed Frog use of stream habitats was recorded as part of the KSL Fish and Fish Habitat 
Program.  Field crews surveyed permanent streams along the pipeline route during the summer of 
2006 and recorded information about coastal tailed frog presence and stream habitat features.  
Stream habitat information and records of coastal tailed frog collected previously (Dupuis and Friele 
2003) and the survey data obtained during the Fish and Fish Habitat surveys were used to assess 
streams for Tailed Frog habitat suitability.  Watercourses crossed by the pipeline were ranked as 
having a low, medium, or high potential of coastal tailed frog use based on suitable habitat 
characteristics.  Table 6.5-4 lists the variables used for assessing the stream suitability for coastal 
tailed frogs.  
 
Objectives of the coastal tailed frog investigation were to: 

• review the distribution records and accounts of Coastal Tailed Frog within the LSA from 
field studies conducted along the pipeline route (Fish and Fish Habitat surveys) and 
studies/surveys conducted by others in the area (e.g. published literature, government 
reports, consultations, etc.); and 

• identify important habitats for coastal tailed frogs that might be affected by the Project 
Footprint. 
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Table 6.5-4 
Assessment Criteria Used to Rank Creeks as Potentially Containing Suitable  

Coastal Tailed Frog Habitat 

Variable Variable Variable Variable     Species Associations Species Associations Species Associations Species Associations     

Size (channel width and 
class)  

Small streams (e.g. < 1 m-5 m) and tributaries versus main stems - S3-6); 
but occasionally found in larger streams/rivers as well  

Water Flow  Perennial or intermittent flow (tadpoles require water year round as they 
take at least 2 years to metamorphose)  

Water Temperature  Thermal tolerance of eggs = 5-18 ºC (highest abundance in Skeena at 8-
12 ºC; Dupuis and Friele 2003)  

Gradient  Low to medium (highest abundance in Skeena at 3-40%; Dupuis and Friele 
2003)  

Fish presence  Absent (species may co-occur, but not preferred)  

Substrate  Coarse substrates (pebbles and cobbles, little to no fines; highest 
abundance in Skeena at low embeddedness, > 50% cobble diameter 
exposed; Dupuis and Friele 2003). 

 

 
Table 6.5-5 includes stream crossings in the Coastal Region of the Project Footprint, the streams’ 
suitability for coastal tailed frogs, and whether coastal tailed frogs were detected.  Refer to the Fish 

and Fish Habitat Technical Report for details about each stream crossing.  In total, the habitat 
suitability of 168 streams and rivers was assessed.  Thirteen of the streams have confirmed use by 
coastal tailed frogs.  Habitat conditions were rated as medium, medium-high, or high at 40 of the 
168 streams and rivers crossed in the Coastal Region between KP 0 and KP 79. 
 

Table 6.5-5 
Suitability of Coastal Streams for Coastal Tailed Frogs 

KP KP KP KP     AAR ID No.AAR ID No.AAR ID No.AAR ID No.    RankRankRankRank    
Confirmed Confirmed Confirmed Confirmed 
PresencePresencePresencePresence    

    
KP KP KP KP     AAR ID No.AAR ID No.AAR ID No.AAR ID No.    RankRankRankRank    

Confirmed Confirmed Confirmed Confirmed 
PresencePresencePresencePresence    

- 457 Low -  52 359 Medium-High - 

- 456a Low -  52.3 358 Medium-High - 

0.25 427 Low -  52.6 357 Medium-High - 

1.25 426A Low - 
 52.8

5 356W Medium - 

1.3 426 Medium -  52.9 356E Medium-High - 

1.3 425 Medium -  53 355 Low - 

3.4 424 Low -  53.1 354 Low - 

4.75 423 Low -  53.2 353 Low - 

5.4 422A Low -  53.3 352 High Breeding 

5.5 422 Low - 
 53.7

5 351 Low - 

5.8 421 Low -  53.8 350Z Medium-High - 
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KP KP KP KP     AAR ID No.AAR ID No.AAR ID No.AAR ID No.    RankRankRankRank    
Confirmed Confirmed Confirmed Confirmed 
PresencePresencePresencePresence    

    
KP KP KP KP     AAR ID No.AAR ID No.AAR ID No.AAR ID No.    RankRankRankRank    

Confirmed Confirmed Confirmed Confirmed 
PresencePresencePresencePresence    

6.95 420 Low -  54.1 350 Medium-High - 

9.1 419 Low - 
 54.2

5 349 Low - 

9.75 418 Low-Medium - 
 54.4

5 348Z Low - 

10.1 417 Low-Medium -  54.5 348 Medium-High - 

10.4 416A Low -  19.1 RA 408 NEI - 

10.45 416 Low -  19.9 RA 407 NEI - 

11.75 415B NEI1 -  21.3 RA 406 NEI - 

11.8 415A High Present 
 21.5

5 RA 405 NEI - 

12.1 415 Low - 
 22.7

5 RA 404 NEI - 

12.9 414 Low -  22.8 RA 403 NEI - 

14.6 413 Low - 
 23.2

5 RA 402 NEI - 

- 380-412 Low-Medium Breeding  24.6 RA 401 NEI - 

- RA412A Low -  25.4 RA 400 Low - 

15.75 RA412A NEI -  25.6 RA 399 Low - 

16.75 RA411 Low - 
 28.2

5 RA 398 NEI - 

46.99 RA410 NEI -  30.1 RA 397 Low - 

18.25 RA409 NEI -  30.2 RA 396 Low - 

48.3 372 Low -  38.8 379 Low - 

48.95 371 
Medium-
High - 

 
39.4 378A Low-Medium - 

49.6 370 High Breeding  39.8 378 Low-Medium - 

49.95 369 Low -  39.9 377Z Low - 

50 368 Low -  40.5 377Y Low - 

50.1 367Z Low -  40.6 377X Low - 

50.3 367 High Breeding 
 40.9

5 377W Low - 

50.7 366 Low -  41.6 377V Low - 

50.85 365Z Low -  41.7 377U Low - 

51.1 365 Low -  41.9 377T Low - 

51.15 364 Low -  42 377S Low - 

51.2 363Z Low -  43.8 377R High Breeding 

51.25 363 Low -  44.1 377Q Low - 

51.45 362 Medium- -  44.5 377P Low - 
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KP KP KP KP     AAR ID No.AAR ID No.AAR ID No.AAR ID No.    RankRankRankRank    
Confirmed Confirmed Confirmed Confirmed 
PresencePresencePresencePresence    

    
KP KP KP KP     AAR ID No.AAR ID No.AAR ID No.AAR ID No.    RankRankRankRank    

Confirmed Confirmed Confirmed Confirmed 
PresencePresencePresencePresence    

High 

51.5 361 Low -  44.6 377 Low - 

51.9 360 
Medium-
High - 

 
44.7 376Z Low - 

44.95 376Y Low -  68 312 Low-Medium - 

45.05 376X Medium -  68 311Z Medium - 

45.7 376 Low -  68 311Y Low - 

46.45 375 High Breeding  68 311 High - 

47.45 374 Low -  68.3 310Z Low - 

47.9 373 High - 
 68.4

5 310Y Low - 

54.7 347 Low -  38.9 310 Low - 

54.95 346 Low - 
 69.0

5 309 Low - 

55.25 345 Low -  69.5 308 Low - 

55.75 344 Low -  69.6 307 Low - 

55.95 343 Low -  69.7 306 Low - 

56.1 342 Low -  69.7 305 Low - 

56.4 341 Medium - 
 69.7

5 304Z Low - 

56.6 340 Low -  69.8 304 Low - 

56.8 339 Low -  79.1 303 Low - 

57.1 338 Medium -  70.2 302 Low - 

57.45 337 Low -  70.3 301 Low - 

57.5 336 
Medium-
High - 

 
70.6 300 Low - 

57.75 335 
Medium-
High - 

 
70.8 299 Low - 

58.05 334 Low -  71.1 298 Low - 

58.1 333 Low - 
 71.2

5 297 Low - 

58.5 332 Low -  71.9 296 Low - 

58.8 331 Low - 
 72.2

5 295 Low-Medium - 

59.5 330 Low -  72.3 294Z High - 

59.5 329Z High Breeding  72.6 294Y Low - 

59.6 329 Low -  73.1 294 High Breeding 

59.75 328 Low-Medium - 
 73.1

5 293Z Low-Medium - 
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KP KP KP KP     AAR ID No.AAR ID No.AAR ID No.AAR ID No.    RankRankRankRank    
Confirmed Confirmed Confirmed Confirmed 
PresencePresencePresencePresence    

    
KP KP KP KP     AAR ID No.AAR ID No.AAR ID No.AAR ID No.    RankRankRankRank    

Confirmed Confirmed Confirmed Confirmed 
PresencePresencePresencePresence    

59.9 327 Low -  73.5 293 Low - 

60.4 326 High Present  73.7 292 Low - 

60.8 325 Low - 
 74.0

5 291 High - 

60.8 324Z 
Medium-
High - 

 
74.1 290 High Breeding 

41.4 324 Low-Medium - 
 74.2

5 289 Low-Medium - 

41.5 323Z High -  75.7 288 NEI - 

41.7 323Y 
Medium-
High - 

 
 

   

41.95 323X High Breeding      

62.1 323 Low -      

62.9 322 Low -      

62.95 321Z High -      

63.3 321 Low -      

63.75 320 Low -      

65.5 319 Low -      

66.1 318 Low -      

66.3 317 High Present      

67.05 316 Low -      

67.4 315Z High -      

67.6 314 Low -      

67.7 313 Low-Medium -  1 NEI: Not enough information 
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6.66.66.66.6    AAAARCHAEOLOGICAL AND RCHAEOLOGICAL AND RCHAEOLOGICAL AND RCHAEOLOGICAL AND HHHHERITERITERITERITAGE AGE AGE AGE RRRRESOURCES ESOURCES ESOURCES ESOURCES 10    

6.6.16.6.16.6.16.6.1    IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    

The following subsections outline the scope and nature of work undertaken on the Archaeological 
Overview Assessment (AOA), and subsequent Archaeological Impact Assessment (AIA) component for 
the KSL Project.  The AOA component began in late July of 2006, while the field investigation phase 
of the larger Archaeological Impact Assessment (AIA) component was completed in early July 2007.  
 

6.6.26.6.26.6.26.6.2    Archaeological Impact Assessment FrameworkArchaeological Impact Assessment FrameworkArchaeological Impact Assessment FrameworkArchaeological Impact Assessment Framework    

In order to satisfy the requirements of the ATOR, the KSL Project has been subjected to an 
Archaeological Impact Assessment (AIA) study.  AIA studies are normally carried out in two stages, 
the first of which is an Archaeological Overview Assessment (AOA).  Although the inclusion of a 
Traditional Use Study (TUS) as a component of an AOA is not always the norm, the ATOR for the KSL 
Project included both such studies, as well as a major First Nations consultation component that 
focused on cultural, archaeological, and socio-economic issues.  The TUS part of this study 
component was carried out by the various First Nations groups who have an asserted traditional 
claim to lands being traversed by the proposed Project (the reader is referred to Sub-section 6.7 of 
this report which provides detailed information regarding the TUS component of the study).  
 
Any archaeological field investigation work undertaken in the course of an AIA study within British 
Columbia must be directed by one or more professional archaeologists working under the authority 
of a "Heritage Inspection" and/or "Heritage Investigation" Permit, issued by the B.C. Archaeology 
Branch under Section 14 of the Heritage Conservation Act.  However, Archaeological Overview 
Assessment (AOA) level investigations are normally not carried out under permit since archaeological 
sub-surface testing or other site altering activity is rarely included in the AOA level of assessment.  
This report section combines the results of archaeological investigation work carried out at both an 
AOA and an AIA levels of study. 
 

6.6.36.6.36.6.36.6.3    Scope and Nature of AOA StudyScope and Nature of AOA StudyScope and Nature of AOA StudyScope and Nature of AOA Study    

The Archaeological Overview Assessment (AOA) study undertaken in the course of the proposed KSL 
Project followed closely the goals and objectives outlined in the B.C. Archaeology Branch's 1998 
publication, "British Columbia Archaeological Impact Assessment Guidelines" (see Government of 
B.C., 1998).  The AOA study was designed to "…identify and assess archaeological resource potential 
or sensitivity…”  (Government of B.C., 1998; 8) along the entire corridor of the proposed pipeline 
project..  Although the original plan was to carry out the AOA study in parallel with the various TUS 
studies being carried out by First Nations groups along the pipeline route, this was not in all cases 
feasible since the completion date for the AOA component precluded the inclusion of information 
that might have been provided by the various TUS studies, due to the fact that not all TUS reports 
have been completed. 

                                                      
10  Please refer to “Archaeological Overview Study for the Proposed Kitimat – Summit Lake Natural Gas 

Pipeline Looping Project” contained in Volume II of this Application. 
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The main goals of the AOA study were to identify impacts to both known and potential archaeological 
resources, and to determine the scope and nature of the next component of the overall KSL Project 
archaeological impact assessment program.  Following from the B.C. Archaeology Branch 
"Guidelines" requirements for AOA level investigations, the KSL AOA included the following tasks and 
objectives: 

• Carry out a comprehensive library and literature search relating to archaeological, ethnographic, 
historical and archival sources of information that may be pertinent to determining the location 
and nature of known and potential archaeological sites and features within the study area. 

• Produce a scheme that predicts the archaeological resources potential and distribution within 
the study area and produce a set of 1:20,000 scale maps showing areas of high, medium, and 
low archaeological potential for all sections of the pipeline alignment. 

• Present a statement of anticipated impacts to archaeological resources in the context of the 
proposed pipeline development project. 

• Produce an AOA final report that outlines and makes recommendations about the need for, and 
the level of additional archaeological study and investigation at the Archaeological Impact 
Assessment (AIA) level of investigation. 

 

The review of reports relating to previous archaeological investigations within the general study area 
focused on both recent (last 10 years) and earlier archaeological studies from the Central Interior 
Region.  Many of these were carried out in association with proposed timber harvesting activity in 
this part of British Columbia (examples are Arcas, 2000; Carlson, 1996; Carlson and Mitchell, 1997; 
Traces, 1998a, 1998b, 1999, 2000a and 2000b; and Norcan, 2001, 2004a and 2004b) while 
others had a more direct connection with the KSL Project (see Apland, 1981; Arcas, 2003; Aresco, 
1981; Eldridge et. al., 1997; Norcan, 2004; Wilson, 1981, 1985, 1986, 1988, 1990 and 1993; and 
Wilson et. al., 2006). 
 

6.6.46.6.46.6.46.6.4    Results of AOA Study and Related Investigations Results of AOA Study and Related Investigations Results of AOA Study and Related Investigations Results of AOA Study and Related Investigations     

From the review of these and other reports it became clear that the proposed pipeline corridor 
through the central interior contained only a few previously documented archaeological sites or other 
areas known to contain any evidence of past aboriginal land use or occupation.  In particular, most 
of the previous studies that had been carried out along the existing PNG pipeline route - including a 
number of archaeological studies associated with other proposed pipeline "looping" projects - found 
no evidence of archaeological resources.  Of the previously documented archaeological and cultural 
heritage sites found in the vicinity of the KSL pipeline corridor, most consisted of culturally modified 
trees ("CMTs"), lithic scatter sites, isolated finds of lithic tools, and historic-period camps or cabin 
remains.  It is noted that most CMT features, as well as historic camps and cabin remains, are not 
protected under the current B.C. Heritage Conservation Act since they post-date the year 1846, 
which is the arbitrary age cut-off date for automatic protection under the Act. 
 
As mentioned earlier, a Traditional Use Study component was also included in the cultural resources 
assessment for the KSL Project.  This study (Section 6.7) was to provide information from a total of 
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11 TUS studies, representing the First Nations groups that have an interest in lands along the 
pipeline route.  Archaeologists often rely on TUS generated information about the location and 
nature of traditional settlements, camps, fishing locations and the location of other resource 
procurement areas, to determine where archaeological sites and features are most likely to be 
located.  However, due to the late completion of some of the TUS reports, it was only possible to 
integrate data from six TUS study reports.  However, the content of these reports - provided by the 
McLeod Lake Indian Band, the Carrier Sekani Tribal Council (representing 6 Bands), the Haisla 
Nation, the Nee Tahi Buhn First Nation, the Kitselas Nation, and the Lheidle T’enneh Nation - 
covered a total of roughly 445 kilometers of the total 462 kilometer long pipeline alignment between 
Summit Lake and Kitimat. 
 
Although most of the tasks completed for the AOA study focused on background research and an 
extensive literature and file review, the KSL AOA study also included a comprehensive field 
reconnaissance component that included a full day helicopter over-flight of the entire pipeline 
corridor, followed by 10 days of on-the-ground reconnaissance investigations.  The latter was guided 
by a preliminary archaeological site potential scheme and information about the location and nature 
of previously documented archaeological resources along the proposed pipeline corridor.  The field 
reconnaissance component greatly enhanced the validity of the preliminary site potential scheme 
and resulted in the identification of roughly 28 kilometers of pipeline alignment deemed to be of 
High Archaeological Potential.  Another 45 kilometers was deemed to have Medium Potential, while 
all remaining pipeline sections were deemed to have a low to negligible archaeological site potential.  
Following from this, all high and medium potential areas, as well as the locations of previously 
recorded archaeological sites that fall within or lie in close proximity to the proposed pipeline 
alignment, became the focus of subsequent detailed AIA level field examinations undertaken during 
the late fall of 2006 and spring of 2007. 
 

6.6.56.6.56.6.56.6.5    Assessment of Archaeological and Cultural Potential AreasAssessment of Archaeological and Cultural Potential AreasAssessment of Archaeological and Cultural Potential AreasAssessment of Archaeological and Cultural Potential Areas    

The proposed KSL Project, if constructed, has a potential for disturbing both archaeological 
resources that come under the protection of the B.C. Heritage Conservation Act, as well as other 
cultural and heritage sites and features of a non-archaeological nature, such as traditional use sites.  
Traditional use sites and areas are often of great significance to First Nations people because of 
their association with "Traditional Environmental Knowledge" (TEK), or areas that may have great 
spiritual or ceremonial importance to a particular First Nation group.  The presence of TUS areas may 
also be important in the context of ongoing or future land claim or treaty negotiation processes. 
 
As indicated previously, some locations along the proposed pipeline corridor are known to contain 
sites and features that are of archaeological and/or traditional use importance.  Other pipeline 
sections were predicted to have a potential for the presence of yet to be discovered archaeological 
resources or traditional use areas, based on the results of the findings of the AOA component of the 
present study.  
 
From a review of reports relating to previous archaeological investigations within the general study 
area, it became clear that the proposed pipeline corridor contained very few archaeological sites or 
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other areas where any evidence of past aboriginal land use or occupation has been documented.  In 
particular, most previous studies that were carried out specifically along the existing PNG pipeline 
route - including a number of archaeological studies associated with other proposed "looping" 
projects - found no evidence of archaeological resources within their study areas.  The most common 
site types recorded in the vicinity of the PTP pipeline corridor in the past have been culturally 
modified trees (CMTs), lithic scatter sites, isolated finds of lithic tools and historic-period camps or 
cabin remains.  As noted previously, most CMT features and historic camps and cabin remains are 
not protected under the current B.C. Heritage Conservation Act since they post date the year 1846. 
 

6.6.5.1 Archaeological Site Potential Scheme 

As already indicated, the number of known and documented archaeological resources along the 462 
kilometer corridor prior to the completion of the present AIA project numbered less than 30.  Only a 
handful of these sites were situated within the AIA study corridor.  It was also noted that many of the 
known sites were not well documented and, as a result, their precise location was difficult to 
establish on project maps and in the course of subsequent field examination work.  Most of the 
pipeline corridor between Endako and Kitimat (where the KSL pipeline does not follow the existing 
PNG right-of-way) had only been subjected to cursory archaeological field examinations in the past, 
or had never been subjected to any previous archaeological examination.  Despite this, the quality of 
site documentation in this latter section was found to be somewhat better than for the Summit Lake 
to Endako section.  We attribute this to the fact that most of the previously recorded sites in this 
western half of the pipeline route had been recently recorded in the course of well-resourced, forest 
industry related archaeological impact assessment studies. 
 
There have been a number of previous attempts at producing archaeological site potential schemes 
for pipeline projects, or for other linear development projects in north-central B.C. (see for example 
Apland, 1981; Arcas, 1995; Carlson, 1996; Carlson and Mitchell, 1997; Eldridge et.al, 1995 and 
1997; and Wilson et. al., 2006).  These were all reviewed in the course of the present study.  
However, rather than adopting any particular former scheme - some of which seemed too technical 
and which relied heavily on computer generated potential area polygons – it was decided to 
construct a scheme based on a combination of factors that included information obtained from in-
field observations in the course of helicopter over-flights, coupled with common sense criteria and 
information gathered from a review of both ethnographic and archaeological reports from the study 
area.  This resulted in the following general list of criteria for the purpose of predicting where 
archaeological sites and/or features are most likely be found along the proposed pipeline corridor: 

• Presence of terrace landforms adjacent to or in close proximity to a stream, lakeshore, wetland, 
or other water body. 

• Presence of hilltops or knoll features (often associated with lithic scatter sites). 

• Presence of, and/or proximity to, known fish bearing streams, game trails, game crossings, or 
documented First Nations natural resource exploitation areas. 

• Proximity to previously documented archaeological resources or traditional use sites. 

• Association with major river and stream crossings - especially if salmon bearing streams. 
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• Presence of caves or other natural features such as rock shelters and steep cliffs (sometimes 
found to contain rock art sites, human burial remains or evidence of occupation). 

• Association with areas of mature first-growth timber, considered to have a potential for 
containing culturally modified trees. 

 
The presence of one or more of the above physiographic and/or cultural features was used to 
determine areas of high and medium archaeological potential - with the separation between high 
and medium being primarily subjective and based on an in-field assessment and judgement call by 
one or more experienced archaeological personnel involved in either the initial fly-over assessment, 
or the follow-up in-field reconnaissance investigation component.  Low potential locations - which 
make up the bulk of all pipeline corridor sections - were mainly areas of wetland, steep grade (15% 
or over), small stream crossings and areas of extensive clear cuts where the potential for finding 
CMTs was considered minimal to nil. 
 
A low level aerial reconnaissance was conducted of the entire route and a total of 10 days of field 
reconnaissance was carried out for the AOA resulting in a total of 81 areas of archaeological 
potential, which were plotted on a set of 1:20.000 topographic maps covering the entire 462 
kilometer pipeline alignment.  This included a total of 28 kilometers of pipeline alignment being 
deemed to have high archaeological potential and 45 kilometers being determined to have a 
medium potential for containing archaeological resources.  The remaining 389 kilometers of pipeline 
alignment were deemed to have a low to nil potential for containing archaeological resources.    
 

6.6.66.6.66.6.66.6.6    Archaeological Impact Assessment ComponentArchaeological Impact Assessment ComponentArchaeological Impact Assessment ComponentArchaeological Impact Assessment Component    

The archaeological potential scheme outlined in the previous report section was a means of paring 
down the amount of pipeline alignment corridor that would require detailed, in-field archaeological 
impact assessment field examination during the AIA stage of the archaeological assessment.  AIA 
field investigations were initiated in the fall of 2006, but had to be curtailed due to earlier than 
expected snowfalls throughout the Central Interior Regions of B.C.  These investigations were 
resumed in early May of 2007, once most of the pipeline corridor had become snow free. 
 
The AIA in-field component of the study focused on a detailed examination of both surface and sub-
surface deposits within the 81 areas deemed to have either a medium or high potential for 
containing archaeological evidence of past First Nations land-use or occupation.  There were 32 
polygons of high archaeological potential and 49 polygons of medium archaeological potential.  In 
addition, all previously recorded archaeological site locations within or in close proximity to the 
pipeline study corridor were also examined to verify their location and to determine if they were 
situated within the project impact zone.  All previously recorded site areas found to lie within the 
project impact zone were subjected to a detailed surface inspection and to sub-surface shovel 
testing, as were many of the high potential polygon areas, if in the opinion of the professional 
archaeologist, they warranted sub-surface testing.  Areas of medium archaeological potential were 
subjected to a detailed surface inspection, as were a few additional areas where evidence of surface 
or sub-surface archaeological deposits or remains were found in the course of field examinations.  
Most of these latter locations were treated as high potential areas and subjected to sub-surface 
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testing.  The area examined consisted of a 100 m wide corridor centred on the pipeline route (i.e. 
50 m on both sides of the pipeline centreline).  

6.6.6.1 AIA Fieldwork Methodology and Rationale 

Archaeological Impact Assessments (AIAs) are designed to locate, document, and evaluate 
archaeological sites within potential impact zones.  Procedures followed in the course of AIA related 
field investigations for the KSL Project were in accordance with both the B.C. Archaeology Branch's 
"Archaeological Impact Assessment Guidelines" and the proposed field methodology outlined in the 
Application for Permit that was submitted to the Archaeology Branch prior to the start of fieldwork. 
 
The scope and intensity of sub-surface testing at a particular location was determined by the 
professional archaeologist, within the mapped polygons along the pipeline corridor.  The number of 
test units excavated at each location was also determined by the professional archaeologist.  
However, this had to meet a standard which was sufficient to determine the boundaries of each 
archaeological site area, as well as being able to describe the depth and nature of sub-surface 
archaeological deposits or other pertinent facts about any other archaeological site type (e.g. rock art 
site, burial site CMT feature, etc.). 
    
a). Surface Inspectiona). Surface Inspectiona). Surface Inspectiona). Surface Inspection: All potential impact zones were examined using generally parallel traverses or 
zigzag traverses.  Crews examined exposed surfaces and sub-surface exposures for artifacts or other 
archaeological features common to areas being traversed by the proposed pipeline alignment.  Such 
features might include, but are not be limited to, Culturally Modified Trees (CMTs), cultural 
depressions, and fire-cracked rock (FCR) to name a few examples.  Up to three separate field crews, 
each consisting of 1-2 Archaeologists and 2-4 First Nations Field Assistants undertook this field 
work.  
 
b). Survey Coverage:b). Survey Coverage:b). Survey Coverage:b). Survey Coverage: Areas of previously determined archaeological potential, or areas assessed as 
having archaeological potential, were all subjected to detailed ground and/or sub-surface 
examination, based on a series of site potential criteria such as proximity to water, food resources, 
slope, drainage, forest cover, presence of terrain features with known associations with 
archaeological sites (i.e. terraces, knolls, breaks-in-slope) and local knowledge such as TUS 
information . 
 
All areas of high archaeological potential were  subjected to field examination with crewmembers  
spaced at 5 to 10 meters.  Areas of perceived moderate potential were subjected to less intense 
survey, with crews spaced at 10 to 25 meters.  All ground exposures encountered were  inspected 
for cultural material and all trees (all species standing or fallen, including stumps) along the survey 
transects were examined for indications  of cultural modification. 
 
c). Subsurface Inspection:c). Subsurface Inspection:c). Subsurface Inspection:c). Subsurface Inspection: In a number of locations, surface examinations were augmented by 
subsurface testing by means of shovel tests units measuring approximately 30 cm x 30 cm in 
diameter.  All excavated material was screened through 6 mm mesh or trowel-sorted to extract any 
cultural material that may be present.  The spacing of shovel test units varied between 2 and a 
maximum of 20 meters, at the discretion of the professional archaeologist.  Shovel tests, as above, 
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were also used to determine site boundaries.  This was accomplished by placing test units at 
intervals of 5 m or less along a minimum of four radial traverses (or on a grid at intervals of 5 m or 
less) extending out from areas/locations of positive cultural returns.  When appropriate, two 
consecutive negative tests were used define the site boundary.  
 
d). Cultural Material (surface):d). Cultural Material (surface):d). Cultural Material (surface):d). Cultural Material (surface): Archaeological material (such as artifacts and lithic detritus) was only 
collected if it became obvious that such material might be collected by non-archaeological field crew 
personnel, or if the material encountered was deemed to be diagnostic or archaeologically 
significant.  However, in areas where additional data recovery would be necessary prior to pipeline 
construction, all surface material was left in place.  For artifacts that were left in situ, a brief field 
description and  analysis was carried out.  However, all collected artifacts and other archaeological 
material will be subjected to a detailed analysis at a later stage of the AIA program. 
 
e). Cultural Material (subsurface):e). Cultural Material (subsurface):e). Cultural Material (subsurface):e). Cultural Material (subsurface): Any material recovered from a subsurface testing program was 
collected unless: a) materials are not threatened by future or ongoing development activities, b) 
systematic data recovery is being recommended, and/or c) materials are not diagnostic or otherwise 
significant and any future impacts will be conducted under the authority of a Heritage Conservation 

Act Site Alteration Permit.  If artifacts were left in situ, future field analysis will be conducted and 
minimally include estimates of quantity, and classification by material and artifact type or faunal 
taxon.  If First Nations request the reburial of artifacts, all non-diagnostic or otherwise insignificant 
archaeological material will be bagged in clear plastic zip-locking bags, minimally labelled with the 
date, subsurface test #, excavator and company name prior to reburial.   
 
f). Culturally Modified Trees (CMTs):f). Culturally Modified Trees (CMTs):f). Culturally Modified Trees (CMTs):f). Culturally Modified Trees (CMTs):  CMTs were recorded to CMT Handbook standards.  All CMTs 
were also examined to determine relative age for purposes of determining their protection status 
under the Heritage Conservation Act.  This enabled a reasonable estimate of the maximum age of 
each CMT feature encountered.  In some instances, an increment core date sample was also 
obtained from judgmentally selected features which appeared to represent the earliest site use in 
order to more precisely determine the age of cultural modification. 
 
g). Mapping:g). Mapping:g). Mapping:g). Mapping: All archaeological sites identified during the project were mapped using compass and 
hip chain to a known reference point.  Additionally, a GPS reference point was established for each 
site location.  Site mapping included all cultural features, test locations, and relevant terrain features 
at each site location.  Additionally, all survey transects and subsurface tests are shown on project 
maps and all site locations were plotted on 1:50,000 NTS maps to accompany standard 
archaeological site forms, to be submitted to the B.C. Archaeology Branch. 
 
Since the primary site protection strategy for the proposed KSL pipeline project is site avoidance, so-
called "evaluative test excavations" for the purpose of determining site significance were only to be 
carried out if one or both of the following situations arose: 

• the archaeological significance of a site could not be determined by the results of shovel testing 
or other means (as determined in the field by the Field Director and/or Field Supervisor) and 
could only be determined by means of an evaluative testing program; or 
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• if it is determined that the site can not be avoided by a modification of the pipeline right-of-way 
and the site avoidance option is not feasible. 

 
If it was found from the results of the evaluative testing program that one or more sites have a high 
archaeological and/or cultural significance, every reasonable effort will be made by PTP to avoid 
disturbance to such sites.  The first option for avoiding disturbances to a site will be a change in the 
area required to be disturbed for the safe and efficient construction of the KSL Project that would 
result in avoiding any impact to the site.  Failing this, other options for mitigating impact to the site 
(such as a systematic archaeological excavation and data recovery program) will be considered 
through consultations with local First Nations and the B.C. Archaeology Branch. 
 

6.6.76.6.76.6.76.6.7    Results of Archaeological Impact AssessmResults of Archaeological Impact AssessmResults of Archaeological Impact AssessmResults of Archaeological Impact Assessment Investigationsent Investigationsent Investigationsent Investigations    

The areas selected for field survey by the AOA are referred to as archaeological survey units (ASU) 
and were assigned unique identifiers based on the most westerly kilometre post (KP) within or near 
the selected area for ease of reference.  A total of 81 ASU’s were subject to field examination during 
this field program.  Survey transects coupled with exploratory subsurface testing as described 
previously resulted in the identification of two previously unrecorded pre-1846 archaeological sites 
and the reassessment of three recorded pre-1846 archaeological sites.  The field survey also 
identified six post-1846 culturally modified tree (CMT) sites and re-visited three post-1846 CMT 
sites.  Historic resources identified include a small cabin and a trap box.  Table 6.6-1 summarizes 
the survey results of the ASU’s surveyed, including First Nations participation in the field program, 
location information, and archaeological site components present. 
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Table 6.6-1 
Archaeological Results Summary Table 
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          5 med 127835.6987 6006214.837             
          11 med 129191.4027 6012307.414             
          13 high 128878.791 6013357.858             
          14 med 128507.1347 6014163.475             
          15 med 128833.029 6014946.396             
          17 high 129803.6668 6016448.113             
          23 med 130253.4653 6021950.494             
          25 high 131925.4549 6024417.304             
          30 med 133151.5994 6028687.662             
          39 high 141250.4034 6028759.839             
          46 med 145795.2992 6024583.523  � GbTc 2 �       �  
          49 med 148220.6526 6024789.623             
          60 med 158476.9774 6023248.868             
          63 high 161003.4024 6020885.214             
          69 high 165348.8925 6017590.275             
          77 med 170991.2008 6019464.16            Snow cover  - 
          78 high 171893.2119 6020325.001            Snow cover  - 
          79 med 172989.9013 6020757.273            Snow cover  - 
          81 high 129191.4027 6012307.414            Snow cover  - 
          83 med 128878.791 6013357.858             
          99 high 185997.4074 6014384.611             
          101 med 187398.8796 6013800.529             
          104 med 190033.8478 6013759.291             
          130 high 215171.7069 6013869.353  � GbSu 1 � �        
          142 high 226405.4084 6011448.685             
          150 med 233245.0949 6010786.925             
          151 med 234535.925 6011074.026             
          159 med 242392.913 6011340.772             
          CMT T-6        �  
          

163 med 245967.6784 6012554.828  � 
CMT T-5        �  

          GbSr 5 �   �    �  
          

165 high 247900.9384 6012593.226  � 
GbSr 7 �  � �      

          171 med 252594.0733 6011701.06             
          179 high 260867.7594 6010426.968             
          181 med 262243.8792 6009842.382             
          193 high 273949.2285 6007043.767             
          198 med 279265.0606 6006206.375             
          200 med 280775.7767 6006989.016             
          214 med 292469.5283 6002293.75             
          216 med 294076.0901 6003003.944             
          234 med 311701.3674 6001266.353             
          271 med 344191.8312 5997691.585             
          273 med 346369.106 5998555.311             
          277 med 349206.9816 5997066.296             
          279 high 351099.6757 5996734.66             
          281 high 352577.8487 5996157.307             
          297 high 368270.8656 5993966.99             
          303 high 373639.7458 5996164.906             
          304 med 375144.4544 5996302.753  � CMT T-4        �  
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First Nations Participation 

in the Field Program  
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          306 med 376859.4671 5996599.606             
           � CMT T-3        �  
          

311 med 381265.1313 5997296.55
 � GaSe 25 �       �  

          HIST T-2          
          CMT T-2        �  
          

315 med 385179.8796 5996816.639 � � 

CMT T-1        �  
          323 med 392733.24 5997032.459             
          327 med 396077.9161 5997192.584  � CMT-PR �       �  
          330 high 399819.737 5997964.205  � GaSd T-1   �       
          336 med 405220.7784 5998934.469             
          337 med 406351.1323 5999063.241             
          343 high 412428.551 5998548.252             
          344 med 413454.1556 5998245             
          345 high 414785.3742 5998307.053             
          347 high 415959.4544 5998378.48            Underwater July 
          349 med 418697.8567 5998463.958             
          357 med 425801.496 5998913.424             
          372 med 440779.1496 6001405.734             
          387 med 454457.1061 6001859.717             
          389 med 456131.1761 6002500.75             
          392 med 459869.5118 6003092.892             
          400 med 466547.4036 6003337.754             
          405 high 471630.5753 6003381.13             
          413 high 479333.3837 6003717.554  � GbRt T-1   �       
          418 high 483962.7105 6004537.183             
          420 high 486006.3499 6004877.349             
          423 med 488949.5346 6005282.077             
          425 med 491237.914 6005638.554             
          427 med 493387.397 6006010.112             
          430 high 495771.0534 6006442.23             
          432 med 496962.1358 6006882.009             
          434 high 499505.8429 6007466.186             
          441 high 506156.4503 6009263.27             
          449 high 514238.7717 6009843.609             
          451 med 515947.2153 6010479.029             
          456 high 520161.6924 6011856.924             
          458 med 521784.6609 6012759.312 �  HIST T-1          

    

Notes:Notes:Notes:Notes: 1CSTC – Carrier Sekani Tribal Council, NTB – Nee Tahi Buhn, STN – Skin Tyee Nation, OW – Office of the 
Wet’suwet’en, MLIB – McLeod Lake Indian Band, WMFN – West Moberly First Nation, KFN – Kitselas First Nation, 
ATLK – Allied Tribes of the Lax K’wallam 

 2H = high potential, M = medium potential 

 - Site component columns are only checked (�) if the site contains these elements  

 - Sites are identified by Borden designation (XxXx-00) if assigned 

 - CMT-PR refers to a previously recorded CMT site without a Borden designation 

- Newly identified sites which will be getting a Borden designation are idendified by their Borden grid (XxXx) and  
sequential temporary (T-0) numbers within that grid 

- Historic sites and post 1846 CMT sites are identified by sequential temporary (T-0) numbers within this study 
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The primary purpose of this study was to inventory and assess archaeological resources that may be 
affected by the proposed pipeline development, and to formulate recommendations for the 
management of these resources.  The survey strategy, site discovery techniques, impact assessment 
methods, and site evaluation methods were considered to be suitable for this purpose. 

Where negative archaeological results were encountered during the field examination of the ASUs, 
these results may be attributed to steep slope or lack of microtopography commonly associated with 
archaeological sites.  The confidence level in the assessment of the cultural and scientific value of 
the identified archaeological and heritage resources, as defined by the BC Archaeological Impact 

Assessment Guidelines, is high as is the prediction of their regional significance.  The confidence 
level is also high in the predicted project effects to archaeological and heritage resources and the 
effectiveness of the proposed mitigation measures to recover additional artifacts and data prior to 
the removal or disruption of the resources in the construction and commissioning phase the 
development process. 

 
Table 6.6-2 

Archaeological and Heritage Site Details 
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Archaeological and Heritage Site Type 
 

46  � GbTc 2 Previously recorded post 1846 CMT site  

130  � GbSu 1 Previously recorded surface lithic scatter 

CMT T-6 Newly identified post 1846 CMTs 
163  � 

CMT T-5 Newly identified post 1846 CMTs 

GbSr 5 Previously recorded cultural depressions, post 1846 CMTs 
165  � 

GbSr 7 Previously recorded cultural depressions, subsurface lithic scatter 

304  � CMT T-4 Newly identified post 1846 CMTs 

CMT T-3 Newly identified post 1846 CMTs 
311  � 

GaSe 25 Previously recorded post-1846 CMT site  

HIST T-2 Newly identified historic trap box  

CMT T-2 Newly identified post 1846 CMTs 315 � � 

CMT T-1 Newly identified post 1846 CMTs 

327  � RCMT-1 Previously recorded post-1846 CMT site  

330  � GaSd T-1 Newly identified subsurface lithic scatter 

413  � GbRt T-1 Newly identified subsurface lithic scatter 

458 �  HIST T-1 Newly identified historic cabin 
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6.7 6.7 6.7 6.7     FFFFIRST IRST IRST IRST NNNNATIONS ATIONS ATIONS ATIONS CCCCOMMUNITY AND OMMUNITY AND OMMUNITY AND OMMUNITY AND LLLLAND AND AND AND UUUUSESESESE    

6.7.16.7.16.7.16.7.1    Identification of First Nations:  Territories and “Shared or Overlap” Identification of First Nations:  Territories and “Shared or Overlap” Identification of First Nations:  Territories and “Shared or Overlap” Identification of First Nations:  Territories and “Shared or Overlap” 
LandsLandsLandsLands    

The First Nations whose traditional territories will be affected by the Project have been identified in 
Section 2 of this Application.  Maps of traditional territories of affected First Nations or Tribal groups 
are mainly taken from Statements of Intent (SOI) filed with the British Columbia Treaty Commission 
(BCTC) or are provided in the Traditional Use Study (TUS) reports submitted by affected First Nations 
along the Project route.  The Office of the Wet’suwet’en Hereditary Chiefs, the Skin Tyee and the 
Nee Tahi Buhn First Nations provided maps of their territories directly to the proponent.  West 
Moberly First Nations provided a map of the land they seek at Summit Lake under a Treaty Lands 
Entitlement application.  The Haisla Nation and the Kitselas First Nation area of traditional territory 
overlap is described in the Haisla Nation TUS report.  Summaries of cultural information for the First 
Nations affected by the Project route are found in Section 6.7.3.6. 
 
Figure 6.7-1 is a composite map that shows territory that is and has been shared between First 
Nations, or “overlap areas”, along the Project route.  The SOI information may be outdated, and not 
accurately reflect the boundaries recognized by the First Nations themselves.  Figure 6.7-2 shows 
the intersection of First Nation traditional territory boundaries with the linear Project route.  The 
information shown for aboriginal areas of traditional use has been derived from EIA pre-application 
discussions with First Nations, and from Traditional Use Study interviews. 

 
The proposed pipeline begins in the traditional territory of the Haisla Nation at Kitimat.  The Project 
route passes through four Haisla stewardship territories (wa’wais) in the lower Kitimat River valley, 
extending to approximately KP 42.0, and one area (bagwaiyas) where the Haisla communally 
harvested resources.  Five traplines are held by the owners of the wa’wais, except for one, which was 
(at least temporarily) registered to a non-Haisla. 
 
Moving eastward on the Project route, members of the Lax Kw’alaams First Nation and Metlakatla 
First Nation (or Coast Tsimshian language group, who speak Sm’algyax) used the Wedeene Valley, a 
tributary of the  lower Kitimat River. The Lax Kw’alaams and Metlakatla First Nations have interests 
from approximately KP 12.0 to KP 25.0 of the Project.  Families of the Kitselas First Nation (also 
Sm’algyax-speaking), hold traplines in the upper Kitimat River drainage.  Clan territories extend from 
approximately KP 9.0 to KP 90.0 of the Project.   
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Figure 6.7-1.  Aboriginal Areas of Traditional Use in Project Study Area. 

 
 
Insert 11 x 17 figure located in separate PDF file. 
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Figure 6.7-2.  Aboriginal Areas of Traditional Use along Proposed Project Route. 

 

 

 

Insert 11 x 17 figure located in separate PDF file. 
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East of the Coastal Mountains’ height of land at KP 77 are the territories of Carrier-speaking 
peoples.  The Carrier language belongs to the Athapaskan language family, which is spoken by First 
Nations northward into Yukon and Alaska, southward into Arizona and California, and eastward to 
beyond the Churchill River.  Members of Wet’suwet’en clans speak a dialect of Carrier, known by 
linguists as Babine-Witsuwit’en, which is also spoken by members of the Wet’suwet’en First Nation 
(as distinct from the Office of the Hereditary Chiefs of the Wet’suwet’en or OW), Nee Tahi Buhn First 
Nation, and the Skin Tyee First Nation.  The clan territories of five Hereditary Chiefs of the 
Wet’suwet’en extend from approximately KP 90.0 to KP 265.3.  
 
The Carrier Sekani Tribal Council (CSTC) represents the interests of the Wet’suwet’en, Burns Lake, 
Stellat’en, Nak’azdli, Nadleh Whut’en and Saik’uz First Nations, (as well as other Nations which are 
not directly affected by the Project,).  Its Statement of Intent map filed with the British Columbia 
Treaty Commission shows that the Project crosses Carrier Sekani territory from KP 77.0 to KP 392.0.  
The Stellat’en, Nak’azdli, Nadleh Whut’en and Saik’uz First Nations are said by linguists to speak the 
Fraser/Nechako dialect.  The Burns Lake Indian Band has a language that is linguistically mixed, 
such that it cannot be said to belong to either the Babine-Witsuwit’en or Fraser/Nechako dialects.  
The KSL pipeline would go through territories of the Frog, Caribou, Grouse and Owl clans of CSTC 
member Nations.   
 
The Project traverses Skin Tyee territory from approximately KP 80.0 to KP 246.0.  The 
Nee Tahi Buhn territory is crossed from approximately KP 90.0 to KP 297.0, according to a map 
produced by the Chief of the Nee Tahi Buhn in August 2006.  The Lheidli T’enneh First Nation (LTFN) 
has their own dialect of the Carrier language.  The Project runs through the north of LTFN traditional 
territory from KP 394.0 to KP 449.0. 
 
PTP recognizes that the Project passes through the treaty lands of the McLeod Lake Indian Band, 
which derive from its ancient ties to the Salmon River, from KP 436.5 to KP 462 (its junction with the 
Spectra Energy system at Summit Lake).  Like other signatory Nations of Treaty 8, except West 
Moberly, McLeod Lake members speak Tsek'ehne (or Sekani), another Athapaskan language.  
Members of the West Moberly First Nations speak Cree, an Algonquian language whose many 
dialects are spoken eastward to the Atlantic, and Beaver, an Athapaskan language.  The proponent 
recognizes that West Moberly interests also extend from KP 436.5 to KP 462.  
 

6.7.26.7.26.7.26.7.2    Historic Uses of Land, Water, and ResourcesHistoric Uses of Land, Water, and ResourcesHistoric Uses of Land, Water, and ResourcesHistoric Uses of Land, Water, and Resources    

6.7.2.1 Information from Traditional Use Studies and Literature Reviews  

Most of the First Nations affected by the Project have completed Traditional Use Studies (TUSs), 
which describe, in varying degrees of detail, First Nation cultural history, relationships to lands and 
resources, past and present uses of land, water and resources and future aspirations.  The 
Proponent, at the request of the participating First Nations, has treated the TUS reports as 
confidential information.  Permission to access information contained in the TUS reports must be 
obtained from individual First Nations. 
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In addition to the Traditional Use Studies completed by First Nations affected by the Project, a 
literature review of historic uses of land, water, and resources was undertaken on behalf of PTP.  
Historical written information on First Nation land and resource use was gathered from public 
sources in the course of the literature review.  The summary report, entitled: “A Literature Review of 
the First Nations’ in the Environs of the KSL Pipeline Looping Project” (Bouchard and Kennedy 
2007), includes information on historical uses of land and resources.     
 

6.7.2.2 Early Contact between First Nations and Europeans 

Section 6.7.1 describes the linguistic and ethnic affiliations of the First Nations along the Project 
route, prior to contact with non-native society.  Many of the First Nations in the study area have 
established patterns of traditional land use, ownership and stewardship of natural resources that 
continue to this day.  In Haisla Nation territory, for example, the system of inheritable family 
stewardship areas called wa’wais determines the traditional concepts of land ownership and the 
sense of traditional territory.  In the territory of the Wet’suwet’en Hereditary Chiefs (OW), the clan or 
phratry feast system of laws and matrilineal social organization determines who uses the traditional 
territory and for what purposes.  For the Carrier peoples to the east, the family was the basic 
economic unit, and the modern-day feasting system known as bahlats determines the matrilineal 
system of land management.  Details of these land management systems are described in the 
Traditional Use Studies.   
 
On the West coast, the abundance of seafoods, edible plants and mammals in the mountains 
provided the Haisla, the Lax Kw’alaams and the Metlakatla peoples with year-round food sources, 
and allowed a more sedentary lifestyle than in the interior of the study area.  The coastal seasonal 
round included spring eulachon fishing, summer salmon harvest, and preservation of fish, hunting 
and berry gathering in the mountains in the fall, and winter residence in longhouses on the coast.  
The First Nations east of the Coast Mountains on the Interior plateau did not have access to this 
variety of food resources in close proximity.  Winter was normally spent in small family groups, 
trapping and ice fishing. Spring diet consisted of fresh plant roots, small mammals, returning ducks 
and geese and freshwater fish.  Salmon fishing in the summer brought families together into larger 
gatherings to process fish.  Berry gathering and hunting of ungulates occupied the fall season, prior 
to snowfall.  Family groups travelled throughout their traditional territories, utilizing the food 
resources that were available at different times and in different locations.  Further information on 
traditional seasonal rounds can be found in the Traditional Use Studies.   
 
The first Europeans to encounter the First Nations of the study area were Spanish West Coast 
explorers who met Haisla Nation members in their traditional territory in 1792, and early fur traders 
who met Sekani families on the eastern end of the study area in 1792-3.  Fur trading posts were set 
up at Fort McLeod, Fort St. James, and Fraser Lake by the early 1800s.  The Hudson’s Bay Company 
and the Northwest Company competed for fur trading routes and established alliances with First 
Nations in subsequent years, assisting to map the rivers and lakes in the study area.  The fur trading 
period and the establishment of trading posts brought about re-organization of traditional seasonal 
patterns of land use.  Trapping emerged as the dominant wintertime activity, as First Nations people 
began to depend on the fur trade for cash income.   
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Members of the Catholic priesthoods arrived following the fur trade brigades, in the 1840s, with the 
intention of introducing Christian beliefs into the area.  Some of these priests, such as Father Morice, 
were also linguists and wrote extensive ethnographies on the Dakelh peoples in the central part of 
the study area at Fort St. James.  Missionaries also had a major influence on the Coast Tsimshian 
cultures with the establishment of the community of Metlakatla in the 1860s.   
 
The construction of the Collins Overland Telegraph in the mid 1860s opened up the area to white 
settlement from Fraser Lake through to Hagwilget.  The Omineca Gold Rush followed shortly 
afterward in 1871, bringing a new wave of fortune seekers into the study area up the Skeena River.  
Surveyors for the Canadian Pacific Railway and the Geological Survey of Canada also blazed new 
access routes into the British Columbia interior during this period.  Until this time, changes in the 
social organization and traditional use of land and resources by First Nations remained relatively 
minor.  Significant changes for First Nations accelerated once white settlers arrived in greater 
numbers, and provincial and federal policies began to exert an influence in the study area. 
 

6.7.2.3 Factors Affecting Cultural and Social Change for First Nations 

When British Columbia entered into Confederation in 1871, the Province authorized the creation of 
Indian Reserves for First Nations.  Indian Reserve Commissions operated from 1876 until 1911, 
establishing Reserve boundaries throughout the study area.  The implementation of the Indian Act, 

beginning in 1876 brought families and tribal groups together in Indian Act Bands.  First Nations 
people were increasingly confined to small parcels of Reserve land, and many parts of their 
traditional territories were no longer accessible.  There was little recognition of the traditional 
systems of land and resource management by the federal or provincial Crown.   
 
The McKenna-McBride Commission established from 1913-1916  made recommendations about 
the size, location and number of Indian reserves, and about adding to or reducing the size of existing 
reserves  This Commission’s recommendations were subsequently reviewed and modified by a two-
person panel up until 1938.  In order to appease provincial opposition to the Report’s 
implementation, Indian Reserve reductions and cut-offs of original land area were made without First 
Nation consent, and were enabled by federal legislation that overrode the Indian Act.  Native leaders 
insisted at the time that Aboriginal Title, (as well as fishing rights) be included in land discussions.  
The federal government responded by amending the Indian Act in 1927 to forbid the raising of funds 
in order to pursue Aboriginal Title or land claims discussions without the permission of the 
Department of Indian Affairs.  Not until 1951 was the legislation repealed to allow land claims issues 
to be raised by First Nations.   
 
Many of the original Reserve lands in the study area were reduced in size, plus some additional 
Reserves were added.  Additional Reserve lands continued to be set aside in the British Columbia 
interior up to the early 1970s.  A review of the Indian Reserves in the immediate environs of the 
proposed KSL pipeline route indicates that none are intersected by, or immediately adjacent to, the 
proposed route.  Table 6.7-1 shows the existing Indian Reserves in the Regional Study Area and 
indicates their distance from the proposed route. 
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Table 6.7-1 
Location of Indian Reserves in the Regional Study Area (within 15 km of the Project route) 

NationNationNationNation Name of IRName of IRName of IRName of IR LocationLocationLocationLocation 

Distance Distance Distance Distance 
from from from from 
KSL KSL KSL KSL 
Route Route Route Route 
(km)(km)(km)(km) 

Haisla Kitamaat No. 1 
(Colichan Ground, 
Old Town) 

Coast District Range 5, on left bank of Kitimat river , 
1 km north of mouth on Kitimat arm of Douglas Channel 

 

 4.5 

 Kitamaat No. 2 Coast District Range 4, on East shore of Kitimat Arm of 
Douglas Channel, about 5 km below North end 

 

7 

 Walth No. 3 Coast District, Range 4, on East shore of Kitimat Arm of 
Douglas Channel, about 6 km from North end 

 

8 

 Jugwees (Minette 
Bay) No. 5 

Coast District, Range 5, Lot 6011, at head of Minette Bay 
of Kitimat Arm of Douglas Channel 

 

6.5 

 Bees No. 6 Coast Dist. Range. 4, Lot 2578, at mouth of Bish Creek 
West shore of Kitimat Arm, Douglas Channel 

 

12 

 Henderson’s 
Ranch No. 11 

Coast Dist. Range. 4, Lot 1022, East shore of Kitimat Arm 
of Douglas Chnl.  About 1 mile south of entrance to 
Minette Bay 

 

6 

Lax Kw’alaams Lakelse No. 87 Coast District Range 5, LT3967, on right bank of the 
Lakelse River 3 km northwest of Lakelse Lake  

 

17 

Lax Kw’alaams 
and Metlakatla 

Lakelse No. 25 Coast District Range 5, on right bank of the Lakelse River 
0.6 km northwest of Lakelse Lake 

 

11.5 

Wet’suwet’en 
First Nation 

Felix George No. 7 Coast District Range 5, Lot 3417, at north end of Owen 
Lake, 6 km east of Madina Mountain.  

 

12 

 Tsichgass No. 10 Coast District Range 5, Lot 654   13.5 

Burns Lake 
Indian Band 

Burns Lake No. 18 Coast District Range 5, Lot 5402, on north shore at north 
end of Burns Lake  

 

11 

 Poison Creek No. 
17 

Coast District Range 5, N. ½ of Lot 1878, on west side of 
Narrows between Burns and Decker Lakes 

 

12.5 

 Poison Creek No. 
17A 

Coast District Range 5, N. ½ of Lot 1879, on west shore 
at north end of Burns Lake 

 

11 

 Sheraton Creek 
No. 19 

Coast District Range 5, Lot 5403, on Burns Lake at the 
east end, and north shore of Endako River 

 

10 

Lake Babine 
Nation 

Woyenne No. 27 No location description provided:  within Burns Lake 
municipal boundaries on north side of Highway 16 

 

10 

 Chapel Park No. 
28 

Coast District, Lot 1, Block A, Dist. Lot 2502  

9.5 

Cheslatta 
Carrier Nation 

Cheslatta No. 1 Coast District 11 separate parcels all situated south of 
Francois Lake N&W of Uncha Lake, except Parcel 11, 
which is east of Ootsa Lake. 

 

20 
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NationNationNationNation Name of IRName of IRName of IRName of IR LocationLocationLocationLocation 

Distance Distance Distance Distance 
from from from from 
KSL KSL KSL KSL 
Route Route Route Route 
(km)(km)(km)(km) 

Nee Tahi Buhn 
First Nation 

Francois Lake 7 

 

Coast Dist., Range. 4, Frac. N1/2 & S.W. ¼ of Lot 744 & 
Block A, Lot 749, S. shore of Francoise (sic) Lake, 13 km 
west of south Bank  

 

11 

 Omineca 1 Coast Dist Range. 4, Frac. E.1/2 of Lot 737 on a small 
lake 16 km from west end  

 

10 

 Isaac (Gale Lake) 
8 

Coast District, Range 4, Lot 457, on south shore of 
Francois Lake 16 km from West end  

 

13 

Skin Tyee 
Nation 

Skins Lake No. 
16A 

Coast Dist. 4, SE 1/4 of LT 2388, 3/4 mile S.E. of 
Octopus Lake, which is 3 km south of Francois Lake  

 

12 

Stellat’en First 
Nation 

Stellaquo (Stella)  
No. 1 

At mouth of Stellaquo River  

3.5 

Nadleh Whuten Canyon Lake 
(Ormonde Lake) 
No. 7 

Coast District, Range 5, Lot 6823, on north shore of 
Ormond Lake, 8 km north of Fraser Lake  

 

10 

 Ormonde Creek 
No. 8 

Coast District Range 5, Lot 6284, on north shore of 
Ormond Lake west of adjoining Canyon Lake I.R. No. 7  

 

9.5 

 Fondeur No. 9 SW 1/4 Sec 17 TWP 16 Range 5 W6M  2 

 Fraser Lake No. 2 Coast District Range 5, on north shore of Fraser Lake, 
near east end of lake  

 

2 

 Nautley (Fort 
Fraser) No. 1 

Coast District Range 5, at east end of Fraser Lake   

4 

 Yensischuck No. 3 Coast District Range 5, 3 km north of Fort Fraser C.N. 
Station  

 

3.5 

 Seaspunkut 4 Coast District Range 5, on south shore of Fraser Lake and 
north and east of Seas Lake  

 

5.5 

Saik’uz First 
Nation 

Noonla No. 6  Coast Dist Range4, in Sec 7, TP12, on right bank of the 
Nechako River 5 km west of Vanderhoof  C.N. Station  

 

13 

Source:Source:Source:Source: Aboriginal Canada portal: First Nation Communities in British Columbia 
 
Aboriginal land use has undergone significant change since the arrival of the first explorers.  The fur 
trade, the Gold Rush, and the introduction of infectious diseases such as smallpox and influenza had 
profound effects on the First Nations cultures of the study area.  Depopulation followed these 
epidemics, resulting in congregation of survivors at central locations and less use of more distant 
parts of traditional territories.  The establishment of Indian Reserves and the residential school 
system separated parents and children and interrupted transmission of traditional knowledge from 
one generation to the next.  The expansion of large-scale industrial logging following World War II has 
led to alteration of much of the traditional territory of First Nations in the study area.  Many of the 
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traditional food resources of First Nations people are no longer in abundance nor available in areas 
where traditional harvest once took place.   
 

6.7.36.7.36.7.36.7.3    Current and Traditional Uses of Land, Water, and ResourcesCurrent and Traditional Uses of Land, Water, and ResourcesCurrent and Traditional Uses of Land, Water, and ResourcesCurrent and Traditional Uses of Land, Water, and Resources    

6.7.3.1 Hunting Activities 

First Nation use of mammals, birds, reptiles, and amphibians varies across the Project study area, 
which covers the Coast and Mountains, Central Interior and Sub-boreal eco-provinces and six eco-
sections from west to east (see Section 6.4 Terrestrial Environment).  Table 6.7-2 shows the major 
species utilized traditionally and currently by the First Nations in the study area.  This information has 
been provided by the Traditional Use Studies and supplemented by the literature review of historic 
and contemporary documents.  
 

Table 6.7-2 
First Nation Uses of Mammals, Birds, Reptiles, and Amphibians in the Project Study Area 

Common NameCommon NameCommon NameCommon Name    Species NameSpecies NameSpecies NameSpecies Name    Wildlife Wildlife Wildlife Wildlife 
Habitat Habitat Habitat Habitat 
LocationLocationLocationLocation    

First Nations Use Type / First Nations Use Type / First Nations Use Type / First Nations Use Type / 
GroupGroupGroupGroup    

First Nations Use PeriodFirst Nations Use PeriodFirst Nations Use PeriodFirst Nations Use Period    

Amphibians and ReptilesAmphibians and ReptilesAmphibians and ReptilesAmphibians and Reptiles    

Western Toad Bufo boreas Coastal, 
Interior 

Ceremonial (CSTC) Historic 

Coastal Tailed 
Frog 

Ascaphus truei Coastal Ceremonial (HN) Historic 

Wood Frog Rana sylvatica Interior  Ceremonial (LK, OW, CSTC, ST, 
NTB) 

Historic and Contemporary  

Common Garter 
Snake 

Thamnophis 

sirtalis 

Coastal, 
Interior 

Ceremonial (LK) Historic 

BirdsBirdsBirdsBirds    

Mallard Anas 

platyrhynchos 

Coastal, 
Mountain, 
Interior 

Food (LK, KFN, OW, HN, CSTC, 
NTB, LT), Ceremonial (OW) 

Historic and Contemporary 

Golden Eagle Aquila 

chrysaetos 

Coastal, 
Mountain, 
Interior 

Ceremonial (LK) Historic 

Great Blue Heron Ardea herodias 

herodias and 

A.h. fannini 

Coastal, 
Interior 

Ceremonial (CSTC) Historic 

Ruffed Grouse Bonasa 

umbellus 

Coastal, 
Interior 

Food (LK, KFN, HN, CSTC, OW), 
Ceremonial (OW, CSTC) 

Historic and Contemporary 

Canada Goose Branta 

canadensis 

Coastal, 
Mountain, 
Interior 

Food (LK, KFN, CSTC, HN, OW, 
NTB, LT), Ceremonial (OW, CSTC) 

Historic and Contemporary 
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Common NameCommon NameCommon NameCommon Name    Species NameSpecies NameSpecies NameSpecies Name    Wildlife Wildlife Wildlife Wildlife 
Habitat Habitat Habitat Habitat 
LocationLocationLocationLocation    

First Nations Use Type / First Nations Use Type / First Nations Use Type / First Nations Use Type / 
GroupGroupGroupGroup    

First Nations Use PeriodFirst Nations Use PeriodFirst Nations Use PeriodFirst Nations Use Period    

Great Horned Owl Bubo virginianus Coastal, 
Mountain, 
Interior 

Ceremonial (CSTC) Historic and Contemporary  

Northern Flicker Colaptes auratus Coastal, 
Mountain 
Interior 

Ceremonial (LK) Historic 

American Crow Corvus 

brachyrhynchos 

Mountain, 
Interior 

Ceremonial (CSTC) Historic 

Northwestern 
Crow 

Corvus caurinus Coastal Ceremonial (KFN) Historic and Contemporary 

Common Raven Corvus corax Coastal, 
Mountain, 
Interior 

Ceremonial (HN, KFN, LK, OW, 
CSTC) 

Historic and Contemporary 

Steller's Jay Cyanocitta 

stelleri 

Coastal, 
Mountain, 
Interior 

Ceremonial (LK) Historic 

Trumpeter Swan Cygnus 

buccinator 

Coastal, 
Interior 

Food (LK, CSTC, OW, LT) Historic 

Blue Grouse Dendragapus 

obscurus 

Coastal, 
Mountain, 
Interior 

Food (KFN, CSTC, OW), 
Ceremonial (LK) 

Historic and Contemporary  

Pileated 
Woodpecker 

Dryocopus 

pileatus 

Coastal, 
Mountain, 
Interior 

Ceremonial (OW, CSTC) Historic 

Spruce Grouse Falcipennis 

canadensis 

Coastal, 
Interior 

Food (LK, KFN, HN, CSTC, OW, 
NTB, LT), Ceremonial (CSTC) 

Historic and Contemporary 

Common Loon Gavia immer Coastal, 
Interior 

Ceremonial (CSTC) Historic 

Sandhill Crane Grus canadensis Coastal, 
Interior 

Ceremonial (CSTC) Historic 

Bald Eagle Haliaeetus 

leucocephalus 

Coastal, 
Mountain, 
Interior 

Ceremonial (HN, KFN, LK, OW, 
CSTC) 

Historic and Contemporary 

Rock Ptarmigan Lagopus muta  Mountain Food (HN, KFN, OW, LK) Historic  

Herring Gull Larus argentatus Coastal, 
Interior 

Food (HN) Historic 

Gray Jay Perisoreus 

canadensis 

Mountain, 
Interior 

Ceremonial (CSTC) Historic 

Hairy 
Woodpecker 

Picoides villosus Coastal, 
Mountain, 
Interior 

Ceremonial (OW, CSTC) Historic 

Red-breasted 
Sapsucker 

Sphyrapicus 

ruber 

Coastal, 
Mountain, 
Interior 

Ceremonial (OW, CSTC) Historic 
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Common NameCommon NameCommon NameCommon Name    Species NameSpecies NameSpecies NameSpecies Name    Wildlife Wildlife Wildlife Wildlife 
Habitat Habitat Habitat Habitat 
LocationLocationLocationLocation    

First Nations Use Type / First Nations Use Type / First Nations Use Type / First Nations Use Type / 
GroupGroupGroupGroup    

First Nations Use PeriodFirst Nations Use PeriodFirst Nations Use PeriodFirst Nations Use Period    

Great Gray Owl Strix nebulosa Mountain, 
Interior 

Ceremonial (OW) Historic and Contemporary 

American Robin Turdus 

migratorius 

Coastal, 
Mountain, 
Interior 

Ceremonial (LK) Historic and Contemporary 

MammalsMammalsMammalsMammals    

Moose Alces alces Coastal, 
Mountain, 
Interior 

Food (KFN, LK, OW, CSTC, ML, 
LT), Clothing (CSTC, KFN, OW), 
Ceremonial (LK, CSTC) 

Historic and Contemporary 

Coyote Canis latrans Coastal, 
Mountain, 
Interior 

Clothing and Commercial (LK, 
KFN, OW, CSTC, NTB, ML, LT) 

Historic 

Gray Wolf Canis lupus Coastal, 
Mountain, 
Interior 

Ceremonial (KFN, CSTC, OW, LK, 
NTB), Commercial and Clothing 
(LK, CSTC, NTB, ML) 

Historic and Contemporary  

Beaver Castor 

canadensis 

Coastal, 
Interior 

Ceremonial (OW, HN, LK, KFN, 
CSTK, NTB), Commercial (LK, 
KFN, OW, CSTC, ST, NTB, ML, LT), 
Food (CSTC, OW, LK, KFN, LT), 
Clothing (OW, CSTC) 

Historic and Contemporary 

Elk (subsp. 
nelsoni) 

Cervus elaphus Interior Clothing and Commercial (CSTC), 
Food (HN, NTB) 

Historic and Contemporary 

Porcupine Erethizon 

dorsatum 

Mountain, 
Interior 

Food (LK, CSTC, OW, NTB), 
Clothing (LK, CSTC, NTB, ML, LT), 
Ceremonial (OW, CSTC) 

 Historic and 
Contemporary  

Wolverine (subsp. 
luscus) 

Gulo gulo Coastal, 
Mountain, 
Interior  

Commercial (KFN, CSTC, NTB, 
ML), Ceremonial (OW, LK, CSTC) 

Historic 

Bats (general) Myotis spp. Coastal, 
Interior  

 Ceremonial (LK) Historic 

Snowshoe Hare 
(subspp.) 

Lepus 

americanus 

Mountain, 
Interior 

Food (LK, KFN, OW, CSTC, HN, 
NTB, ML, LT), Clothing (CSTC, 
NTB) 

Historic and Contemporary 

River Otter Lontra 

canadensis 

Coastal, 
Interior 

Ceremonial (LK, OW, CSTC), 
Commercial (LK, KFN, HN, CSTC), 
Food (NTB, LT) 

Historic and Contemporary  

Lynx Lynx canadensis Interior Food (LK, OW, NTB, LT), 
Commercial (CSTC, OW, NTB, 
ML), Clothing (CSTC) 

Historic and Contemporary 

Hoary Marmot Marmota 

caligata 

Mountain, 
Interior 

Food (CSTC, OW, LK, KFN, ML, 
LT), Clothing (CSTC, LK, OW) 

Historic 

Woodchuck Marmota monax Interior  Food (OW, ML) Historic 

Marten Martes 

americana 

Coastal, 
Mountain, 
Interior 

Commercial (KFN, LK, CSTC, HN, 
OW, ML, LT) Clothing (CSTC), 
Ceremonial (OW, CSTC)  

Historic and Contemporary 
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Common NameCommon NameCommon NameCommon Name    Species NameSpecies NameSpecies NameSpecies Name    Wildlife Wildlife Wildlife Wildlife 
Habitat Habitat Habitat Habitat 
LocationLocationLocationLocation    

First Nations Use Type / First Nations Use Type / First Nations Use Type / First Nations Use Type / 
GroupGroupGroupGroup    

First Nations Use PeriodFirst Nations Use PeriodFirst Nations Use PeriodFirst Nations Use Period    

Fisher Martes pennanti Coastal, 
Mountain, 
Interior 

Commercial (KFN, CSTC, OW, 
NTB, ML), Clothing (CSTC), Food 
(KFN) 

Historic and Contemporary  

Striped Skunk Mephitis 

mephitis 

Interior Ceremonial (OW), KFN (Food) Historic 

Ermine  Mustela erminea Coastal, 
Mountain, 
Interior 

Commercial (LK, CSTC, ML), 
Ceremonial (CSTC) 

Historic and Contemporary 

Least Weasel Mustela nivalis Interior Commercial (KFN, OW, NTB), 
Clothing (KFN), Ceremonial 
(CSTC) 

Historic 

Mink Mustela vison Coastal, 
Mountain, 
Interior 

Commercial (LK, KFN, CSTC, OW, 
HN, NTB, ML, LT), Ceremonial 
(LK) 

Historic and Contemporary 

Mule Deer Odocoileus 

hemionus 

Coastal, 
Mountain, 
Interior  

Food (OW, KFN, HN, NTB) Historic 

White-tailed Deer Odocoileus 

virginianus 

Interior Food, Clothing (LK, CSTC, OW, 
NTB, ML, LT) 

Historic and Contemporary 

Muskrat Ondatra 

zibethicus 

Coastal, 
Interior 

Commercial (KFN, CSTC, NTB, 
ML, LT), Food (CSTC, NTB) 

Historic 

Mountain Goat Oreamnos 

americanus 

Coastal, 
Mountain, 
Interior 

Food (KFN, OW, CSTC, HN, LK, 
NTB, ML, LT) Ceremonial (KFN, 
OW, LK, CSTC), Clothing (LK, OW, 
HN, KFN) 

Historic and Contemporary 

Deer Mouse Peromyscus 

maniculatus 

Mountain, 
Interior 

Ceremonial (LK, KFN) Historic 

Cougar Puma concolor Coastal, 
Mountain, 
Interior 

 Clothing (CSTC) Historic 

Caribou Rangifer 

tarandus 

Mountain, 
Interior 

Food (LK, CSTC, OW, KFN, NTB, 
LT), Ceremonial (CSTC, ST, OW, 
LK) Commercial (CSTC), Clothing 
(KFN, CSTC) 

Historic and Contemporary  

Red Squirrel Tamiasciurus 

hudsonicus 

Coastal, 
Mountain, 
Interior 

Commercial (KFN, OW, ML, LT, 
LK), Food (KFN, CSTC), 
Ceremonial (HN, OW) 

Historic 

Black Bear  Ursus 

americanus 

Coastal, 
Mountain, 
Interior 

Ceremonial (LK, KFN, CSTC, ST, 
OW, NTB), Food (KFN, CSTC, HN, 
OW, LK, NTB, ML, LT), 
Commercial  (KFN, CSTC) 

Historic and Contemporary  

Grizzly Bear Ursus arctos Coastal, 
Mountain, 
Interior 

Ceremonial (KFN, OW, CSTC, LK, 
LT), Food (LK, OW, KFN, LT)  

Historic and Contemporary 

Red Fox Vulpes vulpes Interior Commercial (LK, KFN, OW, NTB, 
ML), Food (CSTC, LT) 

Historic and Contemporary  
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Notes:Notes:Notes:Notes:  Abbreviations for First Nation Organizations:  (HN) Haisla Nation, (LK) Lax Kw’alaams First Nation, 
(MET) Metlakatla First Nation, (KFN) Kitselas First Nation, (OW) Office of the Hereditary Chiefs of the 
Wet’suwet’en, (CSTC) Carrier-Sekani Tribal Council, (NTB) Nee Tahi Buhn First Nation, (ST) Skin Tyee 
First Nation, (LT) Lheidli T’enneh First Nation, (ML) McLeod Lake Indian Band.  

 

6.7.3.2 Fishing Activities 

Pacific salmon species were available on the coast and in interior river systems, such as the Skeena 
and Fraser rivers.  First Nations depended heavily on these salmon stocks.  A variety of interior 
freshwater species were also utilized.  Table 6.7-3 shows the major fish species utilized traditionally 
and currently by the First Nations in the study area.  This information has been provided by the 
Traditional Use Studies and supplemented by the literature review of historic and contemporary 
documents.  
 

Table 6.7-3  
First Nation Uses of Fish Species in the Project Study Area 

SpeciesSpeciesSpeciesSpecies    Scientific NameScientific NameScientific NameScientific Name    KitimatKitimatKitimatKitimat    SkeenaSkeenaSkeenaSkeena    FraserFraserFraserFraser    PeacePeacePeacePeace    
First Nation First Nation First Nation First Nation 

UseUseUseUse    

Bull trout Salvelinus confluentus   √ √ √ CSTC, NTB 

Burbot (ling cod) Lota lota   √ √ x √ 
CSTC, OW, 
NTB, ML, LT 

Chinook salmon 
Oncorhynchus 

tshawytscha 
√ x √ x √ x   

CSTC, LK, 
KFN, OW, 

LT 

Chum salmon Oncorhynchus keta √ x √     
OW, HN, 
KFN, LK 

Coastal cutthroat trout 
Oncorhynchus clarkii 

clarkii 
√ x √ x     

KFN 

Coastrange sculpin Cottus aleuticus √ x √ √   LK 

Coho salmon Oncorhynchus kisutch √ x √ x √   
CSTC, OW, 
KFN, LT, LK 

Dolly Varden (bull trout) Salvelinus malma √ x √ x √ √ 
CSTC, HN, 
KFN, OW, 
NTB, LT, ML 

Eulachon (candlefish) Thaleichthys pacificus √ √     
HN, LK, OW, 

KFN 

Kokanee Oncorhynchus nerka √ √ √   CSTC, NTB 

Lake trout Salvelinus namaycush     √ √ 
OW, CSTC, 

NTB 

Lake whitefish Coregonus clupeaformis   √ √ √ 
CSTC, NTB, 

LT 

Longnose sucker Catostomus catostomus   √ √ x √ x 
CSTC, OW, 
NTB, ML, LT 

Mountain whitefish Prosopium williamsoni   √ x √ x √ CSTC, OW 
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SpeciesSpeciesSpeciesSpecies    Scientific NameScientific NameScientific NameScientific Name    KitimatKitimatKitimatKitimat    SkeenaSkeenaSkeenaSkeena    FraserFraserFraserFraser    PeacePeacePeacePeace    
First Nation First Nation First Nation First Nation 

UseUseUseUse    

Peamouth chub Mylocheilus caurinus   √ √ √ x CSTC, LT 

Pink salmon 
Oncorhynchus 

gorbuscha 
√ x √ x √   

CSTC, OW, 
HN, KFN 

Prickly sculpin Cottus asper √ x √ x √ x √ CSTC 

Rainbow trout Oncorhynchus mykiss √ x √ x √ x √ x 
CSTC, OW, 
LK, KFN, 
HN, ML, LT 

River lamprey Lampetra ayresi   √     KFN, OW 

Slimy sculpin Cottus cognatus   √ √ x √ 
CSTC 

(ceremonial
) 

Sockeye salmon Oncorhynchus nerka √ x √ √ x √ 

CSTC, LT, 
HN, OW, 

KFN, LK, LT, 
ML 

Steelhead Oncorhynchus mykiss √ x √ x     
KFN, CSTC, 
OW, LK, LT 

Westslope cutthroat 
trout 

Oncorhynchus clarki 

lewisi 
    √   

OW 

White sturgeon 
Acipenser 

transmontanus 
    √   

CSTC, OW, 
NTB, LT 

White sucker 
Catostomus 

commersonii 
  √ √ x  

CSTC, ML, 
LT 

NotesNotesNotesNotes:   √ - present based on published information 

  x - present based on KSL project field inventories 

 Abbreviations for First Nation Organizations: (HN) Haisla Nation, (LK) Lax Kw’alaams First Nation  , 
(MET) Metlakatla First Nation, (KFN) Kitselas First Nation, (OW) Office of the Hereditary Chiefs of the 
Wet’suwet’en , (CSTC) Carrier-Sekani Tribal Council, (NTB) Nee Tahi Buhn First Nation, (LT) Lheidli 
T’enneh First Nation, (ML) McLeod Lake Indian Band. 

 

6.7.3.3 Trapping Activities 

Trapline boundaries instituted by the Province of British Columbia in  1926 are often coterminous 
with inherited traditional territories for which First Nation families and clans have responsibilities for 
sustainable resource management.  Lack of consonance between registered trapline holders and 
aboriginal holders of the trapping territories has been one of the most controversial issues between 
First Nations and the Province since the registered trapline system was put in place.  As trapline 
registration information is kept confidential, it is not possible to confirm which traplines First Nation 
trappers hold along the proposed route of the Project.  Trapping provides supplemental income to 
many First Nation members.  The main fur-bearer species covered by trapping regulations are 
beaver, black bear, coyote, fisher, fox, lynx, marten, mink, muskrat, raccoon, river otter, skunk, 
squirrel, weasel, wolverine, and wolf.   
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6.7.3.4 Plant and Material Gathering Activities 

Because of the diversity of ecosystems crossed by the proposed pipeline route, a large number of 
plant species are available to First Nations in the Project study area.  Table 6.7-4 shows the main 
species utilized by First Nations.  This information has been provided by the Traditional Use Studies 
and supplemented by the literature review of historic and contemporary documents.  
 

Table 6.7-4 
First Nation Uses of Plant Species in the Project Study Area    

Plant Common Plant Common Plant Common Plant Common 
NameNameNameName    

ScientScientScientScientific Nameific Nameific Nameific Name    Habitat SectionHabitat SectionHabitat SectionHabitat Section    First Nation First Nation First Nation First Nation 
Use TypeUse TypeUse TypeUse Type    

First Nation GroupFirst Nation GroupFirst Nation GroupFirst Nation Group    

Edible BerriesEdible BerriesEdible BerriesEdible Berries    

Saskatoon Amelanchier alnifolia Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior 

Food, Tools HN, OW, KFN, LK, CSTC, 
NTB, LT 

Crowberry Empetrum nigrum Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior 

Food LK, KFN, CSTC, NTB 

Red Bearberry Arctostaphylos rubra Mountain, Interior Food NTB 

Wild Strawberry Fragaria virginiana Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior 

Food, Medicine HN, OW, KFN, LK, CSTC, 
NTB 

Salal Gaultheria shallon  Coastal, Mountain Food HN, LK, KFN  

Stink Currant Ribes bracteosum Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior 

Food HN, OW, KFN, LK, NTB 

Wild Gooseberry Ribes divaricatum Coastal, Mountain Food HN, OW, KFN, LK, NTB 

Swamp 
Gooseberry 

Ribes lacustre Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior 

Food HN, OW, KFN, LK, CSTC 

Trailing Black 
Currant 

Ribes laxiflorum 

Ribes hudsonianum 

Coastal, Mountain 

Interior  

Food HN, OW, KFN, LK, CSTC, 
NTB 

Cloudberry Rubus chamaemorus Coastal, Interior Food HN, OW, KFN, LK, CSTC,  

Red Raspberry Rubus idaeus Mountain, Interior Food, Medicine KFN, OW, CSTC, NTB 

Thimbleberry Rubus parviflorus Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior 

Food, Cooking, 
Dyes 

HN, OW, KFN, LK, CSTC, 
LT 

Salmonberry Rubus spectabilis Coastal, Mountain Food HN, OW, KFN, LK 

Coastal Red 
Elderberry 

Sambucus racemosa 

var. pubens 

Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior 

Food, Tools LK, KFN, HN, OW 

Soapberry Shepherdia 

canadensis 

Interior Food KFN, OW, CSTC, NTB, LT 

Snowberry Symphoricarpos albus Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior 

Medicine, 
Tools, Pipes  

OW, NTB 

Alaskan 
Blueberry 

Vaccinium alaskaense Coastal, Mountain Food HN, LK, KFN, OW 

Dwarf 
Huckleberry 

Vaccinium 

caespitosum 

Coastal, Mountain Food HN, LK, KFN, OW 

Black 
Huckleberry 

Vaccinium 

membranaceum 

Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior 

Food HN, LK, OW, KFN, NTB, 
LT 
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Plant Common Plant Common Plant Common Plant Common 
NameNameNameName    

ScientScientScientScientific Nameific Nameific Nameific Name    Habitat SectionHabitat SectionHabitat SectionHabitat Section    First Nation First Nation First Nation First Nation 
Use TypeUse TypeUse TypeUse Type    

First Nation GroupFirst Nation GroupFirst Nation GroupFirst Nation Group    

Oval-leaf 
Huckleberry 

Vaccinium ovalifolium Coastal, Mountain Food HN, LK, KFN, OW, NTB 

Bog Cranberry Vaccinium oxycoccus Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior 

Food HN, OW, KFN, CSTC, LK, 
NTB, LT 

Red Huckleberry Vaccinium parvifolium Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior 

Food, Medicine HN, OW, KFN, LK 

Bog Blueberry Vaccinium uliginosum Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior 

Food HN, OW, KFN, CSTC, LK, 
NTB, LT 

Mountain 
Cranberry 

Vaccinium vitis-idaea Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior 

Food HN, OW, KFN, CSTC, LK, 
NTB 

High Bush 
Cranberry 

Viburnum edule Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior 

Food, Medicine OW, CSTC, KFN, LT 

ShrubsShrubsShrubsShrubs    

Plant Common 
Name 

Scientific Name Habitat Section First Nation 
Use Type 

First Nation Group 

Douglas maple Acer glabrum Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior 

Tools OW, CSTC, HN, LK, KFN 

Alder species Alnus incana ssp. 

tenuifolia 

Alnus rubra 

Mountain, Interior 

 

Coastal 

Tools, Cooking, 
Medicine 

CSTC 

HN, LK, KFN, OW 

Kinnikinnick Arctostaphylos uva-

ursi 

Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior 

Tobacco, 
Medicine 

OW, KFN, LK, CSTC, NTB 

Red-osier 
Dogwood 

Cornus stolonifera Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior  

Food, 
Medicine, Tools 

OW, CSTC 

Beaked Hazelnut Corylus cornuta var. 

californica 

Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior 

Food, Tools OW, KFN, LK 

Black Hawthorn 

Red Hawthorn 

Crataegus douglasii 

Crataegus colombiana 

Coastal, Mountain 
Interior 

Medicine, 
Tools, Food 

LK, OW 

CSTC 

Juniper species Juniperus communis, 

Juniperus scopulorum 

Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior 

Tools, Fuel, 
Medicine 

KFN, OW, CSTC, NTB 

Labrador Tea Ledum groenlandicum Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior 

Medicine OW, KFN, HN, LK, CSTC, 
NTB 

Black Twinberry Lonicara involucrata Coastal, Interior Medicine CSTC 

Devil’s Club Oplopanax horridus Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior 

Medicine, Tools LK, HN, KFN, OW, LT 

Cherry species Prunus emarginata 

Prunus pensylvanica, 

Prunus virginiana 

Coastal 

Mountain, Interior 

Tools, Medicine LK, KFN 

OW, CSTC 

Prickly Rose  Rosa acicularis Interior Food, 
Medicine, 
Cooking 

OW, CSTC 
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Plant Common Plant Common Plant Common Plant Common 
NameNameNameName    

ScientScientScientScientific Nameific Nameific Nameific Name    Habitat SectionHabitat SectionHabitat SectionHabitat Section    First Nation First Nation First Nation First Nation 
Use TypeUse TypeUse TypeUse Type    

First Nation GroupFirst Nation GroupFirst Nation GroupFirst Nation Group    

Nootka Rose Rosa nutkana Coastal, Interior Food, 
Medicine, 
Cooking 

LK, KFN, OW 

Willow species Salix spp. Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior 

Medicine, Tools LK, KFN, HN, OW, CSTC, 
NTB 

Sitka Mountain-
Ash 

Sorbus sitchensis Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior 

Tools, Medicine OW, CSTC 

TreesTreesTreesTrees    

Amabilis Fir Abies amabilis Coastal Tools, Cooking HN, LK, KFN 

Subalpine Fir Abies lasiocarpa Mountain, Interior Tools, Medicine OW, CSTC, LT 

Red Alder Alnus rubra Coastal, Interior Tools, Cooking, 
Medicine 

LK, KFN, OW, HN, NTB 

Paper Birch Betula papyrifera Coastal, Interior Tools, Food, 
Medicine 

OW, CSTC, LT 

Yellow-Cedar Chamaecyparis 

nootkaensis 

Coastal, Mountain Tools, Fuel,  LK, KFN, HN, OW 

Larch Larix laricina Interior Medicine, Tools CSTC 

Pacific Crab 
Apple 

Malus fusca Coastal Food, 
Medicine, Tools 

LK, KFN, HN, OW 

Englemann 
Spruce 

Picea engelmannii Mountain, Interior Tools, Fuel, 
Medicine 

OW, CSTC, NTB 

Sitka Spruce Picea sitchensis Coast, Mountain Tools, Food, 
Medicine 

LK, KFN, HN, OW 

Pine species Pinus contorta var. 

contorta 

Pinus contorta var. 

latifolia 

Coast, Mountain,  

 

Interior 

Tools, Food 
Medicine, Fuel 

LK, KFN, HN, OW, CSTC, 
NTB, LT 

Black 
Cottonwood 

Populus balsamifera 

var. trichocarpa 

Coastal, Interior Food, Tools, 
Medicine, Fuel 

LK, KFN, HN, OW, CSTC, 
NTB 

Trembling Aspen Populus tremuloides Interior Tools, Medicine OW, CSTC 

Interior Douglas-
fir 

Pseudotsuga 

menziesii var. glauca 

Interior Tools, Cooking, 
Medicine 

OW, CSTC, LT 

Willow species Salix spp. Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior 

Medicine, Fuel, 
Tools, Clothing 

LK, KFN, HN, OW, CSTC 

Western Yew Taxus brevifolia Coastal Tools, Medicine HN, LK, KFN 

Western 
Redcedar 

Thuja plicata Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior  

Tools, Fuel, 
Medicine 

LK, KFN, HN, OW, CSTC, 
NTB 

Western 
Hemlock 

Tsuga heterophylla Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior 

Tools, Clothing, 
Medicine, 
Food,  

HN, LK, KFN, OW, NTB 

Flowering PlantsFlowering PlantsFlowering PlantsFlowering Plants    
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Plant Common Plant Common Plant Common Plant Common 
NameNameNameName    

ScientScientScientScientific Nameific Nameific Nameific Name    Habitat SectionHabitat SectionHabitat SectionHabitat Section    First Nation First Nation First Nation First Nation 
Use TypeUse TypeUse TypeUse Type    

First Nation GroupFirst Nation GroupFirst Nation GroupFirst Nation Group    

Plant Common 
Name 

Scientific Name Habitat Section First Nation 
Use Type 

First Nation Group 

Yarrow Achillea millefolium Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior 

Medicine LK, KFN, OW, CSTC 

Nodding Onion Alium cernuum Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior 

Food LK, KFN, CSTC, OW, NTB 

Spreading 
Dogbane 

Apocynum 

androsaemifolium 

Interior Tools OW, CSTC 

Red Columbine  Aquilegia Formosa Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior 

Medicine OW 

Wild Sarsaparilla Aralia nudicaulis Interior Medicine CSTC 

Pasture Sage Artemisia frigida Interior Medicine CSTC, NTB 

Indian Potato Claytonia lanceolata Interior Food CSTC, NTB 

Fireweed  Epilobium 

angustifolium 

Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior 

Food, Tools, 
Medicine 

LK, KFN, OW, CSTC 

Rice Root  Fritillaria 

camschatcensis 

Coastal Food LK, KFN, HN, NTB 

Indian Celery 
(Cow-Parsnip) 

Heracleum lanatum Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior 

Food, 
Medicine, Tools 

LK, KFN, OW, CSTC, HN, 
NTB 

Tiger Lily Lilium columbianum Interior Food OW, CSTC 

Lupine species Lupinus nootkatensis 

Lupinus arcticus 

Coastal 

Interior 

Food 

Food 

LK, KFN 

OW 

Skunk Cabbage Lysichiton 

americanum 

Coastal Cooking HN, LK, KFN, NTB 

Wild Mint Mentha arvensis Mountain, Interior Food NTB 

Yellow Pond-Lily Nuphar polysepalum Coastal Medicine LK, KFN, OW 

Devil’s Club Oplopanax horridus Coastal, Mountain Medicine KFN, NTB 

Spreading 
Stonecrop  

Sedum divergens Coastal, Mountain Food OW 

False Solomon’s 
Seal 

Smilacina racemosa Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior 

Medicine, Food OW 

Cinquefoil 
Species 

Potentilla pacifica 

Potentilla anserina 

Coastal, Interior Food LK, KFN, OW 

Water Parsnip Sium suave Coastal, Interior Food CSTC 

Springbank 
Clover 

Trifolium wormskjoldii Coastal Food KFN 

Cattail Typha latifolia Interior Food, Tools CSTC 

Stinging Nettle  Urtica dioica Coastal, Interior Medicine, Tools LK, KFN, OW, NTB 

Indian Hellebore Veratrum viride Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior 

Medicine LK, HN, KFN, OW 

NonNonNonNon----Flowering PlaFlowering PlaFlowering PlaFlowering Plantsntsntsnts    
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Plant Common Plant Common Plant Common Plant Common 
NameNameNameName    

ScientScientScientScientific Nameific Nameific Nameific Name    Habitat SectionHabitat SectionHabitat SectionHabitat Section    First Nation First Nation First Nation First Nation 
Use TypeUse TypeUse TypeUse Type    

First Nation GroupFirst Nation GroupFirst Nation GroupFirst Nation Group    

Pinegrass Calamagrostis 

rubescens 

Interior Tools, Cooking LT 

Black Tree 
Lichen 

Bryoria lanestris Interior Food KFN, CSKT 

Horsetail species Equisetum telmatiea 

Equisetum arvense 

Equisetum hyemale 

Coastal 

Coastal, 
Mountain, Interior 

Medicine, Tools LK, KFN, OW, CSTC, HN 

Lady Fern Athyrium filix-femina Interior Food, Medicine LT 

Sword Fern Polystichum munitum Coastal Cooking HN, LK, KFN 

Licorice Fern Polypodium 

glycyrrhiza 

Coastal Food LK, KFN 

Bracken Fern Pteridium aquilinum Coastal, Interior Food, Cooking LK, KFN, OW, CSKT, HN 

Notes:Notes:Notes:Notes:  Abbreviations for First Nation Organizations: (HN) Haisla Nation, (LK) Lax Kw’alaams First Nation, (MET) 
Metlakatla First Nation, (KFN) Kitselas First Nation, (OW) Office of the Hereditary Chiefs of the 
Wet’suwet’en, (CSTC) Carrier-Sekani Tribal Council, (NTB) Nee Tahi Buhn First Nation, (LT) Lheidli 
T’enneh First Nation. 

 

6.7.3.5 Ceremonial and Spiritual Activities 

Several First Nations have provided information about ceremonial and spiritual practices or sites 
that occur in the area of the proposed Project route.  No detail was provided by the First Nations on 
the nature of these practices or activities, in the interests of maintaining confidentiality.   
 

6.7.3.6 Summaries of First Nation Traditional Land Use 

This section summarizes information on traditional land use that is based on a literature review and 
other public sources as well as the Traditional Use Studies (TUS) conducted by First Nations 
communities along the KSL pipeline route.  TUS reports are provided in confidence to the BC 
Environmental Office for internal review as part of the EAC application and it is understood that these 
reports will not be provided to others unless the EAO receives permission from the respective First 
Nation. 
   
All of the affected First Nations agreed to and signed off on contracts to complete their own TUS 
reports for PTP.  To date, eight First Nations groups have completed their TUS reports (including the 
CSTC representing six individual First Nations), and released them for use by the Proponent in the 
EAC Application.  Three First Nations have completed TUS reports, but are currently vetting these 
reports with the community members and leadership, before they are available for use.  As such, PTP 
is awaiting final TUS Report sign-off and permission, prior to including their TUS data in the EAC 
application.  
 

The status of TUS reports is shown below: 

• Haisla Nation (completed and approved for release); 
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• Lax Kw’alaams First Nation (completed, not approved for release);  

• Metlakatla First Nation (completed, not approved for release); 

• Kitselas First Nation (completed and approved for release); 

• Carrier Sekani Tribal Council (completed and approved for release); 

• Office of the Wet’suwet’en Hereditary Chiefs (completed and approved for 
release); 

• Skin Tyee First Nation (completed and approved for release); 

• NeeTahi Buhn First Nation (completed and approved for release); 

• Lleidli T’enneh First Nation (completed and approved for release); 

• McLeod Lake Indian Band (completed and approved for release); 

• West Moberly First Nations (completed, not approved for release). 
 
Issues raised by First Nations as part of PTP’s consultation activities, as well as PTP’s responses to 
those issues, are contained in Section 2 of this Application in Tables 2.4-11 to 2.4-21 inclusive. 
 

HHHHAISLA AISLA AISLA AISLA NNNNATIONATIONATIONATION    

Traditional TerritoryTraditional TerritoryTraditional TerritoryTraditional Territory    

The traditional territory of the Haisla Nation is on the North Coast of British Columbia in the area of 
Kitimat.  The Haisla’s main community is Kitamaat Village, which is 10 km south of Kitimat, at the 
upper end of Douglas Channel. 
    
The Haisla Nation’s traditional territory is comprised of four traditional stewardship areas (see 
Figure 6.7-3).  The pipeline corridor extends approximately 32 km north and then 7 km eastward 
through the territory.  According to oral law, or nuyem, their territorial heritage imposes a stewardship 
obligation on each Haisla member to protect the land from wasteful misuse and ungrateful 
harvesting of its resources.  
 
Each Haisla clan has ownership over sections of the territory and their own village sites.  Each clan’s 
territory is divided into wa’wais areas, or a watershed owned by the person who holds the particular 
clan name that entails possession of the wa’wais.  Thus, besides being Haisla territory, each wa’wais 
belongs communally to a clan and is also individually owned by the member of that clan, who is the 
wa’wais owner’s name-holder.  Regulation of activity in the clan territories, then, falls to the clans 
and to the Haisla Nation as a whole group.  There are 5 Haisla clans and 54 Haisla wa’waises.   
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Figure 6.7-3. Haisla Traditional Territory Showing the Pipeline Route Through Traditional Stewardship 

Areas (map provided in Powell, 2007). 

 
The PNG pipeline corridor passes through four Haisla wa’wais areas.  As shown on Figure 6.7-3, from 
south to north, they are: 
 

1. Yaksda (Moore and Anderson Creek watersheds) a Beaver clan wa’wais owned by 
Legaix, Rod Bolton. 

2. Giyu’yuwa (west side of lower Kitimat River), a Fish clan area owned by Oma, Tom 
Wilson. 

3. Niqwa & Wadin (Big and Little Wedeene River watersheds), a Blackfish clan area that 
was traditionally two wa’wais areas, now amalgamated into a single wa’wais with 
ownership in transition. 

4. Na’labila (the area at the top of the Kitimat River valley where the river turns 
eastward), a Blackfish clan area owned by Wiigwenakwela, Robin Grant. 
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Cultural and Linguistic BackgroundCultural and Linguistic BackgroundCultural and Linguistic BackgroundCultural and Linguistic Background    

The Haisla are speakers of a Wakashan language and are linguistically related to Kwak’wala-
speaking communities on northern Vancouver Island and on the British Columbia Central Coast.  The 
Haisla people number approximately 1400, about half of whom reside in Kitamaat village, IR #2, 
called C’imoc’a (pronounced: Tsee-MOH-tsah).  Today’s Haisla represent the descendants of two 
bands, the Gitamaat (GEE-tah-maht), meaning “people of the snow”, and the Gitlop (GEET-lope), 
meaning “people of the rocks”.  These groups spoke similar dialects of the same language, 
commonly intermarried, and amalgamated in 1948-9 as the Haisla First Nation. 
 

Nature of the Traditional Ecological Knowledge Nature of the Traditional Ecological Knowledge Nature of the Traditional Ecological Knowledge Nature of the Traditional Ecological Knowledge     

The Haisla people represent a community of the northern Northwest Coast cultural area.  Like other 
groups along the Northwest Coast, Haisla culture includes cultural features such as: 

 

• dramatic wood sculptures such as totem poles and welcoming figures, cedar dugout canoes, 
split plank “big houses” with elaborately carved house posts and sculpted beams; 

• the pageantry and ritual exchange of the potlatch ceremony; 

• chiefs with real power, mythic explanations for the basis of their nobility and, often, succession 
along matrilineal lines; 

• economic patterns that emphasized use of the regional rainforest; and 

• a clan system (matrilineal among the Haisla and their neighbours) with clan rights to particular 
territories. 

 
In terms of traditional production and consumption, Haisla tools and technology have changed 
dramatically in the last two centuries.  The resources that the Haisla take from their traditional territory 
have not, however, substantially changed.  Guns have now replaced arrows, spears, and harpoons.  
Manufactured hooks, lures, and nets have replaced handmade fishing gear.  Plastic and metal tubs and 
bags have replaced bent-wood boxes and basketry.  Manufactured boats, Chevy pickups, sawn lumber, 
and metal knives have replaced the handmade artifacts of traditional Haisla life.  A vastly different 
technology has come into contemporary Haisla use for harvesting the same fish, beach life, animals, 
birds, and plant life as their ancestors.  Though much has changed, the Haisla turn to their traditional 
territory to provide the same subsistence resources today as in the past.  
 

Overarching Principles: Sacred Versus Spiritual Sites along the Pipeline CorridorOverarching Principles: Sacred Versus Spiritual Sites along the Pipeline CorridorOverarching Principles: Sacred Versus Spiritual Sites along the Pipeline CorridorOverarching Principles: Sacred Versus Spiritual Sites along the Pipeline Corridor    

The proposed pipeline corridor in their traditional territory does not include locations sacred to the Haisla.  
There are, however, places that the Haisla consider to be sacred within the traditional territory.  
Nonetheless, the entire 39 km stretch of the pipeline corridor is considered to be spiritual, no more or less 
than any area of Haisla territory.  As such, the pipeline corridor is considered to be an area observed and 
controlled by the Creator.  According to the oral traditions, the Creator can be of help to worthy people if 
inclined to do so.  However, traditional Haisla feel that the Creator can also undermine, derail, oppose, and 
jinx the efforts of those who are unworthy or incur the Creator’s indignation, resentment, or displeasure.  The 
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area of the pipeline corridor is presumed by traditional Haisla to have a spirit presence.  This means that 
visitors to the area should be aware that those visitors’ behaviours are monitored by a spiritual power who 
can be either appreciative or vengeful. 
 

Haisla Concerns Haisla Concerns Haisla Concerns Haisla Concerns     

The Haisla are concerned about the places where the pipeline crosses creeks.  At these crossings, 
Haisla people worry that there may be damage to fish habitat.  They are also concerned about the 
proper behaviour of construction crews, which is to say, the Haisla expect that the crews will be 
respectful of the land.  Specific concerns are outlined by kilometre post in Section 7.2.7. 
    

Summary of RecommendationsSummary of RecommendationsSummary of RecommendationsSummary of Recommendations    

The Haisla expect that the pipeline construction will respect the Haisla traditional perspectives, values 
and lifeways.  The Haisla expect PNG to be aware of (1) the community history and customs that relate to 
all areas along the pipeline route, (2) traditional protocols of consultation that are important to the Haisla, 
and (3) the value of PTP assuring the Haisla that project design will attempt to fully utilize Haisla 
Traditional Ecological Knowledge and protect resources and sites of significance to the community.  
 

Limitations of StudyLimitations of StudyLimitations of StudyLimitations of Study    

None identified by the Haisla Nation. 
 

LLLLAX AX AX AX KKKKWWWW’’’’ALAAMS AND ALAAMS AND ALAAMS AND ALAAMS AND MMMMETLAKATLA ETLAKATLA ETLAKATLA ETLAKATLA FFFFIRST IRST IRST IRST NNNNATIONSATIONSATIONSATIONS    

The Lax Kw’alaams and Metlakatla First Nations are both Tsimshian cultural groups on the British 
Columbia Northwest Coast.  Both have completed Traditional Use Study reports, but neither report 
had been approved for release to PTP at time of drafting of the EAC application.  Information below 
has been summarized from the literature review (Bouchard and Kennedy 2007) and other public 
sources.   
 

Traditional TerritoryTraditional TerritoryTraditional TerritoryTraditional Territory    

Ten original winter villages of the Coast Tsimshian people were centred on the lower Skeena River.  
The major Coast Tsimshian community in British Columbia today is at Port Simpson, north of Prince 
Rupert.  Figure 6.7- 1 shows the traditional territorial boundaries of the Lax Kw’alaams and 
Metlakatla First Nations in relation to the KSL pipeline route.  Several of the Tsimshian House groups 
claim an interest in the area of Lakelse Lake, and also in the  lower reaches of the Kitimat River in 
the Wedeene River watershed.  This area includes a section of the proposed pipeline route from 
approximately KP 12 to KP 25. 
 

Cultural and Linguistic BackgroundCultural and Linguistic BackgroundCultural and Linguistic BackgroundCultural and Linguistic Background    

The term “Sm’algyax” is applied to the language spoken by the Coast Tsimshian groups.  The 
Tsimshian language family is divided into four dialect groups in different geographical areas: 
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Northern Tsimshian (spoken along the lower Skeena River and up the coast as far as Alaska); 
Southern Tsimshian (south of the Skeena River, on the coast); Gitksan (on the upper Skeena River); 
and Nisga’a (on the Nass River).   
 
The Hudson’s Bay Company established a fur-trading post at Fort Simpson, approximately 32 km 
north of Prince Rupert harbour, in 1834.  The Lower Skeena Tsimshian tribes moved from their 
traditional village sites in Metlakatla Passage/Prince Rupert harbour to winter around the fort, 
eventually establishing the village of Port Simpson.  Descendants of the tribes living at Port Simpson 
are known today as the Lax Kw’alaams First Nation.  The Lax Kw’alaams people are also known as 
the Allied Tribes of Lax Kw’alaams, a coalition of nine distinct Coast Tsimshian “tribes”.  In 1862, a 
group of about 50 Tsimshian people left Fort Simpson and moved back to one of their old village 
sites at Metlakatla, in the Prince Rupert area, to establish a model Christian community.  
Descendants of this original Tsimshian group still live at Metlakatla and are known as the Metlakatla 
First Nation.   
 
The basic social unit of the Coast Tsimshian tribes was a corporate matrilineage known as a ‘House’ 
or “lineage” and named after its highest-ranking chief’s name.  The House was the main resource-
owning group in Tsimshian society.  Property owned by the House group included fishing, hunting, 
and plant-gathering territories, as well as certain ceremonial privileges.  All of these property rights 
were under the stewardship of the House chief.  Each House and each individual member belonged 
to a larger, exogamic, matrilineal kin group known as a “clan”.   
 
There were four Tsimshian clans, each with a principle crest animal associated with it: Raven, Wolf, 
Eagle and Killerwhale.  Besides being a member of a lineage (House) and a clan, an individual 
belonged to a village, the most important social and economic division of the cultural group.  The 
village unit acted together in trade, feasting, and warfare.  Each village consisted of two or more 
clans. 
 

Nature of the Traditional Ecological Knowledge Nature of the Traditional Ecological Knowledge Nature of the Traditional Ecological Knowledge Nature of the Traditional Ecological Knowledge     

The seasonal round of the Coast Tsimshian people involved movement between a number of 
established village sites: a winter home in the Metlakatla Passage/Prince Rupert harbour area; a 
spring home for eulachon fishing near the mouth of the Nass River; a summer home for salmon 
fishing on the lower Skeena River; and a fall home for hunting in the mountains along the creeks and 
rivers emptying into the lower Skeena River.   
 
On the coast the Tsimshian harvested halibut, herring, shellfish, seals, sea otters, sea lions and 
porpoises.  Eulachon in the Nass River and salmon migrating up the Skeena River were major food 
sources.  In the fall, deer were hunted for food and clothing, as well as mountain goat, caribou, 
porcupine, beaver, groundhog (marmot), lynx and rabbit.  These animals and others (marten, otter, 
weasel, etc.) also provided furs for the fur trade.  Birds taken for food were grouse, geese, a variety 
of ducks, ptarmigan, and swan.  
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Several tribes of the Coast Tsimshian used the area of Lakelse Lake, the Wedeene River, and the 
Zymoetz River drainages for hunting and berry picking in late summer and fall.  The lake was also 
known for fresh water mussels and a type of eel that was dried and used in trade.     
 

KKKKITSELAS ITSELAS ITSELAS ITSELAS FFFFIRST IRST IRST IRST NNNNATIONATIONATIONATION    

 Traditional Territory Traditional Territory Traditional Territory Traditional Territory    

The traditional territory of the Kitselas (Interior Tsimshian) shows the west boundary at Fiddler Creek, 
the east boundary at Gitnadoix River, bounded to the north by the Nisga'a territory near Sand Lake 
and bounded to the south by the Haisla territory, approximately 8 km. upstream from the mouth of 
the Kitimat River.  The Kitselas territory covers an area of approximately 656,000 hectares or 
4320 square miles. 
 
The traditional harvest areas of the people of Kitselas include areas outside their traditional 
boundaries.  These are areas known as multiple use areas, (i.e. areas utilized by other First Nations).  
Kitselas’ main area for harvest includes the areas of the lower Skeena River and adjacent tidal water 
areas.  
 
The total membership of the Kitselas First Nation is approximately 500 people; approximately 300 
people live on reserve and 200 people live off reserve.  The majority of the off-reserve population 
resides in the city of Terrace, with other members residing in Vancouver and outlying areas that 
include Prince Rupert and other Tsimshian communities. 
 

Cultural and Linguistic BackgroundCultural and Linguistic BackgroundCultural and Linguistic BackgroundCultural and Linguistic Background    

The Kitselas people have been known as the Kitselas, Gitsalas, and Gitselasu.  Each spelling of the 
name means virtually the same thing – “The People of the Canyon.”  The Kitselas are organized into 
four hereditary clans and every member of the Kitselas First Nation belongs to one of the Clans or 
sub-clans.  The clans are: 

• Gispudwada (Killerwhale) 

• Laxgiboo (Wolf) 

• Laxsgi ik (Eagle) 

• Ganhada (Raven) 
 
In the past, each of these clans owned and controlled resource use in the clans' territory.  This 
system of land distribution is currently being renegotiated internally by the Kitselas and is being 
considered for implementation post -treaty.  At present, the hereditary system is maintained by an 
Elders group- the Kitselas Elders.  The Kitselas Elders participate in community decision- making and 
festivities. 
 
The history of Kitselas dates back to "time immemorial".  Some remnants and residuum discovered 
through archaeological research and excavations at the Kitselas Canyon, on the Skeena River, have 
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been carbon-dated to 10,000 years, thus confirming occupancy of the Kitselas Canyon and 
surrounding areas for at least that many years.  
 

Nature of the Traditional Ecological KnowledgeNature of the Traditional Ecological KnowledgeNature of the Traditional Ecological KnowledgeNature of the Traditional Ecological Knowledge    

Kitselas people undertake many activities for food harvesting.  The activities include hunting for 
ungulates (moose, deer, mountain goat and caribou), carnivores (black bear, grizzly bear), and other 
animals,  including snowshoe hares , red squirrels, ptarmigan, ruffed grouse, spruce grouse, blue 
grouse, waterfowl (geese, ducks), etc.  Kitselas people also harvest all species of Pacific salmon, 
along with steelhead and cutthroat trout.  Other species of fish harvested from the local freshwater 
streams include Dolly Varden and lamprey eel.  Fish from outside the traditional territory – the 
traditional harvest area (tidal water areas) – include finfish (salmon, groundfish, cod, etc) shellfish 
and crustaceans. 
 
Fish is the prime mainstay of food harvesting.  All fish are cured by methods that include jarring, 
salting, drying, smoking, or freezing.  Game birds such as ruffed, spruce, and blue grouse, Canada 
geese, and mallard ducks are usually harvested in the fall and winter months.  Trapping and snaring 
beaver and snowshoe hares are also a means of supplying food for the Kitselas people and several 
Kitselas members still harvest fur-bearing animal through various trapping methods.  The main 
harvest area for the people of Kitselas is the Kitimat River and tributaries. 
 
The historic use of the forest by the Kitselas include the construction of canoes, longhouses, totem 
poles, wood-crafting, basketry, cooking utensils, and clothing.  Tree species utilized are the red and 
yellow cedar, Sitka spruce, western hemlock, maple, birch, alder, Douglas fir, yew, polar and 
cottonwood trees.  Forest plants gathered mainly for medicine and food purposes include, but not 
limited to: 

• Devil's club, fireweed, lichen, mushrooms, liquorice, Pacific silverweed, riceroot, 
springbank clover, wild onion, cinquefoil, common juniper, copperbush, cow 
parsnip, Indian helebore, Labrador tea, lupine, skunk cabbage, sylvan goat's 
beard and wild rose. 

 
The berry species gathered for medicine and food purposes include and not limited to:  

• Black hawthorn, blueberry (bog, oval-leafed), bunchberry, cloudberry, crabapple, 
cranberry (bog, high and low bush), crowberry, black and red currant, elderberry, 
black gooseberry, hazelnut, huckleberry, lily of the valley, raspberry, soapberry, 
salal, saskatoon, strawberry and thimbleberry. 

 

Summary of RecommendationsSummary of RecommendationsSummary of RecommendationsSummary of Recommendations    

None provided by the Kitselas First Nation. 
 

Limitations of StudyLimitations of StudyLimitations of StudyLimitations of Study    

None identified by the Kitselas First Nation. 
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FFFFIRST IRST IRST IRST NNNNATIONS OF THE ATIONS OF THE ATIONS OF THE ATIONS OF THE CCCCARRIER ARRIER ARRIER ARRIER SSSSEKANI EKANI EKANI EKANI TTTTRIBAL RIBAL RIBAL RIBAL CCCCOUNCILOUNCILOUNCILOUNCIL    

The Carrier Sekani Tribal Council (CSTC) represents the following First Nations, whose traditional 
territories will be affected by the pipeline.  They are listed from west to east. 

• Wet’suwet’en First Nation; 

• Ts’il Kaz Koh First Nation (Burns Lake First Nation); 

• Stellat’en First Nation; 

• Nadleh Whut’en First Nation;  

• Nak’azdli First Nation; and  

• Saikuz First Nation 
 

Traditional TerritoryTraditional TerritoryTraditional TerritoryTraditional Territory    

The territories of the Carrier Sekani comprise approximately 76,000 square kilometres and are 
located in what is now known as the Interior Plateau region, which is bounded to the east by the 
Rocky Mountains, to the north by the Omineca Mountains, and to the west by the Coast Mountains.  
The Carrier territories surround the Nechako, Stuart, and Fraser River watersheds, while the Sekani 
territories coincide with the Finlay, Parsnip, and Peace Rivers.  The territories of Southern Carrier 
people surround the basins of the Dean, Blackwater, and Quesnel rivers.  The traditional territories of 
the Carrier people include lands that drain westward and southward into the Pacific Ocean, while the 
Sekani territories drain east and north into the Arctic Ocean. 
 

Cultural and Linguistic NotesCultural and Linguistic NotesCultural and Linguistic NotesCultural and Linguistic Notes    

The Carrier and Sekani are Athapaskan speaking peoples. The name “Carrier” was introduced 
through European explorers.  In their own language the Carrier refer to themselves as Dakelh-ne, 
Yinka Dene and Yinka Whut’en.  The word “Sekani” means “people of the rocks”.  Through 
intermarriage and trade, the northern and central Carrier groups have had economic, social, and 
political connections to the Sekani, hence the term Carrier Sekani.  The Carrier Sekani, and 
specifically the member nations of the CSTC, are allied with each other, but each First Nation has its 
own distinct territory, usually corresponding to a watershed or lake system. 
 
The Carrier and Sekani peoples have been self-governing and self-reliant for thousands of years.  The 
clans of the Carrier Sekani are matrilineal entities that are maintained through exogamy (i.e. 
marriages allowed only with members of other clans).  The health and well-being of both the people 
and the land was ensured through the Keyoh and Bahlats system.  The Keyoh is the system of land 
ownership and management, which delineates use and access by clan membership.  Each clan has 
a distinct Keyoh or traditional territory that it owns and controls.  The boundaries of the Keyoh are 
often mountains, rivers, creeks, lakes, and other natural landmarks.  The Bahlats is the central 
institution through which the Keyoh are managed, owned, and protected.  Bahlats has come to be 
known as a potlatch to non-Native people. 
Within the Keyoh territories, clans and extended families used numerous sites, trails and waterways 
to hunt, trap, fish, gather plants and berries, and preserve food for winter storage.  The mobility of 
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families throughout the territory was “systematic and purposeful, not random and haphazard” 
(Brown 2002).  An intimate and comprehensive knowledge of the terrain, seasons, waterways, fish, 
and wildlife was essential to survival.  In the same way that all parts of an animal or fish would be 
utilized by the people, the entirety of the Keyoh is integral for the well being of the people.  Moreover, 
mobility was only within clear territorial boundaries and knowledge of these boundaries was mutually 
affirmed by different clans, communities, and nations.  Throughout the year, different areas of the 
territories are used for distinct purposes.  Territorial boundaries were established to ensure the 
prosperity of the clan, and to ensure peaceful relations with neighbouring clans and communities.  
    

Nature of the Traditional Ecological Knowledge Nature of the Traditional Ecological Knowledge Nature of the Traditional Ecological Knowledge Nature of the Traditional Ecological Knowledge     

The Carrier Sekani Tribal Council characterizes traditional ecological knowledge by community (CSTC 
2007).  The knowledge illustrates the detailed and comprehensive use of lands, rivers, and lakes 
along or near the pipeline route.  Plants and fish are collected and hunting occurs from camps 
throughout the region and throughout the year.  Of significant interest and concern to the Carrier-
Sekani First Nations are the impacts of pipeline construction on creeks and stream.  These (and 
other) concerns are detailed in Section 7.2.7. 
 
The following table summarizes the uses of the areas along the pipeline route by community.  Other 
uses for areas close to the pipeline but not directly along the route are detailed in the CSTC TUS 
report. 

Table 6.7-5 
Places of Traditional Importance to the Carrier-Sekani Along Pipeline Route 

CommunityCommunityCommunityCommunity    Ownership and UsesOwnership and UsesOwnership and UsesOwnership and Uses    

Wet’suwet’en 

 

Pipeline goes through Frog and Caribou clan territories 

Significant salmon and steelhead fishing along the Morice River 

The confluence of Morice River and Owen Creek is a camping and fishing site 

Burns Lake Band Deer hunting areas along Poison and Tibbetts Creeks 

Tchesinkut Lake is used for char, whitefish, and trout 

Endako River is a critical fishing river; moose are hunted in the area (access is very 
important; heritage trails exist) 

Stellat’en First 
Nation 

Fraser Lake is a significant fishing and plant collecting area 

Nadleh Whut’en  Pipeline goes through the Grouse and Owl clan territories 

Ormond Lake is an important camping, hunting, trapping, and fishing area 

Saik’uz Pipeline goes through the territory of the Frog Clan 

Trapping and hunting are conducted near or along the pipeline route 

Nak’azdli Pipeline passes through the Keyoh held by Prince Keyoh 

Fishing along the Stuart River; camps and spiritual areas related to this area 

 

CSTC ConcernsCSTC ConcernsCSTC ConcernsCSTC Concerns    

The Carrier Sekani Tribal Council members are particularly concerned about the impact of pipeline 
construction on rivers and river crossings.  Much of the CSTC traditional foods come from rivers, and 
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there is real concern that the construction will permanently damage food fishing on local rivers.  
Section 7.2.7, Table 7.2-27 lists the specific stream and river crossings of concern to CSTC members 
along the Project route. 
    

Summary of RecommendationsSummary of RecommendationsSummary of RecommendationsSummary of Recommendations    

None provided by the CSTC or member First Nations. 
 

Limitations of StudyLimitations of StudyLimitations of StudyLimitations of Study    

It is the view of the CSTC that the traditional use information presented in this study should be 
complemented by a comprehensive scientific study of the environmental impacts associated with 
the proposed pipeline.  The CSTC TUS study has been completed in a relatively short amount of time 
(approximately 3 months).  This is less time than the Carrier Sekani Tribal Council would have 
preferred to complete the study.  
 

OOOOFFICE OF THE FFICE OF THE FFICE OF THE FFICE OF THE WWWWETETETET’’’’SUWETSUWETSUWETSUWET’’’’EN EN EN EN HHHHEREDITARY EREDITARY EREDITARY EREDITARY CCCCHIEFS HIEFS HIEFS HIEFS (OW)(OW)(OW)(OW)    

Traditional TerritoryTraditional TerritoryTraditional TerritoryTraditional Territory    

The Office of the Wet’suwet’en Hereditary Chiefs represents the clans and Chiefs of the 
Wet’suwet’en communities of Moricetown and Hagwilget.  The KSL Project literature review notes 
“the territory of the Wet’suwet’en focused on the Bulkley River after which they were named.”  The 
proposed KSL pipeline route crosses OW traditional territory beginning at approximately KP 90 and 
ending at approximately KP 265. 
 
The Wet’suwet’en Use Study (Wet’suwet’en 2007) provides a detailed description of the territories 
through which the pipeline is to pass.  An edited version of that description is below, and it shows the 
extent to which Wet’suwet’en clan territories characterize society and culture. 
 

From Kitimat, BC, the proposed Pipeline corridor enters Wet’suwet’en territory on the 
western mountain ridge south of Pillar Peak near the confluence of the Clore River and 
Burnie River.  This territory belongs to the Tsayu (Beaver Clan’s) House Group called Tsa Ken 

Yikh (Beaver Lodge House) and the territory is called Talhdzi Wiyez Bin.  
 
The proposed pipeline then moves eastward into the Wet’suwet’en territory that belongs to 
the Gilseyhyu (Big Frog Clan’s) House Group called Yikh tsawilhggis (Dark House).  The 
Territory is called TalbitsKwa.  The pipeline then crosses the Morice River at the large bend of 
the river near the present day bridge crossing on the Morice West FSR.  As it crosses over the 
bridge, it is proposed to enter the territory belonging to the Gitdumden (Bear Clan’s) House 
Group called Cas Yikh (Grizzly House).  The territory is called Lhudis Bin.  
 
As the proposed pipeline corridor continues to meander along the southern shore of the 
Morice River, it encounters another Wet’suwet’en Gitdumden (Bear Clan’s) territory to the 
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north of Pimpernel Mountain.  The territory is managed by the Wet’suwet’en House Group 
called Kiyikh Winiits (House in the Middle of Many).  The territory is called Bi Wini.  

 
As the proposed pipeline corridor continues eastward to the north of Upper Parrot Lake, it 
proposes to briefly skirt along the inside of the southeastern edge of the territory belonging 
to another Wet’suwet’en Gitdumden (Bear Clan’s) territory.  The territory is managed by the 
House Group called Anaskaski (Where it Lies Blocking the Trail).  The territory is called Ts’in 

K’oz’ay.  
 
The proposed pipeline corridor then briefly enters a territory belong to the Wet’suwet’en 
Laksamishu (Fireweed Clan’s) territory. The territory is managed by the House Group called 
Sa Yikh (Sun House) and is called Misdzi Kwa.  After a brief passing through the 
northwestern portion of Misdzi Kwa territory, the pipeline proposes to enter into the 
Wet’suwet’en Tsayu (Beaver Clan’s) territory.  The territory is managed by the House Group 
called TsaKen Yikh (Beaver Lodge House) and is called Nelhdzi Tezdli Bin.  
 
The proposed pipeline corridor then encounters the Wet’suwet’en Laksilyu (Small Frog 
Clan’s) territory.  The territory is managed by the House Group C’in negh lhiy yikh (House of 
Many Eyes) and the territory is called Tasdlegh.  As the proposed pipeline corridor moves 
eastward, it is proposed to go through Wet’suwet’en Gilseyhyu (Big Frog Clan’s) territory.  The 
territory is managed by the House Group called Yikh Ts’widan’ (Thin House) and the territory 
is called Hunekh Bin.  
 
The final territory that the proposed pipeline corridor is to encounter belongs to the 
Wet’suwet’en Laksilyu (Small Frog) territory.  The territory is also managed by the House 
Group called the C’in negh lhiy yikh (House of Many Eyes) and the territory is called Tselh k’iz 

Bin.  (Office of Wet’suwet’en 2007)  
 

Cultural and Linguistic BackgroundCultural and Linguistic BackgroundCultural and Linguistic BackgroundCultural and Linguistic Background    

The composition of the people collectively known by the English term “Carrier” has changed over the 
years, and in fact, the term “Carrier” has now faded from use.  While linguists formerly classified  
“Carrier,” including Witsuwit’en, as a single speech-community, most linguists now acknowledge two 
distinct languages, each with dialectical divisions, and some with subdialectical divisions: 
Witsuwit’en-Babine, divided into the Babine (U’in Wit’en) and Witsuwit’en dialects, and Dakelh (in the 
narrow sense), divided into Nak’albun/Dzinghubun and Southern Dakelh.  
 
Wet’suwet’en people inhabit the fishing villages and fishing sites along Wedzen Kwa (the Bulkley 
River). The Wet’suwet’en Nation is made up of five distinct matrilineal clan groups; the Gitdumden 

(Grizzly), Gilseyhyu (Big Frog), Laksilyu (Small Frog), Laksamishu (Fireweed), and Tsayu (Beaver).  
These clan groups are made up of matrilineal subgroups called House groups. The House groups 
followed continuous seasonal rounds, and spent most of their lives subsisting on resources derived 
from their traditional territories.  
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Nature of the Nature of the Nature of the Nature of the Traditional Ecological Knowledge Traditional Ecological Knowledge Traditional Ecological Knowledge Traditional Ecological Knowledge     

As noted in the Wet’suwet’en Use Study (2007), the premise of the Wet’suwet’en worldview revolved 
around concepts that are contained in single Wet’suwet’en words such as “Whaggus” and “Yintakh”. 
 

“Whaggus” came from a Wet’suwet’en Chief’s meeting.  The late hereditary chief 
Watahkwuts (Pat Namox) was in that meeting and was speaking about resource 
management.  He told all of the chiefs in attendance that the ancient Wet’suwet’en people 
viewed their world in a holistic manner.  He said that it was easiest explained in comparison 
to the western perspective of the word “Respect”.  He said that it is not simply the way that 
we (with the western tongue) understand respect but it is a worldview that includes 
ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING.  Whaggus (from the old higher language) is total respect for 
everything around us, (i.e.) each other, ourselves, the elders, the land animals, the water 
animals, the birds, the insects, the land, the air that we breath, the inanimate objects, the 
spirit world, and ‘Udikiy (the great spirit)” (Naziel 1995). 

 
The Wet’suwet’en also continue to use this other word to describe their worldview. “Yintahk”, which 
means, “Everything is connected to the land”, explains the Wet’suwet’en philosophical approach to 
how they manage the extraction of resources in their traditional territories.  This holistic perspective 
of understanding the biodiversity that exists within their territory serves to assist the Wet’suwet’en 
people with maintaining responsible and effective management methods while being stewards of 
their lands (Naziel 1995). 
 
These philosophies are put into practice in the form of a seasonal round, described in general below. 
 
Summer Summer Summer Summer     
Summer was a critical time for fishing.  Small tributaries of the Bulkley River with small lakes and 
streams provided access to early spawning populations of trout.  Smaller fishing sites along the 
Morice River and the upper Bulkley River provided access to the early spring salmon run that was 
inaccessible at the larger sites during very high water.  The main fishing sites of Hagwilget Canyon 
and Moricetown Canyon provided a larger variety of different salmon species, which arrived at 
different times throughout the summer, a variety of trout species, including steelhead, and abundant 
amounts of lamprey eels. 
 
The summer season was the time for collecting plant foods, the source of carbohydrates and most 
vitamins and minerals.  The most important of these were berries, roots, bulbs, and rosehips.  The 
Wet’suwet’en people were active in establishing habitual patterns in gathering plant species for 
preservation and consumption.  Harvesting of other plant species continued throughout the summer.  
Plants such as wild rice root bulbs, wild parsnip, hazelnuts, fern roots, hemlock sap cakes, fireweed 
syrup, and an unidentified plant that had an edible root the size of a pumpkin. In the higher 
elevations, black huckleberries were collected as a major trading item with people along the coast 
where its high sugar content was prized. In the lower elevations, dwarf blueberries, soapberries, 
saskatoon berries, and high bush cranberries were also harvested and preserved for consumption 
and trade.  
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AutumnAutumnAutumnAutumn    
Wet’suwet’en families would spend weeks camped at high altitudes during a time called Binin dzilh 

K’its tsitilh, “the mountain-going time”.  August was a time for hunting groundhog and mountain 
goats and picking alpine berries.  Before the end of August, Wet’suwet’en people, called Unis’ot’en, 
“from the headwaters”, packed up their salmon and trading items and left the fishing villages.  For 
some families it was a journey of two or three weeks back to their homelands.  People who wintered 
in the sub-boreal regions around Francois Lake and present-day Ootsa Lake would spend September 
and October harvesting spawning whitefish.  October and November would be spent hunting 
woodland caribou and deer.  
 
Winter and Early SpringWinter and Early SpringWinter and Early SpringWinter and Early Spring    
During early winter, the focus was not on how much to harvest but rather on prolonging the activity of 
hunting and gathering in preparing for the harsh winter that followed.  Winter was the time for the 
Wet’suwet’en to consume the stored foods from the summer that were high in protein, fat, and 
carbohydrates - foods like dried meat, bear and eulachon oils, berries and dried rolls of berries and 
hemlock sap cakes, soapberries (which would be rehydrated then whipped with oil and served with 
snow), fern root, rice root, and a large variety of coastal foods acquired through trade.  
 
In the early spring, the northern House groups would be the first to return to the fishing villages to 
prepare fishing sites and gear, gather firewood and to fish for steelhead trout.  Some of these people 
would join Gitksan groups and travel to the Nass River to engage in the eulachon fishery.  The 
Unis’ot’en peoples of the Morice Lake, Nanika Lake, and Tahsta Lake would acquire their eulachon 
grease from the Haisla people, traversing the steep trail to the coast where the Haisla fished for 
eulachon in the Kemano, Kitlope and Kitimat arms in the Gardner Canal.  Some of the eulachon 
made its way into southern Wet’suwet’en territory from Kimsquit River on the Dean Channel near 
Bella Coola. 
 
Late SpringLate SpringLate SpringLate Spring    
The remaining dried fish and meat from the previous summer’s storage were dipped into the 
recently- acquired eulachon grease, rendered beaver fat, and bear fat, or specially-aged fish eggs.  
Those Wet’suwet’en people living near large lakes could supplement their fat supply with spawning 
lake trout or the oil-rich livers of freshwater lingcod.  From late April through the month of May, after 
the Wet’suwet’en men from the northern territories finished preparing fishing implements, they 
would leave the villages again to hunt beaver.  The Unis’ot’en people however, were already out on 
the land.  They would continue their beaver hunting before moving to the larger, more easterly lakes 
for concentrated fishing.  
 
OW Concerns Wet’suwet’en members and elders are concerned that KSL Project activities will 
disrupt the activities of Wet’suwet’en hunters, trappers, fishermen, and plant gatherers.  The people 
who continue to use the territories today appear to have growing concerns regarding the integrity of 
what remains of their territories.  Specifically, the Wet’suwet’en Use Study highlights three general 
areas of concern and impacts: 
 

1) Slope Stability  
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There is a general concern related to surface erosion issues in specific riparian areas of the territory 
along the pipeline route.  Specifically, the Wet’suwet’en are concerned about the area where the 
proposed pipeline corridor crosses the Coast Mountain Range.  The amount of seasonal precipitation 
(rain and snow) and the tremendously steep slopes provides a hazardous situation for any type of 
development plans.  Slope stability in the area is questioned by Wet’suwet’en Elders. 
 

2) Spawning Habitats  
Wet’suwet’en people are generally concerned about the health of the salmon fishery in their territory.  
They worry that the pipeline construction will harm the fishery.  The salmon harvest is the 
fundamental ingredient to the development of the complex Wet’suwet’en society and to the very 
survival of the Wet’suwet’en people. 
 

3) General Environmental Concerns  
The Wet’suwet’en have faced environmental degradation through development for generations and 
worry that the pipeline construction is another example in a line of projects that have affected them 
adversely.  The combined impacts of timber harvest for mountain pine beetle and existing mine 
developments have already severely affected resource values in many Wet’suwet’en House 
territories along the proposed pipeline route. 
 

Summary of RecommendationsSummary of RecommendationsSummary of RecommendationsSummary of Recommendations    

The following is a list of recommendations found in the Wet’suwet’en Use Study: 
 

• Location – The location of the proposed pipeline corridor is of great concern to the 
Wet’suwet’en peoples.  They recommend further discussions surrounding the location, 
particularly where fish habitats will be affected. 

•  

• Past Pipeline – The Wet’suwet’en recommend that the consultation regarding the original 
pipeline construction through their traditional territory (installed in 1968) be undertaken. 

 
• Further Studies – The Wet’suwet’en recommend further plant studies to quantify information 

regarding the amount of medicinal and edible plant communities that might be destroyed by 
the corridor.  This information will be used to determine how wildlife habitat and populations 
and traditional uses will be affected.  

 

SSSSKIN KIN KIN KIN TTTTYEE YEE YEE YEE FFFFIRST IRST IRST IRST NNNNATIONATIONATIONATION    

Traditional TerritoryTraditional TerritoryTraditional TerritoryTraditional Territory    

The Skin Tyee First Nation are a Dakelh (Carrier) group whose traditional territory is located in the 
Central Interior of British Columbia, centred on Grassy Plains area south of Francois Lake.  The 
traditional territory is comprised of approximately 40,000 km2 of land on the north-western edge of 
the Interior Plateau.  The territory is bounded on the west by the Kitimat Ranges and on the north by 
a line that runs roughly east-south-east just south of the towns of Houston, Burns Lake, and Fraser 
Lake, before turning south near Vanderhoof.  The eastern boundary runs south of Vanderhoof for 
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approximately 80 km, passing 40 km east of Tatuk Lake.  It then turns southwest by west, paralleling 
the southeastern shores of Tsacha Lake.  At the Dean River near Far Creek the southern boundary 
heads slightly north of west, passing through the mouth of the Kimsquit and Mussell Rivers to rejoin 
the western boundary. 
 

Cultural and Linguistic BackgroundCultural and Linguistic BackgroundCultural and Linguistic BackgroundCultural and Linguistic Background    

The Skin Tyee are Athapaskans who share cultural and linguistic features with other Dakelh, or 
Carrier, speakers in north-central British Columbia.  The Skin Tyee took their name from a man who 
was referred to as Skin Tyee.  Skin Tyee was born about 1846 and died in 1929.  Skin Tyee’s name 
is related his great skills as a trapper.  He was known to travel to trading posts wearing skins.  The 
word “ tyee” is an anglicized version of the word “diyee”; both “tyee” and “diye” are from the Chinook 
Jargon and mean ‘chief.’   
 

Nature of the Traditional Ecological KnowledgeNature of the Traditional Ecological KnowledgeNature of the Traditional Ecological KnowledgeNature of the Traditional Ecological Knowledge    

The Skin Tyee’s knowledge of the seasonal cycle of plants and animals was, and remains, essential 
for survival.  During the seasonal round within the territory, they use several campgrounds, trails and 
locations to hunt, fish, trap and gather berries and medicines and prepare for winter.  Families 
moved around the territory according to the different seasons, often camping in one place for several 
days or weeks, to take advantage of the resources available.  
 
Seasonal activities, such as hunting, fishing, and berry picking occur throughout the entire traditional 
territory and are essential to the Skin Tyee people.  The northern half of the territory is used most 
heavily.  The majority of the activities take place between Ootsa Lake and the proposed pipeline 
location. Multiple use areas tend to coincide with camping areas, especially for berry and medicine 
picking.  
 
Hunting occurs throughout most of the traditional territory, primarily in the fall, although it can occur 
throughout the year.  While moose is the main target species, deer, black bear, and caribou also 
feature in the diet.  One elder noted that caribou live in the hills between Whitesail and the Big 
Eutsuk Rivers. 
 
Fish is a significant part of the Skin Tyee diet and is acquired throughout the year.  Different species 
spawn at different times of the year and all are valuable.  One elder recalls fishing for char, rainbow, 
silver trout, ling fish, and squawfish in François Lake. 

Skin Tyee ConcernsSkin Tyee ConcernsSkin Tyee ConcernsSkin Tyee Concerns    

The Skin Tyee are concerned about the effects the pipeline may have on the wildlife they depend on 
for food and the destruction of sites where berries and medicine are gathered.  
 
They are in favour of a benefits or compensation package, but would like to see those resources put 
towards better education, self-governance and self-reliance at a community level rather than an 
individual level. 
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Summary of RecommendationsSummary of RecommendationsSummary of RecommendationsSummary of Recommendations    

Specific recommendations include: 

• Creating a PNG liaison position within the Skin Tyee community;   

• Conducting further historical and ethnographic research;   

• Conducting an archaeological impact assessment along the pipeline corridor; 

• Performing comprehensive environmental impact assessment;    

• Limiting construction activities during key wildlife harvesting times;    

• Allowing Skin Tyee access to the pipeline corridor in the future;     

• Ensuring that animals can access the pipeline corridor and cross it easily;    

• Ensuring that the pipeline, during construction and operations does not contaminate the 
land, air or waters within the Skin Tyee territory; and    

• Ensuring that any use of land lost to the Skin Tyee is properly compensated    
 

NNNNEE EE EE EE TTTTAHI AHI AHI AHI BBBBUHNUHNUHNUHN    

The Nee Tahi Buhn First Nation is located around François Lake in north-central British Columbia.  
The community is comprised of about 130 people living in several settlements on the shores of 
François Lake or in the area of Grassy Plains. 
 
Three of the five Nee Tahi Buhn reserves lie within 15 km of the Project route, and are listed in Table 
6.7-1 (Reserves). 
 
The name Nee Tahi Buhn is given to François Lake.  Some say that the name translates to ‘it fills at 
one end and empties at the other.’  Others note that Nee-Tahi means “our uncle” and Buhn means 
“lake”.   

 

Cultural and Linguistic BackgroundCultural and Linguistic BackgroundCultural and Linguistic BackgroundCultural and Linguistic Background    

Nee Tahi Buhn people speak a northern Athapaskan language and are usually labelled 
‘Wet’suwet’en’ in the ethnographic literature.  Like other Carrier groups, the Nee Tahi Buhn organize 
their community around matrilineal clans.  There are five clans: the Gilseyhu (Big Frog); Laksilyu 
(Small Frog); Gitdumden (Wolf/Bear); Laksamashu (Fireweed); and Tsayu (Beaver).11  
Anthropologists have speculated that the Carrier clan system developed in association with the 
inland fur trade after 1800 (see Hudson 1983).  Likewise, the Nee Tahi Buhn process of managing 
lands and resources, called the Bahlats (potlatch) probably dates to this era too.  Evidence suggests 
that the Bahlats likely came from increased association with coastal peoples at Bella Coola (Nuxalk), 
along the Skeena (Gitksan) and elsewhere (e.g. Hudson 1972; 1983; Jenness 1943:483). 
 

                                                      
11 Some information from this paragraph is from a Nee Tahi Buhn website: www.sd91.bc.ca/sd91/ 
pdf_forms/neetahibuhn.pdf; also Jenness 1943:482). 
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Nature of the Traditional Ecological Knowledge Nature of the Traditional Ecological Knowledge Nature of the Traditional Ecological Knowledge Nature of the Traditional Ecological Knowledge     

Nee Tahi Buhn people used all parts of their territory at different times during the year and at 
different times over a period of years.  Winter is a time when trapping, hunting, and ice fishing take 
place.  As spring advances, fishing and hunting continue.  Furs collected during the winter are sold.  
Plants are gathered and potlatches are held.  In the summer, plant collecting, fishing, hunting, and 
farming are primary activities.  Hunting is pursued vigorously during the fall because the animals are 
fat at that time of year.  Fishing and plant gathering continue until the snow falls and the lakes 
freeze. 
 

ConcernsConcernsConcernsConcerns    

The Nee Tahi Buhn people are concerned that the construction of the pipeline will disturb the soil 
and grassland, and this will affect the habitat of fur-bearing animals that are trapped.  The Nee Tahi 
Buhn people also worry that the construction of the pipeline will endanger the quality of soil and 
water along the route, which in turn will affect traditional plant foods and medicines. 
 

Summary of RecommendationsSummary of RecommendationsSummary of RecommendationsSummary of Recommendations    

The NTB leadership recommend that PTP consider the following points (also Nee Tahi Buhn 2007): 

 

• Create a PTP liaison position within the community.  This person will share information and 
communicate between PTP and the community; 

• Conduct an AIA of the entire proposed route, and include elders and community members; 

• Limit construction activities during key wildlife harvesting times; 

• Allow NTB access to pipeline corridor in the future, particularly where trails cross the line; 

• Ensure that animals can access the corridor and cross easily; 

• PTP should replant natural grass and flowers along the pipeline; 

• PTP should provide computer and filing, hydro, phone, and associated expenses in assisting in 
monitoring the pipeline. 

 

LLLLHEIDLI HEIDLI HEIDLI HEIDLI T’T’T’T’ENNEH ENNEH ENNEH ENNEH FFFFIRST IRST IRST IRST NNNNATIONATIONATIONATION    

Lheidli T’enneh territory runs from the Rocky Mountains to common areas to the south shared by the 
Shuswap Nation.  To the north, the Lheidli T’enneh conduct land-based activities in the Summit Lake 
area and throughout the Chief Lake area.  To the west, the Lheidli T’enneh are bordered by the 
Saik’uz Nation, Nadleh Whut’en, and Stellat’en First Nations.   
 
The name ‘Lheidli T’enneh’ translates to “people from where the rivers flow together.”  The rivers in 
question are the ‘Nee Incha Koh’, which means “river with strong undercurrents” and the ‘Ltha Koh’, 
the “Big Mouth River”.  These rivers are known today as the Nechako and the Fraser Rivers.  Lheidli 
T’enneh people are sometimes called the ‘Tanoten’, which meant “people a little to the north.” 
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Cultural and Linguistic BackgroundCultural and Linguistic BackgroundCultural and Linguistic BackgroundCultural and Linguistic Background    

The Lheidli T’enneh are also known ethnographically as Carrier, a major Athapaskan language group 
occupying the upper Fraser River, Nazko River, Bulkley River, Nechako River, and the Stuart, Takla, 
Pinchie, Fraser, François, and Anahim Lakes.  The Lheidli T’enneh refer to themselves as Dakelh-ne 
or Yinka Dene.  They also refer to themselves with a reference to the community from which they 
came.   
 
The Lheidli T’enneh lived in villages and had different camps for fishing and for hunting.  Some 
camps, like those used for fishing, were sometimes communal, used by many families.  Other 
camps, such as moose or caribou hunting camps, usually belonged to a family and were located on 
their ‘keyoh’. 
 
The ‘keyoh’ is a type of ownership not shown by deed or on a map, as it was simply part of the 
collective knowledge of the people.  As children grew up they were brought to their various camps at 
different times of the year, and they came to know those sites as belonging to them and their 
families.  Along the way they would be shown other families' camps and hunting or fishing areas.  
Because this information was reinforced each year by the annual cycle and discussed publicly in the 
potlatch, everyone knew their place.  These records were etched into people's memories.  

 

Nature of the Traditional Ecological Knowledge Nature of the Traditional Ecological Knowledge Nature of the Traditional Ecological Knowledge Nature of the Traditional Ecological Knowledge     

The Lheidli T’enneh identify several animal species that are critical to their food gathering economy.  
These animals include marten, mink, beaver, otter, lynx, muskrat, rabbit, fox, coyote, wolves and fish, 
as well as large animals such as mountain goat, black bear, grizzly bear, caribou and moose.  Birds 
include ducks, geese, swans, and grouse.  Fish were very important in the community.  They were 
plentiful in all lakes and in the salmon runs.  The Lheidli T’enneh depended on the salmon each year 
but they also sustained themselves on char, whitefish, pea mouth, Dolly Varden, trout and suckers. 
 
The Lheidli T’enneh identified trails, resource gathering areas, and habitation sites throughout their 
territory.  People traveled the lakes and rivers by boats into the early 1900s.  The main trail runs 
from North Shelley to the Summit Lake townsite.   
 

Summary of RecommendationsSummary of RecommendationsSummary of RecommendationsSummary of Recommendations    

The Lheidli T’enneh research team recommend that PTP consider the following points in the EA 
process: 

• Conduct an inventory of the fish in the lakes and creeks that flow into the Salmon River.   

• Conduct an inventory of the fish in the lakes and creeks with a gradient less than 20%.  

• Conduct an Archaeology Impact Assessment in the Chauminchil Lake area.  

• Monitor the water temperatures and water quality. One station should be located above the 
pipeline and one station located below the pipeline to compare the changes to see if the 
changes are created by the development of the Pacific Northern Gas, or to see if there 
impacts are due to development.   
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• Monitor the wildlife in the area to gauge the population of wildlife that use the area for 
habitat. 

• Pacific Northern Gas should provide a list of potential jobs as a result of the development of 
the pipeline.   

• Industry should identify the educational benefits of the pipeline.   

• Provide the Lheidli T'enneh First Nation with the emergency plan in case of a leak in the line.  

    

Limitations of StudiesLimitations of StudiesLimitations of StudiesLimitations of Studies    

None reported by First Nation. 
    

TTTTREATY REATY REATY REATY 8 F8 F8 F8 FIRST NATIONSIRST NATIONSIRST NATIONSIRST NATIONS    

• Northern Athapaskan language speakers (the Sekani and Beaver peoples) 
occupy the mountainous drainages of the upper Peace River, Finlay River and 
Parsnip River, at the eastern end of the proposed Project route.  First Nations in 
this area who are signatories to Treaty 8 are discussed in this section of the 
report, including:   McLeod Lake Indian Band (Sekani) 

• West Moberly First Nations (Beaver). 
 

MMMMCCCCLLLLEOD EOD EOD EOD LLLLAKE AKE AKE AKE IIIINDIAN NDIAN NDIAN NDIAN BBBBANDANDANDAND    

Traditional TerritoryTraditional TerritoryTraditional TerritoryTraditional Territory    

The McLeod Lake people occupy the Rocky Mountain Trench region of northeastern British 
Columbia.  Their territory extends southward from McLeod Lake to the Summit Lake region of the 
PNG pipeline route, and intersects with the proposed route from KP  436.5 to KP 462. 
 

Cultural and Linguistic BackgroundCultural and Linguistic BackgroundCultural and Linguistic BackgroundCultural and Linguistic Background    

The people of McLeod Lake are known as TseK’ehne (English version is Sekani), which is a Carrier 
word meaning ‘people of the rock’.  The TseK’ehne have always occupied the Rocky Mountain 
Trench, although history suggests they also occupied the Peace River area prior to European contact.  
The McLeod Lake people were missed as signatories during the original Treaty 8 negotiations at the 
end of the 1800’s.  McLeod Lake Indian Band negotiated adhesion to Treaty 8 in 2000. 

 

Nature of the Traditional Ecological Knowledge Nature of the Traditional Ecological Knowledge Nature of the Traditional Ecological Knowledge Nature of the Traditional Ecological Knowledge     

The primary traditional economic activities of McLeod Lake people are hunting, fishing, and plant 
gathering.  In many ways, these activities remain the focus of life today.  McLeod Lake people hunt 
moose, deer, mountain sheep, mountain goat, hoary marmot, ground-hog, and hare for food.  
Porcupine is hunted for its quills, and beaver, muskrat, black bear, marten, fisher, wolverine, lynx, 
fox, wolf, coyote, ermine, and mink are hunted primarily for their fur.  Traps, snares, and rifles are all 
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tools of the hunt.  In order to obtain the requisite resources, the McLeod Lake people followed a 
seasonal round of movements that promoted the maximum efficiency in the use of their territory’s 
resources.  In general, fish were caught in large numbers late in the summer.  Moose were hunted in 
the fall.  Plants were gathered when ripe from spring through early fall.  Mountain goats and bear 
were hunted in the spring and early summer.  The logistics of moving from one resource- gathering 
area to another required attention to the location of villages, food caches, and the best hunting and 
fishing sites.  McLeod Lake people have been described as semi-nomadic, yet, these movements 
were never random and always done intentionally along a set route and within a definable territory. 

    

Concerns of the McLeod Lake Indian BandConcerns of the McLeod Lake Indian BandConcerns of the McLeod Lake Indian BandConcerns of the McLeod Lake Indian Band    

McLeod Lake elders identified the following concerns related to the pipeline construction (McLeod 
Lake Indian Band 2007: 

• The pipeline might affect the salmon, the animals, the berries, the beavers, ducks, and 
animals that migrate; 

• Poison waste may cause cancer and contaminate the soil if spilled; 

• Fish, berries, animals, migration routes will be damaged by chemicals;  

• Construction will create too much open space and dry everything out; 

• Post-construction there will be too much wind if the forest is cut down; 

• Would like pipeline to go above Salmon River, not underneath because it will cause too 
much disturbance; 

• The pipeline crossings at rivers or creeks could have gas leaks, which could disturb 
fish populations; 

• The pipeline should stay farther from EM and K Lake; it should go north of that lake. 

 

Summary of RecommendationsSummary of RecommendationsSummary of RecommendationsSummary of Recommendations    

The McLeod Lake people indicate that the impact of the pipeline is minimal at the present (see 
McLeod Lake Indian Band 2007).  Still, concerns about the safety of the pipeline and the 
destructiveness of the construction are in the minds of McLeod Lake people.  In addition, every effort 
must be made to maintain access to the pipeline corridor for McLeod Lake people.  This is important 
for future uses of the area. 
 
Specific recommendations are included in the TUS report (McLeod Lake Indian Band 2007), 
including: 
 

• Update McLeod Lake people through the PTP liaison about all construction plans prior to 
construction and during construction; 

• Update McLeod Lake people about PTP’s plans to limit construction damage to local forests and 
to mitigate pipeline accidents; 
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• Ensure access to the pipeline corridor for hunters and for animals following construction; 

• Create, at minimum, regular points along the pipeline corridor where people and animals can 
cross the route;  

• Discuss with McLeod Lake people about PTP’s strategies for mitigating fire threats, construction 
noise, and sedimentation of creeks, boom, and bust economics. 

 

Limitations of StudyLimitations of StudyLimitations of StudyLimitations of Study    

For McLeod Lake Indian Band, further planning and research is required in the areas of impact 
assessment, reclamation planning, and specific impacts on seasonal food gathering once the 
construction schedule has been determined. 
 

WWWWEST EST EST EST MMMMOBERLY OBERLY OBERLY OBERLY FFFFIRST IRST IRST IRST NNNNATIONSATIONSATIONSATIONS    

The West Moberly First Nations Traditional Use Study report was completed but not approved for 
release to the PTP at the time of the EAC Application.  The following information is compiled from the 
literature review (Bouchard and Kennedy 2007) and other public sources. 
 

Traditional TerritoryTraditional TerritoryTraditional TerritoryTraditional Territory    

The West Moberly First Nation was formed in 1977 after the Hudson Hope Band was divided into 
two; the Halfway River First Nation was created at approximately the same time.  The community is 
located at the west end of Moberly Lake near Chetwynd, British Columbia.  The community has about 
200 members in 2007. 
 
West Moberly territory is centred on Moberly Lake.  Brody describes the land as a convergence of 
physiographic zones and animal habitats (Brody 1988:20).  Brody writes:  
 

Foothills, muskeg, and prairie [come together here] … In northeast British Columbia, [the 
boreal] forest reaches two of its boundaries: tree lines that are caused by either altitude or 
latitude, by the summer cold of mountain of arctic … Within the foothills there are north-
facing slopes where the tree line dips so low as to create wide clearings … there are sudden 
patches of muskeg … there are natural meadows, interruptions in the forest, where grasses, 
flowers, and berries have the sunlight and space in which to luxuriate. (Brody 1988:18). 

 
The south-western extent of the traditional territory of the West Moberly First Nations is under 
dispute, but as noted earlier on page 6- 179 the Proponent accepts that their interests may extend 
from KP 436.5 to KP 462. 
 

Cultural and Linguistic BackgroundCultural and Linguistic BackgroundCultural and Linguistic BackgroundCultural and Linguistic Background    

The West Moberly First Nation is usually included in descriptions of Beaver, or Duneza, Athapaskan 
aboriginal peoples.  West Moberly people are close cultural and linguistic relatives of Sekani peoples 
further west (Ridington 1981, Jenness 1937).  Beaver culture continues to be based on extensive 
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exploitation of food resources in the Peace River watershed by hunting, fishing, and gathering plants.  
The subsistence strategy based on this kind of food gathering is supported by a worldview which 
involves spirit questing and dreaming as a way of interacting with animal spirits.  Positive 
interactions through rituals between hunters and animal spirits lead hunters to hunting success 
(Ridington 1990). 
 
Beaver people, and West Moberly people specifically, are signatories to Treaty 8, which was signed in 
1899.  The governments of Canada and British Columbia created Treaty 8 in order to ensure safe 
and efficient settlement by non-natives in northeastern British Columbia, and safe travel for miners 
heading to the Yukon in search of gold.  There are seven Indigenous communities that signed Treaty 
8 between 1899 and 1961: Doig River, Fort Nelson, Halfway River, Prophet River, Salteau, Tsekani, 
and West Moberly.  The Canadian government accepted Treaty Land Entitlement claims from West 
Moberly and Halfway River First Nations, with the BC Government joining the negotiations in 
February 2003.  Treaty 8 created small reserves for West Moberly people and effectively limited the 
extent of territory West Moberly hunters could use for securing food.  Beaver people believe, 
however, that the original Treaty guarantees their rights to hunt and trap on non-reserve lands in 
perpetuity.  Other interpretations of the treaty are less generous; they include a belief that Treaty 8 
allows the expropriation of land for development projects consistent with non-native development 
agendas, like agriculture and the mining of oil and gas.  Regardless of reading, Treaty 8 restricted 
the range over which West Moberly and other aboriginal hunters could move; changes in culture 
followed quickly (Brody 1988).   

 

Nature of the Traditional Ecological KnowledgeNature of the Traditional Ecological KnowledgeNature of the Traditional Ecological KnowledgeNature of the Traditional Ecological Knowledge    

As hunting and gathering peoples, traditional Beaver economics required movement throughout a 
large, defined territory.  Knowledge of the seasonal availability of plants, fish, and animals was 
critical to foraging success.  Beaver families were small, although their composition was fluid and 
flexible.  The ability to form or reform groups in times of food shortage or abundance contributed to a 
successful economy based on food collection (Brody 1988, Ridington 1990).  Ridington indicates 
that Beaver social identity was predicated on relationships to others created through common 
geographical ties, ancestry, language, and culture; the more diffuse these ties are, the smaller the 
relationships between people (Ridington 1981). 
 
Trapping has been a significant industry in northeastern British Columbia in the past 150 years or 
more.  Citing the 1992 Treaty 8 Tribal Association study of regional ethnohistory, Bouchard and 
Kennedy (2007) indicate that trapline boundaries were asserted publicly as early as the negotiations 
surrounding Treaty 8:  
 

The trappers [stated] that rivers were usually the boundaries, and chose the area bounded 
by the Peace, Pine, and Parsnip Rivers.  After registered traplines were introduced in 1925, 
the province's Chief Game Commissioner met with a secretary of the Lesser Slave Lake 
Agent, and suggested that the West Moberly trappers might require some type of group 
registration.  Despite the Chief Commissioner's evident support for a band registration for 
these aboriginal trappers, no such registration was made.  Trapline applications were finally 
made out for West Moberly [First Nation] members following the Indian Agent’s arrival to 
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make the treaty payment in the fall of 1930.  These traplines are considerably farther north 
than the KSL pipeline route (Bouchard and Kennedy 2007:53). 

 
West Moberly trapping activities continue through to the present day. 
 

6.7.46.7.46.7.46.7.4    First Nations Future Land UseFirst Nations Future Land UseFirst Nations Future Land UseFirst Nations Future Land Use    

Several First Nations and Tribal organizations have been developing Land Use Plans for their 
territories, or Management Plans for particular resources in portions of their territories in the Project 
study area.  These groups include the Haisla Nation, Kitselas First Nation, Office of the Wet’suwet’en, 
and Carrier Sekani Tribal Council.  To date, these First Nation Land Use Plans have not been made 
available to PTP. 
 
In addition, several First Nations and tribal organizations have been engaged with the Province in the 
negotiations of Land and Resource Management Plans (LRMPs) in the study area.  LRMPs cover the 
study area from west to east as follows: 

• Kalum (completed 2002) 

• Morice (completed 2004) 

• Lakes (completed 2000) 

• Vanderhoof (completed 1997) 

• Prince George (completed 1999).  
 
The North Coast LRMP (completed in 2005) provides the most up-to-date example of First Nation 
involvement in land use planning, although the planning area is outside the KSL pipeline route.  The 
Lax Kw’alaams, Metlakatla and Kitselas First Nations and the Haisla Nation participated in the North 
Coast LRMP on a government-to-government basis with the provincial government.  These First 
Nations presented their own Land Use Plans (or relevant portions of LUPs) at the LRMP table, with 
the goal of influencing the Province of British Columbia on land tenures in the plan area, and on 
resource management operational decision-making.  The actual role of the First Nation LUPs in the 
LRMP process has still to be negotiated with the Province of British Columbia.  
The Kalum LRMP covers an area from approximately KP 0 to KP 100 along the Project route.  The 
Lax Kw’alaams, Metlakatla and Kitselas First Nations and the Haisla Nation participated in the early 
stages of the Kalum LRMP (1998-2000).  The Tsimshian First Nations withdrew from the process in 
2000 to concentrate on producing their own LUP. 
 
The Morice LRMP covers an area from approximately KP 100 to KP 215 along the Project route.  The 
Office of the Wet’suwet’en Hereditary Chiefs (OW) and the Lake Babine Nation began participation in 
the LRMP process in 2002, but Lake Babine Nation withdrew from the LRMP table in 2003.  The OW 
abstained from final voting to allow the LRMP to be adopted by consensus in 2004.  The OW has 
several unresolved issues with the final plan.  Carrier Sekani Tribal Council (CSTC), the Cheslatta 
First Nation, and the Yekooche First Nation declined the invitation to participate in the LRMP 
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process.  The OW have prepared their own natural resource plans relevant to their traditional 
territory, which encompasses 73% of the Morice LRMP area.   
 
The Lakes LRMP covers an area from approximately KP 215 to KP 290 along the Project route.  This 
area includes the traditional territories of the OW, the Wet’suwet’en First Nation, and the Stellat’en 
First Nation (members of CSTC).  No First Nations participated in the LRMP process that completed 
the plan in 2000.  The CSTC have been working on a Territorial Stewardship Plan since 2004, but 
have not completed that plan due to lack of a government-to-government protocol with the British 
Columbia government, lack of funding and human resources, and lack of trained CSTC members to 
work on the plan. 
 
The Vanderhoof LRMP covers an area from approximately KP 290 to KP 390 along the Project route.  
This area includes the traditional territories of the Saik’uz First Nation, Stellat’en First Nation, and 
Nad’leh Whut’en First Nation, all members of the CSTC.  These First Nations expressed an interest in 
the LRMP process but chose not to participate due to perceived conflict with the British Columbia 
Treaty Negotiations process, and staffing and funding constraints.   
 
The Prince George LRMP covers an area from approximately KP 390 to KP 460 along the Project 
route.  This area includes the traditional territories of the McLeod Lake Indian Band, Lheidli T’enneh 
First Nation, Saik’uz First Nation, and Nakazdli First Nation.  The latter two groups are members of 
the CSTC.  No First Nations participated in the LRMP process, citing similar reasons to those stated 
for the Vanderhoof LRMP.    
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6.7.56.7.56.7.56.7.5    FirFirFirFirst Nations Aboriginal Rights and Title and Treaty 8 Rightsst Nations Aboriginal Rights and Title and Treaty 8 Rightsst Nations Aboriginal Rights and Title and Treaty 8 Rightsst Nations Aboriginal Rights and Title and Treaty 8 Rights    

6.7.5.1 Views Expressed by First Nations on Aboriginal Rights and Title 

Views expressed by First Nations and representative organizations during pre-application 
consultations on aboriginal rights and title are summarized in Table 6.7-6 below.  The table includes 
issues that arise in consequence of rights such as the Crown’s obligation to consult and those 
aspects of the obligation delegated to PTP under part 13 of the Section 11 Order issued by the 
BCEAO. 

Table 6.7-6 
Views Expressed by First Nations and Representative Organizations Regarding Aboriginal Rights and Title and Treaty 

Rights in the Study Area 

IssueIssueIssueIssue    First Nation or Tribal organizationFirst Nation or Tribal organizationFirst Nation or Tribal organizationFirst Nation or Tribal organization    

Aboriginal rights and title must be 
addressed by both the propoent and by 
government.  

Haisla, Kitselas, Lax Kwa’alaams, Metlakatla, Office of the 
Wet’suwet’en, Carrier Sekani Tribal Council and members, Skin 
Tyee, Nee Tahi Buhn, Lheidli T’enneh, McLeod Lake, West 
Moberly. 

The proponent must accommodate First 
Nations for infringement of Rights and 
Title if the Project proceeds. 

Haisla, Kitselas, Lax Kwa’alaams, Metlakatla, Office of the 
Wet’suwet’en, Carrier Sekani Tribal Council and members, Skin 
Tyee, Nee Tahi Buhn, Lheidli T’enneh, McLeod Lake, West 
Moberly. 

(In consequence of Rights and Title), 
there should be a Framework whereby 
First Nations have joint decision-making 
power with the Provincial Government 
over Environmental Assessments. 

Office of the Wet’suwet’en, Kitselas, CSTC. 

Both the proponent and government 
must consult about the existing line and 
its infringement of Rights and Title and 
accommodate that infringement. 

Haisla, Kitselas, Office of the Wet’suwet’en, Carrier Sekani Tribal 
Council and members, Lheidli T’enneh, McLeod Lake, West 
Moberly. 

A court case regarding income tax of a 
Wet’suwet’en member, as PTP 
understood the brief reference, 
established that the member was exempt 
from this tax on income earned anywhere 
on the traditional territories of the 
Wet’suwet’en hereditary Chiefs, thus 
establishing Wet’suwet’en authority over 
their lands and resources. 

Office of the Wet’suwet’en 

The 1997 court case called 
Delgamuukw/Gisday’wa v. The Queen 
outlined the rights of Aboriginal people in 
relationship to dealing with outside 
government and industry incursions: “The 
decision confirmed that Aboriginal title 
does exist in British Columbia, that it’s a 
right to the land itself – not just the right 

Office of the Wet’suwet’en 
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IssueIssueIssueIssue    First Nation or Tribal organizationFirst Nation or Tribal organizationFirst Nation or Tribal organizationFirst Nation or Tribal organization    

right to the land itself – not just the right 
to hunt, fish or gather – and that when 
dealing with Crown land, the government 
must consult with and may have to 
compensate First Nations whose rights 
are affected.” (from the BC Treaty 
Commission’s A Lay Persons Guide to 
Delgammukw/Gisday’wa.) 

"First, Aboriginal title encompasses the 
right to exclusiveexclusiveexclusiveexclusive use and occupation of 
the land; second, Aboriginal title 
encompasses the right to choosethe right to choosethe right to choosethe right to choose to what 
uses the land can be put, subject to the 
ultimate limit that those uses cannot 
destroy the ability of the land to sustain 
future generations of aboriginal peoples; 
and third, the lands held pursuant to 
Aboriginal title have an inescapable 
economic componenteconomic componenteconomic componenteconomic component" (para 166) 
emphasis added by the OW, from an 
interpetation of the Delgammukw/ 
Gisday’wa Decision presented by Louise 
Mandell, February 12th and 13th, 1998. 

Office of the Wet’suwet’en 

The pipeline should not affect ungulates 
such that there is an effect on rights to 
hunt in the area. 

Haisla, Kitselas, Office of the Wet’suwet’en, Carrier Sekani Tribal 
Council and members, Skin Tyee, Nee Tahi Buhn, Lheidli 
T’enneh, McLeod Lake, West Moberly. 

The pipeline should not affect plant 
communities such that there is an effect 
on rights to gather country foods and 
medicines in the area. 

Haisla, Kitselas, Office of the Wet’suwet’en, Carrier Sekani Tribal 
Council and members, Skin Tyee, Nee Tahi Buhn, Lheidli 
T’enneh, McLeod Lake, West Moberly. 

The pipeline should not affect fish 
populations or habitat such that there is 
an effect on rights to fish in the area. 

Haisla, Kitselas, Lax Kwa’alaams, Metlakatla, Office of the 
Wet’suwet’en, Carrier Sekani Tribal Council and members, Skin 
Tyee, Nee Tahi Buhn, Lheidli T’enneh, McLeod Lake, West 
Moberly. 

 

6.7.5.2 Treaty 8 Tribal Association and Lheidli T’enneh First Nation Treaty 
Considerations 

Section 35 of the Constitution Act "recognizes and affirms" the "existing" aboriginal and treaty rights 
in Canada.  The Crown’s duty to consult with Treaty 8 First Nations flows from the constitutional 
protection of their treaty rights and from several court cases that clarify its application.  Treaty 8 
confirms the right of the signatory First Nations “to pursue their usual vocations of hunting, trapping 

and fishing throughout the tract surrendered…”  In negotiation for these treaty rights and other 
provisions such as reserve lands, the Crown maintained the authority to take up land “from time to 

time for settlement, mining, lumbering, trading or other purposes,” as required, and also “such 

portions of the reserves and lands above indicated as may at any time be required for public works, 

buildings, railways, or roads of whatsoever nature may be appropriated for that purpose by Her 
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Majesty's Government of the Dominion of Canada, due compensation being made to the Indians for 

the value of any improvements thereon, and an equivalent in land, money or other consideration for 

the area of the reserve so appropriated”.   

 

Consequent court cases have clarified principles of how the honour of the Crown must be upheld by 
requiring consultation when a right could be infringed, of avoidance of infringement as much as 
possible and of provision of compensation if a right is “expropriated” (Sparrow [1990] SCC).  Treaty 8 
rights to hunt, fish and trap can include activities “reasonably incidental” to the exercise of those 
rights such as building a shelter, without permission from a provincial or federal regulating agency 
(Sundown (SCC 1996)).  Haida (SCC 2004) and Taku River (SCC 2004) confirmed that where 
evidence of aboriginal rights is strong and the infringement significant, the Crown has an obligation 
to accommodate “unproved” aboriginal rights over land and resources. If appropriate, First Nations’ 
interests (such as gathering plants for food and medicines) can be considered as part of an 
accommodation (Mikisew (2005 SCC 69)).  The Mikisew Cree Decision, November 24, 2005, also 
affirmed that governments have the power under treaties to authorize land uses that infringe on 
treaty rights.  Hunting rights under Treaty 8 may not be exercised on lands that are put to a “visible, 
incompatible land use” (which are “required or taken up from time to time for settlement, mining, 
lumbering, trading and other purposes”).  PTP’s buried pipeline through Treaty 8 lands is not 
incompatible with hunting, fishing, trapping, or related activities.  
 
The treaty rights of McLeod Lake Indian Band (ML) and the West Moberly First Nations (WMFN), both 
of which are signatories to Treaty 8, are indisputable in the first 9.5 km of the pipeline westward 
from Summit Lake.  At approximately KP 458, the pipeline crosses the height of land and enters 
terrain where water flows south.  This land is in the “Treaty 8 Disputed Area” land section that may or 
may not be within the boundaries of the Treaty negotiated in 1899.  The West Moberly First Nations 
and other Treaty 8 signatories are in litigation with the provincial and federal governments to 
determine the western boundary of Treaty 8.  Consultation has been undertaken by PTP with WMFN 
in all those parts of the disputed area potentially affected by the Project.  
 
A company belonging to the McLeod Lake Indian Band owns 56 hectares in fee simple at Summit 
Lake, north of the project.  Similarly, a company belonging to West Moberly First Nations owns 
property in fee simple northwest of the project.  As noted in Section 6.7.1, West Moberly First 
Nations have applied for 1,000 acres of land at Summit Lake as a Treaty Lands Entitlement.  This 
land parcel is shown in Figure 6.7-1.  The existing PNG pipeline crosses two kilometres of this land. 
 
Specific provisions of the “McLeod Lake Indian Band Treaty No. 8 Adhesion and Settlement 
Agreement” recognize that there is an outstanding issue between the Federal government and ML 
regarding the final location of the Treaty boundary.  These contested parts of ML’s traditional 
territory are defined within the Adhesion Agreement as the “Claimed Traditional Territory”.   
 
PTP has therefore taken the view that consultation is required with ML and WMFN for the land along 
the Project route from the most westerly crossing of the Salmon River (KP 436.6) to the terminal with 
Spectra Energy. This consultation has been undertaken with the intention of substantially addressing 
the traditional territory concerns of both First Nations. 
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After PTP began communication with the Lheidli T’enneh First Nation (LTFN), the LTFN and the 
provincial and federal governments initialled the Lheidli T’enneh Final (Treaty) Agreement on October 
29, 2006.  The agreement included a land package that consisted of 4,330 ha that includes 3,653 
ha of provincial and federal Crown land and 677 ha of existing Indian reserves.  Notwithstanding this 
potential Treaty, PTP engaged in consultation with the LTFN with the same principles that it has 
undertaken in consultation with all First Nations with potential aboriginal rights and title.  The Final 
Agreement was rejected in a vote by the LTFN’s membership on March 30, 2007.   
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6.86.86.86.8    LLLLAND AND AND AND AND AND AND AND RRRRESOURCE ESOURCE ESOURCE ESOURCE UUUUSE SE SE SE 12    

6.8.16.8.16.8.16.8.1    Land and Resource PlansLand and Resource PlansLand and Resource PlansLand and Resource Plans    

6.8.1.1 Provincial Land and Resource Management Plans 

LLLLAND AND AND AND AND AND AND AND RRRRESOURCE ESOURCE ESOURCE ESOURCE MMMMANAGEMENT ANAGEMENT ANAGEMENT ANAGEMENT PPPPLANS LANS LANS LANS (LRMP(LRMP(LRMP(LRMPSSSS))))    

The pipeline route crosses five provincial Land and Resource Management Plan (LRMP) areas 
(Table 6.8-1).  LRMPs are sub-regional integrated resource plans that provide management direction 
for provincial lands and resources.  Components of the Provincial Land and Resource Management 

Plans are embedded in provincial legislation.  Other LRMP sections are intended to provide 
management guidance.  The LRMPs crossed by the pipeline route outline:  
 
• spatially defined land use zones, 
• objectives that guide management of natural resources in each land use zone, and     
• strategies for achieving the objectives (Integrated Land Management Bureau website).    
 

Table 6.8-1 
LRMP Areas Crossed by the Project Route 

LRMPLRMPLRMPLRMP    LocationLocationLocationLocation    ReferenceReferenceReferenceReference    

Kalum KP 0.0 to KP 95.6 Integrated Land Management Bureau 2006  

Morice KP 95.6 to KP 215.2 BC Ministry of Sustainable Resource 
Management 2004a 

Lakes KP 215.2 to KP 288.1 Province of British Columbia 2000 

Vanderhoof KP 288.1 to KP 388.9 Province of British Columbia 1997 

Prince George KP 388.9 to KP 462.2 Province of British Columbia 1999 

 
LRMPs provide broad General Management Direction, which applies across the entire plan area.  
The five LRMPs were reviewed for direction that may be relevant to the Project.  Based on this 
review, it can be concluded that the Project is consistent with the General Management Direction 
contained in the plans. 
 
LRMPs provide further direction for areas having specific environmental, social, or economic values.  
Area-specific management direction considered relevant to Project is identified in Table 6.8-2. 

                                                      
12  Please refer to “Socio-Economic Technical Report for the Proposed Kitimat – Summit Lake Natural Gas 

Pipeline Looping Project”, “Forestry Technical Report for the Proposed Kitimat – Summit Lake Natural Gas 
Pipeline Looping Project”, “Acoustic Environment Assessment for the Proposed Kitimat – Summit Lake 
Natural Gas Pipeline Looping Project”, and “Contaminated Sites Inventory for the Proposed Kitimat – 
Summit Lake Natural Gas Pipeline Looping Project” contained in Volume II of this Application. 
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Table 6.8-2  
LRMP Area Specific Zones Crossed by the Project Route 

LRMP LRMP LRMP LRMP     
LRMP Land LRMP Land LRMP Land LRMP Land 
Use ZoneUse ZoneUse ZoneUse Zone    

Distance Crossed Distance Crossed Distance Crossed Distance Crossed 
by the Project by the Project by the Project by the Project 
Route (km)Route (km)Route (km)Route (km)    

Relevant Management DirectionRelevant Management DirectionRelevant Management DirectionRelevant Management Direction    

Kalum Kitimat 
Linkage 
Grizzly Bear 
Management 
Area 

0.3 • The objective of this management zone is to prevent 
fragmentation and genetic isolation of grizzly bear 
populations. 

• These areas are established to emphasize management 
of grizzly bear populations.  Management strategies 
prohibit grizzly bear hunting in the linkage area, and 
promote grizzly bear inventories and monitoring. 

Morice Burnie-Shea 
Lakes (Tazdli 
Wiyez Bin) 

4.9 • Proposed as a protected area. 

• Area to be managed for wilderness recreation, with 
priority on protection of ecological values and restrictions 
on motorized access. 

Morice Herd Dome 2.6 • Area is to be managed to reflect wildlife and recreation 
values with no commercial timber harvesting and limits 
on motorized recreation.  The no timber harvesting 
direction applies to commercial forestry operations.   

Morice Thautil-
Gosnell 

25.8 

Includes Camp 
Stockpile at 
KP 126.0 

• Area to be managed to maintain high biodiversity, fish, 
grizzly bear, and water quality values. 

Morice Morice River 29.4 • Area to be managed to conserve aquatic and riparian 
values through no harvest or settlement within the 100-
year floodplain and limited activities within 1 km of the 
floodplain. 

• Management direction suggests no new roads in 100-
year floodplain.  Where possible, proponents are 
encouraged to utilize existing road networks. 

• Visual management for views from the river. 

• The no timber harvesting direction in the 100-year 
floodplain applies to commercial forestry operations. 

(R8)  Nourse-Allin-
Maxan Trail Zone 
(1.4 km), includes 
Collymont-Cougar 

Pipe yard 

Lakes Recreation 
Emphasis 
(SRMZ2) 

(R9)  Tchesinkut 
Lake East Zone 

(1.9 km) 

• Identifies areas of high existing and potential recreation 
value to maintain opportunities for natural environment 
recreation experiences. 

• To allow for resource development in a manner that 
minimizes impact to public recreational values and 
natural environment recreational opportunities found in 
identified recreational areas. 
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SSSSUSTAINABLE USTAINABLE USTAINABLE USTAINABLE RRRRESOURCE ESOURCE ESOURCE ESOURCE MMMMANAGEMENT ANAGEMENT ANAGEMENT ANAGEMENT PPPPLANSLANSLANSLANS 

Sustainable Resource Management Plans (SRMPs) are the main vehicle for translating strategic 
land use plans into the more specific resource management direction needed for operational 
planning and day-to-day resource management decisions (BC Ministry of Sustainable Resource 
Management 2004b).  The pipeline route crosses the Kalum and Lakes SRMP areas, where 
direction is provided for Old Growth Management Areas (OGMAs) and Ungulate Winter Range (UWR).  
 
The Project will cross seven OGMAs identified in the Kalum SRMP area and one in the Lakes LRMP 
area (Table 6.8-3).  These areas are designated to preserve old growth features.  The Project will also 
cross two Ungulate Winter Range areas twice.  
 

Table 6.8-3 
SRMP Features Crossed by the Project Route 

Location (KP)Location (KP)Location (KP)Location (KP)    FeatureFeatureFeatureFeature    
Length of Feature Crossed by the Length of Feature Crossed by the Length of Feature Crossed by the Length of Feature Crossed by the 

Project Route (m)Project Route (m)Project Route (m)Project Route (m)    

17.0 to 18.5 Kalum SRMP OGMA 200 

55.0 to 56.2 Kalum SRMP OGMA 250 

60.6 to 61.6 Kalum SRMP OGMA 500 

63.0 to 63.3 Kalum SRMP OGMA 30 

63.3 to 63.4 Kalum SRMP OGMA 50 

68.6 to 72.5 Kalum UWR 0 (just north of pipeline route) 

82.8 to 83.2 Kalum SRMP OGMA 400 

85.1 to 95.2 Kalum SRMP UWR 
1100 

1000 

88.3 to 88.6 Kalum SRMP OGMA 100 

226.2 to 227.0 Lakes SRMP OGMA 800 

320.6 to 324.9 Lakes UWR 0 (just north of pipeline route) 

 

  

6.8.1.2 Other Plans 

Other plans determined to be potentially relevant to the Project were identified.  Information from the 
following plans was reviewed and discussions undertaken with regional and provincial planners:  
 

• Official Community Plans: District of Kitimat OCP, Regional District of Bulkley Nechako Rural 
OCPs (Electoral Areas G, E, B, D, F, and C), and Regional District of Fraser Fort-George (Electoral 
Area G).     

• Vanderhoof and Prince George Crown Land Use Plans.    

 
A submission from a KSL Working Group member identified a potential concern about the Dubose 
Flats area crossed by the Project from Kitimat to the Highway 37.  The Greater Terrace OCP includes 
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the delineation of sites with physical characteristics suitable for industrial land use, particularly those 
projects which require a large land area (Pellegrino pers. comm.).  In the Terrace-Kitimat corridor, 
Dubose Flats is identified as a favourable site for heavy industrial land uses.  The Project will not 
impede potential development and may benefit future industrial development.      
    

6.8.26.8.26.8.26.8.2    Current Use of Land and ResourcesCurrent Use of Land and ResourcesCurrent Use of Land and ResourcesCurrent Use of Land and Resources    

6.8.2.1 Settlement 

Eight main communities are located in the RSA.  Table 6.8-4 lists the communities, the local and 
regional populations served by community services, and their distance from the pipeline route.  The 
only municipality crossed by the pipeline route is the District of Kitimat from KP 0.0 to KP 9.4.      

Table 6.8-4 
Communities Within the Project RSA 

CommunityCommunityCommunityCommunity    Local PopulationLocal PopulationLocal PopulationLocal Population    Regional PopulationRegional PopulationRegional PopulationRegional Population    Distance to Project RouteDistance to Project RouteDistance to Project RouteDistance to Project Route    

Kitimat 10,600 1,100 Cross boundaries 

Terrace 12,600 9,800 30 km 

Smithers 5,500 7,400 55 km 

Houston 3,700 400 20 km 

Burns Lake 2,000 5,500 10 km 

Fraser Lake 1,400 NA 10 km 

Vanderhoof 4,700 9,900 30 km 

Prince George 77,100 17,500 35 km 

 

6.8.2.2 Forestry  

Forestry is a prominent economic activity for much of the pipeline route, which crosses the Kalum, 
Nadina, Vanderhoof, and Prince George Forest Districts.  The pipeline route crosses four major 
Timber Supply Areas.  Approximately 30 km of the pipeline route has no Forest Service Road access.  
The remaining 432 km of the pipeline route can be reached using the existing forestry road system.  
Forestry, other resource-based operations, and the public, rely on these roads for access.    
 
The pipeline route crosses three forestry activity types, which differ based on vegetation patterns.  A 
detailed description of the vegetation types crossed by the pipeline route is provided in Section 6.4 
Terrestrial Environment.   
 
Coastal RegionCoastal RegionCoastal RegionCoastal Region: From KP 0.0 to KP 93.5 in the Kalum Forest District (FD), the forest type is classified 
as Coastal Western Hemlock (CWH).  This forest type is dominated by western redcedar, western 
hemlock, amabilis fir, Sitka spruce, and lodgepole pine.  Much of the lower Kitimat Valley (KP 0.0 to 
KP 13.5) was harvested in the 1970s and early 1980s, so the forests are relatively young.  Moving 
eastward into the Nass Mountains (from KP 13.5 to KP 93.5), the CWH forest changes to mountain 
hemlock and subalpine forest on the mid-slopes.  Much of the upper Kitimat Valley has extensive 
commercial harvesting of old growth forest, including western and mountain hemlock, western 
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redcedar, and Sitka spruce.  Some mature and old growth forest remains in the Clore River drainage.  
Forestry offices and processing facilities are primarily centred in Kitimat and Terrace in this region. 
 
Mountain RegionMountain RegionMountain RegionMountain Region: Some overlap of forest types occurs in the transition from Coastal Region to 
Mountain Region, between KP 74.9 to KP 93.5.  Forests are mature to old (range of 141 to greater 
than 250 years old) and are largely undisturbed.  Forest harvesting occurs on the east side of the 
Coast Mountains in the Bulkley Range and the Nadina Forest District, from KP 105 to KP 116.  The 
forest harvest focuses on old growth subalpine fir, Engelmann spruce, and lodgepole pine.  Timber 
from the west side of the Coast Mountains is processed in Terrace, while timber on the east side is 
transported to Houston for processing. 
 
Interior RegionInterior RegionInterior RegionInterior Region: From KP 116 to KP 462, through the Nadina, Vanderhoof, and Prince George FDs, 
the forest is dominated by lodgepole pine and hybrid white spruce.  Much of the Bulkley Valley and 
Nechako Plateau in the Interior Region has been historically cleared of trees for agriculture and 
settlement.  Forest harvesting to recover trees infested with mountain pine beetle (MPB) occurs 
throughout this region.  The first stands of pine infected by MPB encountered along the pipeline 
route occur in the Gosnell Creek drainage (KP 110).  Large patches of MPB infestation occur 
throughout the western end of the Morice River drainage (KP 130) and infestation size and 
frequency increase as the pipeline route travels east.  The mature white spruce is harvested in 
conjunction with salvage of MPB wood.  The major forestry processing communities are Houston, 
Burns Lake, Vanderhoof, and Prince George.  
 

FFFFORESTRY ORESTRY ORESTRY ORESTRY TTTTENURE ENURE ENURE ENURE HHHHOLDERSOLDERSOLDERSOLDERS    
Forestry activities in the Project RSA are conducted under a variety of legal designations that confer 
rights to forest interests.  Rights to harvest Crown timber granted under a tenure agreement may be 
exclusive or non-exclusive, depending on the terms of the agreement.  Tenure agreements are 
classified as two types:    

• Area-based tenures: These tenures are related to timber that is spatially defined on the land.  
The licensee holds exclusive rights to harvest timber in the licence area.  The Project crosses 
area-based tenures, including two Tree Farm Licences (TFLs), seven Woodlot Licences (WLs), and 
two Community Forest Agreements (CFAs).  

• Volume-based tenures: The Project LSA includes 14 volume-based tenures.  More than one 
volume-based licence holder can harvest timber in the same operating area. 

    
Timber harvesting for area and volume-based tenures is carried out under cutting permits issued by 
the BC Ministry of Forests and Range (BC MOFR).  Forestry operators are required to develop forestry 
plans outlining their operations in varying levels of detail.  The major Crown area-based, volume-
based, and private tenure holders harvesting timber along the pipeline route are listed below: 
 

Kalum Forest DistrictKalum Forest DistrictKalum Forest DistrictKalum Forest District    

• Kitselas First Nation (Crown) 

• West Fraser Mills Ltd. (Skeena Sawmills division) (Private TFL) 
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• Coast Tsimshian Resources Ltd. (Private TFL) 
 

Nadina Forest District Nadina Forest District Nadina Forest District Nadina Forest District     

• CANFOR (Houston division) (Crown) 

• Morice Town Band Council (Crown) 

• West Fraser Mills Ltd. (Houston Forest Products division) (Crown) 

• Hampton and Affiliates (Babine Forest Products Ltd. division) (Crown) 
 

Vanderhoof Forest DistrictVanderhoof Forest DistrictVanderhoof Forest DistrictVanderhoof Forest District    

• West Fraser Mills Ltd. (Fraser Lake Sawmills division) (Crown) 

• CANFOR (Plateau division) (Crown) 

• L & M Lumber (Crown) 

• Nadleh Whut’en First Nation (Crown) 

• Aspen Ridge Consulting Ltd. (Crown) 
 
Prince George Forest DPrince George Forest DPrince George Forest DPrince George Forest Districtistrictistrictistrict    

• CANFOR (Prince George division) (Crown) 
 

The pipeline route also crosses seven Woodlot License areas and two Community Forest Agreement 
areas. 
 

FFFFOREST OREST OREST OREST HHHHEALTHEALTHEALTHEALTH    
British Columbia is undergoing the largest mountain pine beetle (MPB) outbreak in the province’s 
recorded history.  An estimated 80% of the province’s inventory of merchantable lodgepole pine of a 
total of 1.8 billion cubic metres is predicted to be dead by 2013 (Province of BC 2006).  The Interior 
Region along the pipeline route is one of the hardest-hit areas of MPB infestation.  MPB has either 
attacked or killed the mature pines in most remaining forest stands.  To salvage this wood, the Chief 
Forester authorized an increase in the AAC and expedited harvest of lodgepole pine in the Lakes and 
Prince George TSAs in 2004.  Approximately 90% of the LSA crosses Crown land, most of which is 
provincial forest.  Timber harvest occurs or is planned for much of this land, to salvage trees that 
have been attacked by MPB.  
 
The timber licensees in the Project study area utilize the system of Forest Service Roads on a year 
round basis to haul timber and move equipment in the Project study area.  The expedited harvest of 
lodgepole pine infested with mountain pine beetle has increased volumes of truck and equipment 
traffic on the Forest Service Road (FSR) system, especially east of the Coast Mountains.  The Project 
will increase industrial traffic during the construction phase of the Project.  Hauling restrictions for 
beetle-killed wood are also in place in Smithers.  
Other beetles, root diseases, and stem rusts are of concern in the Project area, which will require 
communication with licensees and BC MOFR to reduce potential effects.  
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FFFFOREST OREST OREST OREST RRRRESEARCH ESEARCH ESEARCH ESEARCH PPPPLOTS LOTS LOTS LOTS     

Three research installations were identified by a search of the Land and Resource Data Warehouse13 
(LRDW) in the Project LSA.  Other research installations are in the LSA, but greater than 50 m away 
from the pipeline route.  The pipeline route will cross research installation EP 0712. 
 
The research installations in Table 6.8-5 were identified by Northern Interior Forest Region staff 
(Lepage pers. comm.).  These research plots are considered unique, with limited possibilities for 
replacing the experimental plots with information from other sources or areas.  These experiments 
are all deemed to be critical and “compensation for loss or damage” is not a viable option according 
to BC MOFR staff, who stated that a 50 m minimum buffer distance around the plots should be 
applied.    

Table 6.8-5  
Research Installations identified within the LSA of the KSL pipeline route 

KPKPKPKP    

(Area crossed by (Area crossed by (Area crossed by (Area crossed by 
the Project the Project the Project the Project 
Route)Route)Route)Route)    

Distance from Distance from Distance from Distance from 
Project RouteProject RouteProject RouteProject Route    

(m)(m)(m)(m)    

Research Research Research Research 
InstallationsInstallationsInstallationsInstallations    

Forest DistrictForest DistrictForest DistrictForest District    DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription    

26.0 to 26.3 

 

 

Footprint 

 

 

EP 0712 Site 1 

 

 

26.5 to 26.8 300 m EP 0712 Site 1 

32.8 to 33.4 Along edge EP 0712 Site 3 

Kalum Forest 
District 

Tree species trial in the 
Kitimat Valley.  Long-term 
trial established in 1976.  
Each site has 4 species 

and 3 replicates for a total 
of twelve plots.  Current 
contact is Phil LePage 
(Phil.LePage@gov.bc.ca). 

33.4 100 m EP 1325 Site 4 

33.4 

 

300 m EP 1325 Site 4 

 

33.9 60 m EP 1325 Site 4 

 

33.9 

 

300 m EP 1325 Site 4 

36.5 900 m EP 1325 Site 4 

Kalum Forest 
District 

Annosus Root Disease 
Study.  Long-term trial 

established in 2000.  Each 
site is an individual 

replicate.  Current contact 
is Alex Woods 

(Alex.Woods@gov.bc.ca). 

442.5 to 442.8 500 m EP 
0770.20.22.02 
Chief Lake Site 

Prince George 
Forest District 

Long-term trial established 
in 1978.  Lodgepole Pine 
genetic improvement 
experiment using wild, 
orchard, and elite stock.  
Current contact is Doug 

Ashbee 
(Doug.Ashbee@gov.bc.ca). 

 

                                                      
13 Integrated Land Management Bureau.  Accessed at http://lrdw.ca/ 
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FFFFOREST OREST OREST OREST FFFFIRESIRESIRESIRES    

The Northwest Fire Centre in Smithers is responsible for fire protection in the area from KP 1 to 
KP 384, while the Prince George Fire Centre is responsible for the area from KP 384 to KP 462.  The 
risk of forest fires in the Nadina, Vanderhoof, and Prince George Forest Districts is considered higher 
than in the more coastal Kalum Forest District.  The large volume of dead and dying timber infested 
with mountain pine beetle is also a factor in the heightened fire risk east of the Coast Mountains.  
 
The primary fire season is from April 15 to October 15.    

6.8.2.3 Private Land 

RRRRESIDENTIAL AND ESIDENTIAL AND ESIDENTIAL AND ESIDENTIAL AND LLLLIGHT IGHT IGHT IGHT IIIINDUSTRIAL NDUSTRIAL NDUSTRIAL NDUSTRIAL LLLLANDANDANDAND    

The pipeline route crosses a diverse landscape.  From the start of the pipeline route in the 
community of Kitimat, through the Coast Mountains, to the plateau in the east, individuals choose to 
make this region their home and area in which to undertake economic activities.  The residential and 
light industrial private land crossed by the pipeline route east of the Coast Range is primarily 
farmland supporting cereal crops, feed crops, hay, and pasture.  Private land in the Kitimat area is 
examined in the discussion of heavy industrial properties.  Other land uses include rural parcels with 
residences, undeveloped lots, woodlots, and undeveloped forested land.  The pipeline route passes 
near to clusters of residences, primarily east of KP 240.  Table 6.8-6 locates these clusters of 
residences, identified through a review of orthophotos and information collected in the field.  
Information on the private land parcels crossed by the pipeline route and their uses is provided in 
Table 6.8-7.  

Table 6.8-6 
Identified Residences in the Project LSA 

KPKPKPKP    
Residential Residential Residential Residential Properties Crossed by the Properties Crossed by the Properties Crossed by the Properties Crossed by the 

Project RouteProject RouteProject RouteProject Route    Residential Properties in the LSAResidential Properties in the LSAResidential Properties in the LSAResidential Properties in the LSA    

241.0 to 245.0 8 13 

271.0 to 276.0 1 3 

274.4 to 279.4 5 3 

280.0 to 283.3 1 7 

284.0 to 286.0 0 3 

288.1 to 291.8 4 30 

293.2 to 299.5 6 7 

307.2 to 307.7 0 3 

309.7 to 311.3 0 3 

315.7 to 320.0 4 35 

329.6 to 336.2 9 5 

341.4 to 351.0 8 4 

387.2 to 392.3 3 2 

397.1 to 402.3 1 0 

417.8 0 1 
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KPKPKPKP    
Residential Residential Residential Residential Properties Crossed by the Properties Crossed by the Properties Crossed by the Properties Crossed by the 

Project RouteProject RouteProject RouteProject Route    Residential Properties in the LSAResidential Properties in the LSAResidential Properties in the LSAResidential Properties in the LSA    

435.1 to 435.5 1 0 

458.3 to 461.6 0 34 

 
Table 6.8-7 

 Residences and Light Industrial Lands Crossed by the Project Route   

KP StartKP StartKP StartKP Start    KP EndKP EndKP EndKP End    OwnOwnOwnOwnerererer    Land UseLand UseLand UseLand Use    

241.3 242.2 Ptarmigan Logging Woodlot 

242.2 242.9 Richard and Margaret Neave Pasture 

242.8 243.1 H.M Digman Corporation Ltd. Acreage 

243.2 243.5 Bradley W. Kortmeyer and Kyla G. Would Unknown 

243.5 243.6 John Iiles and April McNamee Acreage, residence 

243.7 243.9 John Iiles and April McNamee Acreage, residence 

243.9 244.6 Bruce Thorburn Unknown 

244.6 244.7 Edward and Lorena Betemps Acreage, residence, bush, and timber 

272.7 272.9 Richard Keith and Paula Jane Van Tine Unknown 

274.4** 277.7** Robert and Gerda Maria Wiederkehr Hay, pasture, forest, animals 

278.5 279.0 Neil and Sylvia Litke Pasture, hay, cattle 

279.1 279.4 Neil and Sylvia Litke Pasture, hay, cattle 

280.3 281.1 Robert J. and Gladys Michell Gravel pit 

288.1 289.1 Leon and Lois Sensenig Timber, swamp 

289.1 289.1 Jan and Kimball Meijer Pasture, hay 

289.9 290.7 John and Gabrielle Hoffer Hay, poultry and future residence 

290.7 291.6 Delores and Ken Satterthwaite 
Vegetable, animals, hay, pasture, 

residence 

293.2 294 David and Theresa Johnson Pasture, bush, horses 

296.5 296.8 Dorothy Frano Unknown 

296.9 297.3 Dorothy Frano Unknown 

297.3 298.0 Marcel and Irene Mueller Hay, pasture, cattle, residences 

298.1 298.3 Margaret Stoner Bush 

298.3 299.0 Mike and Giselle Morley Timber, brush 

315.7 317.2 Peakterm Consulting Ltd. Woodlot-private timber 

317.2 317.4 Nomad Lumber Timber 

317.4 319.0 
Lee A. Foster, Red Pine Logging, Aspen 

Ridge Consulting 
Timber 

319.0 319.8 Judith Crawford Unknown 

329.6 330.4 
William E. and Lillian Evans, Mertle 

Fitzpatrick 
Alfalfa 

330.4* 331.2* Roland M. and Rosemary Beier Hay, pasture, various 

332.2 332.9 Coralie Anderson Pasture and timber 
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KP StartKP StartKP StartKP Start    KP EndKP EndKP EndKP End    OwnOwnOwnOwnerererer    Land UseLand UseLand UseLand Use    

332.9 333.7 John S. Beverley and Associates Unknown 

333.7 334.4 Herbert Baumuller Unknown 

334.4* 335.4* Roland M. and Rosemary Beier Hay, pasture, various 

335.4 336.2 Robert and Kerry Anderson Oats, alfalfa, pasture, horses, cows 

341.4 342.8 Lee-Anne Jackson Pasture, bush 

342.8 342.9 Guy Bambauer Farmland 

343.0 344.5 Martin and Lydia Ruiter Oats, peas, barley, grass, alfalfa 

344.5 346.1 Martin and Lydia Ruiter Oats, peas, barley, grass, alfalfa 

346.1 347.7 Robert T.and Jerita Holmquist Oats, alfalfa 

347.7 349.3 Walter and Jessica Thoma 
Pasture, future hay, cattle, horses, 

bulls 

349.4 350.3 L and M Lumber Abandoned residence, timber 

350.3 351.0 L and M Lumber (or Amy Stephen) Pasture, hay, cattle 

387.2* 388.8* Jack and Nel Welch Unknown 

391.8 392.3 Ownership in several company names Unknown 

397.1 402.3 Ownership in several company names Unknown 

435.1 435.5 H.M. Digman Corporation Ltd. Logged 

Notes:Notes:Notes:Notes:  *There are 2 individual parcels in this area. 

    ********There are 3 individual parcels in this area. 
 

HHHHEAVY EAVY EAVY EAVY IIIINDUSTRIAL NDUSTRIAL NDUSTRIAL NDUSTRIAL PPPPROPERTYROPERTYROPERTYROPERTY    

The pipeline route will cross two properties identified as industrial lands (Table 6.8-8).  Five other 
industrial properties are located in the Project LSA, but are not crossed by the pipeline route.    

 

Table 6.8-8 
Industrial and Commercial Properties in the Project LSA 

Property Property Property Property     Industrial Property Crossed by Industrial Property Crossed by Industrial Property Crossed by Industrial Property Crossed by 
the Project Routethe Project Routethe Project Routethe Project Route    

IndustriIndustriIndustriIndustrial Property in LSAal Property in LSAal Property in LSAal Property in LSA    

Alcan Inc. 0.0 to 0.0 0.25 

West Fraser Mills (6) 0.03 to 1.8 2.0 

Sandhill Materials Inc. (4) 1.8 to 4.5 4.5 

Alcan Inc.  4.5 to 4.6 6.5 

District of Kitimat 4.6 to 4.6 (less than 50 m)  

Alcan Inc. (5) 4.6 to 6.3  

Staging Area  Does not cross 44.1 to 44.3 

BC Hydro (9) 287.0 to 288.1  

Dump Does not cross 293.8 

BC Hydro 296.1 to 296.4  
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Property Property Property Property     Industrial Property Crossed by Industrial Property Crossed by Industrial Property Crossed by Industrial Property Crossed by 
the Project Routethe Project Routethe Project Routethe Project Route    

IndustriIndustriIndustriIndustrial Property in LSAal Property in LSAal Property in LSAal Property in LSA    

Electrical Substation Complex Does not cross 296.0 to 296.7 

Pacific Northern Gas  355.0 to 355.3  

Pump house Does not cross 355.2 to 355.3 

Water reservoir Does not cross 461.4 to 461.5 

Spectra Energy/Westcoast Transmission 
Company Ltd. 

462.0 to 462.1  

Pacific Northern Gas Ltd. 462.1 to 462.2  

Spectra Energy/Westcoast Transmission 
Company Ltd. 

462.2 to 462.2 (less than 50 m) 
 

 

AAAAGGREGATESGGREGATESGGREGATESGGREGATES    

Aggregate resources are defined as sand, gravel, and quarried rock.  These materials are primarily 
used as road base and in building construction by communities, forestry companies, and the BC 
Ministry of Transport (BC Ministry of Sustainable Resource Management 2004b).  The pipeline route 
will cross 38 active aggregate pits, with a further 218 located in the LSA (Table 6.8-9). 
 

Table 6.8-9 
Aggregate Pits Located in the Project LSA 

Pit TypePit TypePit TypePit Type    Project FootprintProject FootprintProject FootprintProject Footprint    Remainder of Project LSARemainder of Project LSARemainder of Project LSARemainder of Project LSA    

Pit14 38 218 

Pit-Abandoned15 6 42 

 
The pipeline route is located in an active aggregate removal operation from KP 2.0 to KP 4.0.  
Concern has been expressed by the aggregate operator about the construction of the Project near 
their operating area, as they may seek expansion in the near future.   
 

6.8.2.4 Minerals and Sub-Surface Resources 

The pipeline route crosses areas of high metallic and industrial mineral potential.  The pipeline route 
crosses 20 active mineral tenures (Table 6.8-10).  The highest concentration of mineral tenures 
crossed by the pipeline route is located between KP 152 to KP 174, KP 203 to KP 211, and KP 285 
to KP 295.  Portions of an additional 29 active mineral tenures are located in the Project LSA. 
 

                                                      
14 An excavation from which sand or gravel is actively being removed (Source: TRIM); of the 38 pits, only one is 
in active use. 

15 An excavation from which sand or gravel has been removed.  No longer used for these purposes.  Includes 
“borrow pits” and abandoned open pit mines (Source: TRIM). 
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Table 6.8-10 
Active Mineral Tenures in the Project LSA 

KP KP KP KP 
StartStartStartStart    

KP EndKP EndKP EndKP End    LLLLocationocationocationocation    Tenure NumberTenure NumberTenure NumberTenure Number    Tenure HolderTenure HolderTenure HolderTenure Holder    

16.3 17.6 Project Footprint 551041 Julia Jennie Wang 

17.6 18.0 LSA 542834 Julia Jennie Wang 

17.6 19.0 LSA 549817 Julia Jennie Wang 

42.6 42.8 LSA 519725 Valiant Star Resources Inc. 

73.0 75.2 Project Footprint 532206 Worldwide Graphite Producers Ltd. 

152.0 153.5 LSA 517716 Electrum Resource Corporation 

153.8 154.6 LSA 517716 Electrum Resource Corporation 

156.2 156.6 LSA 550762 Electrum Resource Corporation 

156.6 157.8 Project Footprint 550762 Electrum Resource Corporation 

156.5 158.0 LSA 517723 Electrum Resource Corporation 

160.5 161.5 LSA 517719 Electrum Resource Corporation 

169.3 169.8 Project Footprint 541876 Darin Wade Johnson 

169.8 170.6 LSA 541876 Darin Wade Johnson 

169.8 170.2 Project Footprint 541805 Vernon Donald Palmer 

170.2 170.6 Project Footprint 538876 Edward Victor Westgarde 

170.6 171.5 LSA 538876 Edward Victor Westgarde 

170.6 171.5 Project Footprint 533152 Gerald Edward Westgarde 

170.6 171.5 LSA 541983 Edward Victor Westgarde 

171.5 172.4 Project Footprint 532613 Barry A.H. Hofsink 

171.5 173.2 LSA 539554 Vernon Donald Palmer 

172.4 172.8 Project Footprint 538479 Randy John Marko 

172.8 173.2 Project Footprint 538481 Randy John Marko 

172.8 173.2 LSA 538877 Edward Victor Westgarde 

173.2 173.6 Project Footprint 539470 Randy John Marko 

171.5 172.8 LSA 553559 Anthony Theophile L’Orsa 

171.5 173.2 LSA 545103 Heather Kathleen Marko 

173.2 173.6 LSA 541804 Randy John Marko 

174 175.3 LSA 553560 Anthony Theophile L’Orsa 

194.1 195.8 Project Footprint 551586 David Roderick Haughton 

199.5 200.2 LSA 530450 Edward William Siwicky 

200.5 201.0 LSA 517852 Lorne Brian Warren 

202.7 204.0 LSA 518060 Finaly Minerals Ltd. 

202.8 204.1 Project Footprint 530084 Finlay Minerals Ltd. 

203.0 204.2 LSA 518057 Finlay Minerals Ltd. 

204.1 207.6 Project Footprint 530083 Finlay Minerals Ltd. 

205.7 207.6 Project Footprint 532608 Barry A.H. Hofsink 

207.0 208.2 LSA 518059 Finaly Minerals Ltd. 
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KP KP KP KP 
StartStartStartStart    

KP EndKP EndKP EndKP End    LLLLocationocationocationocation    Tenure NumberTenure NumberTenure NumberTenure Number    Tenure HolderTenure HolderTenure HolderTenure Holder    

207.6 210.4 Project Footprint 532609 Barry A.H. Hofsink 

208.7 210.6 LSA 532610 Barry A.H. Hofsink 

248.0 249.8 Project Footprint 511803 Frederick Joseph Nilsen 

279.0 281.7 LSA 536395 Colin James Campbell 

281.7 285.0 LSA 507250 Thompson Creek Mining Ltd. 

285.0 288.0 LSA 536393 Colin James Campbell 

287.7 287.7 LSA 531275 Alan Lloyd McCubbin 

288.0 288.5 LSA 536387 Colin James Campbell 

288.0 289.4 Project Footprint 536393 Colin James Campbell 

289.3 292.7 Project Footprint 507269 Thompson Creek Mining Ltd. 

292.7 295.1 Project Footprint 507249 Thompson Creek Mining Ltd. 

300.4 300.4 LSA 517607 Lloyd John Desousa 

 

No active mines are located in the Project LSA, but two active mines are located in the Project RSA.  
The Huckleberry Mine is a copper-molybdenum mine located 123 km southwest of Houston by road 
and 60 km south of the pipeline route.  The pipeline route crosses the access road to the mine at 
KP 166.0.  This road receives high levels of traffic.  The Endako Molybdenum Mine is located on the 
north shore of Francois Lake, an estimated 5 km from the Project route.  The pipeline route crosses 
the access road to the Endako Mine at KP 296.8.   
 
The pipeline route crosses five inactive oil and gas tenures, five other ILRR designations, and four no 
staking reserves.  The Project is not expected to affect any other tenures.   
 

6.8.2.5 Agriculture 

Agricultural activities play an important role in the economic diversification of the communities in the 
RSA.  Agricultural land is found in the Project LSA, primarily east of KP 240.    
 
Most agricultural land is devoted to natural land for pasture (See Section 6.8.2.6, Range), with the 
remainder planted in forage crops.  These crops are planted in the spring and harvested in the late-
summer and early fall.  In general, the main crops grown are replanted annually.  Due to the relative 
isolation from major urban centres, much of the agricultural produce grown in the region is sold to 
local markets.  Between the three regional districts crossed by the pipeline route, agricultural 
receipts contributed over $105,000,000 in 2000 to the local economy.  More than 500 farms in the 
RSA reporting receipts of greater than $2,500 are cattle operations.  Opportunities for agricultural 
expansion are noted in the Kalum, Morice, Vanderhoof, and Prince George LRMPs.  In addition to 
commercial agricultural operations, non-commercial agricultural activities are known to occur on 
private property in the Project LSA (Table 6.8-11).  
 
The pipeline route crosses 41 km of land designated as Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR)       
(Table 6.8-12).  The Project LSA includes approximately 8,000 ha of ALR land.  
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Table 6.8-11 
Private lands Identified As Supporting Agricultural Activities in the LSA 

Agricultural AreaAgricultural AreaAgricultural AreaAgricultural Area    Area IdentificationArea IdentificationArea IdentificationArea Identification    

KP 240 to KP 244 Bald Hill 
KP 270 to KP 299 Tchesinkut Creek-Savory Lake-Endako 
KP 329 to KP 338 Nechako River to Highway 27  
KP 341 to KP 351 Nechako River to Highway 27 
KP 387 to KP 390 Stuart River 

 
 

Table 6.8-12 
ALR Lands Crossed by the Project Route 

AreaAreaAreaArea    Length of ALR Crossed (km)Length of ALR Crossed (km)Length of ALR Crossed (km)Length of ALR Crossed (km)    

KP 158.0 to KP 163.0 5.0 
KP 272.9 to KP 278.9 6.0 
KP 307.1 to KP 307.9 0.8 
KP 326.3 to KP 327.1 0.8 
KP 327.9 to KP 352.8 24.9 
KP 441.0 to KP 444.2 3.2 

 

6.8.2.6 Range 

Cattle operations play a large role in the regional agricultural industry, and are important contributors 
to the local economy.  Ranching primarily occurs east of KP 175.     
 
The pipeline route will cross approximately 77 km of Crown range tenure (Table 6.8-13).  These 
range tenures are found exclusively in the Regional District of Bulkley-Nechako and the Regional 
District of Fraser-Fort George.  Use of Crown range in the region primarily occurs between June and 
September. 
 

Table 6.8-13 
Crown Range Tenures Crossed by the Project Route 

Location (KP) Location (KP) Location (KP) Location (KP)     TypeTypeTypeType    IDIDIDID    

175 to 184 Grazing license RAN070256 

190 to 198 Grazing license RAN074574 

236 to 239 Grazing license RAN075790 

255 to 269 Grazing license RAN076039 

269 to 269 Grazing license RAN076039 

279 to 284 Grazing license RAN074395 

315 to 316 Grazing license RAN074354 

320 to 330 Grazing license RAN074354 

336 to 338 Grazing license RAN074354 
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Location (KP) Location (KP) Location (KP) Location (KP)     TypeTypeTypeType    IDIDIDID    

336 to 340 Grazing license RAN074358 

338 to 341 Grazing license RAN076346 

351 to 354 Grazing license RAN076346 

386 to 388 Grazing License RAN73447 

386 to 388 Pending Grazing License RAN076735 

389 to 392 Unknown RANPG1225 

392 to 397 Unknown RANPG1225 

422 to 430 Grazing License RAN0734314 

 
 

6.8.2.7 Tourism  

The pipeline route crosses lands that support diverse tourism opportunities, many of which are 
focused on outdoor activities including fishing, canoeing, kayaking, hiking, wildlife viewing, cross-
country and backcountry skiing, snowmobiling, and hunting.  The natural setting plays a prominent 
role in the majority of tourism products offered along the pipeline route, with varied experiences 
offered by many of the communities in the Project RSA.  
 
The following area descriptions summarize the tourism setting and activities in the Project RSA. 
 

KalumKalumKalumKalum    

Through the Kalum Region, fresh-water and salt-water fishing are the most popular tourism activities, 
with use spread throughout the many rivers and coastal inlets of the area.  Chinook and coho 
salmon, as well as steelhead and cutthroat trout are the primary target species.   
 
Approximately 140 tourism operators are known to use the Kalum Region.  Much of the tourism 
effort is focused on fishing, boating, and hunting, although other activities are centred on hiking, 
camping, mountain biking, cross-country skiing, snowmobiling, golf, scuba diving, horseback riding, 
canoeing, kayaking, and back road driving. 

MoriceMoriceMoriceMorice    

Many of the tourism businesses in the Morice are locally owned and operated.  Most integrate 
hunting and fishing opportunities as components of the product offering, although water based 
activities such as canoeing, kayaking, and boating, and land-based activities such as hiking, 
climbing, cross-country skiing, backcountry skiing, and snowmobiling are offered.  Larger operations 
such as heli-skiing are being planned in the district.  The LRMP suggests that opportunities exist to 
develop guided snowmobiling tours. 
 

LakesLakesLakesLakes    

The local tourism industry is largely based on part-time seasonal ventures that build on the natural 
resources of the area.  Small resorts, campsites, and related businesses generate a small but 
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significant amount of employment and income.  In the Lakes area, tourism is strongly linked to 
fishing, boating, guided hunting, and visitors traveling to and from Prince Rupert and Alaska. 
 

VanderhoofVanderhoofVanderhoofVanderhoof    

The tourism opportunities in the Vanderhoof area are generally based on the natural features of the 
region, including hunting, camping, fishing, snowmobiling, cross-country skiing, canoeing, and hiking.  
The community of Vanderhoof also supports festivals and other events that draw people to the 
region.  The highest proportion of tourism revenue is generated through travelers that “stop over” on 
their travels along Highway 16, although increasing numbers of people are taking advantage of 
nature-based tourism experiences the region has to offer.      
 

Prince GeorgePrince GeorgePrince GeorgePrince George    

Tourism in the Prince George Region is related to camping, fishing, hunting, hiking, and skiing.  The 
City of Prince George serves as the regional hub for northern British Columbia, thereby benefiting 
from travelers passing thorough the region.  The community also supports festivals and events that 
draw people to the region.  A 2004 survey of visitors to Prince George reported sightseeing, visiting 
friends and family, and hiking or walking as the most popular activities.  Other outdoor-based 
activities included camping, fishing, and bicycling (Tourism BC 2005). 
 

CCCCOMMERCIAL OMMERCIAL OMMERCIAL OMMERCIAL RRRRECREATION ECREATION ECREATION ECREATION TTTTENURESENURESENURESENURES    

The Project RSA supports many outdoor commercial recreation opportunities, also called nature-
based or adventure tourism.  Commercial recreation is distinguished from recreation due to the fact 
that it is conducted on a fee-for-service basis.  Land use for commercial recreation activity is 
regulated by the Province of British Columbia Commercial Recreation Policy (2004).  The policy 
defines the types of commercial recreation that may be undertaken on a specific area of the land. 

 

Five commercial recreation operators have established or pending licences of occupation in the LSA 
(Table 6.8-14). 
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Table 6.8-14 
Commercial Recreation Tenures in the Project LSA 

KPKPKPKP    Distance Distance Distance Distance 
From From From From 
Project Project Project Project 

Route (m)Route (m)Route (m)Route (m)    

Operation/OperatorOperation/OperatorOperation/OperatorOperation/Operator    Tenure Tenure Tenure Tenure 
TypeTypeTypeType    

ActivitiesActivitiesActivitiesActivities    StatusStatusStatusStatus    Activity TypeActivity TypeActivity TypeActivity Type    

57.5 
to 
61.5 

 

425 Fred Seiler and Greg 
Knox 

Intensive Guided 
Nature 
Viewing 

Licence of 
Occupation  

Nature-based 
operation with 
wildlife viewing, 
guided fishing, 

and scenic viewing 
opportunities 

129.7 

 

600 Ronald Fitch Intensive Hunt Camp Licence of 
Occupation 

Guided hunting, 
photography, and 
wildlife viewing 
opportunities. 

130.0 
to 

165.0 

50 Northern Sun Tours Extensive 
Use 

Multiple 
Use 

Licence of 
Occupation 

Adventure tourism 
business offering 
land and water-
based activities 

145.8 700 Morice River Steelhead 
Lodge 

Intensive Fish Camp Licence of 
Occupation 

Fishing lodge on 
north bank of the 
Morice River 

225.5 

 

400 Parrot Mountain 
Outfitters 

Intensive Hunt Camp Licence of 
Occupation 

Guided hunting 

 
 

HHHHUNTINGUNTINGUNTINGUNTING    
The Project RSA is known for its hunting opportunities.  Both residents and non-residents of British 
Columbia visit the Project RSA to hunt.  Non-residents of British Columbia are required to hire the 
services of a guide-outfitter.  Section 6.8.2.9 addresses guide-outfitting activity in the Project LSA.  
Section 6.8.2.11 describes recreational hunting activity.   
 

CCCCOMMERCIAL OMMERCIAL OMMERCIAL OMMERCIAL SSSSPORT PORT PORT PORT FFFFISHINGISHINGISHINGISHING 
The Project RSA is well known for its fishing opportunities.  Visitors and residents pursue fishing 
opportunities in coastal waters, inland rivers, and the many road accessible lakes found in the 
Project RSA.  Revenues are generated through licensing and guiding fees.  Local communities 
benefit from expenditures on accommodation, food, groceries, fuel, and transportation.  The pipeline 
route is located in Region 6 (Skeena) and Region 7 (Omineca).  The British Columbia Angling Guides 
listing (BC Ministry of Water, Land, and Air Protection 2005) identifies 26 guides who operate in 
these two regions.  Two prominent rivers located in the Project LSA are described in the next section.  
Further information on recreational fishing use is provided in Section 6.8.2.10.   
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Kitimat River Kitimat River Kitimat River Kitimat River     

The Kitimat River is an unclassified waterway under the provincial classification system, but receives 
a very high level of fishing pressure throughout the year (Wakita pers. comm.).  The river is a well-
known resource for regional anglers and is increasingly gaining a reputation as an angling 
destination due to its large fish, high success rates, and easy access (Kitimat Liquefied Natural Gas 
2006).  Large chinook, coho, chum, sockeye and pink salmon, as well as Dolly Varden, char, and 
rainbow and cutthroat trout are found in the river.  Nine popular fishing locations are identified along 
the Kitimat River.  These spots include Lower Dyke, Pumphouse, Goose Creek, Coho Flats, 
Powerlines, Wedeene, Old Sawmill, Claybanks, and 18 Mile Hole (Kitimat Liquefied Natural Gas 
2006).   
 
Year round fishing is available on the river, including the local cutthroat and Dolly Varden fishery.  On 
the Kitimat River, the spring steelhead run begins in the March-April period, peaks in early-May and 
continues until mid-May.  Chinook salmon begin arriving in late May and run into June and July, chum 
arrive in late July and through August, pink are present through June, July, and August, and coho 
arrive in mid-August and early September.  Guided fishing occurs on the Kitimat River primarily 
through the summer months (Wakita pers. comm.).   
 
Salmon fishing is not permitted above the orange 18-Mile Bridge, located south of KP 37.  Drift boats 
are used to fish below the 18-Mile Bridge, down to the saltwater tide line.  These boats generally 
hold 2 to 3 people (Wakita pers. comm.).  The Kitimat River is used by at least four fishing guides 
from Kitimat and many others from Terrace.  Regional fishing lodges also bring their clients to the 
river (Wakita pers. comm.).  
 
Morice RiverMorice RiverMorice RiverMorice River    

The Morice River flows from Morice Lake for 80 km before meeting the Bulkley River east of 
Houston.  The river supports resident rainbow and cutthroat trout, and Dolly Varden, but the draw for 
many visitors is the well-known steelhead, chinook, and coho salmon runs.  The river and lake have 
good roaded access.    
 
Good fly-fishing for steelhead exists from late August through November in the lower reaches of the 
Morice River.  Chinook salmon are in the river from July to late August, while September and October 
are the months for coho. 
 
The Morice River is designated as Class II waters under the provincial classification system, from 
September 1 to October 31.  The classified waters system was put in place to preserve the unique 
fishing opportunities available in productive trout streams.  During the period the river is regulated 
under the classified system, only three guides are able to offer a total of 433 guided days to their 
clients.  
 
An angling closure exists from December 1 through June 30 on Morice Lake, and Lamprey Creek 
from July 15 thru September 30 (Houston Chamber of Commerce website).  
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6.8.2.8 Trapping 

Trapping is a longstanding tradition in the Project RSA.  The pipeline route crosses 45 traplines 
regulated through the Province of British Columbia.  Three additional traplines are located within 
100 m of the pipeline route.  The trail and road networks found in the Project LSA provide access for 
trappers via snowmobile, ATV, or truck during the trapping season, primarily from October through 
May.  
 
The Province of British Columbia regulates trapping and traplines through the Fur Management 
Program.  Through this program, the BC MOE defines standards, legislation, and regulations for the 
17 animal species that fall under its mandate (BC MOE 2006a).  This system requires that trapping 
be conducted by only the registered trapline holder or an authorized user.  In addition, all non first 
Nations trappers holding registered trap lines are required to be certified and follow a code of Best 
Management Practices.  The animal species most commonly trapped along the pipeline route 
include pine marten, lynx, beaver, wolverine, and fox. 
 
Table 6.8-15 provides an overview of the trapping seasons for areas crossed by the pipeline route. 

Table 6.8-15 
Trapping Seasons in the Project LSA 

SpeciesSpeciesSpeciesSpecies    Game Management UnitGame Management UnitGame Management UnitGame Management Unit    Season DateSeason DateSeason DateSeason Date    

Beaver 6, 7 October 1 – May 31 

6-3, 6-11 October 15 – May 15 Black Bear 

6-9, 6-4, 6-5, 7 October 1 – May 31 

Coyote 6, 7 October 15 – March 31 

Fisher 6-3, 6-4, 6-5, 6-9, 6-11 November 1 – February 15 

Fox 6, 7 October 15 – February 28 

Lynx 6, 7 November 15 – February 15 

Marten 6, 7 November 1 – February 28 

6-3, 6-11 November 15 – February 15 

6-4, 6-5, 6-9 November 1 – February 28 

Mink 

7 November 1 – February 15 

Muskrat 6, 7 October 1 – May 31 

Raccoon 6, 7 October 1 – March 31 

River Otter 6, 7 October 1 – May 31 

Skunk 6, 7 October 15 – February 28 

Squirrel 6, 7 November 1 – March 31 

Weasel 6, 7 November 1 – February 28 

6-3, 6-11 November 1 – February 15 Wolverine 

6-4, 6-5, 6-9, 7 November 1 – February 28 

6 October 15 – March 31 Wolf 

7 October 15 – May 31 

Source:Source:Source:Source: BC Ministry of Environment, 2006 
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Currently, the Project LSA is fully allocated to registered trapline holders, many of whom participate 
in trapping as a source of supplemental income.  On a yearly basis, to remain in good standing, each 
trapper must harvest fur-bearing animals to a value of $200, or 50 pelts, except where it is 
unreasonable for that trapper to fulfill this requirement on their trapline.   
 

6.8.2.9 Guide-Outfitting 

The pipeline route crosses lands that support wildlife hunted by licensed hunting guides and their 
clients.  In British Columbia, all non-residents are required to be accompanied by a licensed guide 
while hunting large game species, including deer, mountain sheep, mountain goat, moose, caribou, 
elk, cougar, wolf, grizzly bear, black bear, lynx, bobcat, and wolverine.  
  
Hunting in British Columbia is regulated by the BC Ministry of Environment through nine 
administrative regions, containing 225 management units.  Each unit has specific regulations with 
respect to harvest limits, vehicle use, hunting seasons, and animal types that may be harvested.  The 
pipeline route crosses the Skeena and Omineca administrative regions, identified as Regions 6 and 
7a respectively.   
 
The Skeena Region covers approximately one-quarter of the Province.  The primary species targeted 
by hunters in this region include grizzly bears, black bears, moose, wolves, mountain goat, and 
caribou.  Many guide outfitters that operate in the Skeena Region also offer clients the opportunity to 
fish for salmon, steelhead, rainbow, cutthroat trout, lake trout, Dolly Varden char, Arctic char, and 
grayling.  Some also provide opportunities based on animal photography.   
 
The Omineca Region is considered a desirable moose-hunting destination.  Approximately 4,000 
moose are harvested on an annual basis.  Other focal species in Region 7a include black bears, 
grizzly bears, mountain goat, mountain caribou, and Stone’s sheep, and in some areas bighorn 
sheep, elk, and mule deer.  As in the Skeena Region, angling and photography-focused trips form a 
component of the product base offered by some of the guide outfitters. 
 
The pipeline route crosses 11 provincially regulated guide-outfitting territories.  These territories are 
allocated to an operator who has the right to guide clients in this area for big-game hunting.  
Table 6.8-16 lists guide outfitter tenure holders and the activities offered by each operator as 
identified by the Guide Outfitters Association of British Columbia (GOABC) (Guide Outfitters 
Association of BC website) and the BC Ministry of Environment (BC MOE 2005).  
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Table 6.8-16 
Guide Outfitting Territories and Activities Crossed by the Project Route 

Start Start Start Start 
Location Location Location Location     

(KP)(KP)(KP)(KP)    

End End End End 
Location Location Location Location 
(KP)(KP)(KP)(KP)    

Distance Distance Distance Distance 
crossed by crossed by crossed by crossed by 
the pipeline the pipeline the pipeline the pipeline 
route (km)route (km)route (km)route (km)    

Registered Registered Registered Registered 
Guide Outfitter Guide Outfitter Guide Outfitter Guide Outfitter 

TerritoryTerritoryTerritoryTerritory    

Target Species and Guide Outfitting ActivitiesTarget Species and Guide Outfitting ActivitiesTarget Species and Guide Outfitting ActivitiesTarget Species and Guide Outfitting Activities    

0 37.0 37.0 Robert Milligan 

Black bear, moose, grizzly bear, wolverine, wolf 
and goat 

Fresh water angling, saltwater fishing, 
photography, wildlife viewing, trapping, back 
packing, and family wilderness vacations (GOABC 
website) 

37.0 

84.3 

83.4 

86.0 

46.4 

1.7 
Michael Lewis 

Moose, black bear, goat, grizzly bear, deer, wolf, 
and wolverine (GOABC website) 

83.4 

86 

84.3 

108.9 

0.9 

22.9 
Don McIntyre 

Black bear, grizzly bear, moose, goat, deer, wolf, 
and Shiras moose 

Fresh water angling, and family wilderness 
vacations (GOABC website) 

108.9 

198.2 

174.5 

214 

65.6 

15.8 
Ron Fitch 

Black bear, grizzly bear, moose, lynx, deer, goat, 
wolf, wolverine, 

Photography, and wildlife viewing (GOABC 
website) 

174.5 

214.0 

198.2 

244.5 

23.7 

30.5 
Cuylar Perkinson 

Black bear, grizzly bear, moose, deer, and wolf 
(GOABC website) 

244.5 274.1 29.6 Hans-Joerg Hartl 
Black bear, grizzly bear, deer, moose, wolf (BC 
MOE 2005) 

274.1 298.1 24.0 
Stefan 

Muehlmeyer 
Black bear, grizzly bear, deer, moose, and wolf 
(BC MOE 2005) 

298.1 355.8 57.7 
Colonel 
Anderson 

Black bear, grizzly bear, moose, deer, wolf, fresh 
water angling (GOABC website) 

386.0 399.0 13.0 
Charles 
Davidson 

Deer, black bear, grizzly bear, elk, moose, wolf 
(BC MOE 2005, Davidson pers. comm.) 

399.0 434.8 35.8 Bernard McKay 
Black bear, moose, deer, wolf, elk upland birds, 
waterfowl, family wilderness tours (GOABC 
website) 

434.8 462.2 27.4 Roy Pattison 
Elk, moose, grizzly bear, black bear, deer, wolf 
(GOABC website) 
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HHHHUNTING UNTING UNTING UNTING SSSSEASONSEASONSEASONSEASONS    

The regulations that govern hunting and guide-outfitting activity in the Project RSA are complex.  BC 
MOE staff (Schultze pers. comm.) outlined the following general guidelines for popular species 
targeted by hunters:   
 
� deer hunting: September 1-November 30; 

� moose: September 1-November 25; 

� goat: August 15-November 15 (limited entry hunt in regions from August 15-February 28);     

� black bear: September 1-November 30 and April 1-June 30; and 

� cougar: September 10-April 30. 

 

These approximate guidelines include bow and rifle hunting.  Further information on guide outfitting 
activity levels is provided in the Socio-economic Technical Report.  

 

6.8.2.10 Recreation 

Outdoor recreation is an important component of life for residents in the Project RSA.  Summer 
activities include hiking, horseback riding, mountain biking, canoeing, boating, fishing, hunting, 
camping, and motorized activities that use quads and motorbikes.  Winter pursuits include 
snowmobiling, cross-country skiing, snowshoeing, ice fishing, and winter camping.  
The Project RSA includes many features and landscapes that support recreational activities. 
 

TTTTRAILSRAILSRAILSRAILS    

Trails provide access to many recreation features and also form part of the recreation experience.  
The pipeline route crosses 12 trails, with a further 6 trails and associated recreation features located 
in the Project LSA (Table 6.8-17).  Many of these trails are popular hiking routes for residents.  These 
trails also provide opportunities for other users, including mountain bikers and horseback riders.  
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Table 6.8-17 

Trails in the Project LSA 

KPKPKPKP    Name of TrailName of TrailName of TrailName of Trail    Approximate Approximate Approximate Approximate 
Distance to Distance to Distance to Distance to 
Project Route Project Route Project Route Project Route 

(m)(m)(m)(m)    

DescriptioDescriptioDescriptioDescriptionnnn    Identified UsesIdentified UsesIdentified UsesIdentified Uses    SourceSourceSourceSource    

5.5 Mount Clague 
Recreation Trail 

Cross at 
KP 5.5 

• 6 km trail leads to the 
alpine on the west side 
of the Kitimat Valley 

Hiking, scenic 
viewing 

Ernst 2006 

6.1 to 
31.8 

First Nations 
and Historic 

Trail  

Cross at 
KP 23.2, 

KP 29.6, and 
KP 30.6 

• Trail identified in the 
Kalum LRMP Local 
Knowledge process.  

• Located on the west 
side of the Kitimat 
River 

To be determined Kalum LRMP 
Local 

Knowledge  

163.2 Owen Hill Trail Cross at 
KP 163.1  

• 6 km trek along an old 
road.  Climbs Owen Hill 
to a former fire 
lookout. 

Hiking, biking, 
horseback riding, 
scenic viewing 

Ernst 2006 

226.4 Maxan Lake 
Recreation Trail 

Cross at 
KP 226.4 

• Trail travels north from 
Francois Lake towards 
Maxan Lake. 

• Year round use, 
although higher levels 
of activity in the 
summer. 

• Strong First Nations 
history  

Hiking, horseback 
riding 

Burns Lake 
Community 
Forest 2004, 
Schoff pers. 
comm.  

228.9 Unknown Cross at 
KP 228.9 

• Unknown No information Burns Lake 
Community 
Forest 

239.1 Tchesinkut 
Lake Trail 

300 • Trail follows Tchesinkut 
Creek 

• No information 
available but the trail is 
in close proximity to 
the pipeline route. 

No information Ernst 2006 

275.0 Hicks Hill 50 • Access road located 
across Highway 16 
from the Project leads 
to cabin.   

No information Ernst 2006 

288.0 Unnamed 400 • No description No information Burns Lake 
Community 
Forest 
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KPKPKPKP    Name of TrailName of TrailName of TrailName of Trail    Approximate Approximate Approximate Approximate 
Distance to Distance to Distance to Distance to 
Project Route Project Route Project Route Project Route 

(m)(m)(m)(m)    

DescriptioDescriptioDescriptioDescriptionnnn    Identified UsesIdentified UsesIdentified UsesIdentified Uses    SourceSourceSourceSource    

290.0 Unnamed 
picnic site 

Cross • Located along 
transmission lines 

No information Ernst 2006 

298.0 Yukon 
Telegraph Trail 

Cross at 
KP 298.0 

• Remnants of the Yukon 
Telegraph Trail pass by 
the western edge of 
Fraser Lake  

Hiking Toll pers. 
comm. 

305.0 Red Rock Trail Cross at 
KP 305.0 

• Located at the 
northwest corner of 
Fraser Lake.  Leads 
from Stellaq’o Village.  

• Trail travels up Table 
Mountain to an extinct 
volcano and ancient 
lava flows. 

Hiking, scenic 
viewing 

Ernst 2006 

315.1 
to 

315.3 

Ormond Creek 
Trail 

Cross at 
KP 315.1 and 
KP 315.3 

• Identified Heritage Trail  

• 26 km route follows 
Ormond Creek from the 
north end of Fraser 
Lake to Ormond and 
Oona Lakes 

Hiking, mountain 
biking, horseback 
riding, cross-
country skiing, 
and scenic 
viewing. 

Ernst 2006 

315.1 Ormond Creek 
Canyon 

LSA • Identified point of 
interest 

• Trail travels along the 
Ormond Creek Canyon 
and through a stand of 
300-year-old Douglas 
fir trees 

Hiking, biking, 
horseback riding, 

and scenic 
viewing 

Ernst 2006 

323.0 Fraser Lake 
Pictographs 

LSA • Identified point of 
interest 

• Pictographs near 
Nautley IR 

Historic features Ernst 2006 

326.4 Nyan Wheti Cross at 
KP 326.4 

• “The Trail Across,” in 
the Carrier language.  

• Before the arrival of the 
Europeans, this trail 
linked native villages 
on Fraser Lake and 
Stuart Lake.  This 
45 km hike is for 
experienced, well-
equipped hikers. 

Hiking Getaway BC 
website 
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KPKPKPKP    Name of TrailName of TrailName of TrailName of Trail    Approximate Approximate Approximate Approximate 
Distance to Distance to Distance to Distance to 
Project Route Project Route Project Route Project Route 

(m)(m)(m)(m)    

DescriptioDescriptioDescriptioDescriptionnnn    Identified UsesIdentified UsesIdentified UsesIdentified Uses    SourceSourceSourceSource    

330.2 Fraser 
Mountain Trail 

Cross at 
KP 330.2 

• Trailhead located off of 
Highway 16 near 
Beaumont Provincial 
Park. 

• 8 km hike to a fire 
lookout overlooking 
Fraser Lake. 

Hiking and scenic 
viewing 

ILMB, 2006b 

361.0 
to 

366.0 

Blue Mountain 
Demonstration 

Forest 

100 

 

Cross and 
adjacent to 
access road 

• Camp sites located at 
Expected and Wonder 
Lakes in the Blue 
Mountain 
Demonstration Forest 

• Cross-country ski trails, 
hiking, and mountain 
biking trails to be 
expanded 

Hiking and 
camping 

Ernst 2006, 
Province of 
BC 1997 

364.4 Omineca Trail Cross at 
KP 364.4 

• Identified Heritage Trail 

• First Nations and Gold 
Rush era multi-use 
route 

 

Hiking, biking, 
horseback riding, 
cross-country 
skiing, ATV use 

Ernst 2006, 
Peterson 

pers. comm.  

460.5 
to 

462.0 

Summit Lake 
Cross-Country 

Ski Trail 

Cross • Novice to intermediate 
trails.  Parking area 
located on West Coast 
Transmission Road. 

Cross-country 
skiing, and hiking 

Sons of 
Norway 
2002 

 
 

RRRRECREATION ECREATION ECREATION ECREATION SSSSITESITESITESITES    

Recreation sites typically serve as rustic camping areas, with limited facilities.  These sites are often 
used as base camps for hunting, fishing, off-road activity, snowmobiling, or hiking.  The pipeline route 
will not be constructed through any of these recreation sites, but recreation sites are located in the 
LSA (Table 6.8-18).    
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Table 6.8-18 
Recreation Sites in the Project LSA 

KPKPKPKP    Recreation Site Recreation Site Recreation Site Recreation Site 
NameNameNameName    

Distance Distance Distance Distance 
from from from from 
Project Project Project Project 

Route (m)Route (m)Route (m)Route (m)    

DescriptDescriptDescriptDescriptionionionion    Identified ActivitiesIdentified ActivitiesIdentified ActivitiesIdentified Activities    SourceSourceSourceSource    

18.4 Enso Recreation 
Site 

400 � Six-vehicle site 
located on 
Weedene Road, 
north of Kitimat.  
The road is not 
ploughed during 
winter. 

Camping-trailer park, 
motorbiking-ATV, 
fishing, and hunting 

Ernst 2006, 
Johansen pers. 
comm. 

43.5 Upper Kitimat 
Recreation Site 

100 

 

� Eight-vehicle site 
located on the 
south side of the 
Kitimat River, 
off of the North 
Kitimat Road 

Camping-trailer park, 
motorbiking-ATV, 
fishing, hunting. 

Ernst 2006 

130.6 Unnamed site 
adjacent to 
Morice River 
bridge crossing 

200 � Camping site 
adjacent to the 
Morice River 

Camping, fishing, and 
river viewing site 

 BC MSRM 
2004b 

144.8 Upper Morice 
Recreation Site 

150 � Camping site 
adjacent to the 
Morice River 

Camping and fishing BC MSRM 
2004b 

150.0 Lamprey Creek 
Recreation Site 

850 � Four-vehicle site 
at the junction 
of Morice River 
and Lamprey 
Creek 

Camping-trailer park, 
canoe-kayak, 
motorbiking-ATV, 
fishing, hunting 

Ernst 2006 

163.0 

 

Owen Recreation 
Site B 

500 

 

 

� Nine-vehicle site 
along the north 
side of the 
Morice River off 
the Old 
Chisholm Road 

Camping-trailer park, 
boat launch, hiking, 
canoe-kayak, fishing, 
and hunting 

Ernst 2006 

164.0 Owen Recreation 
Site A 

250 

 

� Three-vehicle 
site located at 
the junction of 
the Morice River 
and Owen Creek 

Camping-trailer park, 
boat launch, hiking, 
canoe-kayak, fishing, 
hunting 

Ernst 2006 

180.0 Satellite Parrot 
Lake Recreation 
Site 

900 � Rustic campsite 
found on the 
Parrot Lake 
chain 

Fishing Ernst 2006 
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KPKPKPKP    Recreation Site Recreation Site Recreation Site Recreation Site 
NameNameNameName    

Distance Distance Distance Distance 
from from from from 
Project Project Project Project 

Route (m)Route (m)Route (m)Route (m)    

DescriptDescriptDescriptDescriptionionionion    Identified ActivitiesIdentified ActivitiesIdentified ActivitiesIdentified Activities    SourceSourceSourceSource    

287.3 Savory Lake 
Recreation Area 

300 � Unknown Unknown BC MOTSA 

316.2 Petersons Beach 
Recreation Site 

1000 � Large, open 25-
site facility 
located on a 
sheltered bay on 
the northern 
shore of Fraser 
Lake.  Popular 
site with RVs 
due to easy 
access. 

Camping-trailer park, 
boat launch, beach, 
hiking, boating, and 
fishing 

Ernst 2006 

 
 

SSSSNOWMOBINOWMOBINOWMOBINOWMOBILING AND LING AND LING AND LING AND AAAALLLLLLLL----TTTTERRAIN ERRAIN ERRAIN ERRAIN VVVVEHICLE EHICLE EHICLE EHICLE AAAACTIVITY CTIVITY CTIVITY CTIVITY  

In the vicinity of the pipeline route, the diverse terrain, and the large number of FSRs attract 
snowmobiling and quad activity.  Recreational snowmobiling clubs are located in Kitimat, Terrace, 
Smithers, Houston, Burns Lake, Vanderhoof, and Prince George.  Summer ATV activity occurs on 
many of the same routes and travel corridors as winter snowmobiling.  
 
Table 6.8-19 lists identified snowmobile routes in the Project LSA.  Many more informal snowmobile 
and ATV travel corridors will be crossed by the pipeline route or are located in the Project LSA. 
 

Table 6.8-19 
Popular Snowmobile Routes in the Project RSA    

Snowmobile Snowmobile Snowmobile Snowmobile 
AreaAreaAreaArea    

Nearest Nearest Nearest Nearest 
KPKPKPKP    

LSA or RSALSA or RSALSA or RSALSA or RSA    Distance from Distance from Distance from Distance from 
Project Route Project Route Project Route Project Route 

(m)(m)(m)(m)    

DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription    

South of Onion 
Lake Trails 

31.0 to 
37.0 

Project 
Footprint 

Cross � Snowmobile use is known to occur along the 
forest service roads south of the Onion Lakes 
Facility 

Chist Creek 
Forest Service 
Road 

37.0 LSA 200 � Snowmobile activity along the Chist Creek 
Forest Service Road.  Some users are also 
known to access the Clore River. 

Upper Kitimat 
Forest Service 
Road 

38.0 Project 
Footprint 

Cross � Snowmobile activity along the Upper Kitimat 
Forest Service Road 
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The Morice LRMP identifies areas with restrictions on motorized access.  The pipeline route crosses 
a summer non-motorized area in the Burnie South-Morice Range from KP 95.9 to KP 103.2.  Three 
other areas are located in the Project LSA, but not crossed by the pipeline route.   
 

WWWWATERATERATERATER----BASED BASED BASED BASED AAAACTIVITIESCTIVITIESCTIVITIESCTIVITIES    

Water-based recreation, including fishing, canoeing, and kayaking form important components of the 
year round recreational activity pursued by residents. 
 

Lake Paddling Lake Paddling Lake Paddling Lake Paddling     

Canoeing and kayaking are popular activities on lakes found in central British Columbia, with 
recreational paddling groups active in many of the communities in the Project RSA.  Day trips and 
fishing-oriented adventures are popular, as are multi-day excursions (Mushumanski pers. comm.).  
Paddlers make use of most of the lakes in the Project LSA (Mushumanski pers. comm.), although 
some receive very low levels of use (Ernst 2006). 
 
Across the Project RSA, high winds affect many of the larger lakes and limit use.  The quality of 
access and fishing opportunities largely determine use levels. 
 
The pipeline route will be constructed near several lakes used for recreational paddling or adjacent 
to roads used to access lakes used for paddling (Table 6.8-20).     
 

Table 6.8-20 
Popular Paddling Lakes of Lake Access Routes 

FeatureFeatureFeatureFeature    Nearest KPNearest KPNearest KPNearest KP    LocationLocationLocationLocation    DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription    

Morice-Atna 
Lake Canoe 
Route 

130 RSA � Destination canoe paddling area.  15 km paddle along 
Morice Lake to Atna Bay, and a short portage to Atna 
Lake, a canoe accessible only lake.  Portions of the 
pipeline route will be constructed adjacent to the 
Morice and Morice West FSR.  Access to the lake may 
be temporarily disrupted.  Use occurs from spring thaw 
through the fall.   

Nanika-
Kidprice Canoe 
Route 

149.5 RSA � Popular three-day canoe route spread over four lakes.  
Portions of the pipeline route will be constructed 
adjacent to the Morice FSR.   

Tchesinkut 
Lake  

245 RSA � Popular paddling lake in the Burns Lake area 

Fraser Lake 308 to 323 LSA  

(150 m from 
pipeline 
route) 

� Large lake that supports canoeing, kayaking, motor 
boating, and fishing. 
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River PaddlingRiver PaddlingRiver PaddlingRiver Paddling    

The Project RSA is drained by rivers that support rafting, canoeing, and white water pursuits.  
Seasonal changes in flow patterns provide opportunities for beginners through experts.  Through the 
plateau portions of the route, river use is focused from May through September (Mushumanski pers. 
comm.).  Active water-based recreation groups exist in some of the communities located in the 
Project RSA, offering information and educational courses.  Table 6.8-21 provides a description of 
popular paddling routes in the Project LSA. 
 

Table 6.8-21 
Popular River Paddling Routes In the Project LSA 

FeatureFeatureFeatureFeature    KPKPKPKP    Distance Distance Distance Distance 
to Project to Project to Project to Project 
Route (m)Route (m)Route (m)Route (m)    

DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription    SourceSourceSourceSource    

Kitimat River 2.1 to 
44.0  

50 � Moderate use levels from April through 
September.  Recent flooding and logging 
has caused a decrease in use.     

� Primary launch point is Upper Kitimat 
Recreation site (KP 43.5). 

� Popular use areas include KP 8, and KP 14 
to KP 15 on the Upper Kitimat Forest Service 
Road.   

Colgan pers. 
comm. 

Wedeene River 16.0 to 
18.0 

Cross at 
KP 16.9 

� Kayaking activity south of Enso Recreation 
site at KP 18.4. 

Johansen 
pers. comm.  

Clore River 83.5 to 
90.0 

Cross at 
KP 88.3 

� Upper reaches of the Clore River to the 
junction with the Copper River. 

Kalum LRMP 
Local 

Knowledge 

Study 

Morice River 130.5 to 
166.0 

Cross at 
KP 130.5 

� Very popular route. 

� Put in: Morice Lake, accessed by following 
the Morice River Road or Lamprey Creek. 

� Take-out: First main fork along the Morice 
River Road.  

� Alternate take-out: Near the Aspen 
Recreation Site. 

� Grade II-III route. 

� Best run from June to October. 

Ernst 2006, 
Feagan pers. 
comm., Johns 
pers. comm.  

Nechako River 338.0 to 
343.0 

400 � Very popular canoeing route. 

� Primarily run in July, August, and 
September.  

� Use is focussed from Nautley to Vanderhoof, 
Cheslatta to Grier Creek, and Finmore Road 
to Chinlak.   

Mushumanski 
pers. comm., 
Feagan pers. 
comm. 
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FeatureFeatureFeatureFeature    KPKPKPKP    Distance Distance Distance Distance 
to Project to Project to Project to Project 
Route (m)Route (m)Route (m)Route (m)    

DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription    SourceSourceSourceSource    

Stuart-
Nechako River 

387.6 to 
392.0 

Cross at 
KP 389.0 

� BC Heritage River. 

� Very popular route. 

� Put in: Below the Highway 27 Bridge over 
the Stuart River (Outside LSA). 

� Take-out: Travel north on Isle Pierre Road 
from Highway 16 to the bridge over the 
Nechako River.  There are several take-out 
options along the route. 

� Grade I-II route.  Suitable for advanced 
paddlers with wilderness experience. 

� Best run after the spring flood season, and 
also used through June, July, and 
September. 

Ernst 2006, 
Feagan pers. 
comm., 
Mushumanski 
pers. comm. 

Salmon River KP 441.0 
to 

KP 450.0 

Cross at 
KP 449.2 

� The Salmon River is not a particularly 
popular paddling route upriver of the 
Highway 97 crossing, but is still a valuable 
recreational resource.  

� Put-in: Salmon River Forest Road west off 
Highway 97 to the access trail on south side 
of the road at the 25 km mark.  A short 
portage may be required to reach the river.  

� Take-out: Near the picnic site on the west 
side of Highway 97 at the Salmon River 
Bridge.  Grade 1 water at the start.  Some 
Class 2 sections in the last 10 km 

� Main hazards along the 21 km route are 
logjams and sweepers that accumulate 
during the spring flood. 

� Best run in late May to June.   

Ernst 2006 

Crooked River 462.0 RSA � Flows north from Summit Lake through a 
series of lakes.  Close proximity to 
Highway 97, allowing many put-ins and take-
outs.  The pipeline route will cross 
Highway 97, the access to the area. 

Northwest 
Brigade 
Padding Club 
2002 

 

Lake FishingLake FishingLake FishingLake Fishing    

Lake fishing is a popular pastime throughout the year in the Project RSA.  Fishing is possible year 
round, despite annual patterns of freezing and thawing.  Safe ice for winter fishing is usually 
available by December and often lasts until March or early April.  Many of the lakes in the RSA 
receive some fishing pressure.  Table 6.8-22 identifies popular lake fishing destinations in the LSA.  
Four other popular fishing lakes in the RSA in the Skeena Region include Lakelse, Maxan, Morice, 
and Owen Lakes. 
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Many of the road accessible lakes in the LSA receive some level of fishing pressure.  The Project will 
be constructed along resource roads and will use some of these roads as access routes to the 
construction area.  Through the construction season, access to some of the lakes in the LSA and RSA 
may be temporarily disrupted, including Collins and McBride Lakes. 
  

Table 6.8-22 
Lake Fishing in the Project LSA 

FeatureFeatureFeatureFeature    KPKPKPKP    Distance Distance Distance Distance 
from Project from Project from Project from Project 
Route (m)Route (m)Route (m)Route (m)    

DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription    

Parrott Lakes 180.5 1,000 � Four interconnected lakes.  Good fishing for small 
rainbow trout and canoeing opportunities.   

Goosly Lake 200.8 100 � Access to the lake is by rough four-wheel drive logging 
road.  Good cutthroat trout fishing.  Consumption of 
these fish is not recommended. 

Fraser Lake 308.0 to 
324.0 

400 � Fishing for rainbow trout, lake trout, and kokanee 
salmon.   

Summit Lake 462.2 100 � Fishing for rainbow trout, lake trout, and lake whitefish 

Source:Source:Source:Source: Ernst 2006 
 

River FishingRiver FishingRiver FishingRiver Fishing    

Many of the major rivers in the Project RSA are well known for recreational salmon and steelhead 
fishing.  Smaller rivers and streams in the Project RSA provide productive fisheries, but have limited 
fishing pressure.  Most rivers and streams in the region experience a high runoff period in the spring 
as snow packs begin to melt.  Fishing quality improves by mid-to late May as the runoff levels 
decrease. 
 
On the coast, fishing activities concentrate on the late summer and fall on runs of salmon, the fall 
and spring steelhead runs, as well as when the sea-run cutthroat return.  In the more interior 
portions of the Project RSA, fishing is focused on resident sport fish, including rainbow trout, 
whitefish, bull trout, and Dolly Varden.  
 
Table 6.8-23 provides a listing of popular fishing rivers in the Project LSA. 
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Table 6.8-23 
Popular Fishing Rivers in the Project LSA 

FeatureFeatureFeatureFeature    KPKPKPKP    Distance from Distance from Distance from Distance from 
Project Route Project Route Project Route Project Route 

(m)(m)(m)(m)    

DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription    SourceSourceSourceSource    

Kitimat River 2.0 to 60.0 50 � The river supports a large summer 
and fall coho, chum, pink, chinook 
runs, a steelhead run, and resident 
populations of cutthroat and Dolly 
Varden.  Access is quite good 
throughout the system, but most of 
the fishing pressure occurs close to 
town.  High levels of fishing activity 
occur on this river year round. 

Ernst 2006 

Morice River 130.5 to 
165.8 

Cross at 
KP 130.5 

� The Morice River is a popular fishing 
destination, accessible via logging 
roads through much of its length.  
The heaviest fishing activity occurs 
during September.  In general, fish 
species targeted include steelhead 
from September through December; 
chinook during June, July, August, 
and early September; and coho run 
during August and September.  
Fishing does occur through 
November and December.  

� Three fishing sites are highlighted as 
important recreation features, 
although many other areas are used.  
Identified salmon fishing sites are 
located at KP 152.8, and KP 163.0.  
A steelhead fishing site is located at 
KP 164.0.  All three sites are located 
approximately 800 m from the 
pipeline route.   

Ernst 2006, 
BC Ministry of 
Sustainable 
Resource 
Management, 
2004a, 
Blackburn 
pers. comm., 
Higber pers. 
comm. 

Endako River 291.0 to 
298.0 

Cross at 
KP 297.5 

� Fishing occurs for rainbow trout 
throughout and lake trout in parts of 
the river through portions of the year.  
The river is closed to fishing from 
November 15 to June 30.   

Ernst 2006 

Nechako River 338.0 to 
343.0 

 

600 � The free-flowing portions of the river 
provide for good fishing for resident 
rainbow trout Dolly Varden and 
whitefish.  No fishing is allowed for 
coho or Chinook salmon, which run 
in the fall.  Access is provided along 
the river by logging roads.   

Ernst 2006 
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FeatureFeatureFeatureFeature    KPKPKPKP    Distance from Distance from Distance from Distance from 
Project Route Project Route Project Route Project Route 

(m)(m)(m)(m)    

DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription    SourceSourceSourceSource    

Salmon River 430.1 

441.0 

449.2 

Cross 

Cross 

Cross 

� Fishing in the river is generally fair, 
with more remote areas providing 
better opportunities.  Dolly Varden, 
whitefish, and salmon are found in 
the river, but salmon fishing is not 
permitted.   

Ernst 2006 

 
 

WWWWILDLIFE ILDLIFE ILDLIFE ILDLIFE VVVVIEWINGIEWINGIEWINGIEWING 

Numerous wildlife species are commonly observed along the pipeline route.  Most wildlife viewing in 
north central British Columbia occurs along major highways, forestry roads, and backcountry trails as 
an incidental activity to work-related or recreational travel in the area. 
 
Some guide-outfitters and ecotourism operators also offer organized, commercial wildlife viewing 
services for residents and non-resident visitors.  For example, an established ecotourism company 
offers guided grizzly bear and mountain goat viewing in the Upper Kitimat Valley.  Backcountry lodges 
have also been established in the Burnie glacier and elsewhere in the Project RSA. 
 
Riparian areas, wetlands, lakes, talus slopes, avalanche tracks, mature forests, and fish-bearing 
watercourses are important wildlife viewing areas as they provide resources for animals.  A partial 
list of prominent wildlife viewing areas in the LSA is presented in Table 6.8-24. 
 

Table 6.8-24 
Wildlife Viewing Areas in the Project LSA 

Location (KP)Location (KP)Location (KP)Location (KP)    DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription    Wildlife SpeciesWildlife SpeciesWildlife SpeciesWildlife Species    

35 Lakelse wetlands and Upper Cecil Creek Moose, waterfowl, grizzly bear, and raptors 

40 to 80 

 

Upper Kitimat River Valley and lower 
slopes of Mount Hoult 

Grizzly bear, black bear (spring), wolverine, 
wolf, and mountain goat 

130 to 170 Morice River floodplain Moose, grizzly bear, black bear, and wolf 

200 Goosly Lake Waterfowl, Canada geese, moose, and 
shorebirds 

297 

 

Endako and Stellako rivers Trumpeter swans, bald eagle, and osprey 

310 to 320 Simon Bay, Ormond Creek (north side of 
Fraser Lake) 

Trumpeter swans, common loon, Canada 
geese, ungulates, osprey, and bald eagle 

325 

 

Nautley River Trumpeter swans, Canada geese, and 
ungulates (winter range) 
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Location (KP)Location (KP)Location (KP)Location (KP)    DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription    Wildlife SpeciesWildlife SpeciesWildlife SpeciesWildlife Species    

340 

 

Nechako River Moose, deer, bears, waterfowl, Canada 
geese, and eagles 

389 

 

Stuart River Moose, elk, deer, bears, eagles, and 
furbearers 

449 

 

Salmon River lowlands Bears, moose, deer, raptors, and lynx 

460 Summit Lake and Neilson Lake Waterfowl, swans, shorebirds, aquatic 
furbearers, bald eagle, black tern, and 
common loon 

Source:Source:Source:Source:  Based on information provided by BC MOE, Silvertip Ecotours (Fred Seiler), PNG (Tom Leach), 
Westland Resource Group field surveys, and British Columbia Wildlife Watch data. 

 

6.8.2.11 Hunting 

Hunting is an important component of the northern lifestyle.  Northern residents use areas in the 
Project LSA to hunt animals as a food source, as a recreational activity, and, for guide outfitters, as a 
source of income.  Much of the pipeline route is roaded due to past or current industrial resource 
activity and hunters make heavy use of these roads for access to hunting areas.  Visitors from 
outside of British Columbia who hunt are required to retain the services of a guide-outfitter (See 
Section 6.8.2.9).  BC Ministry of Environment staff indicate that guided hunters are outnumbered by 
resident hunters by a factor of approximately twenty to one.  First Nation hunters will report on 
hunting activities in their Traditional Use Studies.   
 
All recreational hunting of wild game is governed by provincial hunting regulations.  These 
regulations are complex and vary depending on species populations in different geographic areas.  
See Socio-Economic Technical Report for further information.    
 
Hunting for mule deer, white-tailed deer, moose, and elk takes place in the early fall and winter 
seasons, between September and the end of March.  In some areas, additional openings for black 
bear, wolf, and cougar occur during August, and between April and mid-June.  Bird hunting seasons 
range from late August to mid-January.  Additional hunting opportunities are available in specific 
areas through the Limited Entry Hunting (LEH) System.  The LEH hunt allocates a small number of 
permits through a lottery system. 
 
West of the Coast Range, the most commonly hunted species in order of harvest levels are moose, 
black bear, and mule deer.  In the Interior Plateau, moose, mule deer, and black bear are the most 
commonly harvested species.   
 

6.8.2.12 Historic Sites and Special Landscape Features  

The Project RSA contains landscape features of significance to local residents, as well as provincially 
and nationally recognized historic sites.  National Historic Sites are places that demonstrate 
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Canada’s diversity of geography and cultures, and that illustrate key aspects of Canada’s past.  
Designated in this category is Fort St. James National Historic Site located approximately 35 km 
north of the pipeline route.  Provincial archaeological and heritage sites in the Project RSA protect 
First Nation pictographs and ancient villages.  None of these types of features were identified in the 
Project Footprint or LSA.  Table 6.8-25 lists known features in the Project RSA.  

 

Table 6.8-25 
Historic Sites and Special Landscape Features in the Project RSA 

CommunityCommunityCommunityCommunity    Special Feature or SiteSpecial Feature or SiteSpecial Feature or SiteSpecial Feature or Site    SignificanceSignificanceSignificanceSignificance    

Kitimat 500 year old Sitka spruce in Radley 
Park 

Oldest Sitka spruce in British Columbia 

Kitamaat Haisla Native Village Museum dedicated to Haisla and Henaaksaila First 
Nations 

Terrace Terrace Heritage Park Collection of Gold Rush era buildings and museum 

Terrace Kitselas Canyon National Historic Site Remains of two Kitselas First Nation villages and 
petroglyphs 

Smithers Driftwood Canyon Provincial Park Remnants of Eocene era fossil beds 

Smithers Moricetown Canyon and Falls Wet’suwet’en First Nation traditional salmon fishing 
site 

Burns Lake Eagle Creek Agate-Opal site One of a few known sources of opal in British 
Columbia 

Burns Lake Babine Lake petroglyphs Yekooche First Nation rock carvings on lake shore, 
Provincial Archaeological site 

Fraser Lake Red Rock Volcano cone 25 million year old lava beds and volcanic cone 

Fraser Lake Fraser Lake pictographs Fraser Lake First Nation rock paintings, Provincial 
Archaeological site 

Vanderhoof Fort St. James National Historic Site  Historic fur trading fort established in 1806 

Vanderhoof Chinlac Indian Village Ancient Saik’uz First Nation village on Nechako-
Stuart River, Provincial Heritage Site 

Prince 
George 

 Fort George Park Site of fur trading fort established in 1807 

Source:Source:Source:Source: British Columbia communities website; Terrace Heritage Park Museum website; Kitselas Canyon 
National Historic Site website; Fort St. James National Historic Site website. 
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6.8.2.13 Parks 

NNNNATIONAL ATIONAL ATIONAL ATIONAL PPPPARKSARKSARKSARKS    

No National Parks are located in the LSA or the RSA. 
 

PPPPROVINCIAL ROVINCIAL ROVINCIAL ROVINCIAL PPPPARKS AND ARKS AND ARKS AND ARKS AND EEEECOLOGICAL COLOGICAL COLOGICAL COLOGICAL RRRRESERVESESERVESESERVESESERVES    

The BC Parks branch of the BC Ministry of Environment is responsible for the designation, 
management, and conservation of 852 provincial parks and protected areas, including ecological 
reserves and recreation areas (BC Parks website).  No established provincial parks or ecological 
reserves are located in the Project LSA. 
 
Nine provincial parks and protected areas are located in the Project RSA, defined for this analysis as 
5 km on either side of the pipeline route (Table 6.8-26)  
 

Table 6.8-26 
Provincial Parks and Protected Areas in the RSA 

Location Location Location Location 
(KP)(KP)(KP)(KP)    

Provincial Park or Provincial Park or Provincial Park or Provincial Park or 
Protected AreaProtected AreaProtected AreaProtected Area    

Distance to Distance to Distance to Distance to 
pipeline route (km)pipeline route (km)pipeline route (km)pipeline route (km)    

DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription    

9.1 to 11.0 Kitimat River Provincial 
Park 

4.1 • 57 ha park, east of the pipeline route  

• Newly established through the Kalum 
LRMP process 

32.6 to 
35.6 

Lakelse Lake Wetlands 
Park 

4.0 • 1,214 ha, north of the pipeline route 

• Newly established through Kalum LRMP 
process 

164.5 to 
166.5 

Morice River Ecological 
Reserve 

2.5 • 358 ha reserve, north of the pipeline 
route 

• Primary role of the reserve is to preserve 
for research purposes a forest 
ecosystem representative of the western 
edge of the Sub-boreal Spruce Zone. 

317.2 Ellis Island Ecological 
Reserve 

3.6 • 1 ha reserve, south of the pipeline route 

• Primary role of the reserve is to protect 
a vulnerable gull nesting colony for 
research purposes. 

318.0 to 
319.0 

Drywilliam Ecological 
Reserve 

5.0 • 95 ha reserve, south of the pipeline 
route 

• Primary role is to preserve a 
representative stand of Douglas fir in the 
Sub-boreal Spruce Zone. 

371.0 to 
401.0 

Stuart River Provincial 
Park 

1.1 • 21,021 ha park, north of the pipeline 
route 

• No facilities in the park 
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Location Location Location Location 
(KP)(KP)(KP)(KP)    

Provincial Park or Provincial Park or Provincial Park or Provincial Park or 
Protected AreaProtected AreaProtected AreaProtected Area    

Distance to Distance to Distance to Distance to 
pipeline route (km)pipeline route (km)pipeline route (km)pipeline route (km)    

DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription    

• No developed trails 

• Activities include fishing, wildlife 
viewing, and hunting 

• No winter recreation opportunities are 
identified by BC Parks.   

413.0 to 
414.0 

Eskers Provincial Park 4.9 • 1,600 ha park, south of the pipeline 
route 

• No camping 

• Activities include walking and hiking, 
canoeing, fishing, nature study and 
wildlife viewing 

• Trails are suited to cross-country skiing 
and snowshoeing.  No tracks are set.   

461.0 Giscombe Portage Trail 
Protected Area 

1.8 • 160 ha park, east of the pipeline route 

• No camping 

• Activities include: hiking, biking, wildlife 
viewing, cross-country skiing and 
snowshoeing, hunting 

• Trails are suited to cross-country skiing 
and snowshoeing.  No tracks are set. 

SourceSourceSourceSource:  Integrated Land Management Bureau. Accessed at http://lrdw.ca/ 

 

PPPPROPOSED ROPOSED ROPOSED ROPOSED BBBBURNIEURNIEURNIEURNIE----SSSSHEA HEA HEA HEA PPPPROTECTED ROTECTED ROTECTED ROTECTED AAAAREAREAREAREA    

The pipeline route crosses the proposed Burnie-Shea Protected Area (Burnie-Shea) from KP 95.6 to 
KP 100.5.  The Morice LRMP directs calls for the “area to be managed for a wilderness recreation 
experience, with priority on protection of ecological values and motorized access restrictions” (BC 
MSRM 2004b).    
 
The proposed Burnie-Shea protected area supports winter and summer recreation, including 
mountaineering, hiking, back-country skiing, and snowmobiling.  The wildlife found in the region also 
provides opportunities for hunting, trapping, and guide outfitting.  Direction in the Morice LRMP 
zones the areas as winter motorized, but summer non-motorized.  A tourism operation is based near 
the Burnie Lakes, located 15 km north of the pipeline route. 
 
The Burnie-Shea Protected Area has yet to achieve park status under provincial legislation, but the 
designation is expected in the near future.   
 

RRRREGIONAL EGIONAL EGIONAL EGIONAL PPPPARKSARKSARKSARKS    

The pipeline route will cross a Regional Park Reserve from KP 459.3 to KP 459.6 located in the 
Regional District of Fraser-Fort George.  This park reserve is 14 ha in size (BC Government Integrated 
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Land and Resource Registry website).  Regional planning staff identified no issues for the Project 
with respect to this park reserve (Simmons pers. comm.).  Regional planning staff are aware of the 
Project, and indicated that the Project will be consistent with the OCP (Simmons pers. comm.).   
 

MMMMUNICIPAL UNICIPAL UNICIPAL UNICIPAL PPPPARKS ARKS ARKS ARKS     

No municipal parks are located in the Project LSA. 
 

6.8.2.14 Project Land Requirements 

The Project will cross both private and Crown land (Table 6.8-27). 
 

Table 6.8-27 
Status of the Land Crossed by the Project 

Property Property Property Property     KilometresKilometresKilometresKilometres of Property Crossed by Project of Property Crossed by Project of Property Crossed by Project of Property Crossed by Project    

BC Hydro 1.4 

Forfeited to Crown 6.1 

District of Kitimat 0.02 

Pacific Northern Gas Ltd. 0.3 

Private 49.1 

Surveyed Crown 109.6 

TotalTotalTotalTotal    166.4166.4166.4166.4    

 

Unsurveyed CrownUnsurveyed CrownUnsurveyed CrownUnsurveyed Crown    295.7295.7295.7295.7    

 
 

6.8.2.15 Crown Land Notations 

The pipeline route will cross interests registered with the Province of British Columbia.  The 
Integrated Land Resource Registry was used to identify the spatial location of these land use 
designations (Table 6.8-28).  Most of the identified designations are addressed elsewhere in this 
report.   
 
The pipeline route crosses 29 designations associated with the existing PNG pipeline.  The pipeline 
route also encounters eight designations associated with the BC Hydro transmission, primarily 
related to crossings and adjacencies.  
 
The pipeline route is adjacent to four inactive utility permit sites held by AMEC Americas Ltd. 
adjacent to the Wedeene River (KP 13), Cecil Creek (KP 30), Chist Creek (KP 39), and Hunter Creek 
(KP 63).    
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Table 6.8-28 
Crown Land Notations    

CategoryCategoryCategoryCategory    KPKPKPKP    ILRR ILRR ILRR ILRR 
InterestInterestInterestInterest    

BC MinistryBC MinistryBC MinistryBC Ministry    CommentsCommentsCommentsComments    Active/Active/Active/Active/    

InactiveInactiveInactiveInactive    

CommentsCommentsCommentsComments    

Environment 28.5 
to 
38.0 

174238 Economic 
Development 

Scientific 
measurement and 
research 

Active BC MOFR research 
plots 

Environment 92.0 
to 

107.5 

174417 Agriculture 
and Lands 

Protected Area 
Strategy parcel 

Active Includes the Burnie-
Shea Area 

Miscellaneous 129.0 
to 

171.0 

176503 Forests and 
Range 

Miscellaneous land 
use and planning 
(LRMP) 

Active Located primarily 
along the Morice 
River 

Environment 130.0 
to 

165.0 

174208 Agriculture 
and Lands 

UREP Recreation 
Reserve 

Active Morice River buffer 

Utility 165.8 167696 Agriculture 
and Lands 

Utility  - electrical 
power line 

Active Huckleberry Mines  

Free Use 177.3 
to 

177.5 

998376 Forests and 
Range 

Free Use Permit Inactive  

Environment 239.0 
to 

242.0, 
243.0 
to 

243.5 

 

175389 Agriculture 
and Lands 

Forest 
management 
research 

Active No further 
information 

Utility 297.0 180204 Agriculture 
and Lands 

Electric power line 
reserve 

Active  

Environment 314.5 
to 

315.0 

174607 Forests and 
Range 

UREP Recreation 
Reserve 

Active Recreation reserve 
north of Fraser Lake, 
Ormond Creek Area 

Environment 338.0 
to 

342.0 

174829 Environment Fish and wildlife 
management 

Active Project Adjacent to 
PNG ROW 

Utility 359.2 
to 

359.5 

180206 Agriculture 
and Lands 

Electric power line 
reserve 

Active Adjacent to PNG 
ROW 
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6.8.36.8.36.8.36.8.3    First Nation Commercial InterestsFirst Nation Commercial InterestsFirst Nation Commercial InterestsFirst Nation Commercial Interests    

First Nations maintain forest-based commercial interests in portions of the Project LSA.  Within the 
Regional Study Area of the Project corridor, there are three Forest Licences held by First Nations.  
Haisla Forestry has prepared a Sustainable Forest Plan which covers approximately the first 65 km 
of the pipeline route.  Haisla Forestry Ltd. does not have immediate harvesting plans, but do expect 
to harvest in the second rotation approximately 25 years in the future.  Haisla Forestry concerns 
include the possibility of restricted access, the protocol required to cross the right-of-way in the 
future, potential loss of timber volumes in Haisla licence operating areas, the reactivation of roads 
that may need to be reopened at the next rotation and interference with Haisla cultural and sacred 
sites.  Between KP 79.0 and KP 95.6 is part of Tree Farm Licence 1 held by Coast Tsimshian 
Resources Ltd.  Kitselas Forest Products has a current area of operations under Forest Licence to 
Cut A77426 within the TFL. 

 
Moricetown Band Council co-manages a forest licence in Nadina Forest District with CANFOR, but its 
operations will not be affected by the Project.  The Office of the Wet’suwet’en has developed a 
Sustainable Use Plan for its Chiefs’ territories and is in the process of negotiating its consonance 
with the Province’s Land and Resource Management Plans (LRMPs).  The negotiation over the 
Morice LRMP has not concluded.  The outstanding area of disagreement is the Burnie-Shea Lakes 
(Tazdli Wiyez Bin) and there may be questions about the compatibility between the project and 
management directions in the Morice River and Thautil-Gosnell resource management zones. 

 
Between KP 299.0 and KP 306.0, the Stellat’en First Nation holds non-replaceable Forest Licence 
A72920.  The Basghelh non-replaceable Forest Licence (A75068) between KP 288.1 and 299.0, 
and between KP 306.0 and 355.2, is co-managed by the Nadleh Whut’en First Nation, CANFOR, and 
West Fraser.  The Saikuz First Nation holds Non-replaceable Forest Licence A72189 between KP 
360.8 and 366.4.  It is currently operating in the Blue Mt. Demonstration Forest, which will not be 
affected by the Project.  The Lheidli T’Enneh First Nation is in the process of identifying an area for a 
proposed Community Forest in the Summit Lake area at the eastern end of the Project route.   
 
Some First Nations have negotiated Interim Measure Forest Agreements (or Forest and Range 
Agreements) with the Province of British Columbia (Table 6.8-29).  The intent of these agreements is 
to: 

• increase First Nations’ participation in the forest sector; 

• provide economic benefits to the First Nation through short-term Forest Tenure opportunities and 
share forestry revenues; 

• address consultation requirements with First Nations; and  

• serve as an interim measure with respect to infringements on First Nations’ aboriginal interests 
in lands and resources.   
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Other commercial ventures in relation to lands and resources are discussed following a summary of 
Interim Forestry Agreements.   
 

Table 6.8-29 
First Nation Interim Measure Forest Agreements In the Project LSA16 

First NationFirst NationFirst NationFirst Nation    Timber Volume Timber Volume Timber Volume Timber Volume 
(annual m(annual m(annual m(annual m3333))))    

Revenue Share Revenue Share Revenue Share Revenue Share 
(annual $)(annual $)(annual $)(annual $)    

Term of Agreement Term of Agreement Term of Agreement Term of Agreement 
(years)(years)(years)(years)    

First NationFirst NationFirst NationFirst Nation    
Company NameCompany NameCompany NameCompany Name    

Haisla First 
Nation 

360,000 m3/year 
for 5 years 

$759,000 5 years (non-
replaceable) 

Haisla Forestry Ltd. 

Tsimshian (Lax 
Kw'alaams First 
Nation) 

650,000 m3/year 
for 5 years 

$6.85 million (for 
5 years) 

NA Coast Tsimshian 
Resources Ltd. 

Metlakatla Indian 
Band 

50,000 m3 $345,000 2 (with option for 5 
year Renewal) 

Metlakatla 
Development 
Corporation 

Kitselas First 
Nation 

300,000 m3/year 
for 5 years 

$241,000 5 years (non-
replaceable) 

Kitselas Forest 
Products Ltd. 

Office of the 
Wet’suwet’en 

92,533 m3 $856,786 5 years (non-
replaceable) 

Moricetown 
Enterprises 

Skin Tyee Nation 125,000 m3/year 
for 5 years 

$60,649 5 years (non-
replaceable) 

NA 

Nee-Tahi-Buhn 
First Nation 

125,000 m3 $62,153 5 years Tahtsa Lake 
Timber 

Wet’suwet’en 
First Nation 
(Broman Lake) 

121,704 m3 $103,254 5 years Broman Lake 
Development Corp. 

Burns Lake 
Indian Band 

125,000 m3/year 
for 5 years 

$224,000 (for 5 
years) 

5 years Key-oh Wood 
Products 

Stellat’en First 
Nation 

150,000 m3 NA 2 years NA 

Nadleh Whut'en 
Indian Band 

150,000 m3 $193,977 5 years NA 

Saik'uz First 
Nation 

750,000 m3/year 
for 5 years 

$418,164 5 years Tin Toh Forest 
Products 

Nak’azdli First 
Nation 

584,795 m3/year 
for 5 years 

$805,983 5 years (non-
replaceable) 

Tl'Oh Forest 
Products 

Lheidli T’enneh 
First Nation 

1,200,000 m3 

(for 5 years) 

$152,000 5 years (non-
replaceable) 

NA 

McLeod Lake 

Indian Band 

NA NA NA NA 

West Moberly 
First Nations 

NA NA NA NA 

                                                      
16 NA indicates information was not available 
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Additional commercial opportunities noted for First Nations in the Project Study Area include: 

• Haisla NationHaisla NationHaisla NationHaisla Nation: Joint ventures have been arranged with the Kitimat Valley Institute Corporation, 
Alcan Inc., Kitimat LNG, Alcan, Eurocan, Cormorant Seafoods, Cascadia Materials Inc., West 
Fraser Timber, Blue Mountain Watkins, Triumph Timber, and Delta Research.  

• Tsimshian First NatTsimshian First NatTsimshian First NatTsimshian First Nationsionsionsions: The Coast Sustainability Strategy includes the Tsimshian Accord, which 
is an agreement between the Tsimshian Nations, Canada, and British Columbia, and commits 
the parties to negotiate interim measures agreements on forestry, aquaculture, eco-tourism, and 
fisheries.   

• Metlakatla Indian Band: Metlakatla Indian Band: Metlakatla Indian Band: Metlakatla Indian Band: The Metlakatla Development Corporation focuses on fisheries 
enhancement projects.    

• Kitselas First Nation: Kitselas First Nation: Kitselas First Nation: Kitselas First Nation: The First Nation is involved in housing construction and a commercial and 
scientific salmon fishery on the Skeena River.    

• Office of the Wet’suwet’en: Office of the Wet’suwet’en: Office of the Wet’suwet’en: Office of the Wet’suwet’en: Moricetown Enterprises undertakes contractual work in forestry and 
fisheries and related activities. 

• Skin Tyee Nation: Skin Tyee Nation: Skin Tyee Nation: Skin Tyee Nation: The Alcan-Three Nations Forest Stewardship Initiative (the Cheslatta Carrier 
Nation, the Nee-Tahi-Buhn First Nation, and the Skin Tyee Nation) was launched in 2004 to 
cooperate on dealing with the mountain pine beetle infestation.  The plan includes job creation 
and development of forest-harvesting capability, forest management training, and annual 
harvesting of 100,000 m3 of infested pine trees for the next four years. 

• NeeNeeNeeNee----TahiTahiTahiTahi----Buhn First NationBuhn First NationBuhn First NationBuhn First Nation: The Nee-Tahi-Buhn have an interest in Nechako Excavating and an 
interest in Tahtsa Lake Timber. 

• Stellat’en First NationStellat’en First NationStellat’en First NationStellat’en First Nation: The Stellat’en First Nation is exploring business opportunities for specialty 
timber processing plants on reserve and has previous experience with the Dezti Wood plant. 

• Saik’uz First NationSaik’uz First NationSaik’uz First NationSaik’uz First Nation: The Nation is a partner in ‘Detzi Wood Ltd., which plans to manufacture bed 
frames.  ‘Tin Toh Forest Products manages increasing Saik’uz involvement in forest stewardship, 
logging, milling, and silviculture. 

• Nak’azdli First NationNak’azdli First NationNak’azdli First NationNak’azdli First Nation: Much of the timber from the Forestry Agreement goes to a value-added 
plant run by Tl'Oh Forest Products.  In addition, the Nak’azdli run an on-reserve gas station and 
supply harvesting sub-contracts to band members.    

• Lheidli T’enneh First Nation (LTN)Lheidli T’enneh First Nation (LTN)Lheidli T’enneh First Nation (LTN)Lheidli T’enneh First Nation (LTN): LTN Contracting provides a full range of forestry services and 
harvests up to 400,000 m3 every year on Lheidli T’enneh FN and other licences. 

• McLeod Lake Indian Band (MLIB)McLeod Lake Indian Band (MLIB)McLeod Lake Indian Band (MLIB)McLeod Lake Indian Band (MLIB): MLIB wholly owns Summit Pipeline Services, which offers a full 
range of float services, excavating, pipeline installation, welding and coating.  MLIB has also 
partnered with the District of Mackenzie to apply for a community forest.  The Band’s 
construction company, Duz Cho Construction Ltd., worked jointly with the Kelly Lake Cree Nation 
and Kelly Lake First Nation on approximately 30 km of Spectra Energy’s Grizzly Pipeline 
extension.  MLIB is also one of 20 bands to sign on to the BC Rail First Nations Benefits Trust, a 
$15-million fund to support economic development, educational advancement, and cultural 
renewal for First Nations with historic business relationships with BC Rail. 
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• West Moberly First Nations (WWest Moberly First Nations (WWest Moberly First Nations (WWest Moberly First Nations (WMFN)MFN)MFN)MFN): Dunne-za Ventures LP is a company wholly owned by WMFN 
engaged in logging, trucking, camp catering, provision of engineering services to the forestry and 
oil and gas sectors, forest tenure management and manufacturing.  In addition, WMFN members 
run small businesses in construction, reclamation, clearing, silviculture, and crafts. 

 

6.8.46.8.46.8.46.8.4    Domestic Water Supply and QualityDomestic Water Supply and QualityDomestic Water Supply and QualityDomestic Water Supply and Quality    

6.8.4.1 Wells  

The Project LSA includes thirty-five registered wells (BC MOE 2006a).  Ten wells are within 200 m of 
the pipeline route (Table 6.8-30).   
 

Table 6.8-30 
Registered Wells Within 200 m of the Project17 

Well Well Well Well 
Tag Tag Tag Tag 

NumberNumberNumberNumber    

Nearest Nearest Nearest Nearest 
KPKPKPKP    

Approximate Approximate Approximate Approximate 
Distance to Distance to Distance to Distance to 
Project Project Project Project 

Route (m)Route (m)Route (m)Route (m)    

General Location General Location General Location General Location     
    

Well OwnerWell OwnerWell OwnerWell Owner    UseUseUseUse    

59859 31.1 50 Dubose Industrial Site Orenda Forest 
Products 

Commercial 

59822 32.8 100 Proposed Mill Site, South of 
Lakelse Lake 

Orenda Forest 
Products 

Commercial 

59843 32.8 100 Dubose Industrial Site Orenda Forest 
Products 

Commercial 

59833 33.0 200 Proposed Mill Site, south of 
Lakelse Lake 

Orenda Forest 
Products 

Commercial 

55417 243.0 200 Bald Hill Road, Burns Lake Lance Hazelton Domestic 

54380 243.2 50 Bald Hill Road, Burns Lake Jean Graff Domestic 

54431 287.1 150 Savory Acres, Endako Warren Hobart Domestic 

04881 289.2 100 Wilwood Acres M. Tollson Unknown 

55490 298.1 50 Endako Frank Vezer Domestic 

21528 460.3 200 Summit Lake BC Forest Service Unknown 

Source:Source:Source:Source:  BC MOE Water Well Application website: http://aardvark.gov.bc.ca/apps/wells/  
 
A BC MOE groundwater hydrologist estimates that currently only about half of the active wells in 
British Columbia are included in the BC MOE database (Tamblyn pers. comm.).  No baseline water 
quality information was available for wells in the LSA. 

                                                      
17 The information is based on Geographic Information Systems (GIS) analysis and orthophoto interpretation 
and has not been confirmed in the field.  The locations of wells contained in the digital files reviewed are 
approximate.   
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6.8.4.2 Points of Diversion and Community Watersheds 

There are twenty-two surface water licences issued in the Project LSA (BC MOE 2006b).  Two 
licences are issued within 200 m of the pipeline route.  Water uses include domestic uses such as 
drinking, food preparation, bathing, washing clothes and dishes, and flushing toilets, stock watering, 
and conservation (Table 6.8-31).  The pipeline route crosses waterworks associated with licenses 
C062024 (PD35190) and C113906 (PD37758).  No registered points of diversion are located 
downstream of pipeline watercourse crossings. 
 

Table 6.8-31 
Registered Points of Diversion Within 200 m of the Project and Works Crossed by the Project18 

Point of Point of Point of Point of 
Diversion Diversion Diversion Diversion 
CodeCodeCodeCode    

Licenses Licenses Licenses Licenses 
Issued at Issued at Issued at Issued at 
Point of Point of Point of Point of 
DiversionDiversionDiversionDiversion    

Nearest Nearest Nearest Nearest 
KPKPKPKP    

Distance Distance Distance Distance 
to Project to Project to Project to Project 
Route Route Route Route 
(m)(m)(m)(m)    

Stream Stream Stream Stream 
NameNameNameName    

Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity 
(m(m(m(m3333/year)/year)/year)/year)    

LicenseeLicenseeLicenseeLicensee    PurposePurposePurposePurpose    Works at Works at Works at Works at 
Point of Point of Point of Point of 
DiversionDiversionDiversionDiversion    

PD35190 C062024 271.3 50 Fir Ridge 
Spring 

830 Pfister, 
Thomas 
and Ruth 
Burns Lake, 
BC  

Domestic Diversion 
structure, 
pipe 

PD37758 C113906 345.9 500 Halsey 
Creek 

3,320 Bambauer, 
John and 
Hazel 
Vanderhoof
, BC  

Stock-
watering 

Diversion 
structure, 
pipe, 
trough 

PD37875 C064586 447.1 100 Nicholas 
Creek 

123,348 BC MOE 
Victoria, BC 

Conservation 
(Stored 
Water) 

Dam 

Source:Source:Source:Source:  BC MOE 2006 c Water Licences Query website, http://srmwww.gov.bc.ca/wat/cws/query/cws.html 

 

The abundance of surface water and the costs associated with drilling a deep well have resulted in a 
large number of people in northern British Columbia drinking water from surface sources.  Residents 
living in rural areas, where infrastructure such as water distribution systems are not available, obtain 
their domestic water from small water systems, which they may have built and maintain themselves 
(Downie 2006).  It is difficult to obtain baseline water quantity and quality information about these 
single user residential water systems, as most are not registered with the BC MOE, nor do they 
require any form of health approval.   
 
“Areas of Interest” or areas where domestic water supply and quality may be affected by the Project 
were identified through consultation with the Northern Health Authority.  Areas of Interest identified 
by the Northwest Health Service Delivery Area (HSDA) representative include the Kitimat River, 

                                                      
18 The information is based on Geographic Information Systems (GIS) analysis and orthophoto interpretation 
and has not been confirmed in the field.  The locations of the points of diversion and works contained in the 
digital files reviewed are approximate.   
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Deception Creek, Cecil Creek, Chist Creek, Hunter Creek, Zymoetz (Copper) River, Clore River, Bulkley 
River, Gosnell River, Morice River, Cedric Creek, Lamprey Creek, Fenton Creek, Owen Creek, and 
Parrot Creek (Craig pers. comm.).  The District of Kitimat holds two licences (C025408 and 
C035712) to obtain water from the Kitimat River for local waterworks.  The point of diversion 
(PD 35839) is more than 1 km southeast of KP 3.7, on the other side of a developed industrial area 
and a park.  An unnamed channel enters the Kitimat River approximately 700 m upstream of the 
point of diversion.  The pipeline route crosses the unnamed channel approximately 1 km upstream 
of its convergence with the Kitimat River. 
 

Areas of Interest identified by the Northern Interior HSDA representative were Endako, Buck Flats 
Road, the north side of Tchesinkut Lake, and the north side of Fraser Lake (Gaunt pers. comm.).    
  
The primary provincial statute regulating water resources is the Water Act and its associated Water 
Regulation.  The Act and Regulation specify requirements that assure that work being done in and 
about a stream does not compromise water quality, fish and wildlife habitat or the rights of other 
water users.  Points of diversion that are not licensed with the BC MOE are not protected under the 
Water Act (Wolfe pers. comm.). 
 
The management of community watersheds is governed by specific requirements under the Forest 
Practices Code and the Community Watershed guidelines.  There are no designated community 
watersheds in the Project LSA.  The closest is the Wathl Community Watershed, located more than 
8 km southeast of KP 0. 
 

6.8.56.8.56.8.56.8.5    Contaminated SitesContaminated SitesContaminated SitesContaminated Sites    

The BC MOE defines a contaminated site in British Columbia as “an area of land in which the soil or 
underlying groundwater or sediment contains a hazardous waste or substance in an amount or 
concentration that exceeds provincial environmental quality standards, making the site unsuitable 
for specific uses of land, water, and sediment” (BC MOE 2007). 
 
Insight Environmental Solutions Ltd. conducted a Contaminated Sites Inventory of lands in the 
Project LSA on behalf of PTP.  Eleven Areas of Interest were identified by reviewing 1:20,000 map 
folios of the pipeline route and identifying features of concern in the LSA, such as inhabited sites, 
industrial sites, mining sites, roads, and rail lines, where there is potential for previous 
contamination.  
 
A BC Online Site Registry search was conducted for each Area of Interest.  The Site Registry is a BC 
MOE database on the environmental condition of land in British Columbia and includes sites under 
assessment, sites deemed contaminated, sites under remediation, sites awaiting clearance, and 
sites that have been remediated to acceptable ministry standards.    
 
A total of seventeen sites were identified in the Site Registry search.  Two of the sites are located in 
the Project Footprint, including the Eurocan Mill Site in Kitimat (KP 0 to KP 2) and the Electrical 
Substation Complex on Endako Mine Road in Fraser Lake (KP 303).  The contaminants identified in 
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the Site Registry Reports of the two sites were polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and extractable 
petroleum hydrocarbons (EPH). 
 
PCBs are a group of persistent and toxic chemicals that were used for decades in a variety of 
products such as sealing compounds, industrial oils, and paint additives.  They were used in 
electrical equipment such as transformers as coolants and in gas pipelines as lubricants.  PCBs were 
banned in North America in 1977 due to growing concern about their impact and are being gradually 
phased out and disposed of as per provincial regulations that detail the handling, storage, and 
disposal of the chemicals. 
 
EPH are compounds that consist of carbon and hydrogen molecules.  As the name implies, they are 
used in a variety petroleum products, including gasoline, diesel oil, lubricating oils, and greases.  
Hydrocarbons in general can contaminate soil and spread to other sites through groundwater 
movement. 
 

6.8.5.1 Eurocan Mill Site (Methanex Plant Site), Kitimat 

A gravel pit at KP 1.0, associated with the old Eurocan Mill Site (presently known as the Methanex 
Plant Site), is located in the Project Footprint.  
 
A Detail Report was obtained to determine if the land at the gravel pit had been affected by 
contamination from the Eurocan Mill Site.  A Detail Report contains information such as a site’s fee 
category, address, site status, and site profile, and may contain details about the site under 
notations, documents, site associations, suspected land uses, and parcel descriptions.  
 
The “Notations” section of the Detail Report refers to removal of PCBs contaminated soil at the Mill 
Site in 2003, unspecified charges laid under the Waste Management Act and federal Fisheries Act in 
1995-96, suspected EPH groundwater contamination from a spray booth in 1996, and removal of an 
underground oil storage tank (UST) in 1994.   
 
The “Suspected Land Use” section of the Detail Report indicates that transformer oil, ballasts and 
capacitors containing PCBs were sent to an off-site incineration facility between January and March 
1994.  Empty transformer “carcasses” were stored on site in a Special Waste (now known as 
Hazardous Waste) storage area. 
 
There was no mention of the gravel pit in the Detail Report.  However, the gravel pit is in one of the 
parcels of land that comprise the Eurocan Mill Site and it cannot be disassociated from the events 
reported in the Detail Report without further information about the incidents pertaining to PCBs and 
possible EPH contamination mentioned in the Site Registry.  The site’s status is “Active – Under 
Assessment”, therefore the probability of unreported site contamination still exists. 
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6.8.5.2 Electrical Substation Complex, Fraser Lake 

“Endako Mine Rd., Fraser Lake”, as it was listed in the Site Registry, was determined to be an 
Electrical Substation Complex located in the Project Footprint at approximately KP 303.   
 
The “Notations” section of the Detail Report refers to a Notice of Independent Remediation Initiation, 
dated December 2, 2005.  The Detail Report lists BC Hydro as a site “participant” and its role as 
“Environmental Consultant/Contractor”.  No further information was available from the Site Registry. 
 
The Electrical Substation Complex status is “Active – Under Remediation”.  The lack of information 
and the Active status mean there is a probability of yet unreported site contamination. 
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6.96.96.96.9    CCCCOMMUNITY AND OMMUNITY AND OMMUNITY AND OMMUNITY AND RRRREGIONAL EGIONAL EGIONAL EGIONAL IIIINFRASTRUCTURE AND NFRASTRUCTURE AND NFRASTRUCTURE AND NFRASTRUCTURE AND SSSSERVICES ERVICES ERVICES ERVICES 19    

Community ProfilesCommunity ProfilesCommunity ProfilesCommunity Profiles    
 

Regional Profile  

The pipeline route crosses three regional districts, including the Regional Districts of Kitimat-Stikine, 
Bulkley-Nechako, and Fraser-Fort George.  
 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
The pipeline route crosses the Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine (RDKS) from KP 0 to KP 109.  The 
pipeline route starts in the community of Kitimat, before heading north and then across the 
mountainous terrain of the Kitimat Valley to the east.  The primary communities in the RDKS include 
Kitimat and Terrace.  Of the 168,506 people in the three regional districts crossed by the pipeline 
route, 23% live in the RDKS. 
 
The RDKS covers 91,918 km2, representing 9.9% of British Columbia’s total land area (Statistics 
Canada 2007).  The RDKS is home to 37,999 people, about 0.9% of British Columbia’s population.  
Over the past two decades, the RDKS has experienced population fluctuations.  British Columbia’s 
overall population saw an increase of 5.3% between 2001 and 2006, while the RDKS saw a drop of 
7.0% in resident population (Table 6.9-1).   
 

Table 6.9-1 
Population Count Projections and Changes in the Regional Districts of: Kitimat Stikine, Bulkley-Nechako, and Fraser 

Fort-George, 2001-2011 

Population CountPopulation CountPopulation CountPopulation Count    Population Population Population Population 
ProjectionProjectionProjectionProjection20    

Population Change (%)Population Change (%)Population Change (%)Population Change (%)    AreaAreaAreaArea    

200120012001200121    200620062006200622    2011201120112011    1996199619961996----2001200120012001    2001200120012001----2006200620062006    2006200620062006----2011201120112011    

British Columbia 3,907,73
8 

4,113,48
7 

4,580,100 4.9 5.3 6.4 

RD of Kitimat-Stikine 40,876 37,999 44,785 -6.3 -7.0 4.2 

RD of Bulkley-Nechako 40,856 38,243 45,848 -1.9 -6.4 3.4 

RD of Fraser-Fort 
George 

95,317 92,264 105,733 -3.7 -3.2 3.2 

Source:Source:Source:Source:  BC STATS 2005b 

 

                                                      
19  Please refer to “Socio-Economic Technical Report for the Proposed Kitimat – Summit Lake Natural Gas 

Pipeline Looping Project” contained in Volume II of this Application. 
20  BC STATS 2006c 
21  BC STATS 2005b 
22  Statistics Canada 2007 
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The age distribution of the RDKS is similar to the distribution of the province, with a higher 
proportion of people ages 0-14 and slightly lower proportion over the age of 64 (Table 6.9-2).  Males 
outnumbered females in both census years.  Fertility rates and child dependency ratios are higher in 
the RDKS than the provincial average (BC STATS 2006). 
 

Table 6.9-2 
Age and Gender Distribution in the RDKS, 1996-2001 

    Age and Gender 1996 Age and Gender 1996 Age and Gender 1996 Age and Gender 1996 
CensusCensusCensusCensus23    

Age and Gender 2001 Age and Gender 2001 Age and Gender 2001 Age and Gender 2001 
CensusCensusCensusCensus24    

% Distribution 2001 Census% Distribution 2001 Census% Distribution 2001 Census% Distribution 2001 Census17171717    

        MaleMaleMaleMale    FemaleFemaleFemaleFemale    MaleMaleMaleMale    FemaleFemaleFemaleFemale    KitimatKitimatKitimatKitimat----StikineStikineStikineStikine    BCBCBCBC    

All AgesAll AgesAll AgesAll Ages    22,620 21,000 21,085 19,790 100.0 100.0 

0 0 0 0 ---- 14 14 14 14    5,940 5,505 5,080 4,620 23.7 18.1 

15 15 15 15 ---- 24 24 24 24    3,425 3,175 3,020 2,760 14.2 13.2 
25 25 25 25 ---- 44 44 44 44    7,320 7,120 6,115 6,265 30.3 30.1 

45 45 45 45 ---- 64 64 64 64    4,635 3,935 5,275 4,585 24.1 25.1 
65 +65 +65 +65 +    1,290 1,260 1,600 1,545 7.7 13.6 

Source: Source: Source: Source:  BC STATS 2005b 
 
According to the 2001 Census, 10,960 residents or 26.9% of the population in the RDKS are 
aboriginal.  This represents an increase from 24% reported in 1996.  Visible minorities represented 
5.0% of the district’s total population in 1996 and 2001. 
 
Regional District of Bulkley-Nechako 
The pipeline route will be constructed through the southern portion of the landlocked Regional 
District of Bulkley-Nechako (RDBN), and will avoid all major settlements in the area.  The largest 
community in the regional district is Smithers.  Other centres include Burns Lake, Houston, Fort St. 
James, Fraser Lake, and Vanderhoof. 
 
The RDBN includes 73,441 km2 of land area.  The district is home to a population of 38,243 
(Statistics Canada 2007).  The district covers 7.9% of the British Columbia’s total land area and 
accounts for 0.9% of the province’s population (Statistics Canada 2007). 
 
The RDBN population has decreased in the recent past.  The population fell by 6.4% between census 
years 2001 and 2006, while the population of British Columbia grew by 5.3% over the same period 
(Table 6.9-1).  Despite optimistic predictions, growth in the region has been slow.  The district was 
ranked as having the fourth-lowest growth rate between 2004 and 2005 of the province’s 27 
regional districts (BC STATS 2005). 
 
The RDBN population profile shows a few deviations from the provincial averages.  More males than 
females lived in the region over the past census period, but the trend is moving towards a growing 
female population (Table 6.9-3) .The region is young, with a greater percentage of people under the 

                                                      
23 BC STATS 2001 
24 BC STATS 2006 
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age of 15 than the provincial average.  The percentage of individuals over the age of 64 increased 
between 1996 and 2001 from 7% to 8.2%.   
 

Table 6.9-3 
Age and Gender Distribution in the RDBN, 1996-2001  

        Age and Gender 1996 Age and Gender 1996 Age and Gender 1996 Age and Gender 1996 
CensusCensusCensusCensus25    

Age and Gender 200Age and Gender 200Age and Gender 200Age and Gender 2001 1 1 1 
CensusCensusCensusCensus26    

% Distribution 2001 Census% Distribution 2001 Census% Distribution 2001 Census% Distribution 2001 Census19191919    

        MaleMaleMaleMale    FemaleFemaleFemaleFemale    MaleMaleMaleMale    FemaleFemaleFemaleFemale    BulkleyBulkleyBulkleyBulkley----NechakoNechakoNechakoNechako    BCBCBCBC    

All AgesAll AgesAll AgesAll Ages    21,585 20,060 21,000 19,860 100 100.0 

0 0 0 0 ---- 14 14 14 14    5,675 5,345 5,025 4,855 24.2 18.1 
15 15 15 15 ---- 24 24 24 24    3,265 3,020 3,135 2,885 14.7 13.2 

25 25 25 25 ---- 44 44 44 44    6,955 6,640 6,185 6,095 30.0 30.1 
45 45 45 45 ---- 64 64 64 64    4,210 3,635 4,955 4,380 22.8 25.1 

65 +65 +65 +65 +    1,480 1,430 1,695 1,665 8.2 13.6 

Source:Source:Source:Source: BC STATS 2005b 
 
The people in the RDBN are ethnically varied.  According to the 2001 Census, 14.8% of the district’s 
population, or 6,020 people, are aboriginal.  This represents a small increase from 14% reported in 
1996.  Visible minorities represented 3.0% of the district’s population in both 1996 and 2001. 
 
Regional District of Fraser-Fort George 
The most heavily populated region crossed by the pipeline route is the Regional District of Fraser-Fort 
George (RDFFG).  The district covers 50,706 km2, or 5.5%, of the province’s total area.  The district 
includes the northern hub of Prince George and the smaller communities of Mackenzie, Valemount, 
and McBride.  The pipeline route crosses less than 100 km of the RDFFG, primarily through sparsely 
populated areas. 
 
The RDFFG has experienced fluctuations in its population over the past few years.  In 2006, the 
region had a population of 92,264 or 2.2% of the province’s population (Table 6.9-1).  As the 
population of British Columbia increased 5.3% over the census period between 2001 and 2006, the 
RDFFG population fell by 3.2%.  
 
The age and gender distribution of the RDFFG for 1996 and 2001 is provided in Table 6.9-4.  The 
male population of the district is greater than the female population in both years (Statistics Canada 
2001).  The greatest population increase was in the age group over 64, which experienced an 
increase of 1,385 people or 24.5% of the total population.  The RDFFG, which has maintained a 
relatively young population, is experiencing declining birth rates, as is British Columbia as a whole. 
  

                                                      
25 BC STATS 2001 
26 BC STATS 2006 
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Table 6.9-4 
Age and Gender Distribution in RDFFG, 1996-2001 

        Age and Gender 1996 Age and Gender 1996 Age and Gender 1996 Age and Gender 1996 
CensusCensusCensusCensus27    

Age and Gender 2001 Age and Gender 2001 Age and Gender 2001 Age and Gender 2001 
CensCensCensCensusususus28    

% Distribution 2001 Census% Distribution 2001 Census% Distribution 2001 Census% Distribution 2001 Census21212121    

        MaleMaleMaleMale    FemaleFemaleFemaleFemale    MaleMaleMaleMale    FemaleFemaleFemaleFemale    FraserFraserFraserFraser----Fort GeorgeFort GeorgeFort GeorgeFort George    BCBCBCBC    

All AgesAll AgesAll AgesAll Ages    50,525 48,450 48,285 47,035 100 100.0 

0 0 0 0 ---- 14 14 14 14    12,430 11,660 10,690 9,820 21.5 18.1 

15 15 15 15 ---- 24 24 24 24    7,670 7,425 7,260 7,030 15.0 13.2 

25 25 25 25 ---- 44 44 44 44    17,235 17,195 14,800 15,295 31.6 30.1 

45 45 45 45 ---- 64 64 64 64    10,470 9,245 12,115 11,285 24.5 25.1 

65 +65 +65 +65 +    2,725 2,920 3,425 3,605 7.4 13.6 

Source:Source:Source:Source:  BC STATS 2005b 

 
The ethnic origins of people living in the RDFFG are varied.  According to the 2001 Census, 9% of the 
district’s population is aboriginal, an increase from 6.5% reported in 1996.  Visible minorities 
represented 5% of the district’s total population in both 1996 and 2001. 
 
First Nations Profiles 

Profiles of First Nations communities potentially affected by the Project are provided in Table 6.9-5.  
A more detailed description of the communities is provided in the Socio-Economic Technical Report.  
The information below provides population estimates, working age member education levels, and 
labour information. 
 

Table 6.9-5 
First Nation Demographic Profiles 

NationNationNationNation1    2007 Pop. 2007 Pop. 2007 Pop. 2007 Pop. 
On On On On 

ReserveReserveReserveReserve    

2007 Pop. 2007 Pop. 2007 Pop. 2007 Pop. 
Off Off Off Off 

ReserveReserveReserveReserve    

2007 2007 2007 2007 
Pop. on Pop. on Pop. on Pop. on 
Other Other Other Other 
ReserveReserveReserveReserve    

2005 2005 2005 2005 
Reporting Reporting Reporting Reporting 
Reserve(s)Reserve(s)Reserve(s)Reserve(s)2    

2005 Pop. 2005 Pop. 2005 Pop. 2005 Pop. 
with High with High with High with High 
School or School or School or School or 
Greater (%)Greater (%)Greater (%)Greater (%)    

(20(20(20(20––––64 yrs)64 yrs)64 yrs)64 yrs)    

2005 2005 2005 2005 
Labour Labour Labour Labour 
Force Force Force Force 

ParticipatioParticipatioParticipatioParticipatio
n Rate (%)n Rate (%)n Rate (%)n Rate (%)    

2005 2005 2005 2005 
UnemployUnemployUnemployUnemploy----
ment Rate ment Rate ment Rate ment Rate 

(%)(%)(%)(%)    

Haisla First Haisla First Haisla First Haisla First 
NNNNationationationation    
(19 
reserves) 

643 918 25 Kitamaat 
No.2 Reserve 

51 53.0 18.2 

Lax Lax Lax Lax 
Kw’alaams Kw’alaams Kw’alaams Kw’alaams 
First NationFirst NationFirst NationFirst Nation    
(79 
reserves) 

748 2275 60 Lax 
Kw’alaams 
Reserve 

22 50.0 52.6 

                                                      
27 BC STATS 2001  
28 BC STATS 2006 
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NationNationNationNation1    2007 Pop. 2007 Pop. 2007 Pop. 2007 Pop. 
On On On On 

ReserveReserveReserveReserve    

2007 Pop. 2007 Pop. 2007 Pop. 2007 Pop. 
Off Off Off Off 

ReserveReserveReserveReserve    

2007 2007 2007 2007 
Pop. on Pop. on Pop. on Pop. on 
Other Other Other Other 
ReserveReserveReserveReserve    

2005 2005 2005 2005 
Reporting Reporting Reporting Reporting 
Reserve(s)Reserve(s)Reserve(s)Reserve(s)2    

2005 Pop. 2005 Pop. 2005 Pop. 2005 Pop. 
with High with High with High with High 
School or School or School or School or 
Greater (%)Greater (%)Greater (%)Greater (%)    

(20(20(20(20––––64 yrs)64 yrs)64 yrs)64 yrs)    

2005 2005 2005 2005 
Labour Labour Labour Labour 
Force Force Force Force 

ParticipatioParticipatioParticipatioParticipatio
n Rate (%)n Rate (%)n Rate (%)n Rate (%)    

2005 2005 2005 2005 
UnemployUnemployUnemployUnemploy----
ment Rate ment Rate ment Rate ment Rate 

(%)(%)(%)(%)    

Metlakatla Metlakatla Metlakatla Metlakatla 
First NationFirst NationFirst NationFirst Nation    
(16 
reserves) 

115 642 4 No reporting 
reserves 

Data 
unavailable 

Data 
unavailable 

Data 
unavailable 

Kshish 4 
Reserve 

100 100.0 37.5 Kitselas Kitselas Kitselas Kitselas 
First NationFirst NationFirst NationFirst Nation 
(10 
reserves) 

178 321 10 

Kulspai 6 
Reserve 

100 54.5 33.3 

Hagwilget Hagwilget Hagwilget Hagwilget 
VillageVillageVillageVillage    
(2 reserves) 

204 455 30 Hagwilget 1 76 60.0 38.1 

Babine 17 62 63.2 41.7 
Bulkley River 
No. 19 

29 50 50 

Coryatsaqua 
(Moricetow) 
No. 2 

39 71.4 26.7 

Village of Village of Village of Village of 
MoricetownMoricetownMoricetownMoricetown    
(7 reserves) 

604 1128 58 

Moricetown 1 74 66.7 33.3 
Skin TyeeSkin TyeeSkin TyeeSkin Tyee 48 84 5 No reporting 

reserves 
Data not 
available 

Data not 
available 

Data not 
available 

NeeNeeNeeNee----TahiTahiTahiTahi----
Buhn First Buhn First Buhn First Buhn First 
NaNaNaNationtiontiontion    
(5 reserves) 

46 73 12 No reporting 
reserves 

Data not 
available 

Data not 
available 

Data not 
available 

Wet’suwet’eWet’suwet’eWet’suwet’eWet’suwet’e
nnnn3    
(11 
reserves) 

208 95 Data not 
available 

No reporting 
reserves 

Data not 
available 

Data not 
available 

Data not 
available 

Burns Lake Burns Lake Burns Lake Burns Lake 
IndiIndiIndiIndian Bandan Bandan Bandan Band    
(4 reserves) 

38 58 5 No reporting 
reserves 

Data not 
available 

Data not 
available 

Data not 
available 

Stellat’enStellat’enStellat’enStellat’en 213 186 18 Stellaquo 
(Stella) No. 1 

59 54.5 40 

Nadleh Nadleh Nadleh Nadleh 
Whut’en Whut’en Whut’en Whut’en 
BandBandBandBand    
(7 reserves) 

169 233 15 Nautley (Fort 
Fraser) 

48 55.6 33.3 

Saik’uz Saik’uz Saik’uz Saik’uz First First First First 
NationNationNationNation    
(10 
reserves) 

516 330 15 Stony Creek 
No.1 

37 57.1 34.4 
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NationNationNationNation1    2007 Pop. 2007 Pop. 2007 Pop. 2007 Pop. 
On On On On 

ReserveReserveReserveReserve    

2007 Pop. 2007 Pop. 2007 Pop. 2007 Pop. 
Off Off Off Off 

ReserveReserveReserveReserve    

2007 2007 2007 2007 
Pop. on Pop. on Pop. on Pop. on 
Other Other Other Other 
ReserveReserveReserveReserve    

2005 2005 2005 2005 
Reporting Reporting Reporting Reporting 
Reserve(s)Reserve(s)Reserve(s)Reserve(s)2    

2005 Pop. 2005 Pop. 2005 Pop. 2005 Pop. 
with High with High with High with High 
School or School or School or School or 
Greater (%)Greater (%)Greater (%)Greater (%)    

(20(20(20(20––––64 yrs)64 yrs)64 yrs)64 yrs)    

2005 2005 2005 2005 
Labour Labour Labour Labour 
Force Force Force Force 

ParticipatioParticipatioParticipatioParticipatio
n Rate (%)n Rate (%)n Rate (%)n Rate (%)    

2005 2005 2005 2005 
UnemployUnemployUnemployUnemploy----
ment Rate ment Rate ment Rate ment Rate 

(%)(%)(%)(%)    

Nak’azdli Nak’azdli Nak’azdli Nak’azdli 
Indian BandIndian BandIndian BandIndian Band    

(16 
reserves) 

788 886 N/A Nak’azdli 45 51.5 29.4 

Lheidli Lheidli Lheidli Lheidli 
T’enneh T’enneh T’enneh T’enneh 
First NationFirst NationFirst NationFirst Nation    
(4 reserves) 

91 228 2 Fort George  
(Shelley) 2 

22 60.0 44.4 

McLeod McLeod McLeod McLeod 
Lake Indian Lake Indian Lake Indian Lake Indian 
BandBandBandBand3333    
(17 
reserves) 

118 338 N/A McLeod Lake 
1 

60 63.6 28.6 

West West West West 
Moberly Moberly Moberly Moberly 
First First First First 
NationsNationsNationsNations    
(1 reserve) 

82 115 1 West Moberly 
Lake 168A 

N/A 50 N/A 

Sources:Sources:Sources:Sources:    1 Aboriginal Canada Portal: First Nation Communities in British Columbia. 2007. 
 2 Statistics Canada. 2002. 2001 Community Profiles. Released June 27, 2002. Last modified:  
     2005- 11-30. Statistics Canada Catalogue no. 93F0053XIE. 
 3 Indian and Northern Affairs Canada. 2005. Indian Registry System. 
 

6.9.16.9.16.9.16.9.1    Community, Utilities, and ServicesCommunity, Utilities, and ServicesCommunity, Utilities, and ServicesCommunity, Utilities, and Services    

The communities within the Project RSA have community or regional district operated sewage 
treatment facilities and public water infrastructure.  Many residents live outside municipal or city 
boundaries and rely upon private wells and septic fields. 
 
Regional districts and municipalities operate landfills and transfer stations in the RSA and there are 
private recyclers located in many of the communities.  Hazardous waste haulers exist in the Project 
RSA.  Landfills are located in Kitimat, Thornhill, Houston, Vanderhoof, and Prince George.  Transfer 
stations are found in the smaller communities. 
 

FFFFIRE IRE IRE IRE PPPPROTECTIONROTECTIONROTECTIONROTECTION    

Both volunteer and career fire departments are responsible for fire suppression in the communities 
of the Project RSA.  Structural fires that occur outside of a fire protection area (i.e. remote areas) are 
typically not be attended to by urban fire departments.  The RCMP may respond to fire calls but 
supervise the site, rather than suppress the fire.  The RCMP may call BC MOFR if the fire ignites 
forested land.  Table 6.9-6 provides a summary of fire protection resources in the Project RSA.  
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Table 6.9-6 
Fire Fighting Resources in the RSA 

CommunityCommunityCommunityCommunity    FirefightersFirefightersFirefightersFirefighters    CommentsCommentsCommentsComments    

Kitimat 21 career firefighters Respond to events at Alcan and Euro Can industrial 
facilities.  Maintains a hazardous material truck. 

Thornhill 35 volunteer firefighters North of Kitimat 

Terrace 8 career firefighters, 25 volunteer 
firefighters 

Respond to fire, rescue, hazardous material, and 
airport emergencies 

Smithers 40 volunteer firefighters First Responders, highway rescue, aircraft 
firefighting, fire prevention, public fire safety 
education, and volunteer firefighting training. 

Houston Volunteer firefighters Fire department also exists at Northwood Pulp and 
Timber 

Burns Lake 20 volunteer firefighters Receive annual training from PNG 

Fraser Lake 1 career firefighter, volunteer 
firefighters 

1 fire chief 

Vanderhoof 1 career firefighter, 34 volunteer 
firefighters 

Receive annual training from PNG. 

Prince 
George 

93 career firefighters, 200 volunteer 
firefighters 

Thirteen volunteer departments outside of the city 

Summit 
Lake 

Volunteer firefighters Community funded fire brigade 

 

AAAAMBULANCE MBULANCE MBULANCE MBULANCE SSSSERVICESERVICESERVICESERVICES    

Hospital and ambulance services are available in all the communities in the Project RSA.  Emergency 
response ambulance capacity is identified in Table 6.9-7.  
 

Table 6.9-7 
Emergency Response Ambulance Capacity 

CommunityCommunityCommunityCommunity    AmbulancesAmbulancesAmbulancesAmbulances    

Kitimat 2 

Terrace 4 

Smithers 2 

Houston 2 

Burns Lake 2 

Fraser Lake 2 

Vanderhoof 3 

Prince George >5 
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The British Columbia Ambulance Service (BCAS) has a dedicated helicopter in Prince Rupert that 
serves much of northwest British Columbia.  Chartered helicopters are also used for medical 
evacuations.  Fixed wing medical evacuation planes are available in Prince George and other aircraft 
are likely available in communities along the project RSA.   
 
Hospitals and ClinicsHospitals and ClinicsHospitals and ClinicsHospitals and Clinics    
 
The Project route is wholly located in the area managed by the Northern Health Authority.  The 
Project is located in two subregions, including the Northwest and the North Interior health service 
delivery areas.  The Northern Health Authority is responsible for providing healthcare to Northern 
British Columbia including acute care, mental health, public health, addiction services, and home 
and community care services (Northern Health Authority website).  
 
Hospital and emergency care service is available in most of the communities in the Project RSA 
(Table 6.9-8). 
 

Table 6.9-8 
Hospitals and Clinics in the Local Study Area 

CommunityCommunityCommunityCommunity    Acute Care ServiceAcute Care ServiceAcute Care ServiceAcute Care Service    Hospital BedsHospital BedsHospital BedsHospital Beds    24242424----hour Ehour Ehour Ehour Emergency mergency mergency mergency 
CareCareCareCare    

Kitimat Yes 54 Yes 
Terrace Yes 39 Yes 
Smithers Yes 25 Yes 
Burns Lake Yes 13 Yes 
Fraser Lake29 No 0 No 
Vanderhoof Yes 24 Yes 
Prince George Yes 200 Yes 

 

PPPPOLICE OLICE OLICE OLICE SSSSERVICESERVICESERVICESERVICES    

Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) detachments serve all of the communities in the Project 
RSA.  Available staffing and the populations served are summarized in Table 6.9-9 below.  RCMP, BC 
Ministry of Environment and local Fire Department staff are ‘First Responders’ in the event of 
emergencies related to industrial-type accidents.   
 

                                                      
29 Fraser Lake has a community health centre.  The Fraser Lake Diagnostic and Treatment Centre offers x-ray 
facilities, laboratory, a public health nurse, and the services of three doctors.  Doctors in Fraser Lake are on 
duty from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm.  After hours, patients are sent to Burns Lake or Vanderhoof for emergency 
treatment. 
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Table 6.9-9 
RCMP Staffing Levels in Communities in Project RSA 

CommunityCommunityCommunityCommunity    RCMP StaffRCMP StaffRCMP StaffRCMP Staff    Population ServedPopulation ServedPopulation ServedPopulation Served    Staff Ratio/PopulationStaff Ratio/PopulationStaff Ratio/PopulationStaff Ratio/Population    

Kitimat 17 10,000 1 : 588 

Terrace 40 22,500 1 : 562 

Smithers 19 14,350 1 : 755 

Houston 7 3,730 1 : 533 

Burns Lake 13 7,900 1 : 608 

Fraser Lake 4 1,370 1 : 342 

Vanderhoof 13 16,590 1 : 1,276 

Prince George 4 officers on Rural Patrol 
Force, which includes 
Summit Lake area 

N/A for Rural Area N/A 

 

PPPPROVINCIAL ROVINCIAL ROVINCIAL ROVINCIAL EEEEMERGENCY MERGENCY MERGENCY MERGENCY PPPPROGRAM ROGRAM ROGRAM ROGRAM (PEP)(PEP)(PEP)(PEP)    

The Provincial Emergency Program (PEP) is a provincial initiative developed to ensure a co-ordinated 
approach to emergencies.  As part of PEP, local governments or “Local Authorities” lead the initial 
response to emergencies and disasters in their communities.  A Local Authority can be either a 
municipality or a regional district, depending on their capacity to respond.  As required by law, Local 
Authorities have to prepare emergency plans and maintain an emergency management organization.  
These plans are meant to ensure the safety of citizens when a situation escalates beyond the first 
responder level. 
 
The PEP has two regional offices in the RSA including the Northwest Region office in Terrace and the 
Northeast Region office in Prince George.  PEP relies on pipeline companies to develop response 
plans, which are then shared with PEP and Local Authorities.  Industry has a statutory responsibility 
to inform Local Authorities of project plans before they initiate development.  
 

EEEEDUCATIONDUCATIONDUCATIONDUCATION    

The pipeline route will cross four public school districts including the Coast Mountains School District 
No. 82, Bulkley Valley School District No. 54, Nechako Lakes School District No. 91, and Prince 
George School District No. 57.   
 
In Kitimat, there are a total of five public schools, three elementary schools, and two secondary 
schools (Coast Mountain School District website).  Terrace supports three secondary schools, and 
eight primary schools.  Northwest Community College offers academic and vocational training and 
has a main campus in Terrace with a satellite campus in Kitimat. 
 
The Bulkley Valley Public School District has ten schools between Moricetown and Houston, including 
secondary schools in both Houston and Smithers (Bulkley Valley School District website).  Three 
elementary schools and two secondary schools are located in Smithers.  Houston has one secondary 
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school and two elementary schools.  Northwest Community College has satellite campuses in 
Smithers, Houston, and Prince Rupert. 
 
The Nechako Lakes Public School District includes the communities of Topley, Burns Lake, Fraser 
Lake, Fort Fraser, and Vanderhoof (Nechako Lakes School District website).  The district has fourteen 
elementary, four elementary-secondary, and three secondary schools.  The College of New Caledonia 
has satellite campuses in Burns Lake and Vanderhoof. 
 
The Prince George School District has 37 elementary, eight secondary, two junior secondary, and one 
middle school (Prince George School District website).  The College of New Caledonia has its main 
campus in Prince George, with about 5,000 students attending the college annually.  Studies range 
from provincial apprenticeships to vocational training to university transfer classes.  The University of 
Northern British Columbia’s main campus is located in Prince George and has about 3,700 students. 
 

JJJJUSTICEUSTICEUSTICEUSTICE    

Three regional British Columbia courthouses serve the Project RSA, including Terrace, Smithers, and 
Prince George.  Satellite court facilities exist in Vanderhoof and Burns Lake.  Unstaffed circuit courts 
are held periodically in smaller communities along the pipeline route, including Kitimat out of Terrace 
courthouse, Houston from the Smithers courthouse, and Fraser Lake from the Prince George 
courthouse (BC Ministry of Attorney General website). 
 

SSSSOCIAL OCIAL OCIAL OCIAL SSSSUPPORT UPPORT UPPORT UPPORT SSSSERVICESERVICESERVICESERVICES    

Table 6.9-10 presents a summary of the range of social services provided in the RSA.  The 
communities are well served with a wide range of social services and service agencies, many of 
which are not-for-profit.   
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Table 6.9-10 
Social Services Available in the RSA 

Type of Social Type of Social Type of Social Type of Social 
ServiceServiceServiceService    

KitimatKitimatKitimatKitimat    TerraceTerraceTerraceTerrace    SmithersSmithersSmithersSmithers    HoustonHoustonHoustonHouston    Burns Burns Burns Burns 
LakeLakeLakeLake    

Fraser Fraser Fraser Fraser 
LakeLakeLakeLake    

VanderhoofVanderhoofVanderhoofVanderhoof    Prince Prince Prince Prince 
GeorgeGeorgeGeorgeGeorge    

Family and children 
assistance 

X X X NA X X X X 

Counselling 
(Alcohol, drugs) 

X X X X X X X X 

Emergency shelters NA X NA NA NA NA NA 2 
Community services 
centre 

X 2 2 X NA NA X 8 

Daycare centres 2 4 3 2 1 X X 12 
Seniors centres NA 2 X X X X X 7 
Women’s shelter X 2 X NA NA NA X X 
Homeless shelter NA X NA NA NA NA X X 

Food bank X 2 NA X NA NA X X 
(X) Indicates the presence of services, without kno(X) Indicates the presence of services, without kno(X) Indicates the presence of services, without kno(X) Indicates the presence of services, without knowing if there is more than one service providerwing if there is more than one service providerwing if there is more than one service providerwing if there is more than one service provider    
(NA)  Indicates that no information was obtained regarding the presence of services(NA)  Indicates that no information was obtained regarding the presence of services(NA)  Indicates that no information was obtained regarding the presence of services(NA)  Indicates that no information was obtained regarding the presence of services    

Source:Source:Source:Source:    Information was accessed from the following websites: British Columbia Communities; Shelternet 
BC; Salvation Army; Invest Northern British Columbia; Village of Burns Lake; Town of Smithers; City 
of Prince George; City of Terrace; Canadian Foodbanks; Womannet; and British Columbia Housing 
website. 

 

LLLLOCAL OCAL OCAL OCAL BBBBUSINESSESUSINESSESUSINESSESUSINESSES    

Communities along the pipeline route offer a variety of businesses and services to meet local and 
regional needs (Table 6.9-11).  Additional businesses along Highway 16 and Highway 37, outside of 
major communities in the RSA also provide services.  
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Table 6.9-11 
Local Businesses and Services Provided in the RSA    

    CommunityCommunityCommunityCommunity    

Type of Type of Type of Type of 
ServicesServicesServicesServices    

KitimatKitimatKitimatKitimat    

    

TerraceTerraceTerraceTerrace    

    

SmithersSmithersSmithersSmithers    

    

HoustonHoustonHoustonHouston    

    

Burns Burns Burns Burns 
LakeLakeLakeLake    

Fraser Fraser Fraser Fraser 
LakeLakeLakeLake    

VanderhoofVanderhoofVanderhoofVanderhoof    Prince Prince Prince Prince 
GeorgeGeorgeGeorgeGeorge    

Food stores 3 5 5 3 2 2 2 12 

Restaurants >12 34 18 13 8 7 13 >95 

Gas stations 3 7 7 5 7 3 8 42 

Laundromats 2 3 >1 NA NA 2 2 5 

Visitor info 
centre 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Museum 1 1 3 NA 1 1 1 2 

Chamber of 
Commerce 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Libraries 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 

Theatres 1 NA 2 NA NA NA 1 2 

NA: No information available at time of report preparation 

 

RRRRECREATIONAL ECREATIONAL ECREATIONAL ECREATIONAL FFFFACILITIESACILITIESACILITIESACILITIES    

The communities in the RSA have a full range of built facilities for both indoor and outdoor 
recreational activities (Table 6.9-12).  In addition to facility-based recreation, a large variety of 
outdoor activities take place in the natural landscape around these communities on a year round 
basis, including fishing, hunting, boating, hiking, camping, snowmobiling, wildlife viewing, and cross-
country skiing. 
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Table 6.9-12 
Recreational Facilities Available in the RSA 

    CommunityCommunityCommunityCommunity    

Type of Type of Type of Type of 
FacilitiesFacilitiesFacilitiesFacilities    

KKKKitimatitimatitimatitimat    

    

TerraceTerraceTerraceTerrace    

    

SmitherSmitherSmitherSmither
ssss    

    

HoustonHoustonHoustonHouston    

    

Burns Burns Burns Burns 
LakeLakeLakeLake    

Fraser Fraser Fraser Fraser 
LakeLakeLakeLake    

VanderhoofVanderhoofVanderhoofVanderhoof    

    

Prince Prince Prince Prince 
GeorgeGeorgeGeorgeGeorge    

Swimming 
Pool 

1 1 1 1 No NA 1 2 

Skating Arena 2 1 2 1   1 1 2 5 

Recreation 
Centre 

1 2 1 1  1 1 2 Yes 

Playgrounds 11  6 Yes 5  2 Yes Yes 116 

Baseball 
fields 

6  6 Yes 3  4 Yes Yes Yes 

Soccer fields 5  10 Yes NA  1 NA Yes Yes 

Hiking Trails Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Tennis Courts 5  9 6 2  2 2 2 70 

Other 
facilities 

Rifle range, 
theatre, 
golf 

Ski hill, 
bowling 
alley, golf 

Ski hill, 
bowling, 
golf  

Bowling, 
golf  

Golf, 
theatre 

Golf Golf, 
bowling 

Theatre
, golf, 
bowling
, etc. 

Note: Yes indicates that a facility is available, but the quantity was not determined.  

NA means that no information was available at the time of reporting 

Source:Source:Source:Source:  British Columbia communities website; District of Kitimat website; Terrace Online website; Town of 
Smithers website; Town of Houston website; Village of Burns Lake website; Fraser Lake Home 
website; Vanderhoof Home website; City of Prince George website; Northwest Region Phone 
Directory 2006. 

 

6.9.26.9.26.9.26.9.2    AccommodationAccommodationAccommodationAccommodation    

The three regional districts that will be crossed by the pipeline route contain communities with 
differing housing characteristics and accommodation facilities.  All three regions maintain high levels 
of home ownership and housing prices and rental costs are below provincial averages.  Vacancy 
rates tend to be higher than the provincial average, although the supply is highly dependent upon 
the size of the community.  Table 6.9-13 provides an example of relative housing costs and 
apartment rental rates on the western and eastern ends of the pipeline route.    
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Table 6.9-13 
Housing Costs in RSA Communities 

Total Housing Starts Total Housing Starts Total Housing Starts Total Housing Starts 
(Jan(Jan(Jan(Jan----June)June)June)June)    

CommunityCommunityCommunityCommunity    Average Average Average Average 
Property Property Property Property 
ValueValueValueValue    2005200520052005    2006200620062006    

Number of Private Number of Private Number of Private Number of Private 
Dwellings (2006)Dwellings (2006)Dwellings (2006)Dwellings (2006)    

Average Average Average Average 
Rents Rents Rents Rents 
(2005)(2005)(2005)(2005)    

Total PrivTotal PrivTotal PrivTotal Private ate ate ate 
Apartment Apartment Apartment Apartment 

Vacancy Rates (%)Vacancy Rates (%)Vacancy Rates (%)Vacancy Rates (%)    

Kitimat $ 120,763 1 17 4,256 $ 448 43.0 

Terrace $ 145,229 1 7 4,682 $ 494 29.6 

Prince 
George 

$ 174,000a 129 122 30,062 $ 546 3.2 

 
 

6.9.2.1 Motels 

Motel accommodation is available in most of the communities found in the RSA.  The availability of 
accommodation varies in communities within the Project RSA.  There is ample accommodation in 
Prince George, offering more than 1,300 rooms.  However, in smaller communities, the number of 
rooms available is limited and occupancy rates are highly variable throughout the year.  Table 6.9-14 
summarizes information on the motel infrastructure in the communities of the RSA.   
  

Table 6.9-14 
Motel Accommodation in RSA Communities 

CommunityCommunityCommunityCommunity    Accommodation FacilitiesAccommodation FacilitiesAccommodation FacilitiesAccommodation Facilities    Estimated Room AEstimated Room AEstimated Room AEstimated Room Availabilityvailabilityvailabilityvailability    

Kitimat 4 50 

Terrace 15 439 

Smithers 7 316 

Houston 2 101 

Burns Lake 6 80 

Fraser Lake 1 35 

Fort Fraser 1 10 

Vanderhoof 6 96 

Prince George 16 1,331 

        
 

6.9.2.2 Campgrounds 

The availability of RV and campground sites for accommodation is shown in Table 6.9-15.  Twenty-
four private and public campgrounds were identified in the Project RSA, with at least 635 sites 
available for short-term RV accommodation. 
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Table 6.9-15 
RV and Camping Availability near Main Communities in RSA 

CommunityCommunityCommunityCommunity    RV SiteRV SiteRV SiteRV Sites availables availables availables available    Camping sites Camping sites Camping sites Camping sites 
availableavailableavailableavailable    

Distance to pipeline routeDistance to pipeline routeDistance to pipeline routeDistance to pipeline route    

Kitimat 84 156 2 km 

Terrace 70 32 30 km 

Smithers 81 59 55 km 

Houston 56 >10 30 km 

Burns Lake 35 >10 10 km 

Fraser Lake 17 7 10 km 

Vanderhoof 105 >10 30 km 

Prince George 40 90 35 km 

 

6.9.36.9.36.9.36.9.3    TraTraTraTransportation and Transmissionnsportation and Transmissionnsportation and Transmissionnsportation and Transmission    

6.9.3.1 Road transportation 

The pipeline route will cross the five main provincial highways that serve the Project RSA, including 
Highway 37 (KP 37.0), Highway 35 (KP 244.5), Highway 16 (KP 298.0), Highway 27 (KP 355.3), and 
Highway 97 (KP 460.4).  
 
The pipeline route is adjacent to Highway 16 from KP 273.4 to KP 275.8.  Highway 16 is the main 
travel route across the Project RSA.  The highway is a two-lane, east-west provincial highway, running 
722 km from Prince Rupert to Prince George (BC Ministry of Transportation and Highways website). 
 
The BC Ministry of Transportation conducts traffic counts on Highway 16 and at major intersections.  
Table 6.9-16 summarizes traffic count data for 2005 at selected intersections along Highway 16.  
 

Table 6.9-16 
Monthly Average Daily Traffic  (MADT) and Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) Counts for Selected Intersections Along 

Highway 16 

Average Daily Traffic by MonthAverage Daily Traffic by MonthAverage Daily Traffic by MonthAverage Daily Traffic by Month    
Location Location Location Location     

March 2005March 2005March 2005March 2005    July 2005July 2005July 2005July 2005    

Average Annual Daily Average Annual Daily Average Annual Daily Average Annual Daily 
Traffic 2005Traffic 2005Traffic 2005Traffic 2005    

Highway 16 and Highway 37 
(Kitwanga) 

1,236 1,922 1,353 

Highway 16 – 5 km west of Houston 2,820 3,931 3,247 

Highway 16 – 2 km west of Babine 
Lake Road at Burns Lake 

5,187 6,709 5,407 

Highway 16 – 5 km west of Fort 
Fraser Lake  

2,226 3,240 2,446 

Highway 16 – west of Jensen Road 
in Prince George 

7,038 10,213 8,632 
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Vehicle counts in all cases are for combined east and westbound traffic on Highway 16.  March and 
July data are presented to compare seasonal spring and summer traffic volumes.  At the five 
intersections selected, traffic volume is lowest just west of the Highway 16 junction with Highway 37 
at Kitwanga.  Traffic volume increase at Houston, and local traffic greatly increases at Burns Lake, 
with the addition of regional traffic from surrounding areas.  Traffic volume to the east of Burns Lake 
decreases at Fraser Lake, but greatly increases near Prince George, with the addition of more city 
traffic. 
 
Figures 6.9-1 and 6.9-2 show the monthly average daily traffic volume at two points on Highway 16, 
where traffic volume measurement points are in place under a new BC Ministry of Transportation 
traffic data system (TRADAS).  Traffic volumes at Kitwanga (near the western end of the RSA) are 
highest from June to September, with July and August being the busiest months.  Traffic volumes are 
lowest at Kitwanga from December to February.  A similar seasonal summer peak traffic volume is 
shown at Fort Fraser, with lowest traffic volumes occurring in January and February.   

 
Figure 6.9Figure 6.9Figure 6.9Figure 6.9----1111    

Average Daily Traffic on Highway 16 WeAverage Daily Traffic on Highway 16 WeAverage Daily Traffic on Highway 16 WeAverage Daily Traffic on Highway 16 West of Kitwanga, by Monthst of Kitwanga, by Monthst of Kitwanga, by Monthst of Kitwanga, by Month    
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Figure 6.9Figure 6.9Figure 6.9Figure 6.9----2222    
Average Daily Traffic on Highway 16 West of Fort Fraser, by MonthAverage Daily Traffic on Highway 16 West of Fort Fraser, by MonthAverage Daily Traffic on Highway 16 West of Fort Fraser, by MonthAverage Daily Traffic on Highway 16 West of Fort Fraser, by Month    
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6.9.3.2 Rail 

The CN Rail serves the Project RSA.  The CN mainline provides freight service between Prince Rupert 
and Prince George, passing through the communities of Terrace, Smithers, Houston, Burns Lake, 
Fraser Lake, and Vanderhoof.  A branch of the CN mainline serves Kitimat (Canadian National Rail 
website).  The pipeline route crosses the CN rail line four times, at KP 17.0, KP 298.0, KP 457.2, 
and KP 460.5.  
 
CN Railway freight train schedules are not available to the public for security reasons.  CN has 
indicated that no rail upgrades will be completed outside of the existing CN right-of-way.  No 
development plans are identified in the CN right-of-way. 
 

6.9.3.3 Air 

The regional airports located in Terrace and Smithers, and the international airport at Prince George 
serve most of the Project RSA with commercial air service.  Major air carriers in the region include Air 
Canada Jazz, Central Mountain Air, and Westjet.  Local airfields serve Kitimat, Houston, and Burns 
Lake.  Helicopter and charter air service is available in all eight main communities in the Project RSA. 
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6.9.3.4 Transportation and Transmission Route Crossings 

Table 6.9-17 provides a summary of the transmission and transportation route crossings.  In the 
following table, secondary roads are identified as single lane roads primarily associated with log 
landing access.  Forest roads include Forest Service Roads (FSRs), mainlines, and their branches.  
 

Table 6.9-17 
Transportation and Transmission Route Crossings 

Forest DistrictForest DistrictForest DistrictForest District    KPKPKPKP    HighwaysHighwaysHighwaysHighways    

(km)(km)(km)(km)    

Forest Forest Forest Forest 
Road Road Road Road 
(km)(km)(km)(km)    

Secondary Secondary Secondary Secondary 
Roads Roads Roads Roads 
(km)(km)(km)(km)    

Rail Rail Rail Rail 
(km)(km)(km)(km)    

Transmission Transmission Transmission Transmission 
Line (km)Line (km)Line (km)Line (km)    

Existing Existing Existing Existing 
Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline Pipeline 
(km)(km)(km)(km)    

Kalum Forest District 0.0 to 95.6 1 37 55 1 7 6 

Nadina Forest District 95.6 to 
288.1 

1 69 72 0 1 0 

Vanderhoof Forest 
District 

288.1 to 
388.9 

2 15 54 1 5 33 

Prince George Forest 
District 

388.9 to 
462.2 

1 14 14 2 0 7 

 
 

6.9.3.5 Transportation Route Adjacency 

The pipeline route is adjacent to transportation and transmission corridors at various locations along 
the route.  Table 6.9-18 provides a summary of the pipeline route located within 100 m of an 
existing transportation or transmission route, and thereby considered adjacent.  The pipeline route is 
estimated to be adjacent to linear features for 318.7 km of the total 462.2 km pipeline route.  
 

Table 6.9-18 
Transportation and Transmission Route Adjacency 

Forest DistrictForest DistrictForest DistrictForest District    KPKPKPKP    HighwaysHighwaysHighwaysHighways    

(km)(km)(km)(km)    

Forest Forest Forest Forest 
Road Road Road Road 
(km)(km)(km)(km)    

Secondary Secondary Secondary Secondary 
Roads Roads Roads Roads 
(km)(km)(km)(km)    

Rail (kRail (kRail (kRail (km)m)m)m)    Transmission Transmission Transmission Transmission 
Lines (km)Lines (km)Lines (km)Lines (km)    

Existing Existing Existing Existing 
Pipelines Pipelines Pipelines Pipelines 
(km)(km)(km)(km)    

Kalum Forest 
District 

0.0 to 
95.6 

0 58.7 15.4 1.0 0 2.6 

Nadina Forest 
District 

95.6 to 
288.1 

2.4 95.0 11.4 0 17.8 0 

Vanderhoof 
Forest District 

288.1 
to 

388.9 

0 4.9 60.0 0 0 82.2 

Prince George 
Forest District 

388.9 
to 

462.2 

0 8.7 24.4 0 0 45.8 
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6.106.106.106.10    EEEEMPLOYMENT AND MPLOYMENT AND MPLOYMENT AND MPLOYMENT AND EEEECONOMY CONOMY CONOMY CONOMY 30    

6.10.16.10.16.10.16.10.1    Local and Regional EconomyLocal and Regional EconomyLocal and Regional EconomyLocal and Regional Economy    

The economy of the RSA is strongly tied to primary resource extraction, value-added processing, 
services, and tourism (Table 6.10-1).  Both unemployment and participation rates31 tend to be higher 
than the provincial average (Table 6.10-2).  Incomes increased in the Project RSA between 1997 and 
2002, though less than the province as a whole (Table 6.10-3). 
 
Goods industries play a vital role in the Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine (RDKS) economy, 
specifically activities focused on manufacturing.  In the regional district, 17.8% of the labour force 
works in manufacturing, reflecting the dominant role of Alcan, Eurocan, and forest-based production 
in the local economy.  A greater percentage of people work in the primary and manufacturing 
industries than the provincial averages. 
 
The unemployment rate in the RDKS has historically been higher than the provincial average.  In the 
period between 1996 and 2001, the unemployment rate in the RDKS rose from 13.7% to 17.2%, 
while the provincial rate fell from 9.6% to 8.5% over the same period.  More recently, the percentage 
of people aged 19 to 64 dependent on basic income assistance or employment insurance dropped 
from 10.1% to 6.5% between September 2003 and September 2005.  The provincial and RDKS 
participation rates fell between 1996 and 2001, but the regional participation rate in RDKS is higher 
than the provincial average.  The RDKS also tends to have a proportionately larger workforce than 
the British Columbia average. 
 
The District of Kitimat is a manufacturing hub and resource-based community.  The economy is 
dependent on a few large firms.  The two largest employers in Kitimat are Alcan and Eurocan.  The 
Coast Mountain School District is the community’s third largest employer. 
 
In Terrace, the largest employer is Coast Mountain School District No. 82 followed by Terrace 
Community Health Council.  There is economic diversity in the Terrace Local Health Area (LHA), 
although the goods industries are influential.  The local economy has recently suffered with the 
downturn in wood prices resulting in mill closures and associated job losses.  The Terrace LHA had a 
25% income dependency on forestry, mining, and fishing in 2000, and this dependency on the 
primary sector results in vulnerability to economic cycles. 
 
In the Regional District of Bulkley-Nechako (RDBN), agriculture, forestry, mining, and tourism are the 
main economic sectors.  The Mountain pine beetle is prevalent in the regional district and, in 
Vanderhoof, 73% of the forest is comprised of pine.  The world’s largest sawmill is located in 

                                                      
30  Please refer to “Socio-Economic Technical Report for the Proposed Kitimat – Summit Lake Natural Gas 

Pipeline Looping Project”, and “Forestry Technical Report for the Proposed Kitimat – Summit Lake Natural 
Gas Pipeline Looping Project” contained in Volume II of this Application. 

31 Statistics Canada defines participation rate as “the total labour force expressed as a percentage of the 
population aged 15 years and over”.  The participation rate is an indicator of the percentage of the 
population that is working or is looking for work.  Retirement and school enrolment contribute to lower 
participation rates.   
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Houston.  The unemployment rate in the RDBN held steady between 1996 and 2001 at about 
12.5%.  The RDBN’s unemployment rate is higher than the provincial average, as is the participation 
rate.   
 
The economy of the RDBN is highly dependent on goods industries.  Manufacturing, primary 
industries, and construction employ 40% of the labour force, whereas the provincial average for 
these three sectors is 20%. 
 
The primary sector is essential to the Houston economy.  There are three major employers in 
Houston, including Canadian Forest Products, Houston Forest Products sawmill, and Huckleberry 
Copper Mine.   
 
Burns Lake community is highly dependent on the primary sector.  Three of the largest timber 
licensees in the area are Babine Forest Products, Decker Lake Forest Products, and Cheslatta Forest 
Products.   
 
The West Fraser Timber Company sawmill and Endako Mine are the largest employers in the 
community of Fraser Lake.  Mineral reserves at the Endako Mine are projected to keep the mine 
operational until 2013.  Endako Mine is Canada’s largest molybdenum producer. 
 
The communities of Vanderhoof and Fraser Lake are in the Nechako LHA.  The Nechako LHA is more 
heavily reliant on goods production (mainly forest products) than the provincial average.  Vanderhoof 
is also a service hub for farmers on the surrounding high-quality agricultural land. 
 
In the Regional District of Fraser Ft. George (RDFFG), a large proportion of people are employed in 
the forestry, mining, and tourism sectors.  Prince George is the transportation, government, and 
services hub for Northern British Columbia.  Productive agricultural land occurs in the RDFFG.  The 
unemployment rate in the RDFFG held steady near 11% between 1996 and 2001.  The regional 
district’s unemployment rate has been higher than the provincial average over these years.  The 
participation rate remains higher than the provincial average, but has dropped during the inter-
census period.   
 
There is a heavy dependency on goods industries in the RDFFG.  In Prince George, employment is 
heavily reliant on forestry and services.  Being British Columbia’s unofficial northern capital, the 
economy is more diverse and shows slightly less dependency on goods production than other LHAs 
in the Project RSA. 
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Table 6.10-1 
Labour Force Industrial Structure in the Regional Districts of Kitimat-Stikine, Bulkley-Nechako, and Fraser-Fort 

George 

    Goods Industries (% of ToGoods Industries (% of ToGoods Industries (% of ToGoods Industries (% of Total)tal)tal)tal)    Service Industries (% of Total)Service Industries (% of Total)Service Industries (% of Total)Service Industries (% of Total)    

Regional Regional Regional Regional 
DistrictsDistrictsDistrictsDistricts    

All All All All 
IndustriesIndustriesIndustriesIndustries    

PrimaryPrimaryPrimaryPrimary    ManufacturingManufacturingManufacturingManufacturing    ConstructionConstructionConstructionConstruction    NonNonNonNon----
GovernmentGovernmentGovernmentGovernment    

GovernmentGovernmentGovernmentGovernment    

British 
Columbia 

2,014,605 4.6 9.6 5.9 74.3 5.6 

Kitimat-Stikine 20,215 7.7 17.8 6.8 59.5 8.2 

Bulkley-
Nechako 

21,200 17.0 17.6 5.1 53.2 7.2 

Fraser-Fort 
George 

52,565 7.3 14.4 5.7 67.1 5.6 

Source:Source:Source:Source:  BC STATS 2001b.  
 
 

Table 6.10-2 
Labour Force Changes, Unemployment Rate, and Participation Rate in the Regional Districts of Kitimat-Stikine, 

Bulkley-Nechako, and Fraser-Fort George, 1996 and 200132 

Labour Force (15+)Labour Force (15+)Labour Force (15+)Labour Force (15+)    Unemployment Rate (%)Unemployment Rate (%)Unemployment Rate (%)Unemployment Rate (%)    Participation Rate (%)Participation Rate (%)Participation Rate (%)Participation Rate (%)    AreaAreaAreaArea    

1996199619961996    2001200120012001    1996199619961996    2001200120012001    1996199619961996    2001200120012001    

British Columbia 1,960,660 2,059,945 9.6 8.5 66.4 65.2 

Kitimat-Stikine 22,670 21,130 13.7 17.2 70.8 68.1 

Bulkley-Nechako 21,965 21,630 12.5 12.6 72.0 70.3 

Fraser-Fort 
George 55,900 53,860 11.5 11.1 75.1 72.4 

Source:  BC STATS 2005b 

 

                                                      
32 Table shows the most recent regional district-level data provided by BC STATS for labour force, and 
unemployment and participation rates. 
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Table 6.10-3 
Annual Average Incomes for the Regional Districts of Kitimat-Stikine, Bulkley-Nechako, and Fraser-Fort George 

Crossed by the Project Route 

Average Income ($)Average Income ($)Average Income ($)Average Income ($)    AreaAreaAreaArea    

1997199719971997    2002200220022002    

% Change % Change % Change % Change 
over 5over 5over 5over 5----yr yr yr yr 
periodperiodperiodperiod    

Difference from British Difference from British Difference from British Difference from British 
Columbia average income Columbia average income Columbia average income Columbia average income 

(2002)(2002)(2002)(2002)    

British Columbia 37,894 43,096 13.7 - 

Kitimat-Stikine 40,464 43,902 8.5 1.90% 

Bulkley-Nechako 37,255 41,658 11.8 -3.30% 

Fraser-Fort George 38.668 43,834 13.4 1.70% 

Source:Source:Source:Source:   BC STATS 2006 
 

6.10.1.1 Economic Effects of Project Construction 

Direct construction expenditures for the Project from pre-construction (i.e. site selection, planning, 
and design) through completion of construction (including site restoration) are expected to total 
$1,103.3 million, as shown in Table 6.10-4.  Of this total, $651.9 million (59%) will be spent in 
British Columbia.  The remaining $451.4 million (41%) will be spent on goods and services procured 
in other provinces or other countries. 

 

Table 6.10-4 
Estimated Construction Expenditures (2006) 

AreaAreaAreaArea    GoodsGoodsGoodsGoods    LabourLabourLabourLabour    ServicesServicesServicesServices    TotalTotalTotalTotal    

British Columbia $ 210,700,000 $ 232,400,000 $ 208,800,000 $ 651,900,000 

Ex-Province $ 325,100,000 $ 77,400,000 $ 48,900,000 $ 451,400,000 

TotalTotalTotalTotal    $ 535,800,000 $ 309,800,000 $ 257,700,000 $ 1,103,300,000 

 

OOOOUTPUTUTPUTUTPUTUTPUT    

Output is the total of all expenditures in British Columbia resulting from the Project (i.e. direct 
expenditures plus indirect and induced expenditures).  As shown in Table 6.10-5, the Project is 
estimated to generate direct, indirect, and induced output of $1,142.4 million in British Columbia.  
 

Table 6.10-5 
Project Contribution to British Columbia Provincial Output (2006) 

Direct EffectsDirect EffectsDirect EffectsDirect Effects    Indirect EffectsIndirect EffectsIndirect EffectsIndirect Effects    Induced EffectsInduced EffectsInduced EffectsInduced Effects    Total EffeTotal EffeTotal EffeTotal Effectsctsctscts    

$ 651,900,000 $ 253,200,000 $ 237,300,000 $ 1,142,400,000 
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GGGGROSS ROSS ROSS ROSS DDDDOMESTIC OMESTIC OMESTIC OMESTIC PPPPRODUCTRODUCTRODUCTRODUCT    

GDP is the value of goods and services produced (measured in value added terms) as a result of the 
Project from pre-construction (site selection, planning, and design) through completion of 
construction (including site restoration).  Construction of the Project will generate $529.2 million in 
direct, indirect and induced GDP in British Columbia.  These results are shown in Table 6.10-6. 

 

Table 6.10-6 
Project Contribution to British Columbia’s Provincial GDP (2006) 

Direct EffectsDirect EffectsDirect EffectsDirect Effects    Indirect EffectsIndirect EffectsIndirect EffectsIndirect Effects    Induced EffectsInduced EffectsInduced EffectsInduced Effects    Total EffectsTotal EffectsTotal EffectsTotal Effects    

$ 290,400,000 $ 108,600,000 $ 130,200,000 $ 529,200,000 

 

EEEEMPLOYMENTMPLOYMENTMPLOYMENTMPLOYMENT    

Employment is measured in Full-time Equivalents (FTE), which is the number of person-years of work 
generated by construction of the Project.  The estimate of direct impact includes employment 
generated by expenditures on wages and salaries for construction crews, management, and 
professional services (e.g. engineering and environmental consultants).  Total direct employment as 
estimated by the British Columbia Input-Output Model is estimated to be 4,703 person-years, with an 
additional 2,545 person-years generated in British Columbia indirectly as firms purchase additional 
goods and services from other British Columbia firms.  A further 2,114 induced person-years would 
be generated by the spending and respending of increased household income.  In total, the 
equivalent of 9,362 person-years of employment in British Columbia will be generated by 
construction of the Project, as shown in Table 6.10-7.  
 

Table 6.10-7 
Project-related British Columbia Employment (Full-time Equivalent Person Years) 

Direct EffectsDirect EffectsDirect EffectsDirect Effects    Indirect EffectsIndirect EffectsIndirect EffectsIndirect Effects    Induced EffectsInduced EffectsInduced EffectsInduced Effects    Total EffectsTotal EffectsTotal EffectsTotal Effects    

4,703 2,545 2,114 9,362 

 

LLLLABOUR ABOUR ABOUR ABOUR IIIINCOMENCOMENCOMENCOME    

Construction of the Project is estimated to generate $397.2 million in labour income in British 
Columbia (i.e. to British Columbia residents), as shown in Table 6.10-8. 
 

Table 6.10-8 
Project-Related British Columbia Labour Income (2006) 

Direct EffectDirect EffectDirect EffectDirect Effectssss    Indirect EffectsIndirect EffectsIndirect EffectsIndirect Effects    Induced EffectsInduced EffectsInduced EffectsInduced Effects    Total EffectsTotal EffectsTotal EffectsTotal Effects    

$ 232,400,000 $ 82,100,000 $ 82,700,000 $ 397,200,000 
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FFFFEDERAL EDERAL EDERAL EDERAL TTTTAX AX AX AX RRRREVENUESEVENUESEVENUESEVENUES    

Construction of the Project is estimated to generate $54.2 million in federal tax revenues from 
British Columbia, as shown in Table 6.10-9.  These revenues comprise personal and commodity 
taxes (e.g. GST, duties, and excise taxes) but exclude corporate income tax.  

 

Table 6.10-9 
Project-related Federal Tax Revenues (2006) 

Direct EffectsDirect EffectsDirect EffectsDirect Effects    Indirect EffectsIndirect EffectsIndirect EffectsIndirect Effects    Induced EffectsInduced EffectsInduced EffectsInduced Effects    Total EffectsTotal EffectsTotal EffectsTotal Effects    

$ 28,900,000 $ 7,600,000 $ 17,600,000 $ 54,200,000 

 

PPPPROVINCIAL ROVINCIAL ROVINCIAL ROVINCIAL TTTTAX AX AX AX RRRREVENUESEVENUESEVENUESEVENUES    

Construction of the Project is estimated to generate $59.8 million in provincial tax revenues in 
British Columbia, comprising personal and corporate income tax, PST, and other taxes, as shown in 
Table 6.10-10. 
 

Table 6.10-10 
Project-Related British Columbia Provincial Tax Revenues (2006) 

Direct EffectsDirect EffectsDirect EffectsDirect Effects    Indirect EffectsIndirect EffectsIndirect EffectsIndirect Effects    Induced EffectsInduced EffectsInduced EffectsInduced Effects    Total EffectsTotal EffectsTotal EffectsTotal Effects    

$ 32,200,000 $ 7,200,000 $ 20,400,000 $ 59,800,000 

 

MMMMUNICIPAL UNICIPAL UNICIPAL UNICIPAL TTTTAX AX AX AX RRRREVENUESEVENUESEVENUESEVENUES    

Construction of the Project is estimated to generate $14.2 million in new municipal tax revenues in 
British Columbia as shown in Table 6.10-11.  These revenues comprise licenses, fees and business 
taxes (as estimated by the British Columbia Input-Output Model), and property taxes paid in B.C. as a 
result of Project construction.  Property tax increases resulting from the Project are estimated to be 
$7.75 million (data provided by PNG) and are shown on a jurisdictional basis in Table 6.10-12.  
 

Table 6.10-11 
Project-related British Columbia Municipal Tax Revenues (2006) 

    Direct EffectsDirect EffectsDirect EffectsDirect Effects    Indirect EffectsIndirect EffectsIndirect EffectsIndirect Effects    Induced EffectsInduced EffectsInduced EffectsInduced Effects    Total EffectsTotal EffectsTotal EffectsTotal Effects    

Property Taxes $ 7,745,000 $ 0 $ 0 $ 7,745,000 

Other Municipal Revenue  $ 0 $ 1,700,000 $ 4,800,000 $ 6,500,000 

TotalTotalTotalTotal    $ 7,745,000 $ 1,700,000 $ 4,800,000 $ 14,245,000 
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Table 6.10-12 
Project-related British Columbia Property Tax Increases (2006$) 

RegionRegionRegionRegion    Property Tax Increase (2006)Property Tax Increase (2006)Property Tax Increase (2006)Property Tax Increase (2006)    

Province - Rural $ 1,050,000 
Province - School $ 3,920,000 
Province - BCA/MFA $ 135,000 
Province - Police Tax $ 385,000 
Municipal - District of Kitimat $ 0.00 
Transit Authority Tax - District of Kitimat $ 10,000 
Regional Districts - Kitimat-Stikine $ 290,000 
 - Buckley-Nechako $ 1,220,000 
 - Fraser-Fort George $ 160,000 
Hospital Districts - North West Regional $ 215,000 
 - Stuart-Nechako $ 275,000 
 - Fraser-Fort George $ 60,000 
 - Kitimat-Stikine (inactive) $ 25,000 
TotalTotalTotalTotal    $ 7,745,000 
 
 

6.10.26.10.26.10.26.10.2    Jobs and Labour ForceJobs and Labour ForceJobs and Labour ForceJobs and Labour Force    

The community of Kitimat has an experienced and skilled industrial workforce at the western end of 
the pipeline route.  Kitimat has several heavy industries in the community, some of which have laid 
off skilled workers in the recent past.  The local Kitimat Community Services Society, which handles 
funding for training from Human Resources Development Canada, will send labourers to train 
anywhere in British Columbia with spaces for specialized trades.  Local contractors with equipment 
are available for the land-clearing phase of pipeline work (Hewlett pers. comm.).  

 

In Terrace, the local Northwest Community College has suggested that they are able to develop 
specialized training courses directed to pipeline occupations, provided that there is the lead-time to 
prepare these courses.  Local contractors with equipment are available for the land-clearing phase of 
pipeline work.  The interest of local skilled trades in working on short-term pipeline construction is 
not known at this time (Menzies pers. comm.). 

 

Near the centre of the Project RSA, both Burns Lake and Vanderhoof, economic development staff 
anticipate local benefits to small business and skilled trades people to flow from pipeline 
construction.  In Burns Lake, skilled people are available.  Interest has been expressed for land-
clearing, camp cooking and camp services, land reclamation, security, First Aid, environmental 
monitoring, and equipment and truck operation.  Local training opportunities are available in 
forestry, but few in relation to oil and gas development.  Economic representatives suggest that the 
local community economy should be enhanced with pipeline construction centred in interior British 
Columbia in the coming years (Bibby pers. comm.).  
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Vanderhoof, has some trained, skilled labour force available for a variety of technical trades 
(construction, welders, electricians, equipment operators).  Log truck drivers are currently in short 
supply due to concentration on mountain pine beetle harvest in the forestry industry.  The local 
campus of the College of New Caledonia have suggested that they could prepare special curriculum 
for specialized trades, if they have sufficient lead-time.  A partnership is being developed with the 
college and the University of Victoria for establishment of an interior British Columbia skilled trades 
training centre (Fehr pers. comm.). 
 
Prince George has a large workforce that will be able to support Project construction efforts.  
Economic development organizations and technical training institutes are able to support Project 
needs. 
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6.116.116.116.11    HHHHUMAN UMAN UMAN UMAN HHHHEALTH AND EALTH AND EALTH AND EALTH AND SSSSAFETY AFETY AFETY AFETY 33    

6.11.16.11.16.11.16.11.1    Air QualityAir QualityAir QualityAir Quality    

Air quality is influenced by the character and volume of emissions, regional topography, and weather 
conditions.   
 
The mountainous topography near Kitimat and Terrace has created an airshed historically sensitive 
to air emissions generated by anthropogenic activities, including the heavy industrial operations.  
Inshore southerly winds dominate during the summer months in the Kitimat Valley while offshore 
northerly winds are frequent in the winter.  Valley haze does occur and inflow winds can push 
pollution from Kitimat sources north, up the Kitimat Valley, towards Terrace.  Some air contaminants 
are specific to Kitimat due to the specialized industries in the area.  The time of year of most concern 
for the movement of air emissions up the Kitimat Valley will be during the summer and while inshore 
winds prevail.   
 
The Bulkley Valley is located 200 km inland.  The Coastal Range to the west reduces oceanic effects 
on the local climate in the valley.  While coastal communities experience predominantly unstable 
weather conditions, the Bulkley Valley will more often experience stable air conditions with little 
wind.  In the Bulkley Valley-Lakes District, anthropogenic activities such as open burning, sawmills, 
panel board production, woodstoves, vehicles, and road dust contribute to valley air emissions.  The 
valley walls and weather conditions restrict airflow and mixing and create a pollution sensitive 
airshed.   
 
Smoke sensitive time periods have been identified by the Skeena Stikine Forest District and Nadina 
Forest District during which burning is disallowed because of the high sensitivity of the region to air 
pollution.  Sensitive times for the Bulkley Timber Supply Area (TSA), as identified in the Forest District 
Burn Plan, include May, July, August, September long weekends, Smithers Midsummer Festival, 
Smithers Fall Fair, and the Telkwa BBQ (Labour Day weekend).  In the Nadina Forest District, the 
pipeline route will be located in a high smoke sensitivity area at the Highway 35 crossing (between 
KP 249 and KP 252) and along the 700 Road and Highway 16, between KP 276 and KP 294.  The 
pipeline route will be located in a moderately smoke sensitive area for all other portions within the 
Nadina Forest District boundaries.  High sensitivity time periods identified for the Nadina Forest 
District include May, July, August, and September long weekends, Bluegrass Festival, Tweedsmuir 
Days, Pleasant Valley Days and the Burns Lake Rodeo.  These sensitive time periods combined with 
the observation of venting conditions and careful adherence to established burn management plans 
help protect air quality in the forest districts. 
 
In the Omineca Region, urban activities and industrial sources contribute a large proportion of air 
pollutants.  Between February and April, snow and ice clearing material spread on roads becomes 
airborne due to a lack of precipitation and, as a result, these months see an increase in the air 

                                                      
33  Please refer to “Socio-Economic Technical Report for the Proposed Kitimat – Summit Lake Natural Gas 

Pipeline Looping Project”, “Acoustic Environment Assessment for the Proposed Kitimat – Summit Lake 
Natural Gas Pipeline Looping Project”, and “Contaminated Sites Inventory for the Proposed Kitimat – 
Summit Lake Natural Gas Pipeline Looping Project” contained in Volume II of this Application. 
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pollution.  Prince George air quality tends to deteriorate through the winter when temperature 
inversions are stronger, there are more emission sources (i.e. wood stoves) and pollutants that are 
otherwise broken down by the longer hours of solar radiation during the rest of the year, persist 
through the shorter winter days.   
Although the air quality varies between airsheds, the primary pollutants that are monitored because 
of their ill effects on human health and widespread distribution include:  

• PM10 (suspended particulate matter less than 10µm in diameter), 

• PM2.5 (suspended particulate matter less than 2.5µm in diameter), 

• Ozone, 
• Sulphur dioxide (SO2), and 

• Nitrogen dioxide (NO2). 

 
The activities associated with the Project clearing, construction, and restoration stages will produce 
these air emissions through the use of equipment powered by internal combustion engines and 
fugitive dust.  Fugitive natural gas may be released during the operation of the Project. 
 

6.11.26.11.26.11.26.11.2    Water QualityWater QualityWater QualityWater Quality    

There is little or no monitoring for most drinking water sources in the Project LSA, since single-family 
residential water systems do not require any form of Health approval.  Baseline water quality 
information was not available, with the exception of the Kitimat River near the Kitimat town site and 
Fraser Lake.  Many rural residents draw their water directly from lakes and rivers, and assume that 
the water is potable.  However, according to the Northern Health Authority, all surface water supplies 
must be considered to be of doubtful quality, unless given adequate treatment, depending on the 
type and degree of pollution received (Gaunt pers. comm.).   
 
The water quality in the Kitimat River near the Town of Kitimat is generally very good.  The chemical 
properties are typical of west coast water, slightly acidic, very soft, and with iron and manganese 
concentrations in the winter that can approach the aesthetic standards set by the Canadian Drinking 
Water Quality Guidelines (Gleig pers. comm.).  This is due to a large amount of iron in the area and is 
even more apparent in the groundwater quality at the town site.  The river can become very turbid 
during high flow conditions and any raw water intake for purposes that require low turbidity require a 
means of removing the colloidal particles.  The Kitimat River water quality does not change much 
seasonally except during times of flooding.  Peak flows are generally in the fall, although can occur 
mid-winter if the temperature rises and rains melt the snow. 
 
The BC MOE Volunteer Lake Monitoring Program (VLMP), in collaboration with the BC Lake 
Stewardship Society, prepared the Fraser Lake 2000-2002 Status Report to identify the current 
water quality and preferred uses for the lake and to monitor water quality changes resulting from 
land development in the watershed (BC MOE 2003).  The report provides information on 
temperature, dissolved oxygen, trophic status, and phosphorus based on water samples collected by 
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a volunteer group.  According to the report, water quality in Fraser Lake is fair to good.  The greatest 
challenge to lake management is the control of phosphorus (nutrient) loading. 
 

6.11.36.11.36.11.36.11.3    NoiseNoiseNoiseNoise    

Background noise levels in the Project LSA are primarily determined through the presence of 
highways, active Forest Service Roads, and industrial activities.  Much of the pipeline route is located 
in sparsely populated areas.  Back-country noise levels are very low.  
 
Noise disturbance may occur during the Project clearing, construction, and restoration phases near 
residences, and near recreational features.  Residences are located primarily located from  
KP 241.0 to KP 245.0 (Bald Hill), KP 271.0 to KP 299.5 (Tchesinkut Creek-Savory Lake-Endako), 
KP 307.2 to KP 392.0 (north of Fraser Lake-Nechako River-existing PNG ROW), and KP 458.3 to 
KP 461.6 (Summit Lake). 
 
Noise emissions will also be generated on an ongoing basis from the Compressor Station located at 
KP 246.5.  Noise is generated from the gas compressor station, piping, and during occasional gas 
blowdowns. 
 

6.11.46.11.46.11.46.11.4    Human Safety Human Safety Human Safety Human Safety     

Life expectancy rates in the Project RSA are slightly lower than the British Columbia average 
(Table 6.11-1) (BC Statistics website).  The infant mortality rate is higher in Kitimat and Smithers 
than the provincial average, and lower in the Terrace and Vanderhoof areas.  With the exception of 
the Smithers area, death by natural causes exceeds the provincial average in the rest of the RSA. 
 
In two areas, Burns Lake and Vanderhoof-Fraser Lake, accidental death rates are almost double the 
British Columbia average.  In addition, suicide and homicide rates in these same two areas are more 
than double the British Columbia average.  By contrast, suicide and homicide rates in Kitimat are 
less than half of the provincial average. 
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Table 6.11-1 
Indicators of Health in the Project RSA    

Health IndicatorHealth IndicatorHealth IndicatorHealth Indicator    KitimatKitimatKitimatKitimat    TerraceTerraceTerraceTerrace    SmithersSmithersSmithersSmithers----    

HoustonHoustonHoustonHouston    

Burns Burns Burns Burns 
LakeLakeLakeLake    

VanderhoofVanderhoofVanderhoofVanderhoof    

----Fraser LakeFraser LakeFraser LakeFraser Lake    

Prince Prince Prince Prince 
GeorgeGeorgeGeorgeGeorge    

British British British British 
ColumbiaColumbiaColumbiaColumbia    

Life expectancy 
(years)34 

79.1 78.3 79.7 79.2 77.8 78.2 80.8 

Infant Mortality 
Rate (per 1000 
live births)35 

5.4 3.7 5.9 4.4 3.5 4.2 4.1 

Deaths-Natural23 37.8 40.8 30.1 37.7 42.4 38.6 33.0 

Deaths-
Accidental 23 

10.4 11.5 15.7 17.1 17.3 11.2 8.7 

Suicides-
Homicides (per 
1000 people) 23 

1.7 4.5 5.8 9.2 11.0 4.9 4.4 

 

 

Public  SafetyPublic  SafetyPublic  SafetyPublic  Safety    
 
With an industrial project of this nature, public safety is a key consideration.  The Project will be 
constructed in a series of sequential steps.  Risk to the public may result from changes in traffic 
movement patterns, increased traffic levels, exposed trenches, and the presence of heavy 
machinery.   
 
Public communication is a key element in maintaining public safety during construction of projects of 
this nature.  Distributing the Project construction schedule, notifications using the local media, and 
the use of signage near populated areas and along access routes can be used to alert the public of 
ongoing development activities.  During the construction period, exposed ditches may exist along the 
construction route adjacent to Highway 16, Forest Service Roads (FSRs) and other access roads, 
transmission corridors, and the existing PNG right-of-way.   
 
Controlled access to worksites will minimize safety risks.  Signs, and where necessary, fencing, will 
be installed near work sites in public areas to meet provincial and local safety standards.  Motorists 
and recreational users will be informed about construction activities through public service 
announcements, newspaper notices, and signage. 
 
Section 6.9.1 provides information on community hospitals, clinics and health services. 
 
 

                                                      
34 British Columbia Statistics 2001-2005  
35 British Columbia Statistics 2000-2004  
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Worker SafetyWorker SafetyWorker SafetyWorker Safety    
 
Worker safety is a key element of work planning and conduct during pipeline construction.  
Construction that involves heavy machinery, excavation, and explosives, and the installation of 
pipelines can pose safety risks to workers.  Properly trained staff and supervision of these staff 
support safe work practices.    
 
Access Management Plans are used to co-ordinate access along roads.  Access plans also guide 
communication between project staff, contactors, forestry operations, government representatives, 
and other resource users during the clearing, construction, and restoration phases of the project.  
Project workers will be made aware of safety protocols and procedures on the work site and near the 
Project route through orientation, daily briefings, signage, and information distribution to protect 
worker safety.  Project workers will adhere to PTP work safety protocols during the construction and 
operation of the Project. 
 
The Project will cross and be located adjacent to existing linear infrastructure, including pipelines, 
sewer and water lines, and transmission lines.  Project staff will be required to locate and expose 
known locations of underground facilities in accordance with prescribed, safe methods.  Safety 
protocols will be used, including locating underground utilities and flagging and signage at overhead 
line crossings to alert equipment operators of hazards.  PTP staff and its contractors will ensure that 
Worksafe BC and worker safety regulations are met. 
 
Section 6.9.1 provides information on community hospitals, clinics and health services. 
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6.126.126.126.12    NNNNAVIGABLE AVIGABLE AVIGABLE AVIGABLE WWWWATERS ATERS ATERS ATERS CCCCONSIDERATIONSONSIDERATIONSONSIDERATIONSONSIDERATIONS    

There are 21 watercourse crossings identified along the KSL pipeline route that cross 19 navigable 
streams according to a preliminary determination by the Navigable Waters Protection Division of 
Transport Canada.  Three of the crossings are on the Salmon River.  Regulatory approval will be 
required under Section 5(1)(a) of the Navigable Waters Protection Act for the crossings if there will 
be any obstruction to navigation.  Transport Canada administers the Act.   
 
Eleven (11) of the navigable watercourse crossings are proposed to be constructed using flow 
isolation techniques in low flow periods.  Nine (9) are proposed for horizontal directional drilling 
(HDD).  One (1), the Clore River, is proposed for an aerial crossing.  With the exception of the Morice 
River crossing, flow isolation or open cut techniques are recommended as a contingency 
construction technique should the HDD technique prove to be impractical.  A new  bridge is proposed 
as the contingency crossing method at the Morice River crossing.  The navigable stream crossings 
are identified in Table 6.12-1 along with the recommended and contingency construction techniques 
proposed as well as construction scheduling and expected flows during the construction period. 
 
Flow isolation and open cut construction techniques require temporary closure of all or part of the 
stream during construction.  The temporary flow diversion plans will have to be approved by 
Transport Canada prior to construction.  HDD crossings should have no impact on the streamflow or 
the channel, thus they will not have to receive approval from Transport Canada to construct.  The 
Clore Bridge, and the contingency Morice River Bridge will also not require Transport Canada 
approval. 
 
Bridges required for the movement of construction equipment and vehicles cross four (4) of the 
watercourses already listed as navigable.  They are: 

• Clore River KP 88.0 – Clearspan Bridge; 

• Burnie River KP 99.6 – Bailey Bridge with supports; 

• Crystal Creek KP 124.5 – Bailey Bridge with supports; and 

• Salmon River (3 crossings - KP 430.5, KP 441.2, KP 449.2) – Use existing 
bridges or utilize Bailey Bridge. 
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Table 6.12-1 
Navigable Stream Crossings 

    

Insert 11 x 17 table located in separate PDF file. 
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Table 6.12-1 continued.
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6.136.136.136.13    AAAAESTHETICS AND ESTHETICS AND ESTHETICS AND ESTHETICS AND VVVVIEWSHEDS IEWSHEDS IEWSHEDS IEWSHEDS 36    

A visual effect results from a change in the appearance of a landscape.  An adverse aesthetic impact 
occurs when the visual effect is considered by the viewer to be an unpleasant or unacceptable 
change from existing conditions.  The existing visual character of an area and the aesthetic 
expectations of the viewers influence the determination of whether an adverse visual effect exists.  
Areas deemed to be visually sensitive generally have low levels of human disturbance (such as 
uniformly forested mountain slopes), are viewed by large numbers of people annually, or have 
specific or unique visual character (such as a landmark) that could be affected by changes in the 
viewshed.  Areas along the pipeline route have been identified as being visually sensitive and are 
identified in Table 6.13-1.  The visually sensitive areas along the pipeline route include the 
viewsheds that can be seen from hiking trails, lakes, navigable rivers, recreation sites, public 
viewpoints, and primary and secondary public roads.  The BC Ministry of Forests and Range and the 
BC Ministry of Agriculture and Lands have identified “areas of visual concern” crossed by the 
pipeline route that include viewpoints near or in communities, recreation areas, and land and water 
travel corridors.  These areas were also considered in the PTP analysis.  Maintaining the visual 
quality of viewsheds from these observation points is important to local residents, First Nation 
communities, tourism operators, visitors, and government agencies. 
 
The following report sections provide a discussion on visual management with respect to the five 
Land and Resource Management Plan areas crossed by the KSL pipeline route. 
 

6.13.16.13.16.13.16.13.1    Scenic Designations in the Kalum Land and Resource Management Scenic Designations in the Kalum Land and Resource Management Scenic Designations in the Kalum Land and Resource Management Scenic Designations in the Kalum Land and Resource Management 
PlanPlanPlanPlan    

Steep, mountainous terrain and deep valleys characterize the Project RSA in the southern Kalum 

LRMP area (KP 0 to KP 95.5).  The forests are dominated by hemlock and balsam with immature 
stands less than 30 years old and mature stands more than 300 years old.  The locally steep 
topography and extensive forests obscure long vistas.  Although forestry operations are extensive, 
the visual integrity of the natural landscape in the Kalum LRMP (2002) area is of great importance to 
tourism operators, local residents, and First Nation communities.  Management strategies for 
maintaining visual quality are outlined in the LRMP.  Where rivers are in narrow valleys, the 
emphasis is on foreground preservation by protecting a 100 m vegetated buffer along river margins.  
Foreground preservation is intended to protect the visual aesthetics of waterways for the public.  
According to the LRMP, if Visual Quality Objectives (VQOs) have not been completed, partial retention 
forestry practices will automatically take effect.  Developers of non-forest industrial projects, such as 
utility corridors, in the Kalum District are recommended to conduct a visual impact analysis and to 
review the Visual Landscape Inventory to identify viewpoints.   
 

                                                      
36  Please refer to “Socio-Economic Technical Report for the Proposed Kitimat – Summit Lake Natural Gas 

Pipeline Looping Project” contained in Volume II of this Application. 
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The following key viewpoints for the Kalum LRMP portion of the PTP Project have been identified on 
the basis of the number of viewers and length of viewing:  

• Clague Mountain,  

• Kitimat Golf Course,  

• Wedeene River,  

• Enso Recreation site,  

• Onion Lakes Trails,  

• Crossing of Highway 37,  

• Chist Creek Recreation Site,  

• Upper Kitimat Recreation Site and Kit Lookout,  

• Hoult Creek Valley, and  

• Clore River Valley. 
 
Accessible by a 6 km trail, Clague Mountain is located west of Kitimat and is popular with a variety of 
user groups throughout the year.  Much of the inlet, Kitimat Valley, District of Kitimat townsite and its 
major industrial facilities, and the surrounding mountains can be viewed from the top of Clague 
Mountain.  Portions of the Project will be visible from this viewpoint, as are other linear features, 
including a transmission line, highways and roads, and a railway. 
 
Another local viewpoint is the Kitimat Golf Course clubhouse.  The pipeline route is approximately 
3 km west of the golf course clubhouse.  Forests and rugged topography will screen most or all of the 
pipeline route from the golf course. 
 
Boaters and fishermen will be able to view the Project crossing of the Wedeene River at KP 17 
(Figure 6.13-1 and 6.13-2).  This crossing will be difficult to see from roads at this point due to forest 
cover.  Unless horizontal directional drilling is employed, the crossing will appear to boaters and 
fishermen to be a cleared area on the banks of the Wedeene River. 
 
The Enso Recreation Site, located about 400 m west of the pipeline route, is used year-round by a 
variety of user groups.  Forest cover dominates the landscape near the recreation site and some 
views of Iron Mountain may be available from the Wedeene River’s edge.  Forest cover, plus the 
locally rugged topography, will screen most of the Project.   
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Figure 6.13-1. View 320 m downstream of the Project crossing of the Wedeene River, with Iron Mountain 

in background. 

 

 
Figure 6.13-2. View upstream at the proposed Wedeene River crossing. 

 
The Onion Lake trails, between Kitimat and Terrace, are used year round by outdoor enthusiasts.  
Skiers are the most numerous users of these trails, but other users also enjoy the trail network at 
different times of the year.  These trails will be in the RSA of the pipeline route, and are 
approximately 1.4 km north of the route.  It is unlikely that the Project will be visible from the trails. 
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Highway 37 is the provincial highway connecting Terrace and Kitimat.  The Project will cross the 
highway at KP 37 and will be visible to motorists traveling between the two communities.  The 
posted speed limit for the highway is 90 km/h, which reduces the viewing time of the 20 m wide 
clearing.  At this crossing, the Project will be adjacent to a logging road and perpendicular to a 
transmission line and an existing pipeline, further reducing visibility. 
 
The Chist Creek Recreation Site is used year round for activities ranging from rock climbing to 
snowmobiling.  The recreation site is approximately 2.5 km south of the pipeline route at KP 38.5.  
The site is situated in an area that has seen active logging in recent years.  Forest vegetation 
surrounds the site.  Logging roads are a common feature in the landscape.  Recreation site users 
may be able to see the pipeline route from the site, as viewpoints are available on surrounding rock 
bluffs.  The cliffs surrounding the recreation site are popular with local climbers and are home to the 
Azad Adventures Outdoor Rock Climbing Competition, which takes place in July.  
 
Portions of the Kitimat River Valley are noted in the Kalum LRMP as being visually sensitive.  Access 
to the Upper Kitimat is provided by logging roads on the north and south sides of the Kitimat River 
(Figure 6.13-3).  The northern logging road is well used and the southern road is less traveled.  
Logging workers and recreational users, such as fishermen, snowmobilers, and people visiting the 
Kit Lookout and the Upper Kitimat River Recreation Site, use these roads.  From the gravel road, the 
landscape features a combination of recently planted cutblocks, mature coniferous stands, and sub-
alpine vegetation.  The pipeline route will be located in the Upper Kitimat Valley between KP 42 and 
KP 67, and will closely follow existing logging roads.   
 
The Upper Kitimat Recreation Site is used year round by many groups, including hunters, fishermen, 
and ATV riders.  Access to the river is offered at a recreation site located about 35 km northeast of 
Kitimat, making it accessible by day users from Kitimat and Terrace.  The site is on the south side of 
the Kitimat River and approximately 100 m from the pipeline route.  The riverbank is wooded and the 
Project will be adjacent to the existing forest service road.  Due to the forested banks and the 
adjacency to the forest service road, the Project may not be visible from the recreation site.  The 
lookout is 8 km south of the recreation site.  The recreation site is located near the bridge and a 
gravel parking lot used by forestry companies.   
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Figure 6.13-3. Looking north at Kitimat River (KP 45.5).  Pipeline route (yellow line) will be located to the 

north of the river, approximately 130 m up hillside from North Kitimat FSR. 

 
 

6.13.26.13.26.13.26.13.2    Scenic DesignationsScenic DesignationsScenic DesignationsScenic Designations in the Morice Land and Resource Management  in the Morice Land and Resource Management  in the Morice Land and Resource Management  in the Morice Land and Resource Management 
PlanPlanPlanPlan    

The Morice LRMP (2004) identifies scenic areas in the plan area, which includes the Project LSA and 
provides guidance for the management of visual resources.  Scenic areas of particular concern in the 
LRMP (KP 95.5 to KP 215.1) include community viewscapes, public use areas, and travel corridors.  
Where the pipeline route crosses the southern Morice LRMP area, the topography ranges from 
mountains to gentle hills, and includes numerous lakes and rivers.  Tree cover at lower elevation is 
made up of deciduous and mixed forests.  Pine, spruce, and balsam stands dominate higher 
elevations.    
 
Another scenic area noted in the Morice LRMP is on the south shores of Goosly Lake, between 
KP 200.3 and KP 202.7 
 
Key viewpoints and viewsheds identified in the Morice LRMP area include Burnie River Valley, 
Gosnell Creek, Morice River Paddling Route, Chisholm FSR, Owen Hill Trail, Owen Flats Recreation 
Site B, Nadina Mountain, Parrot Lake Recreation Site, and Goosly Lake.  The following section 
discusses the relationship of these areas to the pipeline route. 
 
The Burnie River flows south from Burnie Lake through a steep, narrow canyon carved through the 
mountainous terrain (Figure 6.13-4).  The surrounding vegetation is in tact and dominated by mature 
forests and complex topography.  The confluence of the Burnie and Clore rivers is approximately 
1.5 km south of the Project crossing of the Burnie.  Access to the Burnie River is challenging.  Noted 
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for its aesthetic qualities and wilderness appeal, the Morice LRMP characterizes the Burnie River 
Valley as offering wilderness and tourism opportunities. 
 

 
Figure 6.13-4. In the vicinity of the pipeline crossing of the Burnie River. 

 
 
Cutblocks and logging roads are common in the hilly landscape surrounding Gosnell Creek, where 
recent clearings are visible.  Access is available by new forestry roads.  The banks of the creek are 
relatively undisturbed and are dominated by mature vegetation (Figure 6.13-5).  However, cutblocks 
are located less than 250 m from the creek’s edge.  The pipeline route will cross two channels of the 
Gosnell Creek at KP 109.8 and KP 110. 
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Figure 6.13-5. View downstream of Gosnell Creek at pipeline crossing (KP 110). 

 
 

The Morice is a navigable river that flows from Morice Lake into the Bulkley River near the 
community of Houston.  It is a popular river for boating (i.e. the Morice River Paddling Route), fishing, 
wildlife viewing, sightseeing, and other recreational activities.  The shores of the river are well treed 
and the floodplain supports rare plant communities.  Easy access to the river is available at 
recreation sites and along the Morice River Forest Service Road.  Logging is active in the Morice 
drainage, and the Morice Forest Service Road, which parallels the Morice River, is heavily used. 
 
The Morice area is heavily used and promoted to outdoor enthusiasts and the floodplain has been 
designated a scenic area with established VQOs.  The Morice LRMP states that maintaining a visual 
quality of 360-degree views from the river is a management goal.  The Project crossing of the Morice 
River is in an area identified as a scenic area because it is part of the viewshed for Morice River 
Paddling Route.  The pipeline route will cross a designated area of visual concern located between 
KP 146.7 and KP 148.8.  Along this reach, the Project will come within about 75 m of the river’s 
edge.  Several recreation sites are situated along the river. 
 
The Chisholm Forest Service Road parallels the northern bank of the Morice River.  The popular 
Owen Flats “B” Recreation Site is accessed via the Old Chisholm FSR on the banks of the Morice 
River.  Logging is active in the area, although mature forest borders much of the Morice River.   
 
The Owen Hill Trail, to the south of the Morice FSR, offers views of the Morice River and area.  The 
view includes resource roads, cutblocks, and forests of varying ages.  To the north, the Morice 
Mountain, which burned in the 1983 Swiss Fire, is visible from the Owen Hill Trail lookout 
(Figure 6.13-6). 
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Figure 6.13-6.   Looking east from Owen Hill summit.  Pipeline route (yellow line) will be located adjacent to 

Carrier Parrott Road.  Recent logging activity can be seen mid-ground.  Morice Mountain 

can be seen in background and to the far left in photo. 
 
Nadina Mountain is a 2125 m towering peak approximately 10 km south of Owen Hill.  A difficult trail 
leads to the top, where a view of the surrounding rivers, lakes, and mountains can be obtained.  Due 
to the difficulty of the 20 km trail and the necessity to gain permission from the Nadina Mountain 
Lodge, trail use is likely limited to hiking exclusively.  The Project may be visible from Nadina 
Mountain as a faint feature on the landscape. 
 
The Parrot Lake Recreation Site is comprised of huts and campsites on the shores of the Parrot 
Lakes chain.  The lakes are used for fishing and boating.  Little logging has taken place along the 
lakeshore, although forest service roads pass to the east and west of the lakes. 
 
Goosly Lake is located near the eastern border of land included in the Morice LRMP.  The lake can 
be accessed from Houston along the Equity Mine Road.  The forested shores of the lake have been 
preserved, but logging activity has occurred near the lake and along the adjacent FSR.  The pipeline 
route will come within 180 m of the south shore of the lake (near KP 200.5).  
  

6.13.36.13.36.13.36.13.3    Scenic Designations in the Lakes District Land and Resource Scenic Designations in the Lakes District Land and Resource Scenic Designations in the Lakes District Land and Resource Scenic Designations in the Lakes District Land and Resource 
Management PlanManagement PlanManagement PlanManagement Plan    

The landscape of the Lakes District near the pipeline route is characterized by gentle, rolling hills and 
forests of white spruce and lodgepole pine.  The Lakes District LRMP visual inventory identifies areas 
of visual sensitivity near the pipeline route along the north side of Francois Lake and the shores of 
Tchesinkut Lake.  The pipeline route crosses Highway 35 at KP 244.5.  Key viewpoints identified in 
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the Lakes LRMP area include John Brown Lakes, Anders Lake, Tchesinkut Creek, Bald Hill Road, 
Highway 35, Tchesinkut Lake, Highway 16, Hicks Hill, and Savory Lake Recreation Area. 
The Lakes District LRMP (KP 215.1 to KP 288.1) seeks maintenance of scenic areas to meet the 
needs of the community without contravening the principles of resource management in the plan 
area.  Local residents and visitors value visual quality in the Lakes District, and the LRMP’s 
management intent reflects these interests.  The LRMP emphasizes comprehensive planning and 
seeks to minimize visual impacts of timber harvesting.   
 
Beginning at Highway 35, the pipeline route follows the 700 Forest Service Road.  The pipeline route 
parallels the south side of the 700 Road for 29 km.  Much of the forest cover has been previously 
disturbed by the MPB logging. 
 
The John Brown Lakes are located southwest of Burns Lake and are difficult to access.  As part of 
the headwaters of Maxan Creek, the John Brown Lakes area is undeveloped and has limited road 
access.  A mature forest surrounds the lake system.  The Maxan Lake trail is located near the John 
Brown Lakes and passes through mature forest.  The Project will cross this trail at KP 224.   
 
Anders Lake is situated alongside a logging road and is south of the community of Burns Lake.  The 
landscape is characterized by rolling hills.  Logging roads and cutblocks can be found around the 
small lake, but the shoreline vegetation has been preserved and forests dominate the view from the 
lake.  The pipeline route will parallel a logging road about 125 m north of the lake.  
 
Tchesinkut Creek flows east through Tchesinkut Lake and empties into the Endako River west of 
Savory.  A trail follows the creek for about 2 km.  The immediate banks of the creek are forested, 
though logging is active nearby.  The recent construction of logging roads is evident from air photos.  
Bald Hill Road, north of Tchesinkut Creek, is a residential paved road that leads to the top of Bald Hill 
(elev. 911 m), a landform that can be observed by motorists travelling on Highway 35.  There are 
several private residents along Bald Hill Road and the landscape is primarily farmland and managed 
forest.  The pipeline route will cross Bald Hill Road near KP 243.1. 
 
Highway 35 is a scenic highway connecting the communities bordering Francois Lake with Burns 
Lake and Highway 16.  There are residences, farms, lakes, forest, and cutblocks along the highway.  
The Project crosses Highway 35 near its intersection with the 700 Road at KP 244.5 (Figure 6.13-7).  
From this crossing, views to Bald Hill are offered through the thin screen of trees. 
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Figure 6.13-7. View southwest towards Highway 35 from the 700 Road.  Pipeline route will cross highway 

at this location.  Bald Hill can be seen in background at far right. 

 
The pipeline route passes about 2 km north of Tchesinkut Lake, a popular lake for visitors and locals 
alike.  Residences and tourist accommodations dot the shores of Tchesinkut Lake, and activities on 
the lake include boating, swimming, and fishing.  The surrounding terrain has complex topography.  
The Project will be adjacent to the 700 Road where it passes to the north of the lake. 
 
Hicks Hill is accessible from Highway 16 on a small road that once served a fire lookout.  The summit 
of Hicks Hill (elev. 888 m) offers views of the Endako-Burns Lake area, including the pipeline route 
(Figure 6.13-8).  The road to Hicks Hill passes through forest, cutblocks, and a transmission corridor 
and, from the summit the view includes these features plus Highway 16, farmland, and private 
residences.   
 
Sections of the pipeline route will be visible to motorists on Highway 16 and to users of some local 
lakes.  Between KP 275 and KP 276, the pipeline route crosses a narrow forest screen between 
Highway 16 and an adjacent farm.  From KP 278.3 to KP 296, the pipeline route parallels high 
voltage transmission lines, which are visible to the south of Highway 16, along with fields and rolling 
hills.  At KP 278.5, the pipeline route follows this transmission line and may be seen from 
Highway 16.  An area of scenic value is identified in the LRMP between KP 284.2 and KP 286.8.  
Highway 16 is well traveled by large numbers of viewers through a scenic corridor that the Lakes 

LRMP identifies as having high visual quality.   
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Figure 6.13-8. Looking east from Hicks Hill summit.  Pipeline route (yellow line) will be located on south 

side of transmission lines.  Highway 16 can be seen mid-ground. 
 
 
The Savory Lake Recreation Area is 300 m from the Project at KP 287.3.  Little information is 
available on facilities at the Savory Lake Recreation Area, located between Endako and Burns Lake 
on Highway 16.  The pipeline route will be located adjacent to transmission lines in the vicinity of the 
recreation area. 
 

6.13.46.13.46.13.46.13.4    Scenic Designations in the Vanderhoof Land and Resource Scenic Designations in the Vanderhoof Land and Resource Scenic Designations in the Vanderhoof Land and Resource Scenic Designations in the Vanderhoof Land and Resource 
Management PlanManagement PlanManagement PlanManagement Plan    

The topography of the Vanderhoof LRMP area (KP 288.1 to KP 388.9) consists of gentle hills 
interrupted by more pronounced peaks, such as Pitka and Ormond Mountains lying north of Fraser 
Lake.  Forests in the LRMP area are made up of primarily lodgepole pine and spruce, interspersed by 
cutblocks and farmland.  The Vanderhoof LRMP recognizes the value of scenic areas to the public 
and the tourism industry.  The identification of scenic areas helps establish guidelines for timber 
harvesting and for other development activities.  The mountain pine beetle (MPB) has accelerated 
timber removal in many parts of the LRMP area.  MPB damaged forests have altered viewsheds 
dramatically.   
 
Along the pipeline route, three scenic areas are identified in the LRMP, the Fraser Lake shoreline, 
the Highway 27 corridor, and the Stuart River.  For these scenic areas, the LRMP lays out general 
management plans.  According to the LRMP, a local area plan is to be developed for the Fraser Lake 
shoreline.  The Highway 27 corridor is to be managed as a visually sensitive area and rapid greenup 
of disturbed areas is a priority.  The LRMP management goals for the Stuart River are to maintain the 
scenic qualities of the river corridor through the incorporation of landscape management techniques. 
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Key viewpoints and viewsheds identified in the Vanderhoof LRMP area include Endako River, 
Highway 16, Deserter Lake, Mouse Mountain Lookout, community of Fraser Lake, Fraser Mountain 
Lookout, Ormond-Oona Subzone, Nechako River, Highway 27, Breadalbane Lake, and the Stuart 
River Paddling Route. 
 
The Endako River is a navigable river flowing between Burns Lake and Fraser Lake.  Residences and 
linear transmission and transportation features are near to the river.  The CN Railway mainline, 
Highway 16, and smaller roads follow closely along this portion of the meandering Endako River.  The 
shores of the river have been cleared for agricultural purposes near the point where the pipeline 
route crosses (KP 297.5). 
 
The pipeline route crosses railway tracks and Highway 16 about 500 m east of the Endako River 
(Figure 6.13-9).  The area is being used primarily for agricultural activities, although the land east of 
the highway is forested. 
 

 
Figure 6.13-9. View southwest from Highway 16 towards KP 297.8.  Pipeline route will cross Highway 16 

and railway tracks about 100 m west of the road in the photo (to the right). 
 

  
Deserter Lake is located north of Highway 16, just west of Fraser Lake.  Red Rock Trail is nearby, 
leading hikers to the summit of Table Top Mountain.  The existing PNG route comes within 75 m of 
the west shore of Deserter Lake.  The east side of the lake is accessible by logging roads.  The 
shoreline is forested, although there is evidence of recent logging.   
 
The northern hills and shores of Fraser Lake are considered scenic areas according to the 
Vanderhoof LRMP.  A combination of limited recent logging activities, which took place in the area 
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during the 1950s and 1960s, and fire suppression practices have resulted in mature forest stands 
on the northern shores of Fraser Lake.   
 
The community of Fraser Lake is located on the southwest side of the Fraser Lake.  Views across the 
lake can be obtained from atop Mouse Mountain.  The trailhead for Mouse Mountain is easily 
accessible from the community.  Views of the lake can also be obtained from Highway 16 
(Figure 6.13-10).  Fraser Mountain, located at the west end of the lake on the south side, is also a 
popular hiking spot, and is accessed from Beaumont Provincial Park.  It offers expansive views 
across Fraser Lake, including forest, residences, farms, and roads.  Linear features, such as the 
existing PNG ROW, the pipeline route, and roads, will be difficult to differentiate from the mountain 
viewpoint, which is approximately 7.5 km from the Project.  
 

 
Figure 6.13-10. Looking north across Fraser Lake from Highway 16.  The Project route is on the far side of 

the lake. 
 
On the north side of Fraser Lake, hikers can explore the Ormond Creek Canyon along the Ormond 
Creek Trail, which terminates at Ormond Lake.  The trail follows an original Aboriginal trail, which 
connected Fraser Lake with Ormond Lake.  Along the trail, hikers and mountain bikers pass through 
ancient Douglas-fir forests and steep canyon walls.  The Ormond Trail is located in the Ormond/Oona 
subzone, identified in the Vanderhoof LRMP as having visual concerns because it has unique 
geological and ecological traits.  Little landscape alteration of the subzone has occurred in recent 
years, aside from recreational use of the Ormond Creek Trail.  The pipeline route will cross the 
Ormond Creek Trail at KP 315.1.   
 
The Nyan Wheti Trail is a difficult 45 km hiking trail with a long history.  It was an important travel 
route between native villages at Fraser Lake and Stuart Lake.  The trail is bordered by forest, and its 
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viewshed has been identified as a scenic area and has a VQO of retention.  The existing PNG ROW 
crosses the trail where the pipeline route will cross, at KP 325. 
 
The Project and the existing PNG ROW pass with approximately 400 m north of the Nechako River.  
The Nechako River flows east from the Kenney Dam, through Fort Fraser, and, eventually, into the 
Fraser River at Prince George.  The Nechako River is connected with Fraser Lake by one of the 
shortest rivers in the province, the Nautley River.  The Nechako River is navigable, but the reach 
where the Project crosses the river has been excluded from the Nechako River Canoe Route.  The 
areas adjacent to the river have been developed for agriculture and related activities, though much 
of the immediate bank has remained forested.  The nearest communities are Vanderhoof and Fort 
Fraser.   
   
Highway 27 is the main transportation corridor between Fort St. James and Vanderhoof.  The Project 
route crosses lands identified as scenic areas in the Vanderhoof LRMP.  The existing PNG ROW and 
a cutblock have previously disturbed the landscape where the pipeline route crosses Highway 27 at 
KP 355.3.  The west side of the highway is treed adjacent to the PNG ROW. 
 
The Omineca Trail is a heritage trail located east of Highway 27 that crosses the Blue Mountain 
Demonstration Forest and north to the Stuart River.  A VQO of retention exists for the trail, which is 
located in a mature forest.  Recreation sites are located in the demonstration forest on Wonder Lake 
and Expected Lake.  The Project will require tree removal, although the pipeline route is adjacent to 
the existing PNG ROW at the trail crossing site. 
 
Breadalbane Lake, located about 17 km northeast of Vanderhoof, is difficult to access and attracts 
few visitors to its waters.  Little information about the lake has been published, and the lake 
probably receives little use due to the lack of public roads to the area.  The immediate shores are 
well forested, but cutblocks and logging roads lie just beyond the shoreline.  There is no known 
recreation site at this lake.  The existing PNG ROW, and the Project route are approximately 500 m 
north of the lake.  
 
The Stuart-Nechako River Route is a paddling route that stretches from the Highway 27 Bridge, near 
Fort St. James, to just west of Prince George at the Highway 16 Bridge.  The long route winds through 
Stuart River Provincial Park and down the Nechako River towards the Fraser River.  The Stuart River 
is the boundary between the Prince George LRMP and the Vanderhoof LRMP.  Most of the Stuart 
River shores have been preserved because of the park designation, but portions have been cleared 
and are developed.  There are farms and an existing PNG ROW along the Stuart River near the 
Project route crossing (Figure 6.13-11).   
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Figure 6.13-11. View east on Stuart River at along existing PNG ROW and crossing (KP 388.9).  The 

pipeline route will cross the Stuart River approximately 350m north of this site (outside 

photo to left). 

 

6.13.56.13.56.13.56.13.5    Scenic Designations in the Prince George Land and Resource Scenic Designations in the Prince George Land and Resource Scenic Designations in the Prince George Land and Resource Scenic Designations in the Prince George Land and Resource 
Management PlanManagement PlanManagement PlanManagement Plan    

The topography where the Project crosses the Prince George LRMP is primarily undulating, with 
many lakes and wetlands.  Due to low topographic relief in the area, visual landscape values are 
mainly limited to river corridors.  Active logging operations and periodic wildfires affect landscape 
features.  A railway line and logging roads are in the Project LSA. 
  
The Prince George LRMP’s objective in identifying scenic areas is to encourage recreation and 
tourism opportunities in the plan area.  As a way of combining the interests of recreation and tourism 
with resource values and uses, the LRMP suggests that landscape alterations “avoid square or 
rectangular cutblocks and linear boundaries to minimize visual impacts on dominant views within 
scenic areas” (p.254).  Stuart River, Summit Lake, and Highway 97 have been noted for their scenic 
value. 
 
Key viewpoints or viewsheds identified in the Prince George LRMP area include Stuart River Paddling 
Route, Clauminchil Lake, Salmon River, Summit Lake Road, Highway 97, and Teapot Mountain. 
 
Clauminchil Lake is a long, narrow lake located about 40 km northwest of Prince George that can be 
accessed via logging roads.  There is little information about activities that take place at the lake and 
there are no known recreation sites located at the lake.  The existing PNG ROW is approximately 
40 m from the easternmost shore of the lake.  The Project route is 500 m from the lake at its closest 
point.  The pipeline route is adjacent to a logging road where it is in the lake’s viewshed. 
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The Salmon River is navigable and is an established paddling route.  The nearby landscape has seen 
alteration due to logging operations, and cutblocks and logging roads are evident.  Where cutblocks 
meet the river, thin forest screens help mitigate views from the river.  The pipeline route crosses the 
Salmon River three times.  The first crossing is 400 m south of the existing PNG ROW at KP 430.1 
and will cross forest on the west bank and a cutblock on the east bank (Figure 6.13-12).  The second 
crossing will be in a treed area immediately adjacent to the existing PNG ROW at KP 441.  The third 
crossing (at KP 449.2) is about 300 m south of the existing PNG ROW, through forest. 
 

 
Figure 6.13-12. View upstream at the Project crossing of the Salmon River (KP 430.1).  Existing PNG ROW 

is located about 400 m upstream of this location. 

 
Summit Lake is 35 km north of Prince George, and is bordered by approximately 124 lakeshore 
residences, with 16 being used as a primary residence.  Summit Lake is primarily a recreational lake 
for residents and visitors.  There is ample public access to the lake and it is popular for boating 
activities by residents and visitors.  A forest service campground is located on the north end of the 
lake.  Linear features located near the lake include railway tracks, logging roads, and Highway 97.  
The main road to Summit Lake will be crossed by the pipeline route adjacent to the existing PNG 
ROW, approximately 700 m southeast of the developed portion of Summit Lake.  The Project will not 
be visible from the community or the lake. 
 
The John Hart Peace River Highway (an extension of Highway 97) is the main route connecting Prince 
George with the communities of northeastern British Columbia.  The highway offers travelers 
viewpoints, rest areas, and access to provincial parks.  An estimated 1,000 to 5,000 viewers per day 
use the highway during the summer peak-viewing season.  The landscape viewed from the highway 
includes transmission lines, railway lines, logged areas, agricultural operations, and existing pipeline 
routes.  The Summit Lake Cross Country Trails are east of the highway and near the Spectra Energy 
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station, the terminus of the Project.  Cross-country skiers also use trails, roads, and utility clearings 
during the winter months.  
 

 
Figure 6.13-13. View northeast along existing PNG Row from shoulder along Highway 97.  The pipeline 

route will be located about 80 m south of this location (outside photo to the right).  

 
Teapot Mountain is located at the northern end of Summit Lake and is a popular day hike accessed 
from the Caine Creek Forest Service Road.  From atop the mountain, views of Summit Lake and the 
surrounding area, including forest, cutblocks, agricultural areas, roads, utility corridors, and 
residences, are offered to hikers. 
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Table 6.13-1 
Viewpoints from which the Pipeline Route will be Visible 

Location of Location of Location of Location of 
vievievieviewpointwpointwpointwpoint    

Nearest Nearest Nearest Nearest 
KPKPKPKP    

Primary Primary Primary Primary 
viewing viewing viewing viewing 
seasonseasonseasonseason    

Est. # of Est. # of Est. # of Est. # of 
viewers viewers viewers viewers 
(primary (primary (primary (primary 
viewing viewing viewing viewing 
season)season)season)season)    

Distance Distance Distance Distance 
from from from from 
routerouterouteroute    

Degree of Degree of Degree of Degree of 
existing existing existing existing 

viewscape viewscape viewscape viewscape 
disturbancedisturbancedisturbancedisturbance    

Existing Existing Existing Existing 
landforms and landforms and landforms and landforms and 

land use land use land use land use 
influencing influencing influencing influencing 
viewscapesviewscapesviewscapesviewscapes    

Likelihood Likelihood Likelihood Likelihood 
of of of of 

visibilityvisibilityvisibilityvisibility    

View View View View 
durationdurationdurationduration    

Visual Quality Visual Quality Visual Quality Visual Quality 
ObObObObjective jective jective jective 

(VQO) (where (VQO) (where (VQO) (where (VQO) (where 
applicable)applicable)applicable)applicable)    

Clague Mountain  0 to 30 Year round 0-100 6000 Highly 
Disturbed 

Transmission 
lines, railroad, 
FSR, Kitimat 
townsite, 
forest, 
cutblocks 

High Moderate  

Hirsh Creek Golf 
Course 

0 to 30 Spring, 
Summer, 

Fall 

100-
1000 

2500 Moderately 
to highly 
disturbed 

Transmission 
lines, railroad, 
FSR, Kitimat 
townsite, 
forest, 
cutblocks 

Low Moderate  

Wedeene River 
Crossing 

17 Year round 0-100 100 Undisturbed Forest Low Moderate  

Enso Recreation 
Site 

19 to 21 Year round 0-100 400 Undisturbed Railroad, 

forest 

Low Moderate PR 

Onion and 
Clearwater Lakes 
Trails 

34 to 37 Year round 100-
1000 

1500 Moderately 
Disturbed 

Logging roads, 

forest 

Low Moderate  

Highway 37 37 Year round 5000+ Footprint Highly 
Disturbed 

Near small 
logging road, 
transmission 
line, forest 

High Fleeting  

Chist Creek 
Recreation Site 

38.5 Year round 0-100 3500 Moderately 
Disturbed 

Logging road, 

Forest 

Low Moderate  
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Location of Location of Location of Location of 
vievievieviewpointwpointwpointwpoint    

Nearest Nearest Nearest Nearest 
KPKPKPKP    

Primary Primary Primary Primary 
viewing viewing viewing viewing 
seasonseasonseasonseason    

Est. # of Est. # of Est. # of Est. # of 
viewers viewers viewers viewers 
(primary (primary (primary (primary 
viewing viewing viewing viewing 
season)season)season)season)    

Distance Distance Distance Distance 
from from from from 
routerouterouteroute    

Degree of Degree of Degree of Degree of 
existing existing existing existing 

viewscape viewscape viewscape viewscape 
disturbancedisturbancedisturbancedisturbance    

Existing Existing Existing Existing 
landforms and landforms and landforms and landforms and 

land use land use land use land use 
influencing influencing influencing influencing 
viewscapesviewscapesviewscapesviewscapes    

Likelihood Likelihood Likelihood Likelihood 
of of of of 

visibilityvisibilityvisibilityvisibility    

View View View View 
durationdurationdurationduration    

Visual Quality Visual Quality Visual Quality Visual Quality 
ObObObObjective jective jective jective 

(VQO) (where (VQO) (where (VQO) (where (VQO) (where 
applicable)applicable)applicable)applicable)    

Upper Kitimat 
Recreation Site 

43.5 Spring, 
Summer, 

Fall 

0-100 100 Moderately 
disturbed 

FSR, forest High Moderate  

Hoult Creek Valley 67 to 75 Year round 0-100 Footprint Moderately 
Disturbed 

Cutblocks, 
logging road,  

forest, 
mountains 

High Moderate  

Clore River FSR 81 to 90 Year round 0-100 Footprint Undisturbed 
to 
Moderately 
disturbed 

Cutblocks, 

logging road, 

forest 

High Short  

Burnie River Valley 99.5 Year round 0-100 Footprint Undisturbed forest High Moderate  

Herd Dome to 
Gosnell Creek 

105 to 
110 

 0-100 Footprint Moderately 
Disturbed 

Cutblock, 
forest 

High Moderate  

Morice River 
crossing 

130.5 Spring, 
Summer, 

Fall 

100-
1000 

Footprint Undisturbed Near bridge Moderate Moderate  

Morice River 
Paddling Route 

139 to 
142 

Spring, 
Summer, 

Fall 

100-
1000 

LSA Moderately 
Disturbed 

Forest, logging 
road/bridge, 
recreation 
sites 

Low Short to 
moderate 

PR 

Chisholm FSR  145 to 
165 

Year round 100-
1000 

LSA Moderately 
Disturbed 

FSR, forest Moderate Short P 

Owen Hill Trail 120 to 
200 

Spring, 
Summer, 

Fall 

0-100 Footprint 
LSA 

Moderately 
Disturbed 

FSR, forest High Moderate P,PR,M 
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Location of Location of Location of Location of 
vievievieviewpointwpointwpointwpoint    

Nearest Nearest Nearest Nearest 
KPKPKPKP    

Primary Primary Primary Primary 
viewing viewing viewing viewing 
seasonseasonseasonseason    

Est. # of Est. # of Est. # of Est. # of 
viewers viewers viewers viewers 
(primary (primary (primary (primary 
viewing viewing viewing viewing 
season)season)season)season)    

Distance Distance Distance Distance 
from from from from 
routerouterouteroute    

Degree of Degree of Degree of Degree of 
existing existing existing existing 

viewscape viewscape viewscape viewscape 
disturbancedisturbancedisturbancedisturbance    

Existing Existing Existing Existing 
landforms and landforms and landforms and landforms and 

land use land use land use land use 
influencing influencing influencing influencing 
viewscapesviewscapesviewscapesviewscapes    

Likelihood Likelihood Likelihood Likelihood 
of of of of 

visibilityvisibilityvisibilityvisibility    

View View View View 
durationdurationdurationduration    

Visual Quality Visual Quality Visual Quality Visual Quality 
ObObObObjective jective jective jective 

(VQO) (where (VQO) (where (VQO) (where (VQO) (where 
applicable)applicable)applicable)applicable)    

Owen Flats Rec. 
Site B 

163 Year round 100-
1000 

500 Moderately 
Disturbed 

FSR, forest Low Moderate P,PR,M 

Nadina Mountain Outside 
LSA 

Spring, 
Summer, 

Fall 

0-100 RSA Moderately 
Disturbed 

FSR, cutblocks, 

forest 

High Moderate  

Parrot Lake 
Recreation Site 

180 Spring, 
Summer, 
Fall (some 
winter) 

0-100 900 Undisturbed Forest Low Moderate  

Goosly Lake  200 to 
202 

Spring, 
Summer, 
Fall (some 
winter) 

0-100 300 Undisturbed 
to 
Moderately 
disturbed 

Cutblock, 

logging road, 

forest 

Moderate Moderate  

John Brown Lakes  223 to 
226 

Spring, 
Summer, 
Fall (some 
winter) 

0-100 500 Moderately 
Disturbed 

Cutblock, 
forest 

Moderate Moderate  

Maxan Lake 
Recreation Trail 

224 Spring, 
Summer, 

Fall 

0-100 Footprint Undisturbed Forest High Moderate  

Anders Lake  233 to 
235 

Year round 0-100 LSA Moderately 
Disturbed 

Logging road,  

cutblock 

Moderate Moderate PR 

Tchesinkut Creek  238.6 Year round 0-100 Footprint Moderately 
Disturbed 

Forest Moderate Moderate  
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Location of Location of Location of Location of 
vievievieviewpointwpointwpointwpoint    

Nearest Nearest Nearest Nearest 
KPKPKPKP    

Primary Primary Primary Primary 
viewing viewing viewing viewing 
seasonseasonseasonseason    

Est. # of Est. # of Est. # of Est. # of 
viewers viewers viewers viewers 
(primary (primary (primary (primary 
viewing viewing viewing viewing 
season)season)season)season)    

Distance Distance Distance Distance 
from from from from 
routerouterouteroute    

Degree of Degree of Degree of Degree of 
existing existing existing existing 

viewscape viewscape viewscape viewscape 
disturbancedisturbancedisturbancedisturbance    

Existing Existing Existing Existing 
landforms and landforms and landforms and landforms and 

land use land use land use land use 
influencing influencing influencing influencing 
viewscapesviewscapesviewscapesviewscapes    

Likelihood Likelihood Likelihood Likelihood 
of of of of 

visibilityvisibilityvisibilityvisibility    

View View View View 
durationdurationdurationduration    

Visual Quality Visual Quality Visual Quality Visual Quality 
ObObObObjective jective jective jective 

(VQO) (where (VQO) (where (VQO) (where (VQO) (where 
applicable)applicable)applicable)applicable)    

Bald Hill Road 243.1 Year round 0-100 Footprint Moderately 
Disturbed 

Private 
residences, 

forest 

High Moderate PR 

Highway 35 244.5 Year round 1000-
5000 

Footprint Moderately 
Disturbed 

FSR, forest Moderate Fleeting  

Tchesinkut Lake 
Trail 

 Year round 0-100 RSA Moderately 
Disturbed 

Logging road,  

cutblock, 
forest 

Unknown Moderate  

Tchesinkut Lake 245 to 
265 

Year round 0-100 2800 Moderately 
Disturbed 

Logging road,  

cutblock, 
forest 

Unknown Moderate  

Highway 16 near 
700 Road 

273.5 to 
276 

Year round 5000+ Footprint 
and LSA 

Disturbed Highway, 
private road, 
forest, 
farmland 

High Short PR 

Hicks Hill  275 Year round 0-100 1700 Moderately 
Disturbed 

Highway,  

private 
residences, 
logging road, 
forest,  

transmission 
line 

Moderate Moderate  

Savory Lake 
Recreation 

286 to 
288 

Year round 100-
1000 

300 Moderately 
disturbed 

Transmission 
line, highway, 
forest 

Low Moderate R 
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Location of Location of Location of Location of 
vievievieviewpointwpointwpointwpoint    

Nearest Nearest Nearest Nearest 
KPKPKPKP    

Primary Primary Primary Primary 
viewing viewing viewing viewing 
seasonseasonseasonseason    

Est. # of Est. # of Est. # of Est. # of 
viewers viewers viewers viewers 
(primary (primary (primary (primary 
viewing viewing viewing viewing 
season)season)season)season)    

Distance Distance Distance Distance 
from from from from 
routerouterouteroute    

Degree of Degree of Degree of Degree of 
existing existing existing existing 

viewscape viewscape viewscape viewscape 
disturbancedisturbancedisturbancedisturbance    

Existing Existing Existing Existing 
landforms and landforms and landforms and landforms and 

land use land use land use land use 
influencing influencing influencing influencing 
viewscapesviewscapesviewscapesviewscapes    

Likelihood Likelihood Likelihood Likelihood 
of of of of 

visibilityvisibilityvisibilityvisibility    

View View View View 
durationdurationdurationduration    

Visual Quality Visual Quality Visual Quality Visual Quality 
ObObObObjective jective jective jective 

(VQO) (where (VQO) (where (VQO) (where (VQO) (where 
applicable)applicable)applicable)applicable)    

Endako River 297.5 Summer, 
Fall 

0-100 Footprint Disturbed Farmland, 
forest 

Unknown Moderate  

Highway 16 near 
Endako 

298 Year round 1000-
5000 

Footprint Disturbed Farmland, 
private road, 
forest, railroad 

High Short  

Yukon Telegraph 
Trail 

300 Year round 0-100 Footprint Undisturbed Forest High Moderate  

Deserter Lake 304 to 
305 

Year round 0-100 250 Moderately 
Disturbed 

Cutblocks, 

PNG ROW,  

forest 

Unknown Moderate M 

Red Rock Trail 305 Spring, 
Summer, 

Fall 

0-100 Footprint Undisturbed Forest High Moderate  

Mouse Mountain 
Lookout  

310 Year round 100-
1000 

5500 Moderately 
Disturbed 

Forest, lake, 

PNG ROW 

Unknown Moderate  

Community of 
Fraser Lake 

310 Year round 1000-
5000 

5000 Moderately 
Disturbed 

Forest, lake, 

PNG ROW 

Unknown N/A  

Ormond Creek Trail 315 to 
315.3 

Year round 0-100 Footprint Moderately 
Disturbed 

Forest High Moderate R 

Fraser Mountain 
Lookout 

323 Year round 100-
1000 

875 Disturbed Forest, 
cutblocks,  

lake, PNG 
ROW 

High Moderate  
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Location of Location of Location of Location of 
vievievieviewpointwpointwpointwpoint    

Nearest Nearest Nearest Nearest 
KPKPKPKP    

Primary Primary Primary Primary 
viewing viewing viewing viewing 
seasonseasonseasonseason    

Est. # of Est. # of Est. # of Est. # of 
viewers viewers viewers viewers 
(primary (primary (primary (primary 
viewing viewing viewing viewing 
season)season)season)season)    

Distance Distance Distance Distance 
from from from from 
routerouterouteroute    

Degree of Degree of Degree of Degree of 
existing existing existing existing 

viewscape viewscape viewscape viewscape 
disturbancedisturbancedisturbancedisturbance    

Existing Existing Existing Existing 
landforms and landforms and landforms and landforms and 

land use land use land use land use 
influencing influencing influencing influencing 
viewscapesviewscapesviewscapesviewscapes    

Likelihood Likelihood Likelihood Likelihood 
of of of of 

visibilityvisibilityvisibilityvisibility    

View View View View 
durationdurationdurationduration    

Visual Quality Visual Quality Visual Quality Visual Quality 
ObObObObjective jective jective jective 

(VQO) (where (VQO) (where (VQO) (where (VQO) (where 
applicable)applicable)applicable)applicable)    

Nyan Wheti Trail 325 Year round 0-100 Footprint Moderately 
Disturbed 

Forest, road,  

PNG ROW 

High Moderate R 

Nechako River 340 Year round 100-
1000 

500 Disturbed Forest, PNG 
ROW,  

farms 

Medium Moderate PR 

Highway 27 355.3 Year round 5000+ Footprint Moderately 
disturbed 

Highway, 
forest,  

PNG ROW, 
cutblock, 
compressor 
station 

High Short M 

Omineca Trail 364.3 to 
364.5 

Year round 0-100 Footprint Undisturbed 
to 
Moderately 
disturbed 

Forest,  

PNG ROW 

 

High Moderate R 

Blue Mt. Demo 
Forest 

364.4 Year round 0-100 LSA Undisturbed Forest,  

PNG ROW 

Unknown Moderate R 

Breadalbane Lake 376 Year round 0-100 LSA Undisturbed 
to 
Moderately 
disturbed 

Forest,  

PNG ROW,  

cutblocks 

Unknown Moderate  

Stuart River  387.6 to 
392 

Spring, 
Summer, 

Fall 

100-
1000 

Footprint Undisturbed 
to 
Moderately 
disturbed 

Forest, farms,  

PNG ROW 

High Moderate PR 
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Location of Location of Location of Location of 
vievievieviewpointwpointwpointwpoint    

Nearest Nearest Nearest Nearest 
KPKPKPKP    

Primary Primary Primary Primary 
viewing viewing viewing viewing 
seasonseasonseasonseason    

Est. # of Est. # of Est. # of Est. # of 
viewers viewers viewers viewers 
(primary (primary (primary (primary 
viewing viewing viewing viewing 
season)season)season)season)    

Distance Distance Distance Distance 
from from from from 
routerouterouteroute    

Degree of Degree of Degree of Degree of 
existing existing existing existing 

viewscape viewscape viewscape viewscape 
disturbancedisturbancedisturbancedisturbance    

Existing Existing Existing Existing 
landforms and landforms and landforms and landforms and 

land use land use land use land use 
influencing influencing influencing influencing 
viewscapesviewscapesviewscapesviewscapes    

Likelihood Likelihood Likelihood Likelihood 
of of of of 

visibilityvisibilityvisibilityvisibility    

View View View View 
durationdurationdurationduration    

Visual Quality Visual Quality Visual Quality Visual Quality 
ObObObObjective jective jective jective 

(VQO) (where (VQO) (where (VQO) (where (VQO) (where 
applicable)applicable)applicable)applicable)    

Clauminchil Lake 418.5 Year round 0-100 LSA Moderately 
disturbed 

Forest,  

PNG ROW,  

logging road 

Unknown Moderate  

Salmon River 
(crossing 1) 

430.1 Spring, 
Summer, 

Fall 

100-
1000 

Footprint Moderately 
Disturbed 

Cutblock, 
forest,  

road, PNG 
ROW 

High Short  

Salmon River 
(crossing 2) 

441 Spring, 
Summer, 

Fall 

100-
1000 

Footprint Undisturbed 
to 
Moderately 
disturbed 

Forest,  

PNG ROW 

High Short  

Salmon River 
(crossing 3) 

449.2 Spring, 
Summer, 

Fall 

100-
1000 

Footprint Undisturbed Forest High Short  

Summit Lake Rd. 460.1 Year round 100-
1000 

Footprint Moderately 
disturbed 

Forest, 
cutblocks,  

paved road,  

PNG ROW 

High Short PR 

Highway 97 460.5 Year round 1000-
5000 

Footprint Moderately 
disturbed 

Forest, 
cutblocks,  

paved road, 
highway, 
clearing 

High Fleeting PR 

X-Country Ski Trails 460.5 to 
462 

Winter 0-100 LSA Undisturbed 
to 
Moderately 
disturbed 

Forest, 
cutblocks,  

PNG ROW 

High Moderate PR 
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Location of Location of Location of Location of 
vievievieviewpointwpointwpointwpoint    

Nearest Nearest Nearest Nearest 
KPKPKPKP    

Primary Primary Primary Primary 
viewing viewing viewing viewing 
seasonseasonseasonseason    

Est. # of Est. # of Est. # of Est. # of 
viewers viewers viewers viewers 
(primary (primary (primary (primary 
viewing viewing viewing viewing 
season)season)season)season)    

Distance Distance Distance Distance 
from from from from 
routerouterouteroute    

Degree of Degree of Degree of Degree of 
existing existing existing existing 

viewscape viewscape viewscape viewscape 
disturbancedisturbancedisturbancedisturbance    

Existing Existing Existing Existing 
landforms and landforms and landforms and landforms and 

land use land use land use land use 
influencing influencing influencing influencing 
viewscapesviewscapesviewscapesviewscapes    

Likelihood Likelihood Likelihood Likelihood 
of of of of 

visibilityvisibilityvisibilityvisibility    

View View View View 
durationdurationdurationduration    

Visual Quality Visual Quality Visual Quality Visual Quality 
ObObObObjective jective jective jective 

(VQO) (where (VQO) (where (VQO) (where (VQO) (where 
applicable)applicable)applicable)applicable)    

Teapot Mountain 462 Spring, 
summer, 

fall 

100-
1000 

RSA Moderately 
Disturbed 

Forest, 
cutblocks,  

logging roads,  

PNG ROW 

High Moderate  
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6.146.146.146.14    PPPPERMANENT ERMANENT ERMANENT ERMANENT FFFFACILITIESACILITIESACILITIESACILITIES    

In addition to the ROW required for the KSL pipeline, land will be required for permanent facilities 
related to the overall Project.  These permanent facilities include: 

• Methanex Lateral 

• Compressor Station 

• Methanex Meter Station 
 
Biophysical and land use characteristics of the Methanex Lateral and the Compressor Station are 
provided in Tables 6.14-4 and 6.14-2 respectively.  Biophysical and land use characteristics of the 
Methanex Meter Station are not provided as this is a highly disturbed site that was previously used 
as the Meter Station for the Methanex Plant.  The Methanex Meter Station for the KSL Project will 
simply replace the existing discussed meter station. 
 

Table 6.14-1 
Summary of Biophysical and Land Use Characteristics for the Methanex Lateral 

Biophysical and Biophysical and Biophysical and Biophysical and SocioSocioSocioSocio----
Economic ElementsEconomic ElementsEconomic ElementsEconomic Elements    

Summary of ConsiderationsSummary of ConsiderationsSummary of ConsiderationsSummary of Considerations    

Geophysical 
Environment  

 

 

• Located in the Kitimat Lowland area and characterized by thick fluvial, marine, 
glaciomarine and organic deposits. 

• There are no active mass wasting processes influencing the area of the lateral. 

• Soils are generally very poorly drained peaty phases of Gleysolic soils; 
topography is level to depressional; the water table is generally within 1 m of 
the soil surface. 

• Flooding of the area is controlled by dykes on the Kitimat River to the east. 

Atmospheric 
Environment 

 

• Inshore winds (southerly) dominate at Kitimat during the summer months 
while offshore winds (northerly) are frequent in the winter.   

• Rainfall occurs in Kitimat year round.  Average monthly rainfall at Kitimat is 
greatest in October at almost 325 mm and least in June at 45 mm.  

• Snowfall occurs in Kitimat between October and April.  The greatest average 
snowfall occurs in January at 140 cm. 

• Daily average temperatures at Kitimat are below zero in December, January, 
and February, reaching a minimum of –3ºC.  In March, the average 
temperature gradually begins to increase, reaching a peak of 16ºC in August. 

• The air emission contaminants of concern in the Kitimat area are particulate 
matter, total reduced sulphur, hydrogen fluoride, and polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons.   

• Notable emissions are those associated with the aluminium smelter (Alcan 
Smelting and Chemicals Limited), the paper mill (Eurocan Pulp and Paper 
Company), and the methanol and ammonia plant (Methanex Corporation). 

Aquatic Environment 

 

 

• On stream is crossed – a tributary to Anderson Creek. 

• The stream is assumed to be fish-bearing. 

• Spawning, rearing and overwintering habitat are rated as moderate quality. 
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Biophysical and Biophysical and Biophysical and Biophysical and SocioSocioSocioSocio----
Economic ElementsEconomic ElementsEconomic ElementsEconomic Elements    

Summary of ConsiderationsSummary of ConsiderationsSummary of ConsiderationsSummary of Considerations    

Terrestrial Environment: 
Wildlife and Wildlife 
Habitat; Vegetation 

• The Methanex Lateral pipeline connection with the KSL pipeline route is 
located east of Kitimat in Coastal Closed Forest, and Coastal Wetland Wildlife 
Habitats (CWHvm).  The permanent facility is adjacent to previous disturbance 
from roads, transmission lines, and industrial development.  

• The area is crossed by grizzly bears during spring.  

• The lateral pipeline route may receive incidental use as a feeding area by 
wildlife VEC species including grizzly bear, black bear, and moose.  

• No dens, nest sites, or other important wildlife habitat features have been 
identified on the Methanex Lateral.  

Species and 
Ecosystems at Risk 

 

• The Methanex Lateral pipeline route does not have important wildlife habitat 
features used by species at risk . 

• No rare plants or plant communities have been identified on the Methanex 
Lateral route.   

Archaeological and 
Heritage Resources  

 

• Archaeological potential is considered low. 

First Nations 
Community and Land 
Use 

 

 

• No First Nations issues were identified in relation to the Methanex Pipeline 
lateral. 

Land and Resource Use 

 

Community and 
Regional Infrastructure 
and Services  

 

Employment and 
Economy 

 

Human Health and 
Safety 

 

• The Methanex Pipeline Lateral is located on private land in the Kalum LRMP 
area.  The Kalum SRMP does not provide any management direction for the 
area where the lateral will be constructed.   

• The lateral is located in the District of Kitimat.  The land crossed by the lateral 
is designated as Industrial in the Kitimat Official Community Plan.  
Discussions with District of Kitimat planners provided further refinement of 
these lands as industrial, sub-category manufacturing, and suggest that the 
only concern that they have with the location of the lateral is a Harbour Road 
that is likely to be built across the lateral at some point in the future, definite 
location unknown at this time.  Planners request that the lateral be buried 
deep enough to allow a new road to be constructed, or to improve Ocelot Way 
as required without incurring any additional cost or delay to relocate the 
pipeline.   

Navigable Waters 

 

 

• There are no Navigable Waters crossed by the Methanex Lateral. 

Aesthetics and 
Viewsheds 

• See Land and Resource Use above. 
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Table 6.14-2 
Summary of Biophysical and Land Use Characterisitics for the Compressor Station  

Biophysical and SocioBiophysical and SocioBiophysical and SocioBiophysical and Socio----
Economic ElementsEconomic ElementsEconomic ElementsEconomic Elements    

Summary of ConsiderationsSummary of ConsiderationsSummary of ConsiderationsSummary of Considerations    

Geophysical 
Environment  

 

 

• The Compressor Station is located on an extensive area of well drained glacial 
till soils that are generally gravely sandy loam to loam textured. 

• The area is level to gently sloping with slopes ranging from 2 to 5 percent. 

• There are no active mass wasting processes or flooding that affect the area. 

Atmospheric 
Environment 

 

• Burns Lake predominantly experiences winds from the northwest and 
southeast, which closely matches the orientation of the valley in which the 
Burns Lake meteorological station is located.  A maximum wind speed of 11.5 
m/s was recorded for the period observed.   

• The AQLSA is considered semi-arid, receiving an average rainfall of 291 mm 
annually.  On average, highest rainfall occurs between the months of June and 
September, with an extreme daily rainfall that ranges from 24.4 to 43.6 mm 
in the same months.   

• The amount of snowfall is highest from November to January.  Extreme daily 
snowfall is recorded in December with 26.4 cm of snow.   

• The average annual temperature in Burns Lake is 2.8 degrees Celsius.  The 
highest daily average temperature is recorded in July at 14.3 degrees Celsius 
and the lowest daily average temperature is measured in January at -10.5 
degrees Celsius.  The extreme minimum temperature is also recorded in 
January at -46.7 degrees Celsius. 

• Existing emission estimates within the AQLSA indicated that road dust 
represents the largest source of particulate emissions, while mobile sources 
represent the largest sources of NOx, SO2, CO, and VOC.   

• Three point sources were identified in the AQLSA: Northwood Pulp and Timber, 
Francois Lake Woodworking Ltd., and Burns Lake Specialty Wood Ltd.   

• Historical measurements of particulate matter, NO2, SO2, and CO from several 
air quality monitoring stations in the vicinity of the Compressor Station were 
analyzed to assess the background air quality.   

• Between August 2001 and July 2006, 24-hour PM10 concentrations exceeded 
the provincial objective of 50 µg/m3 4.6% of the time.  The highest 
concentrations were observed in spring, which is consistent with resuspension 
of winter traction materials on roadways.  The 98th percentile 24-hour average 
PM2.5 concentrations met the Canada-wide standard of 30 µg/m3 for the five 
years of available data.  The highest concentrations were observed in winter. 

• All observed NO2 concentrations were less than a quarter of the federal 
maximum acceptable objectives.  The highest concentrations were observed 
in winter and spring.   

• One year of SO2 measurements are available, but the majority of the observed 
one-hour average SO2 concentrations were below detection limit.  The 
maximum observed concentration of 5.0 µg/m3, observed in spring, is 
considerably less than the BC Level A objective of 450 µg/m3.   

• All observed CO concentrations were well below the BC Level A objectives.  No 
discernible seasonal trend was observed for the five years of available data. 
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Biophysical and SocioBiophysical and SocioBiophysical and SocioBiophysical and Socio----
Economic ElementsEconomic ElementsEconomic ElementsEconomic Elements    

Summary of ConsiderationsSummary of ConsiderationsSummary of ConsiderationsSummary of Considerations    

Aquatic Environment 

 

• There are no watercourses or waterbodies that interact with the Compressor 
Station. 

Terrestrial Environment: 
Wildlife and Wildlife 
Habitat; Vegetation 

• Compressor Station Site is located in a recently logged cutblock in Interior 
Closed Forest Wildlife Habitat (SBSdk/01).  

• The site is used by moose as winter habitat.  

• The Compressor Station Site may receive incidental use by wildlife VEC 
species including black bear, moose, snowshoe hare, lynx, dark eyed junco, 
Wilson’s warbler, and chipping sparrow.  

• The site does not occur in an identified wildlife movement corridor.  

• No dens, nest sites, or other important wildlife habitat features have been 
identified on the Compressor Station site.   

Species and 
Ecosystems at Risk 

 

• This site does not have important wildlife habitat features used by species at 
risk. 

• No rare plants or plant communities have been identified on the site.   

Archaeological and 
Heritage Resources  

 

• Archeological potential is considered low. 

First Nations 
Community and Land 
Use 

 

• First Nation hunting may be temporarily disrupted by increased noise and 
hunting restrictions during the construction phase. 

Land and Resource Use 

Community and 
Regional Infrastructure 
and Services  

Employment and 
Economy 

Human Health and 
Safety 

• The Compressor Station site at KP 246.5 is located in the General zone of the 
Lakes LRMP.  The site is also contained in Electoral Area E-Francois-Ootsa 
Rural in the Regional District of Bulkley-Nechako.  Area E does not have a 
Rural Official Community Plan (OCP).  The Compressor Station is consistent 
with the land use designation in the Lakes LRMP and Area E OCP. 

• The Compressor Station will be constructed on forested land at KP 246.5.  
Trees on the site have been logged in the recent past. 

• Hunting restrictions may be applied adjacent to the site at KP 246.5 to protect 
human safety. 

Navigable Waters 

 

 

• There are no Navigable Waters that would be affected by the construction and 
operation of the proposed Compressor Station. 

Aesthetics and 
Viewsheds 

• See Land and Resource Use above. 
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6.156.156.156.15    TTTTEMPORARY EMPORARY EMPORARY EMPORARY FFFFACACACACILITIES FOR ILITIES FOR ILITIES FOR ILITIES FOR CCCCONSTRUCTIONONSTRUCTIONONSTRUCTIONONSTRUCTION    

In addition to the ROW required for the construction of the KSL pipeline, land will be required on a 
temporary basis for staging and equipment/pipe stockpile sites, new temporary access roads and 
construction camps.  These temporary facilities required for the KSL Project have been described in 
Section 4.3 Project Components. 
 
Table 6.15-1 provides a summary of biophysical characteristics for each of the Temporary Facilities.  
Construction access located along the pipeline ROW and located within the LSA is presented in the 
project setting described in previous subsections of this report section.  The biophysical 
characteristics of access roads requiring reactivation for use during the clearing, construction and 
restoration phases of the Project, as well as new access roads that will have to be constructed, are 
described in Table 6.15-2.
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Table 6.15-1 
Location, Description, and Biophysical Characteristics of the Temporary Facilities 

Proposed UseProposed UseProposed UseProposed Use    LocationLocationLocationLocation    Description of Site Description of Site Description of Site Description of Site 
and Size of and Size of and Size of and Size of AreaAreaAreaArea    

Terrain TypeTerrain TypeTerrain TypeTerrain Type    Aquatic Aquatic Aquatic Aquatic 
HabitatHabitatHabitatHabitat    

Vegetation Vegetation Vegetation Vegetation 
CharacteristicsCharacteristicsCharacteristicsCharacteristics    

Wildlife and Wildlife and Wildlife and Wildlife and 
Wildlife HabitatWildlife HabitatWildlife HabitatWildlife Habitat    

Rare Species or Rare Species or Rare Species or Rare Species or 
Species at RiskSpecies at RiskSpecies at RiskSpecies at Risk    

Archaeological Archaeological Archaeological Archaeological 
CharacteristicsCharacteristicsCharacteristicsCharacteristics    

Construction 
camp and 
stockpile site 

North of KP 84 
along the 
Clore River 
FSR 

Moderately sloping 
to level area 
adjacent to and 
downslope of the 
Clore River Forest 
Service Road; 
approximately 
30 ha in size 

Bedrock 
controlled 
terrain 
characterized 
by well-
drained 
glacial till 
veneer 

There are no 
streams or 
wetlands 
within the 
area; the 
Clore River is 
approximately 
250 m 
downslope to 
the east 

CWHws1 

Coastal Closed 
Forest 

Site located in 
Clore to Zymoetz 
River Wildlife 
Movement 
Corridor and 
grizzly bear 
denning and late 
summer feeding 
habitat.   

Grizzly bear 
habitat.   

There is no 
archaeological 
potential within 
the proposed 
area 

Stockpile site KP 126 Level to 
moderately sloping 
area located west 
of the Morice River 
crossing; 
approximately 
35 ha in size 

Dominantly 
glacial till 
veneer over 
bedrock; 
minor areas 
of glaciofluvial 
sands and 
gravels 

There are no 
streams or 
wetlands 
within the 
area; Gosnell 
Creek is 
approximately 
500 m north 
and the 
Morice River 
is 
approximately 
4.5 km to the 
east of the 
site 

SBSmc2 

Interior Closed 
Forest 

Previously 
cleared site.   

No wildlife 
movement 
corridors or 
important 
habitats 
identified. 

No wildlife 
species at risk 
or rare plant 
communities 
have been 
identified. 

There is no 
archaeological 
potential within 
the proposed 
area 

Stockpile site KP 223; 
located off the 
pipeline ROW 
adjacent to 
Colleymont 
Road, just off 

Level to very gently 
sloping area 
located north of 
Allin Creek; 
approximately 
9 ha in size 

Characterized 
by thick 
blankets of 
glacial till; 
well drained 
soils 

There are no 
streams or 
wetlands 
within the 
area; Maxan 
Creek is 

SBSdk 

Interior Closed 
Forest.  

Previously 
cleared site.   

No wildlife 
movement 
corridors or 
important 
habitats 
identified.   

No wildlife 
species at risk 
or rare plant 
communities 
have been 
identified.   

There is no 
archaeological 
potential within 
the proposed 
area 
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Proposed UseProposed UseProposed UseProposed Use    LocationLocationLocationLocation    Description of Site Description of Site Description of Site Description of Site 
and Size of and Size of and Size of and Size of AreaAreaAreaArea    

Terrain TypeTerrain TypeTerrain TypeTerrain Type    Aquatic Aquatic Aquatic Aquatic 
HabitatHabitatHabitatHabitat    

Vegetation Vegetation Vegetation Vegetation 
CharacteristicsCharacteristicsCharacteristicsCharacteristics    

Wildlife and Wildlife and Wildlife and Wildlife and 
Wildlife HabitatWildlife HabitatWildlife HabitatWildlife Habitat    

Rare Species or Rare Species or Rare Species or Rare Species or 
Species at RiskSpecies at RiskSpecies at RiskSpecies at Risk    

Archaeological Archaeological Archaeological Archaeological 
CharacteristicsCharacteristicsCharacteristicsCharacteristics    

Road, just off 
Cougar Road.; 
these are both 
existing 
access roads. 

9 ha in size soils Creek is 
approximately 
500 m east of 
the proposed 
site and Allin 
Creek is 
approximately 
3 km south 

cleared site.   identified.   identified.   

Construction 
camp and 
stockpile site 

KP 233 Level, previously 
cleared area 
located west of 
Tchesinkut Creek; 
adjacent to the 
Maxan Road; 
approximately 
23 ha in size 

Thick deposits 
of glacial till 
and 
fluvioglacial 
sands and 
gravels 

There are no 
streams or 
wetlands 
within the 
area; 
Tchesinkut 
Creek is 
approximately 
400 m east of 
the site 

SBSdk 

Interior Closed 
Forest.  

Previously 
cleared site, 
with a patch of 
standing live 
trees located in 
the centre of 
the cutblock.   

No wildlife 
movement 
corridors or 
important 
habitats 
identified. 

No wildlife 
species at risk 
or rare plant 
communities 
have been 
identified. 

There is no 
archaeological 
potential within 
the proposed 
area 

Stockpile site KP 249 Level, previously 
logged area 
located along the 
700 Road; 
approximately 
3 ha in size 

Thick deposits 
of rapidly 
drained 
glaciofluvial 
and till 
deposits 

There are no 
streams or 
wetlands 
within the 
area; 
Tchesinkut 
Lake is 
approximately 
3 km to the 
south 

SBSdk 

Interior Closed 
Forest. 

Previously 
cleared site.   

No wildlife 
movement 
corridors or 
important 
habitats 
identified. 

No wildlife 
species at risk 
or rare plant 
communities 
have been 
identified. 

There is no 
archaeological 
potential within 
the proposed 
area 

Stockpile site KP 295 Level, previously 
cleared area 
located off the 
ROW, immediately 
south of Endako 

Level, rapidly 
drained fluvial 
and 
glaciofluvial 
sands and 

There are no 
streams or 
wetlands 
within the 
area; the 

SBSdw3 

Interior Closed 
Forest.  

75% of the site 
is previously 

Site occus in the 
Tchesinkut Lake 
to Fraser Lake 
Wildlife 
Movement 

No wildlife 
species at risk 
or rare plant 
communities 
have been 

There is medium 
archaeological 
potential within 
the proposed 
area 
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Proposed UseProposed UseProposed UseProposed Use    LocationLocationLocationLocation    Description of Site Description of Site Description of Site Description of Site 
and Size of and Size of and Size of and Size of AreaAreaAreaArea    

Terrain TypeTerrain TypeTerrain TypeTerrain Type    Aquatic Aquatic Aquatic Aquatic 
HabitatHabitatHabitatHabitat    

Vegetation Vegetation Vegetation Vegetation 
CharacteristicsCharacteristicsCharacteristicsCharacteristics    

Wildlife and Wildlife and Wildlife and Wildlife and 
Wildlife HabitatWildlife HabitatWildlife HabitatWildlife Habitat    

Rare Species or Rare Species or Rare Species or Rare Species or 
Species at RiskSpecies at RiskSpecies at RiskSpecies at Risk    

Archaeological Archaeological Archaeological Archaeological 
CharacteristicsCharacteristicsCharacteristicsCharacteristics    

south of Endako 
and the railway; 
approximately 
6 ha in size 

sands and 
gravels 

area; the 
Endako River 
is 
approximately 
300 m to the 
south 

is previously 
disturbed 
(logged and 
seeded with 
agronomic 
grasses).  

25% of the site 
has mature 
forest.   

Movement 
Corridor.  The 
mature forest 
adjacent to the 
site has well 
used wildlife 
trails.   

have been 
identified. 

area 
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